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ABSTRACT
This two-part report, through the analysis of a

number of experimental attempts to answer two basic questions: What
form has the change in the teacher's role taken? What policy should
be adopted to foster this change? Part 1 is a general report that
covers the major themes which emerged from the case studies outlined
in part 2 and from discussions at a. meeting of tirperts organized in
March 1972. Topics discussed are the directions oL change in
education, changes in the role of he teacher due to change in the
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and divided into two main themes: xamples of national experiences
and attitudes toward innovation an policy implications. (PD)
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The increasingly funtiataentel changes -which, Re Mber. countries._
are making in the very objectives Of -their'eduCatiOnal systems- -1-

-Cerreattatuting 'fbattgaa tit the fultriiints -tenchers:.-and-

the Waysi thoii44.- function's are eel-rimmed-Ai .
---

_; Althaaugtr _ttimuttaneous _changee.wiit:have to be made at 'all.
'levels- and in Ali, types oreducatione the OECD survey hats'. been

.

confined to primary and secondary education.- It will be seen
-that certain of the conclusions in thie reeort, are -or:.undosibteti

Concernio atherievels and:typee:Or education.
' The fact.:.is. that the national authorities are new trying to

Yin& an ,answer .ito. two Major questiona- t what term. has the eliange

in the teacherIs role taken and what policy shouidbe.adoOted to

_.:foster thiechange,?. 'Viesied against the more general background

of the- trend-in-educational and cultUrai systems, it is clear that
the key problem might be stated as rolloice r how does the tettalter.
realm to innovation and how. .can he bstiade into one of its principal--

_....,.._at e_nta-4-laitn,ritte regard to his place in -.the *viten-

-the -present volume an attempt has boon made, tiwough the

4100,1-Ylkt*.Of_a-,:antaher of experittental innaVatione. to find air ini-
tial,:uttener to these basic lastest iettet The OECD has asked- a number
of experts:- to-draw conclusiens from work and experiments tibias
have, been Undertaken in Various countries. A general report, coos

prising the fiket part of the present publication, revere the

7-major themes: which emerged from a uuWbor of case studies outlined
n: the. second part and from discussions at a meeting of osporto:

organised in "larch 1972,

The timt. chosen for the analysis is also or considerable impor.

_tatiCe .. Indeed. a large number of Member countries are no :tenger

suffering from the severe shortage of teachers whiCh affected them

a fee years ago. But, as the OECD has already shown in its tiurvitY
Traittputt Recruitment anti Utilisation or Teachers in. Prialary.anti
Secondary: Education (197.1), this type of development in rinal se*

,lysia::does not generaiir improves quality As shown in another
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mirveY-(4)].aits,,:..relothw io11,0,:suryey..whese results are-fiblished

tit the present .to tame, . t whoa tl-e tearlier/pupt I rat and the
glut if teat tons_ or eacherS he to t Ow- improve that

-t t costae il- theorise with .1he int eerie t ton of ushitit tat i%le and .

looltiatOe a nivel:,s itt the refer.; : uti.l i 11 r towebots..

nlegra cf. ton :of these.. N111(41:- S eiesent: tosi iit 4,4
,:roa sod. the. i4 Neat twis ..t system. re

. .
.psi res.!, cOnsidetwhier coherence in nat t Onal Iwo I icie**:.-1 hatred. a I .

this et hoe .Osalerlyine ements in the 04001 i snit t $ysrtests mittit
s i liatectitsl changeti if teaelierii are- to Ito eentriiteiv-. alite:
Priaso ej- reft' rims Shen the newt _art seS, The cone lit Pi ion S JO, lati-e. .

been reached oil the subject e the pr r :14011 t VW> ars is I
runlet y _inseparable from: t hese. ids have -al ready time ',wed: Erect pre.

welit-- on- the * true taro s Contents and' -me Wad
- - ,,

:The . Report which is published: under the responsibility of the
. . .

-Secretarpolleneral. yas Complied us part of the Ethics .Cissuni t t tte
priwruntuse

11 See lot ame 1 I -in- the present series, OECD. 1974
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The eiport S meeting on *the Changit'd role of the toucher and
Its implicationsl had the paPers of thie,',,iinsis as thole. consols

' tiaCkgreintd, The present dóóument to a Ce144,104 report or, the..iietin
ideas emerging frail Ilse' papers and the debateh';ily,

1.110100-.7WititkOriltst.- -these spore:-:4 -1-1.4a-t-411e --HrolP"

,._:,the._tenciter.:te_ondor.11kitsntOig- presente- to change. The Conine:Rao" '

:vary situation in all Member countrtea is that tonniont- have: urines* :'
.

in the too0044S 'rotO rsout ting- from the tiaii-olastence. or .oduOotion-- ''.

systemsWhich have changed slowly and socilal..centexte that have

Changedi_.fast. Thee ort-el cOntributions are attempts' to suggest, .
firstly-, the gOnOratdiroction at chando..-thot is occurring-in. the

striectUre- or education and affecting use rule of the teacher and.

measures tor lispreiving the effectiveness of. the ..

-teachor:.antl,for 'reducing' the conflict' that has become .0 continuing .

__:,rontOro,SC.: the_ toSaher 'role,

As previous -OECD studies (2).-. on teachers have shoals, the ...

,7-...,-----4444104..41vst_-__, the effort to recruit -enough teachers during the

laist:_thiedecodea canid now be .shifted to alio* far .ittore emphasis'nitila at
..-:-7---,-,:onHquailty.1----The-teaching:-body is now Composed -of a largor proper

tion_ofIlousittetelhers because of the increased rate of

The-se- hen'tatiehers ate -this, to spend -I long time in edUcation.... -.'

'There:L.'S tittle hope Of- progress without preen/awls: for systema.44c

continuing training. no. education of teachers will be at the ..

.'.ceittre:tbereforo or. any programme of educational reform, 'YortUnate,-
ty..tki:i0..-,0.,_.rnsOurabie *Imo for changes. in the- initial

,..sorsics eductsttois of teachers. _

) The OECD Very grateful to Dr. Marten b. Shipman for his:belp-
this report ih his capacity as rapporteur of tile

exports* meeting.
fratñtnia Recruitment., ant. Lit tton of . To/Whore_ in Primary,
and Stscondary Education. OECD, Paris. 1971.

Assou cos and. Structural Change, Conference on .0o11.4
C- for iren-11W. .5th June 1970, Val-. --Vs
OECD, 101,
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-A, THE DIRECT10% OI'CilAGEiti EDUCATION

It is nut possible to IttterIllitle. In.htnII intilt*. titan/MS in

***location among' Member countries neither can the rate of any .,

such change he fored C t On a eats ton ttkl y, Neve r t Ise leSS, t bore. Ls sur +

tr I en t evident** -for most likel-y direct ion of ettnnee in the- imste.0
*linty* future to.be *tete*, test, .

-

Toward's -a- longereducation rer,01.1.:

The most- Obvious trend...in'all. toisittrieS is fos
popular eshocat ion to be .-c4iviided. to. 01*Ier-Ohilstren:.:at
-tO7younger r-be-'-ellser*,.: The gait tes roy Slit easiest. tug::

,entryan44.14:ter.jeawilig...are..ertutoiale and

as put ety'educat I usia I. M058 ' Odin% LIon prOgross y:extemes to

.eisier_,childreir does seem to products a, demand- for even more .educa..
tines, %Omni etonomic relationships seem to ho reversed So. that
:isnpiity'st insulates -demand. The-leacher jo an important --ngent

sat. 1 A Iry kkag this essmestl, .

The demand rot education is, however, unequal arid Seems to
ts'essi It its an even wider divide between those who wilt et. through
schoolS_to higher education and those whs. icLlI leave.earlY, As
.teachers betook* agents for Mold-tieing increased numbers .LiSto score

. and muse education they whit therefore, be fated with a resistant

;- minority for whom education ofrers relatively -less and less, While
en id ing the -able- and mot I vote& children through to Iii-gisa_sr

will simultaneously have to cuter for those -who are- likbly
-to -show an open resetstesant of compulsory school
t 141-401:6 school as early as possible, :

the dirncultis laced by teachers working with stistialrem
poor social backgrounds who rail to learn, are shared with social
heaters istul others* it is an old and intractable .problesii, but,
whatstiskets it More pressing today is not just the greater'nuMbers-

Involved for a longer tins*, but the professienal perception of it,
. _

allure to learn Is not just .seen as unfortunate but increasingly
as intolerable because lack of Verbal, writing and computational.

- ski Its presents a serious problem.ln the 'modern sige,.wher* manual.
jobs, which near-ill iterate persons can perform, are becoming

arte, The teacher of these -inideri-Mioti-Vateil, u1'tudiffióuit
.chltdren is expected to succeed where society has fa* tott. The
school, systems and the teething profession are now
Corned not only with the problem.ot. ektendiite- the taltrekit.tonar:0, --
greater number of children, but above all with the steed to einiip'

10



it. el* the earl y leaves-Atilt, minitilunt social and,:teattlemic Is
that .1o. cats russet tots is lsesetit day Society, "'This Calls for it
rattle:a elute& in educational policy, lateatsse, Untii stow the stse
ct.t.tok,.rol.,the_achipitiS-iirtletectiltg -and _developing_ latent lets :tenitetl
to CiteSoliilitt. the :44444:at itteiistal tries that -the- dist ri

A

01, ty
Atiot Stet itaatertant irion tltrart of_ a inces. ednentiOn for: 0114 is

the increatiting'ilematel for contititsingethscat l'rent.as-11- side 044

further "local; ion yutingstoir. ausi adults, orgaistitted by formal
--throslisat --ttdrcart loss Ins t i tut ions. wilt 'bring new chat llestgeS-to-

thit..tteicising: body.... in the future,. a sse system it recurrent--eds
cut Lett open,- t O -a-i I I tell vidital-s- could complete; y teslustet: rola.

tlurlsitl >i_ itetWeett trim _total Costuautti ty 1Ie school and . * t sta. ft* 4,

Tit conclude. the major task Itt'edneatiest- in the nest decade nosy
Tal-C fent t -detect obit develop . talent Oe- this

overcome the loa.rnitsg_Probletits itt*.ieoclas Ely and
educitt into t l y-- it frail:tat t aged pupils, to- -stop- any widening- or.------
tut.: gasp- between: t 110 P4o two grotspia and,, ir possible,- to otusr it --.

This gap.'attelilu political instability that _can result from ,

wil -hat e to--;be:.0 re,arting theme -1st future educational- policy,

Towards as ChM VA, structure or authority

__Tbe.rott.'.or the teacher has traditlonaiLly beets to conserve,

the vat Woo o r- his tiodiety its pluralistic societies, however,-
--Touttor- a broadly agreed blueprint of VattleS as- a

and the teacher faces rapidly changing patterns or oriel', onflict;-.
In Ve est outt-or. the good ii.f02. Naas education brings awareness-of
the material ecituoidie pelitical and social factors that govern

l mettiat The teacher is tat l.itger one Or a istaall group-ef.
educated people in a sea of Parents and children are
ineritasingly in a position to challenge the value el schooling*,
rurthermoree they can challenge the itloologiCal basest of curricuta.-
Xtt 4:4,10 et 1.4i!s it is increasingly difficult to assert an autlsori,,
ity 'attach. resits on tradition ur ots a post in as respected intititut
Clot', Too Clo?rO are groping for personal and professional authority
willalit_eltanging.-educational structures at the same time as the: hair

t Oata or Socialisation such as claire!, or family are nr...
rordiur; 14 14 support,

'the 'leachers, difficulties are Increased by the presSUrost 'to
respeet minority cal titres. Utah* religions racial and regional'

:Anissority grottos are asset tin.; their right to preserve their own
te0y of life in the face of dominant national cultures, there. is

.,



growing Aleitimel that minority claims be recognised as .legitiisate and

realised in part through changes in tw1uration, Teachers are being

aske41 to overcome social, .iisailvantages Without alienating children

from their subcultures,

The .teacher has always boost_ only one Of a number.,of .educat tug
agents, What is _new. i.s not Just. the dot:v*4444384mi Of_ law Media,
great politer to educate but.,the frequent contrast beticeen :their

asesialge and that of the tiehoOl4 The mass Media, ,whether serving

commercial- Interests or not, an spreading *eines and styles of
living that Often contrast sharply with those supported by the'
'teachers in the schouis, The net effect of the floass.1110dia way be

. .

either beneficial or luariatul in practice,: but their existence faces

teachers with what is felt by 'the* to be att alternative and often

canfifeting inflnence on children. to be tahscattonai prObl-Maa
a recognitiwn- or values Or a pluraii-szsemii4yittW

be added those created by the media stressing geol.-life styles.
,

teacher sill- .itv to face and try to Stedlilte' the:,Contradic-

tiens and .'conflicts Which the Media create to Many..tif, his -ptipils,

Towards a new -distribution of knowledge

The Increased rate at which new knowledge is,being produced.

makes the continuingefficiency of ,teaching depend not only en

keeping up to date in Subject knowleOge, but in being aware of.
_

and unto to implement, new curricula. As more resources are

_ Vested' ih curriculum innovation in education the _

t teachers to r....potl, efficiently becomes more important,- yet more

dependent on training and retraining.

The expansion or knowledge on the one hand and the demand to

Of a soOlal. and personal nature on the: other,.
also changing the curriculum in schools* It is not. foorolY a ropla'.
cement of redundant knowledge by new, but a recognition tlint the :

transmission of u limited body of facts is now inadequate by' Itself

an edUcation, U knowledge is expanding and the rate or know -_, _
ledge- redundancy as high, a first priority is an educatiwas that-

will enable children to learn for themselves, secondly an ethication

that extends throughout life and thirdly an education that takes
:Personal development and social interaction in plattning_,:cUrriett/a,

It means that subjects or groups of subjects will be inerooi.

ingt)r. studied through an analysis of their stru.ture and-methods

and that a greater emphasis will be ',bided on the links between

disciplines which are usually taught in iselatiens Another feature

tif those developments is the role which will be by dliscoveri

12
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and olquiey niettui4t4 inSide or.' outside the classreem.:,GustASs.'.
. .

00e0itiv° learning vitt net Go considered-as the wisty-edtcattonal

objective-t disciplines helping the affective devel opment Of the

o greater tele.than in -traditional educational

,Systesot. _ : .

lov.rardS:an-Open edocation'rather than achoollUg

AvatiablOevidenee suggests that the erfeetiveuesS er:4140YT,

seneato,in 41.tying an education that, can simultaneously he effi.i.

-cient-and.umane,-economicalt.vvaluebie, while maximiing pOporAy

tunl-s for all pupils. regardtess of seciai and family hackground,:
Aepends.ohro.!eperation with:other edOcatingiagencioaeutsidethe

.--:..aohoetab_partietiineiy lOtit.parenta,taca/ community organisations..

social -services and employers. The extenston,ofettt-Acin affects

the-teacher.ksyposition as'a monopolistic eduention CSO'rto

The tiremt.towards an open education is detectable

tionsidthinmost Meaner coUntieijutd it-recurs in Same of the;

expert ileplrei- -It in recognised-that the school can no longer be-

an isolated agency once universal popular education is ettended.

The:support-Tor-a more open education at present comes largely from

-these:CottCerned.In the education of disadvantaged children. The

school_ia often seen as an inappropriate erganisation:tor reluctant

adult, scents. The support for more linits-between.acnoola and other

edticating.agenciei to form a genuine education system has also eeme--

:,.j-fromety0e'efjhose coacernettwith increasing the efficiency-of_More

teedittonal.stbooliee as it is seen as h way of mobilising support

..,,,1iWth0:iettChorp. It may alsobe.a solution to setae of the-rIsing--
--costs Of :staffing and of eitending srhooling in conVentionat,b0-114«:-

The

_

educational changes listed above are based on a limited

-number:ofinnovatIve eases. Their spread will require a deep modi

fiCationef the structure. content and methods Irevalmit'Llt Opetem*

-_,perary educational systeMs#-More continuity and Coordination wiitH

be necessary between the different levels of the system to avoid':..

difflOtittlei of tratu4fer for the pupils, Comprehensiveness and

'flexibility will be necessarY at each level of this system iti ordor'.:

to the noiquotitioo of prestige between the different-4000: ':'

of education. for example.betWeett general, anti vocational education,.

fAA was Indicated in the Swedish exaMple, a new type of teaching

ah0 learningwillitot-'be achieved without a break with the tradie.

tion4i framework of the school. the class, the lesgon the subject,

the book aad.-.ef course the teacher.



-Tflt.:_towl.iir THE TEAOHER',

MI: TO CHANOF TRACHixo-i.EARNINn pRocess

_-__,Chantles_ln_the_learning_nroces

The tiroJected developments in the nature ot'edneation noply

changes- in, the W,%y learning is organised in schoolS.-Thoco is
ilkely to he ii: sitift..in emphasis from teaching as the_tronsmisolon,

of:kneviledge lo.teachtpg as the organisotien Of learning,: is

this that tail most-deeply influenCe-,the rote of the teitOberg,.. ft

wit alau be a Major factor in their own efficient educnt ion, The

transition will- not be:easy, as , traditional tenehinglitethods :neat

Often Cent tit to t he -.teachers' -exert' toe of au thor I Cy* MIA is why'

tikttlec the -stature edutattett---will-lsave±-to-::be

witated:by Changes inthe way teachers are trained-:

the heart of the contributions by the experts ,wait-agreeitent

over :the - direction in which: changes in the fearnitte"OrOOas -*Ore

::Moving and in which neer terati on was- reqUired, 'Tha -teacher wintid

become into the wronger of the means to :acquire. knowledg, less

its transmi tter, 1t wits recognised that the conventiutuil. teaching

si was often inefficient and, for unmotivated adolescent*,

frittin'entlY'nAelossw The changes envisaged can be' summarioett

foilotta:

the student must be made genuinely espansibie :far his own

.learning i _

the erg:Ante:Alan of learning must faCilitate the avonttsition

of skills for further learning, not .jtist the acquialtion of:

knowledge itself _ .

the development Of soc i a and persona 1 abi 1 tio-g -r.beretOes- as-_77

important as cognitive learning

- evaluation must become the' responsibility of tine learner as

well ns Of the teacher t.

the efforts or the learner to plan, Amptement and: tontluate

his own work Must he accepted as legitimate by the- torte:her-.

These, changes do not diminish the role of the teacher. .:Ettat:

among older Children the teacher would remain the matincer'ef

rint;_.oltuations and particularly of the resources to -he-Madettfall

able, Progression to set fi.directed methods will hava-to_becaree

.fully Monitored, especially in the case of Children coming i7i*Oni

cnituralfy deprived backgrounds, In this latter ewsniiple,.:the:aUther

ity structure of working dittos homes is another eleMent to: takelista_

consideration {see Leila SussManttY, As the attitude of-tenpin/re'
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van he ernei4l'in decicling-rthe success oe-fatluro of innevat ions

(se Mingles A, Pidgeon), Ct is clear that the tettcher*ill have ,

to beegnipPed-with a Vigil level or skill which wilt offe him

-.A-her:--posstbitity_or creating the leArtting .environMent most stilted

A.o. the in4iViitai tieeds or his pupi 1

The relation between teachtng and teat:litho

The role or vie teacher im situations governed by an nevont

loarning rnillor than teaellitte will probably ellatige in the no.
lowing divections $

) in the structue or the learning Situation. t

toCrardS. individually teilored wink assignmens

a towards a less rigidly Scheduled working day $

It-award
_

s-final assessment based on ongoing work ruttier,_

Man evaminat ions 4

towards- a more eqUOi 4 co-opeiat Ivo working relationshtp

--betWeenteaChees and children.

in-tnn-tcchnlquoo. or the teacher r:

a tekaeds a &pater familiarity with a wide field at' kttoWa

:ledge,- -not: rot -exposition, but for guiding- attnients- and-

evaluating new developments

-'.--=*-towti-eils mastery: -or the setteces ter knawiedge and t

of otqu ir y r ath ee than the knowledge it tie if 4

lofitds the Setting or objectives, the motiVatloft-fir

- students and the :assessment of individual -work rather

LtnUnt class teadhing 4

acceptance of new sources or learning in- .bode..

:media and community $

towards an ability to work closely, with parents, confetti/la
lot' and social workers, to remove blockages to 'learning

and' to stimulate motiVatietto

:
once again, these -changes will involve skills dirretent freM

those demanded at ;,teachers in conventional teaching situations, and

tilljaClude llte. ability to handle relations with other litiportani
,48Wirts in lite education or the children both inside and outside the

el in the attitudes of thefeachert t

Wier:itdo a t'ullee recognition of the importance of **ler._
attuttling tiro Rtncosses of child dtsVolOptaiont. the nos ttsl.



backgrOund of-chlidrotti- and of thelnipaetwhiCh teacheras

attitudOs and expectatietts.have *tine child's perVot4*

Manco and development $,

tit441`41 1,0a0 eta t ti4 t 40 k colleagues.] 1 441.41.0 .01411,4411o0t4

expekS Otitsideand indeed older-.Children,:May be eSSen.

tial to the, child as sources 01.1:earning $

towards x reeognition of the reievance and iegititacy of

snipe or the knowledgo:acquireithy the children from their

environmentSatt4 the mass media

- :towards being, reconciled to exposure .to the observations

'and-- possibly the.criticisms.-ef children anti:collougues.....:

.particularly when lnvolVed in team teaching situations

towards acceptance of the rerpOnsibility,or,being_tw!__
. _ :.

Volved, in decision-making inside the school ;

tutiards acceptaneP of being' in contact with educational

researchand development activities

towards adveptingparapre6ssionals and auxiliaries *A--

the schools as partners in a common enterprise $

towards accepting a diminutionof traditional authority

in relation to children pOrticularlijo eiderChildren

and their parents.

Teachin-e as .a copeerati.veeterciso-
Nest of theie innovations' involve team teachipgindividual0..

interdisciplinary areas, enquiry unitite404HAPett-------=,'=,'-',

scheel:atitivitiesueducationaltechnology and involvement

planning -and implementation of new currictan. ThAsh-jitnevettlmna-

alte_Alscusied in detail in the experts' papers, illust4Atltig,..elettpo

ly their many. impliCations for the fUturs teacher's or OdUctitorts.

role. We will only emphasise a few key points.

most Cases changes in technique beer been accompanied by

Changes. in relationship with children, colleagues and administra.

researchers outside the school but both havo4tivotWki

changes in attitude. The key feature in the Success of those7lne.

nevatiofts seems to be support for the teachers as they leave, the

Security. of traditional and didactic roles and adopt'dopt 'att'ewperimenbW

acd00ott stand°.

The involvement of teachers in teams which tray ittclOdeaulti*

Aiaries and specialists in guidance work al well as acadestic sitb-::

Jocts and Which may take place in Openisplanned areaaiwa'Mostra,

4iCaiContemporarychatigo its the nature of, .teachings

the teacher from the security of his clOsed classroom and ekposes

'16



hIm teihe.views sit' other:speci4lists6 :vat It atso makes "Ow_

t oaciaa* -a membor of a planning- team. ,%0W learning situations tn».
volve-the. contintutt .re-Making- of curricula and- flarticntarly
-atatierials.--And :this_ regal_ re_s _-cooperat tIt pi- it(tit ol its14.ti red MIA

$ *kola 1"..,i4etst,41-; i i nvo I o ttta. -*hot,* educational.,

alet Odin I. it rat44:-staff 'of the -sehoot,-. tint cittrictil tau 4.1e-Vel
. taunt. isoft on int t tated. oat S Wit -the selsool and only t44041:4 to In

Velt44 -a attnoriTy.of Start*. In this icurio teavhete-itiey come into
rtes.., contact- with.reseitreiters said will, those .ros +putistlslt* -fur pltsn+
htug----tho-rrtieral Organtsation-of -schooling. Alut-.this.coeperation.
lwetweeitteac-i sere,: resciirchers4 -planners and othersperialists_ron
only-.hav a lasting impact 17.: there. has been _ado

-prepare. the whole 14C-6.001 staff for the chttng,.::
:even .1 f -they. are not directly .inve tired,

It -is-.when the more towards, the cooperation between teacters

i is :ceMbitted .with., the new: etaphasis on the part te. be Played,hy the
teitilerr. hats- 'own development that the radical. changes. to the

2teaChing fatly 'apparent, Indeed the term "teacher"
becomes -.misleading, Ear .the teaching that rotaries .is 'primarily
enticemeat with equipPing the child with the ski l S.- necessary -.for

. settadireCted learning to occur. 'tint even this is sUPplemente4.44-
activity designed to motivate,- rentove obstacles, to': learning
taistire..that individuals halve acquired the basic. ktiewLedge- ,necesa
sary for further work, With older cltildren the management 'et* /eerie..

--ingceSeUrCeS,;:itutivittuat Scheduling and counselling star take- Prior-
A-t .each stage of the educational process. a high leval_or

-skill- iS:reqUired and a new title such as "educator", may be mere
---00Prepriate-thrin the ternil.teacher", As a -008104NUOSICS sir theite

of.a diversified but unified editc!ttional prtiPe-sw-
Aiott is slowly, emerging. Itstuetitbers are not only teachers in a
restricted sense. but are also now speciaiiSts with their own ,place

414tlaciltiettal team; such as careers advisor, psychologist.,
resource manager, remedial teacher, information specialistvetc6
To -these we can add headmaster, educational advisor, and even the ..
ittspeetor responsible for the whole of a school itietricti

The acceptance by teachers of roles as cot-W*6114ms, advisors,-..
:planners, managers and so on cannot be expected unless they are

gitien the necessary 'facilities, At present clastiroom teaching
Wilt Into the design of Schools, In many countries the, teaChers,
lack the study rooms,- tutorial roots. secretarial help that will be
reqUir0 if they are to become genuine educators. They claim that

they have not sufficient free time for their innovative efforts,
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:which is 'on id rgtslent favour-of a 'complete rebbapiOt of the
;,80146,1 day*: It is certainly true that teachers, particularly When

involved iri innovations, may bb exhausted by- their ...efforta- to, over-
Of_ -support- .for. their new role.

PREPARtNo PM A 118iilitii*

Sesistancd to change

it has -already been pointed out that there is resistance to

rhangp implied in the traditional role or the teacher. :-:Teachers

are trained as transmitters of: cultures: as. seleCtors 'tor adult

status and are expectiSt to set and maintain conventionalmoral*r_

stOndardO among children. Their expectations of pupilni _performs .

---:thtOWCWO.,..thoir:attitudes -concerning the suns. of a td#00 as On7thiz-;77.

titutioit-are other variables to take. into account when the teacherti"

resistance --to change needs to be -overcome. There may - '

more, speci ric resistance that appears during innovation. Change

. ie:Witspect WhenYit is imposed on teachers who:'-haye played: no pOrt

in,promoting it. When 'introduced into an unchanging.:schOol,-strueli-

tore..On. innovation can be distorted or converted into a make=

:The nerd _onibstitute. for actual change. ( see:(filbert 0n 'Lnndsheete).,

InnOvatiOn cannot be a transplant into an unprepAred'hohoOl Or

fisitte rejection will Occur,

_ _ There must Also be . viSible. rewards_ to

'change within the schooli. In a recent innovation 'described:by

Marten b. ShipMan involving -team teaching, enquiry obthodb and ins

tegrited otUdies$ teachers compared the considerably -greater :'tion0-:

OitWienergy involved With' that. Uited Up by their

conventional subject teaching. The success or this curriculum

project' depended on a high level .0r. perSonal investment the

teachdrs$ -Thorp appeared to be. a threshold of personal investment

beyoUd.which . the teachers became aware of their part in an .exciting:

-:-OXperiStetst through which they wore receiving public reCognitieti.- ---:-

Below this levels the commitment to innovate was weak and

resulted,

0deistatice to change can also come from employers, .froMildiMer

Odheati on and froM parents. The first 'tiro demand- forial.:0oOmina=-

netts as a guide to recruitments while the latter reinforce this

pressure through the driVe to ensure the beet' opportunities: for

iltelrowtt children. The innovating school teacher cornea under

pt eSitirti as the otOOPetitive position of Children' is thought_ *0
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threatened,, kgaiu, f,+1 t ataY be plan far ..Cliangeacress
-the!. whOlr fnissegitionsystem or to .ensure that innovation is 'preceded
and ae-compani by 'a skilfully Mounted public relations eserelSe

-koeff-possibl-y-tteLnegl.tiat'kets:--el speciat-entranee-reqUireetent-w-lntoT_.-:=_L__
titt`iittt lusts.' and iiighOr aducut Loh's'

The education o1`.' .teachers rot.. .their new rote

Pe tort is to inSery lee traininn
Changiiig emphasis from teaching to teaming that =Made the

.teacher: misleading has al so made training a . mialeadit4
li :Is ha. longer, possible to equip Student with body of Subject
knOwledge ad.,-the methods that will enable. him to teach' 1 t orria

for the rest or his working 1 ire Indeed , flte 14%..or-gant!i.

ayaroma to-ractIttatti- vahtinning,

-taraing 14.,thrstudent! iill:have to -incliale appaOtunities:and

AlcOhtiye44-*0ho-tonhors to learn in -the same wayo

Thera:-seemato.bintOrnatianni unanimity on tits crucial

that should_hoplaYeill hy'continuoua in- service ndticatitin for

*44044.44$_ 'nit. teachers '4,4 teachers and for others inVolved in ad
.ministration -in the aduClstion system. Contihiity and coMprebensil
Vesteati are the key terces.. t continuity to ensure that there was
alga rano or,.. and AaVol Velient --in 6 new developments -1- ConiprellettliVe
neati-rtOiensdre-.1,that alt those responsible fOr the edUcat ten 444
young wt±ta:. working. tOgethae.as .partners..

The structure of in- service -.education follows from these two
princip IP ventinnity and comprehensiveness,

-- The most-_beneficial system would probably include_

40 tont inuous its service training for teachers $
continuous in- service training far those in teacher training,
Senior positions in school and in administration, including
periodic returns to the school situation ;
,'form of in-service training that would bring together- --
teachers and those in senior positions outside the schools
in the same activities $
involvement not only in learning about new developments but
in participating actively in them $
a form of in-service training that will bring together
teachers from different types of school and of dirrerestt
levels of education ;
a form of in- service training for the whole staff of a
school or department,
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The est i slaneHl of such programmes- a- .first-priority. 1t
towel-yes however not only a new attitude among teachers to engage
in the continuing reaevitittaiion and development of their sole but

The Structure-6f teaeher educa-titm'and-research--741Preiaint-.-""'-
. -:

these. programme tend:, in most countries, to be rga so i4ed in -vay,
. _

which accounts for the iselation or the teachers, :.Toe often they

Are receivers of information only and tOo few of. them are *ay!. 11*(4

: national policies give an impression of rather uncoordia

tutted, latPhaiard activities, except perhaps in Sweden' where prior-
inaservice coursei4 has been given to teacher trainers and

toischerS eitgatted in-R&D activities (See -tenet if ieviebing

Is to be it rewarding occupatien the present detachment or teachers
: A!roettsthe t eitletrt -e-f vivirut in WO _programmes sittar,:..be' rovera,::-

clone*

If the development of teachers has to he effectively festered

throughout their working life, continuous: training Must be cOnsio
, as:a thermat characteristic of their work.., However, Oven-

here it must he noted that assumptions made on what Could be the
character of -future continuous teacher traipsing involve vital pea
icy OW .14 t ono' . A system aimed at c reit t a-body Of 'teachers who

would - set >k self.edeVeleptient .throughout their career have far
different implications than one which, for example, tscrely:Would-,

.require: them to submit themselves to a certain *unbar _ef,celirseej._:.
. or looirs of restraining per year,

Changes in the initial. training or. .teachers
--Teacher education has been the subject or serions,diseussioney-

durittg_the last 1520 years. The switch from teacher -centred to
childscentred learning situations, involved a switch- its- teacher mina
retina from an emphasis on skills in transmitting knowledge. to one
stressing the child as the agent of his own education, liut, even,

it the pupil may select the problem to be investigated as well .ne.

-theesetheds towards its solution-, it will still be necesnarri-ter-,,-
the teacher to organise- the context for this learning,. Pie, for..
all teachers, and especially for those, Working with adeleseents,
more. emphasis has been put on the dynamics or motivation and pars
teption, on the interaction of sidall groups and ahotte.aikehi-the._.
skills involved in organising learning situations, managing res.
sources and the individual counselling that will facilitate self*:
discovery. However, in a fee countries, whore there were inns, vas-
lions in these direttions, there is now an air of Aleutian, :The
new organisation or teacher education did not always give .good

20
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SEW COPT AVAILABLE-

: rests) t Ile: hack. mgal- ..daring_ the year,,, t teacher.-
centred methods .is 'a-ppat.Htf and, the rearktns roc this .reaet ion need

to be_invescigat ed. There is (longer of moving. 1 1 -prepaySI into
:0e-em-i*--1-11C-AeNeleloment se Evatuallon.,has accompany :I stnotot i

tut thormoro,: the oducat-ion of teochera are ittstanie
emu of law chart/foto te the soaO:t God trams 'Eneter's. in 1.141144114 tie ifittl

tea Tile: school clears', the leptaon, the stah,lecu, the hook met, -

160.:011 Isrovide::0cottlevt, often conservativo; rot. the work or Ow ,

torichei. thin. cotttaait remain/4 .$4 t t 1.4* change in any 'am!, part.
the-HA 14.yit.ceni or.- in the 6410i-et ion of leachers is l.ikt:ly' -to

t ive, .

There' tore however inter va t ions in the sellout which are -lead»,
4 oil: to a, break -up of a Long ; traelit ton in teacher training. .

_

means that therm IS no t raining blueprint The at Went tennis( ho

lusts prat III- a nimbi.? of tochitiqUes to apply to sot sittitiOntir-tit

elossreem- completely under his contel. ror early teaching of-, ..
1-,- aubject it -such as reading, suck- standard- techniques may: t1.1

-importntit,.: Ihtt standardised kotedurel.for classroom :touching
have ,become inappropriate.- This at se Means that Fewer, if any;

teclutiOues o r teaching can he taught in en k leges nivoreed from the
school: '.' tho emphasis is to be on group ilynataies, on helping
. _ .:: .

*nifty Wow le., 'en co-operation with oil leagues in teaching teams, on
alobi the help or :parents' and .social. workers, more trainint ; -°

have to be done in the schools, on the Job,
---- ear ea_ Aloe. content -or. coureteS. in teacher education i.$ con-.._

Ceroodi -t he heed is to .ficcelerate the introduction or evidenroT :

Trem the social seiencea and the social ,eotttett outside ul aanOalai:
_ .

Siibieet"6 likely to produce this sestet t iitity to environmental- rac.i:
I-Oea And to .. cultural Variety are sociology, and cul tuna
anthropology, 'Training i.e guidance and counselling and. on_uuder.
ittatelitt,tor the labour.taarket are other important areas. This..

-11knowledge would enable the student teacher to appreciate the itt
flUence or- diEforent backgrounila on children1a perforisance in
School. it is 'Nullity important however that the student tileher
becomes aware or his own attitudes and expectations and their 'in..
itletico on, At ta Lumen t among the children for whom be wilt 'be.. res.:

;- ponsible,.
This tinnertance of this reroim aimed at removing the ctiltural:---

myettiaof teachers, which is often the result of their own
sehoo the, ceases from the nature of the innovations recommended,
These are aimed at removing the boundaries btotween school and rum-

stunity and at an acceptance of the Wald's experience otttside-the-
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school -IettittritatO of :klicAte4i14* -cio***1.i*tv, the:. teacher.
.who- could use tttis '140,14e00 of kiiowledneneeils to utulerstand it and

to appreciate its 'importance to'thechi id,: - This contact with sen.+
.

sitling disciplines and eaperiences should also
t ion o.t- teachers on developing the affective- part of-the pupil

which, until- now has been- hogleeted,:
These:chats/05s its the- education of the teacher will necessitate

.chattles.-ln the status and orgttttlsettion of the colleges cailitierited

The traditional .System far :preparing teacher's ;usually, .contains. two
is

e_hanisols' one through, university, the ether through coif lege

education.. These- its turst:usually lead into academic secondary,: -.
education on the one hand,_ and primary or lower leVels_ of -unseloc.,
ttte secondary schools and the teaching in vocationa 1 and technical
auit,3.icts on the :other:. -1,ittie.coinment .is necessary On this iliVi

-differentiation- hos been. an anomaly as
:-:seeondary :schooling spread*, it acts as a daitiper en .the holes. and.;

.eftorte.-:of..'the teachers coining_ truss the- nosi.iautiVeratty -seetor,' ---

cushioning the tonehers coming rrow university agaifist- the

need *4) keep abreast of the developments affecting' their role its

learhers,
-the .ureelous OECD studies of the traininge recrultnieht .arld

or teachers, its updating (I show the piirtieu

---rest---ef Member countries in linking the training or primary school
,*Heber,- to higher education, Ilecent decisions, itilvarleOSInnito.p:-

trieoi, _reveal a stainer trend in favour or .breaking the-t-solatioit-
iii.:tbe:training of .certain categories of teachers art"-Staelic,'-_,

:..physical education, .various Vocational and technical.

-in---reinforcing the contacts with higher education or in taerging

with the university curricula, Those
show support for a more solid pedagogical training for academic
socondary'achool teaehers. One group needs a deeper academic: wine-

cation, the other a deeper professional training, There
. thing tai .gain from bringing all the groups into closer cOntact with
eget,- -Other as they are prepared tor teaching,.

The linking of teacher education to higher education

aritabty.changi* the organisation of the training colleges,.-- they
will have to shed their restrictive practices, It Would- a-aitodia.14..

one- -it open schools co:- existed with closed colleges. IT -active-

learning is to spread in schools, it must be practised in the
togas, Such a reform in the colleges would also ,facilitate'

-

1) See Volume li in the present series, OECD, *974.
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co.operat ion with schools lei (he preparattenof student teachers,

relatelbeory mere closely 4O practice and hole link t eaeher.

training, hoth initial and 10.somiceoto:RAll activities,

140VrattliEA-terii talent= probtemis-4_ new_ eisphaSis

in teacher ,traltting Might be dirtiest! t o In ratty -ctiOntrieSteacher
, _
t raining:has been used as a sot ut ion to the :problem Of oaeOio stu .

dent demand for .-higher education. Out the emphasis` on education

for teachers throughout their career:may solve this prObioOLOt un-
. _

suitable entrants. initial training might be bestplanned:a0 park

of.a toial..:t-tiertittmOist, training and le-training programme. Once

the oducatien:Of touchers was *eon Oa a number of continueusjoinges

such as these implemented in the Swedish teachclr training Jew er:-.

::_tuOtr:nr::roceromended: in the.- James: Report. on the educatioU:or- teach

pro liotitigland and Wales, quality should improve throUgh theoppor.

tunitles:Ver:Jhe poorly 'Motivated to drop out and:the rally meii.

voted; :with current developments and move-into the_hey:-
poStkienS Within the education twat-mai This Will Ativotveriokit-tts

Well' as gain* for the student teachers. The price or a student

entering a teaching career' including continuous education shisuld

-involVe acceptance or the chance that he or she might be foundun.-,

oultnbleo. 'Promotion should go- to those who prove Most skilftil, and

keep 413::44th new developments.

The reform of the structure and the content or teacher odUCa.

tiottunst be ilrganised in such a way that,' at the beginning or his

_cow! se:Abe---intending teacher has the oppovtunity to be in :contact_

Witlt.theschool organisation and Work and with the pupils inside.:.::

Ao it Oilets in a feet countries, it the "student;

dooO not seen, suited for teaching, the credits or general -editeatiett:,

and :porhapor:som* more specialised credits can be organised itt

that helps him to take additional credits to go into Other *Coupe.

tient., without wasting his year or training. The same conmon .core

of curric,41440cOmbined with continuous training could facilitate

the mobiiily of the teacher outside education if he so wishes,

But this does not mean that any generalist can make a teacher, as

his been unhappily the case in many countries in the last two de.

-cedes. keel professional education has to some extent to 60 site

elusive..
140Vertholesis there is a prerequisite in the formulation -or a

. new policy f the key to improvement in the training of teachers

ties- with the 'training and re-training of those who teach the,,tesiCh.

ere. probably the most. detreloped experiment in improving thii.iedua

ration of. teacher trainers has been organised in Sweden, Priority"



1.604'0 11404 '1O*Oti gi1441- 140 tili ontient inn or' this crane in the thrive
to nl'OnOt 4.0 l'uno throned t the school sstettl This applies par-

ticularly to those employed in the teacher trosining institutes who

atte--It1s411--Ort: tho:-Iteart- or the -System, -110t the tiwe4iali:strstetir7alsos-:

sivOl %es ifoitent414 in the sehosslis in tb Oupery of ieneisisse
pract ice and ...heir prepitr t inn and inVO %Onion*, ongoing de%eiolo.
went work, It .tortoit.) implies that the best elements of t he

t onehlita had) Stttrit ini%O tin* OppOrtonity, through a more flexible

organisation, to be, promoted to the colleges or education, to pilot

or pastas.. impute 1 selsools, to 1144D act is it tees, to pedagogical advisory

bodies, or to other senior ,teaching or administrative positions,

Such stew, equal relatioeships lastween different parts or the
rinse:it Iona 1 syst pm, which in many count ri es are *t t Senn te

reflect changes ist schools, tusee they become open institutions

essismsnicat ion networks will tend to Melte,' from the Vert 'cal to

/be hri,ontal throughout educations Lateral communieat ten between

innovating leachers at all levels is not only an important channel

for sustaining innova t ion but is the source for the Jul t la t ion or
reforms from the grass roots. Teachers must rouse to reel part of

is doveloping network or information which they are helping to gr.,

notate,-

finally, if children are to play an active part Or 111,41r: Own.

IOLitittlige to plity more equal rotes relation to tearliors_ospe...,,

tal iy In the secondary schools and to spend More time outsid

:#001lent tOnnily organised etIttirocuss, so must teacitera:-;,_Tikiitettial.--:
time spent teaching x111 probably decrease. The 'time in pinuning.:

,40.virloping and eValtiating new curricula- and toarning:44.:VittNeiliV
correspondingly increase, Hut these expanded activi -ties calla

not- be conetnp0 to the school and should involve ccitipssilitiVe

trot with other

ties, Planning

teachers and researchers in colleges and oniversiss

for change in one part of the education system must

..-involve changes in all parts, it must also involve odUcatota

stony level ee working ott common .prograsuns.

The need for a changed social and Political, status

..there was general agreement that the teacher, invelvedln- :the-
service sector and concerned with human -tie
be related to a reorganised reward steUctute at a time when his

role' is undergoing drastic changes. Now attitudes, new skills ahil-

ttew career patterns seem to be slowly emerging. t a tiUmbet _of: eke,:

.perts defined this as an increasing professionalisatien -bees:lusts

certain charaCteristien of the professional will have to be found-
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- .

n She- Ivol-ving tcacher-ss role, gat as Susan. Rs-ltocit States' it
it will .fi -a redefined "open's Insole' or proressienalisation more
conertiOnt -Chasse tag seeial value

11r-4.401,1114 _Changes_ in the toisteat ion or tettchers-,-
cont 011i illlf I i II itS Clint tilliat iv.. 1 Ere coulsi ho

AIN

thetoel, riot it,,lietterand deeper mastery. of- the. teaching,tearning:
iwcess, , A itri.0 tor autottoiny, iti deeisienmaking, will he possthle
for the eaChe., lased on this reused colt tutted train tog, Out lt
was ,agreed- that the owed rot. changed I. t It 'pupiIs oss
the .4010 Itatet and with .parents, social workers, administrattere.,
entpleyers-_-and,iithers outside. the, school ott.the -other, comes: us
part.-:01*- the- teacher's position as itit 4s rt,. Ina learning System

-...WItiek_ekterttleTrlieyond the schoot,; 4 share or educational__
restiOnsibilities between the teacher and all . these o t tier ind

.0404I This new t mit.t IlV61.*4014 u different perspective on the..
tart- teaChers of their_ role, I'p to, now, employment of fttsitS.-.-

stet pciett+pto reis tom I been ,viewed with stiopiclett,
to,'a SOUrets.. Or. possible y the organisation or

teats or spec La let s within. schools and their coo...operation with
. :others. concerned with social i sat Wei of 'the . young in the-Conti&

mutt: will come to be seen ass, a reinforcement of the teacher -ass_
.exper4ofticater.and consultant, advising ethers.en. the basis or.
ltl 0 specialist knowledge and co*ordittat Int; .their efforts,

-7Anather-feature of the professional attitude of the teaehpr.
wee ,14.:beItleAmderstatteling or eilueational research and deVelopment,
His Participation in it atut.his role as innovator, The -.orgattlite---

_-,_.t.ten..0, evaparch, of curriculum development and-of specific

Oil experimental projects in schools occupied much _or the attinto.
View the-expert:or 17p to the .present, most Change in educatiett
has come tebOut -as a result of political or administrative
slobs,. The time had how come in education, as in other activities,
Uheti-rosearch-should be one el' the key sources educationalitt-.
noVation, Research also has great Value in building an adaptable
school' system manned by competent and flexible teachers. Construe.-
live educational chages are generated by activities in development

--. or applied research, and it was therefore lot t that research- and-
.development work could provide. an important Means of mobil. tittle
teachers into innovations, in addition to providing necessary backs,-
wround'knolledge,

There is evidence or the present. alienation of teachers from,-
research. = Lack of sophlssaieatis,n lit int otpre thg eV idettce a re*

.4ttetattee to, accept, the validity of research as a guide to action' -

25



and 4-41Vorce Ei'.,i she re4earCh process itself 411 :hinder effeCtIVe

innovation in the presentsysten,' lt wastegreed that. there was .

tiee4-tobring abOut increased invoiVementaf teachers itthre...

-erathete, partteutoriy tnAcveloping new-currienla-444-tiiChnliiin-7

anai in -trying out uew,fermft Of. organisation, .hut AiieCeatoperatiye

deietepni Of carriculo-hasairongly emphasised the'need for.in--:

creasing the.amoutit efiw!servicetpataini;,:aa demonstrated by the

-Anerle4n, the French and the' Swedish cases. Thlah001.400000:4U

important feature r the Schools Council in England, with its

strong onphasia on teacher participation in curriculum development

and-iii the parallel developtent or Teachet Centreawhere tecieheks

ran -meet toeichange ideas and develop new cUrriculit.atthe local

.feel:..

_10(0 at which teacher 'participationAitthiltitark

oci!nr-s-shonid increase 'in importance t r changes in. theatrUcture_:.

Ofredtseation reduce the distance betWeen-classroon-teaehere and

thes lnvolved in training teachers and/Or pronoting:roaearch,-_

.1110Ohject in 411 cases should be the loamy, The .teacher shotild be;

gtventhe skills to'interpretand use research, the-opportunity tis

Apeceme involved in it and to feel one of a. team of equals searching

foraolutions to.1earning problems in which he ta an expert wheee-:-

contribution is yalued# This might also benefit betb:the.Auattti*,

..,erresearch and its relevance and Usefulness. It_alsoonmas::ithat-,,,-,

research and researchers hood to come much closertothe ichoeta-

4041-talhe different categories of edUctitorso A giiii3inks-1:41-,bums
Cial distance would benefit all concerned in eduCAtt044.

::-7--It-was also agreed that these characteristics tiated-abtive-:-

_cOulftnet be really effective unless the teacher istictlVely,,ParL

-.7tleiltting in the planning, deveiopment and :decistaselnahtng pro.:

ceases affecting eduCational activities, As demonatrated'by !latest.

Marklundt the direct or indirect(through professional orgattisa.

tions):partlelpation of the teacher still depends on tho'.000:.or.

:innovation involved. nut if authority cones to-be obared-with:,,,,,,,

Others this will call for changes within the educational hierarchy..
which has so far tended to pass down information to too teachers.

Ideally there should also he a switch to coaoperating,not lnatetiet.i

ing, the priority giVen to learning over teaching in_thesehooi

must be reflected tn a similar adjustment in the relation between

the teacher and his erstwhile superiors. it would be useless to

expect, teachers to promoMoactive learning. While at the stine-tima
..

expecting them to remain passive recipients of instructions trOW'

above.



keverthelesa* those now, VeStnreSef the in*WittiOd:leachet-

4ti_ediseaktir,:iislier, his skill not-Oisly In the classroom, ImUtCea.

operating wits others in the school and the community., did not'

cChvlaccseotaln among theexpecto that the concept ef,"profee-

-*analtsotten*-weeTappropriatei even *CA:hey-on agreed eith-thet-

different characteristics listed abate, They thought that some

ar:thte:traditienal-velues of the professionals were not congruent

/.4411 t*.erreOttve:funciiening or theModerneducator",' They,exa

platned that certain claims for teachers to obtain recognition aa,-

OpfessiOnala might give rise to an exclusive status protected-

firomotttsiders,' ittst'al a time wheal Coaoperatlen between teachers'.

ttild:.seUtaiders" soon as essential for. efficient laartithg*-.411:

other words,-thia proftsiets0 status might be a way of increasing

H_thediotance:1-botweenaxpert at4 client Alle:Orotossionai-consom

tilpcesi losep:thosehe is helping at a distanCe a whereas the

changing- baittnee between teachi.ig and- learning involves a coning

together-of:teadher and learner* Lastly,-proressionaltvjuAii.

-,gement,has-to be taken on trust, ..let debated a whereas evaluation

and other educational decisions are yet another,ttspect of educe.-

tiOnal change where the pupils will play an inv. +sling role it

waste Or talent is to be reduced.

:.Thho,Ahe etperts'imoting was faced with two slightly dtfa

Toren! approaches, even it it was recognised -that both.the

Aiiitctiermuolla+le a reserved sphere or expertlie where his pro.

ressionalcoMpetence is not clutllonged. The experts supporting

41140;-O011044==of-to, "open Model* of professionalisation felt, theW

a reluCtaliCelti:go towards this Medel could entail a price in

4eresef-tiumiiiative recruitment as well as a danger 0 -f inhibiting

the effective introduction of innovations which cost a great dell

at Morn* it go against the grain of "community sentiment" 046117

innoiationn might be More easily accepted AT recommended andlisf'

plementedby.mproreseionalss. There was no agreement on this

issue of the balance of advantages in greater proressionalisetlon,

and more_reaearch will be needed to clarify any satisfactory deft!..,-

nition of professionalism in the educational area.

it` the group of experts did not agree on the extent to which

.teathers.conit-be considered as true professionals, all of them

agreed to the need to improve the social and politiCal stetusef

the teacher. As a logical Consequence of 0114, it was mentioned

that if we want to attract the best elements in the eduCational

profession a new career profile must be elaborated. The most pt6O

Wising wayforlard seems to be a combination of changes inside and

2i
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oat si (le- t he sc t I, ntetna I y, rewa td Tor e fTert-- must lye- a va 1

able, -.The present pay Mel tvrinno t Inn system the f. reotitsimf ly NA 1.0

to dl Etot- tta to between the erri 41.1-Int .and hardawork tag-teacher .
aisda c tekiyill telling, .liteempe tent colleague mss t1(e'leltalliled*
'rettict once of teachers,- to --sus lt n I ntin at inns ISi .670401010 -ty, the

promotion.- here the -Swedt.sls 0Nperience- was

to to he signi ft.kW!t The leaching erganiSsit i S itEe..coneonett
..abOttt--the status and,.pay of teachers in (Owlet:les' where- ring

aleVela of occitpational ski'l 1 have reeltiCed the recut lye statas or
teaching, if teachers are to be persuaded to eo-operate-they-must--,

000 lelyttiltAges4 its the new arrangements. New career patterns seem

new to be emerging. Hierarchies of. teachers ranging' Crew para..*

:prefessionals er technicians at the base of the .teast-ta master,

terse:hers at its apex may.be WitY ;forward, . Atiella--diTfereatlated

profession could-hecento more necessary -.ir-,-too-ittto,111`7.-77,

schools continuos to increase and headships become scarcer. The

hest teachers .must .see their extra competence- and errOrt rewarded,

within the school or between. the ,school and the various Institu-

tions for .teacher training, RD activities and other 'educational

oati cultural act i gat ies outside the formal system of .education,

Once tuevestent between them becomes onto Common.

CONCLUDINt: 120148118

-

The viewpoints expressed and the broad conlusits-ruaCJsO4by

the experts on the basis of their analysis of different aspects-of
- - -

-Hthe -teaeherts new role and its implications convetgaTen-IrrMmOnor--7--

ofkey.auestions oh future policies for teacher recrultmentrata**7
ing and utilisation. Eirst or all, nut only is the toachnrts tie(

pittance not qUestioned, but Isle role is seen as iltereasinglyttpur-':

Itraded"even within an educational system relying to a largetOtteat

on technical aids, Human interaction* in all its complei and

predictable ramifications, is in fact seen as an irrepittetoabta

element in promoting the fullest possible development of the pupils .

personalities. The teacher's role remains that of manager or the

.-._lettraing environment.

In particular, the renewed awareness of the responaihiiityaf,

the schools to foster the effective development ofyoung-peeple

from a variety of social and cultural backgrounds deMands a new

level of preparation and performance from the teacher* :frwc*OmPoi.$1

satore education is properly defined as the capadity of! -the schools:'

as part ofanUmber of educative agencies, to rostek the gteittth or

23
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its -14,0 I s itiiiii t tif7 ht' r neeilsra1141 T1fe $ tioast

ito such -pcogratutio. cots1,1 slf S 004 ttiot a pre i'taisol I nv

ment of the -t eacher,' The , teacher assist. ho prepared to provide,
_--....tta:tanth.--tasiltstervent on, thu siniport tim t wilt conflict' .1*ar

thsianoalAnCloonve or sociaweconeMic- forces on Ahe ehtidts-develop.
ment. inn1 the att Itudes and heitavieuror- time
-tooctiorit 0,44,4-14u-tons of the' r s Vlach, 4101 has al

_reatsy...been.sfit,wo, aro Condiment tact 4SESS perretrleatice amid

deite!!VOM.1 may have -tended to reinforce iiietsualit les of ',darn-

-t Iona I as-hi 0 vement The ev i Mince- sagge Kt s that.. this helot v I our may

-.often be :reflorteAt in the teaching -met-bouts that time teachers :use

and. it Ls 4In time r toot. element to take into .-conSiderasion tim
teacher:.edurat .Thus,..to change their role, the teachers-need
-to..appreciate the -danger of actual ly aggravating social diicalvan-,

..--.-tage::throagii, I t 011110 teaching methods. .

tbe teachers will need"a.witle repertoire of toachIng/learaing
Strategies anti autonomy of-decision. over the creation of an isdo-

atiate edueattorial environment for -the pupils to be able to awn Id

IliiS-aggOivat ion or inequalities. But this will not be .achieved
without 'coming together of teacher training and retraining and::

...-educational1246,-. if the teacher is to play aft active Part
_vrent ing and deVelaping appropriate. innoVat ions, realistic part-t. .

cipatieel:Ast: all levels will be liedesisary Pupils must
voirveiiin this participation- as well as the other groups bobber:WI

Liss...the.vol.king..-.or the educat tonal system. This would Wake for
propensity -for. a greater "openness". in the systeSis which is itneps

ciaalition for innovations which will help all. rather'.thatt

.-tilSii-Veurell minority of children. Lastly, 00difications to --the
rote.itil I. have to be accompanied by an improvement in fc1,17,77:77H-7

-Atte, Varlette 'material factors in the school. Parallel, to similar
measures an hear, .emestt in the socioocostomic 'status of the teacher

come as part Or Wider social changes,
As summed up In Susan Itailochts contribution, the changing.

hole of the teacher should theretore be examined on the bassi-Ai-4r

the EI lowing general principle I. "The protessiOnalisation Of
teachers -.and- the consequent creation of a more effective learning
envirottaient for school children cannot be accomplished tiniesl'Oes H:

r itsproVing the recruitment, training and otitiootioit of
teachers are implemented within the context of other social and

eatteational changes, More than any other single aspect of educe*,..-

ttoftal reform, new teacher policies, to be effective, call for a

tteW social contract for education",
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APP01,41/4-

SUGGESTED AREAS FOR MURK-RESEARCH AND OVVELOPRENTNORK

The se .suggestions for R&D act ivi ties have been eetraoed .trail-

the papers prepared by the oiPerteor from their diseuesions-togo..

ther..... They focus on. the need For bettor infermatiog.00 4.110._eources.

of attain in the preeent system, the barriers, that are likely to.

'dear int/ innovation and the costa and benefits:. that .may. reaul

staffing standards

s will be viewed as .a- conseghence of,. the evolution:of- new

teaching*iparning processus and of the progressive introduction

new technologies and Media in schools. The :traditional

ratio,: or its weak substitute pupil/teacher ratio, .cati-ne-longor

oniy basis for decisions concerning the recruitment and

of teachers. The optimiUm'coMbination of :human_Tand

material: (technological aids, media, etc.) cosources:hae to be

. ro404:in the.cento*t, of a renewed erhooladay during Witieh-

teacher could meet, on the one haul, with one or two pupils, a

*Mai i or -a larger group:of them, .and, on the other, --With:Teellear-----!-

Ague04_11eadmasters, pedagogical advisors or researcheriLfer_plan_____
.-

nine the school. Work,' enlarging personal continuous education or

developing curricula. A parallel theme for investigation

Neu* on 'how paraaprofessionals and auxiliaries can be employed

. in this framework, Cost analyses of the introdUction:ot the e

fchaliges and partichlarly of self-directed learning sitiuttkmust

into.Apeuivinty schools could be of great help to asses* any Majer.:

national reforMs.

DeVolomisent_of...a _contiatiotts_education For. all involvedAa--teludito'

tionai_nctivities

pecans(' of the scattered and uncoordinated policieS, iMpleMonted

until no*, a priority investigation will be needed into the eFfecti±.

veftese oe.tyloes of in-A./service courses tot teachers. Elaboration

of future policies could'aleo be based on an analysis or ittiervicie.

SO



programmes :existing in other 'sectors of activity,. The new struca
_

turoi-content and methods of initial teacher training witlimve to

be considered through their capacity to. promote erfoctiv04

040.1-educatton throughout the .active life of the teacher. At the-

orgaulsatipttaktevel, the .yell' of higher-education in thrinitial

,and:porWanenteducatiOn:of teachers: will need ..its be studied. As

a ceMPleMent, a study Of the rotation between etporienee-Ottritte

teaCher-tralttind, including tnnehing-practice An schools,

happens,iatrr could beundertakett. Thu Would provide inforft

aMtion.on discentittuity of experience and on the areas whore ro-4

forms could be-Made so as to ensUre an appropriate rate oUlitnove.;

tion in schools and training colleges, Yet a further area for

investigation could relate to the changes of studontateachera,-
, .

attitudes-toward-various key, issues, over tho7poelo&o-r-tholi

--L-trwilnigomPared tothe initial attitude at their entrance _ _ _

college -and the attitude of `11.4> practising- teacher a certaitf.num
.

bee- -of years:after his initial training.,

New patterns of recruitnent_ and career

Recruitment policieeconid be rationaliXed it it were Possible-
_

to knew who realty wants to engage a teaching career and,why-o.
, _. .

Awitivestigatlon into, the public image of the teacher and into how
.--

intending teachers, and even teachers in eervice,'see. thetieeiVe0

-Wilibe this would, among other things, serve-to highlight:-

seatte,Of_the_bartiers to co-operation battnien.teachers,.parente.,_,...

etsployere,.socialWorkers'and Others, andiwopare'thegroUnd!Or--,

an *solvate or problems posed by an extension of open education.

-41-:ertUdy-tit-selectiVe attrition froth teaching-coltIel show who leavee.--

777:.Where_tbey:Aesteldthe policies that haVo led to the rate OfAtttri:7:7

tion and the Means or reducing. it. Additional investigatiOns into

the-tettChing careers or professiottallytrained and untraitted..:

teachers could indirectly provide information on the valueef

1.0.0t training prograMmes, including those of a continuous Chortle
- _
ter.

.:. We still know practically nothing aboUt the career patterns

of teachers who have been involved in innovation* or have. been emu,

ployedittinnoVating schools. The suspicion is that such an invol

VeMent leads to rapid promotion.. Confirmation of this would ha a -T-

CrUcial-factor in promoting grassroots Innovation and in mobilise

ing'supPort for planned and centralised experiments. These dirrop.

eat ,proposes could provide data on which it will be possible

elaborate te-new career profile in line with the need to recruit.the-

bestieachersitt the profession.
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1,111ti 8 i 6.1 al ig.tt iotts con I root 1 y 13111 1.- Poe tly

Cent...ern !outgo del 41 i led a spin. ts or t l'at'her Pt ii e tea, -For onmpl ;4
stud) Of the consectiainces rot- both -teachers /awl atitdetit:4 of 1 ho

lite reit al itg work done --threttgli eilucat Jena' t eams -would The i tiorttint.
-=

1-10'44W INA VI- r _the commtati.eat low

coaoperati-ott- that e b-t a among t eache tti 0 the lutaett tont Ott

Atilt t 1.S11 among- them 40W -the response of stitilents to eontacts 'with
revels t -teacIiiita is. tin, sank,. iiiihjeet ;nevelt Anti t -typo ..--

totrvev. Could examine the spec i El irob I ems faced by teaelters ut

iALder adolescent a in secondary schools.
.

4 tint-100 or a broader kind, -Intel as how, intiova t Ions pettetrit to.
'into. coy t it 111 Seillis 1 S, how Stillett t I OW. 1 U H ttrognummes mre organised

-, how tIt'4i*eatjona1 system is articutatod or how inconsistencies r

tà taxi ton. betWeen schools and 1400111es act asn Ott
ng Would he t-p to provide . greater underationiKttgtlf-

the' real place and role of the teacher in the whole dotelopment..ef.--.-
. ,

t here l s Otte overall priori t y at I ug t.o the 'ovalue
thin witich should lw a part of any programme of Innottit ton in idu

.,:cation. Evaluation is still a very,undermaleveloped-reSe4reirskilti
yet careful. swirl taring of torornin in the teacher field. Will not

"out), foe It itate t Ito oiir 1 y detect Lou of shags but al ait:.01Otide e 7

;-. guide er prays-natives, There i u need to-r-O- pilot
the ttta11ibte knowledge about techniques of

i.ononroos to be Made atonable for developing new
. .

. .1 .. , _
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Nodular Scheduling,. team teaChing4 individualised instruct Ion

and the- open classroom are the innovations this report discusses.

They have a common thrust. All of the* Increase the autonomy of .

the learner,..:redisce the dominance at' the teacher, and provide -400a -
.

priti.erdained structure for the learning process than traditional

.7.6741.041-4,0ft1/77.'

001,y,oap00t of the traditional teacher's rule-sot IS arroctod,---

by--those ionovat ions and their accompanytng - ideology, in the.

teacher-pupil :relattonship, teachers Spend less time presenting

the basic curriculum tmUch of the task of exposition is takett-_

over by new media and books. Instruction no longer occurs in

narrowly age-graded class or 20..30 pupils, taught as colleCtiva

4tY by one teacher. Rather, there are groUplimgs which span three

-7or:foUr:Years7ar age. Most instruction involves the teacher with

--704-eo0-r-I to 10 pupils. more Is also some one-to-one inive0ti7--:- -7
-tionv_and_small groups and individuals do a good deal of work on -1

_

their own. In the United States this type of education, eopecialty,,,

In private schools, has usually gone along with an adult to child .

ratio,- 1 to 10, although not all or the adults in-the -.

L-classroom are teachers.

are given many options as to what they will study anci.

at What rate they will learn, and the options are given early.

InAtruction isoMe degree tailored to the istaiiaual puplitS

loointag

iiinevetiVe teachers need new skills. They should be able to

diagnose and provide for a great range of indieldhal learning prob.

lemse They need to understand and be able to handle the dynaisies

of smali:gredpS, They need souse or the skills involved in the

therapeutic interview. Theis': needs reflect the greatly increased-

emphasis 00 the socialisation function in innovative 00hools. Many

1)-WshoOld be stressed that there are a few innovations which
provide 2;411 structure than the traditional school, but they .

appear 67-5i rare in the United States today by comparison With
the typos of innovation discussed in this report.
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main task is 4140il'a ', l'Other t Witt itnttLse. They want ie.:create
new. typo of human being, this goal is muse important to them than
thou tsistsi*rt.hssust coats, _ -7

Mulch ltutovot ho tot&thtu S s drinks. Si. t Otligif4 Th4i

fproressioloal pos. ro rmanee becomos v1011).1;1. to sows or ho col tet4gues,
Teams sects to increase the II ow or professional. cotes:ant eat Ion
-among teache rs. They -alsoleatl to a ento» eve tont tots sf st rent:this
and'WeakttesSes, Since most teams .give equal authority.. .to the

::-: eataabers,- there are often trri tut t- problems of disseitotts. -hoe-
tmplications of team teaching for pupils .its. ..

-...as_teochers hste-tiowhere-been empirically explored.-..
The increased equality in the teacherepupil relattenshtpalso

. he-144i roe the teacherSupervieur relationship. To funct tea pree
- perty, the itinovatiVe 'tortehers must have a good deal

awtnftomy. She' cannot function, as the traditional :teitchef.:
o rtea- does-, -4 tke a lowed Cvel bureaucrat, following -a eiirr ea
and enforcing rules made elsewhere.

The innovative school anti teacher haVe abdicated the.SelectiOn
;function. They tt:* not cite grades or in any Way Make '..etssnarative.,
evaluations et stalents.* performance, Evaluation, instead, takes.
the turns of narrative 'reports to the parents detailing the stildetstis
.ProgresS, both academie- and social.. The failure. to give-grades
arises out of an Ideological tenet that 'competition tit destructive

loathing. It appears to be true that the elimination:of:gr tt.itng,
toe:ether with the sma I I sire _or the instructional group, make -Ter
afrectively warmer relationships between teachers and punt
-this- probably facilitates learning, In fact, innovative- sCheole--r.::--..
violate one of the strictest imperatives of the traditiOnak-selloal --4,
-that. 'students should be treated unirorsalistically. That is, rather
than applying the same standards impartially to- al atUdenti, they
treat tutit'uts in terms of what are seen as their untqUe .needs.
One ioquirement rot this particularism is that the school be small.
The hit to particularistic treatment is a radical change Since
Universal tatty behaviour is a major norm to which traditional
,teachers strive to conform, Particularisi opens up all the::dangers,_,.
-Utunwitting favouritism (with a strong social class bias) -whit*
Universalise is designed to minimize, .

ltutotratiVe schools are able to evade the selection function
only because other parts of the school system perforfejit _;

stead,. Often it is performed by the institutions tei.'whiCh their
graduates apply for entry. So long as the school system., -ie
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land *eat d'41 n trisinitte , ept '1.41r ocrupot ions* it -ustavOidably-

ems; i ea t I he. soc to t s prat:ewe or ZitratIfication, The Wen..

logy that tlek school. system ought never to make competitive ovally",
ions ...1A-7:-nt -Ant-tattee. ,w it vea1 Lstic. requitement se floweverti: watch_

tKe -crltipie -evaluation -as -it how. st s seems vat id i-sitt14
ft0 1. to . :rat s#+ Ike safest ion whether oPt pet ton -cannot he re-

s.tnsctured- .in.:such a way as t4 tat-er fere less than it his now with
the kind ,or afrertive'teacher',4aspill relationship thtti is'eondnciVe.

.10arts intro

A .
rano I issue which emerges rrom SCOW research on .thesel-

:intletial:i4MA.- isc 111/0 thee they will work. with types. or pup 14 pr
only with- those. rria a limited range or mihaeoctoros. Apports_nt ly,

hove .beett-bociallsed early to depend on ant60*kt-orlon
eiternal control do 'hot Mort on well in the context of Mit fa.

_ _ _

-._401-hOtitplriM414111110VakiAli
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PREFACE

This paper describes the role of the teacher in innevative.
forms .of el Mien tory and secondary education, contrasting it with
the teacher's role in the traditional schools

since there are many innervations under way, it has been nuces
fiery to seleCt Just a few. I have written about modeller scheduling,

t0a 01.ing.,and Ott t HUM* s learninge at the secondary
the.maittemplutsie of the paper is an open education, also known

as' the *informal school*, -"the integrated, day*, and *the t.eicotera _

shire method". This particular Innovation, with its variations,
includes a good Many others. 'Per instaace, it includes one version
of -*individual Lied instructions. _

The paper limits itself to theory and practice in the United'
'States, The Idea of open education originated in Britain, but :it
has undergone a good deal of change in the process of adapting to
the 'American env ronment

Unfortunately, the must valuable literature on open education_
in the United States is unpublished. it consists of theses written
by students at the IlarVard Graduate School of Education and of -tone

published-monographs written for the Educational Development Ccstre.
- Newtott, Naitiutchusetts. The CDC has served as a link bettteeit-
British open education and interested AtnericanS 6 and has been an
important centre for the dissemination of the ideas of educators
in this field. The other Major Centre of experimentation with open
education in the United States is North Dakota, which I have not
visitedand. shall not discuss. The open elementary schools whiCh
I have obserVed are all private i the secondary schools are public.
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''The SCheel-is a despotism, in pelions equilibrinm,0

wrote Witiodlialler in his classic work, The. Sociology-or. Teach1101,

--014b4sheit4tt 1912. (1)

only because teachers wish to rorce students to learn,-

any unpleasantness ever arises to mar their relationshlp

it this process were oororcod, ir students could he allowed:

to teats only what interested them, to learn lit their own:Way,

and to team no more and no better than it pleased them to- do,

if good order were net considered a necessary condition of

learning, .Er teachers did not have to be taskmasters, but

merely helpers .std friends, then lite would be sweet in'the

school room, These, heweVer, are all conditions contrary to

,f0et."(2)

The current innovations are attempting to Make these condi;.

tiotts Agil raCti Their theme is that students should have grouter

autonomy in Learning, and teachers should be nottstuthoritarleito,

:.Waller wrote mainly about small town and rural Schools atj-w-

JiMe-when Secondary education was still spreading through the Atm

ricers population, Some Deweyan progressive schools existed,, but'

their achievements did not impress Waller,

"The experimental school which wiShes to do away with author - :.

ity continually rinds that in order to maintain requisite

standards of achievement in imparting certain basic skills 0

ha4 to Introduce some variant or the authority principle, or

it rinds it must select And employ teachers Who can in fact

be despotic without seeming so," (5)

1) Willard Waller, The Socielogv_or_TeachlOg, John wiloy -4% salts!,
New York, 1965, p. to.

2) ibis. , 3534
31 pi 9,



)iitstr AssOmption behind this kind of schoolittg7SasTthet

"The-instruction'Which4s given conSisto iaraeir of tactsend-

-A111a. and et other matter for Which the spontaneousterests

of students do not nautili', furnish a suffiCient motivatiOn.:Tet

teachers wish students to attain... a much higher degree "of mastery

,than-thoy would attain,- it is thought, it' they werel_uukt0,,

lbei0:choicosew (t) The assumption' of oppheOucation is. pr

the opposite, It is thoUght that the spetitant*Us MOtiVetitin-of
, .

students is quite sufficient to carry them to high degrees of

maSterr$

hough Mailer faithfully reported what he saw, he was aware..

of a price that was paid by teachers and children for-authoritarian: --

schooling

.A.$4.it seems vet* likely that the intelligence whtch the

-schools reward most highly is not of the higheit:tyPi-Outt-7.

it is a matter of incomplete but docile assimilskieit-0114-43-444,

repetition rather than of fertile and robellioUscreation$4.1.

Stupid stUdents$ Cr even Student* who are Itieely._siswt__Atc-:

Made to suffer heedlessly, and the effects are laSting$iot

scholastic regimen that forces the dui/ and the slaver to go.

at the same pace and imposes upon the capable a iead.of

tine'work intended only for the mediocre eliminates Mang bril

bunt persons by its very boredom." (2)

And of the traditional teacher he wrote t

"The didactic manner, the authoritarian Manner, _tlw4Siste

cured tones of voice that go with theM$ are beod th:the teacher

by his dealings in the school room, where he rtileli--over7the
petty concerns of children as a Jehovah. noeeteo:Surs--0f:hies4

itelf.$$ It is said, and it would be difficUlt to dotty if, .that

the teacher mind is not creatAve... Every teacher is tt,tasko

Master and every taskmaster is a hard man i if-ho:is naturally'

kind/y$ he is hard from duty, but if he is naturallyukkindi

be is hard bees** he loves it. It in en Unfortunate_releT,
that of Simon Legree, and has corrupted the bestof-ment" (1),:

1) Itig p S.
Akig. p 240

3) gust, pp. 3824383.
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Wailer'know, toti,Ahat thyre was on inheteutcontradiclien -16-

:thejnnettenaef -Schooling. The conditions for successful inetrUe4(

tion.andaoetaIlsation. -which require positive identification with

the ft-'4cher+are in direct confiiet with the requireOent that the

'''Scheol--sotrantl-tSplect by as the first stagy or seteetton-
._ .

for dirrereai places In the occupational and social class striae-

tura-v.

,-"it-is-difficUlt to reconcile the selectivtyUnctionufthe

sehool:With:ttA other Social functions. The selective aspect`

of the` educational machine is one which theorists frequently

everloo4 Yet it cries out to be included in any real reek.

(mints; 4e of the Social meaning of the school... There are

somoLndiCations that the role of the school as a selective.:

Aigency is more important In prestint+day western tivi4stitien

ThanaTit:hus ever been before... We cannot take leave

topi+ without noting What effect this selective function has,
tipon:the-internal structure of the school, Some schools...

ttotabiithe state universities, feel such a pressure oftitit»

denttimpen 'facilities:that they Must yearly eliminate a iarge

Aiercentaie of their freshman. Other schools eliMinote in or-

der:tokeep scholastic standards high... The teacher caught

in such's* system As supposed to have a certain number of

tirest:atthO end of the semester, and this leads hi0 to liet-:Up'-

ejoetive, butoften highly artificial, standards $

crucified-between the necessity of having a *scatter, and_that-'

of being able to justify his etand4rds by some reasonable *Os
tortoni It may be doubted whether the selectivity of a school:

under pressure to eliminate is wholesome It is certaitt:their

SttehAionefits as it confers are obtained at an immense 44ertar

flee of human values, It is certain, toe, that pressure to

eliminate makes teaching dry and factual, overaorganised, and

Nil of artificial barriers. All this is dead # real learning

is alive." (1)

Walter's recommendations for renewal sound very up to date $

"...education that works From withoUt...does not worko.,,ee do

not now believe that habit is the fundamental motor of human

We, Rather do we see hUMan behaviour as ensuing from sdi

intricate and subtle, selfadirected, self - regulated process

l) -Mist pp. 2346274



of a dynamic interchange between the indiVidutki:Sutd,the

testiest with which he is Confronted. The tensioh-points

whiCtt deVelop in this systeni of interchange arethe springs

action. (1)

This !it Walter's bewoyan esYcheictOr. Asa_ socielogist,Lhe_._:,

insisted that the school was'an intricate social system-OIHwhiCh!-

infermal. primary groups both teachers' and pupilowerc'sney.

:cemponent. He believed that education had to make use Of these_'.

.primary groups t

lit:Would hardly be correct to say that children-weuld-be

free under such sysyste0. They would be living in. a.tratura.l:

-Soc ial order, and would be subjected to the painleitileader-

_shipof such a situation, but they would not

this'sort of leadership that we have in Mind is:theatost

cOutpelling (stall, and paatty becaUse Witt gladly:bortits-

'-ehildren would be relatively free of obvioUs and:eaternat

restraint, The pressure which. they would fei:isf-thepres.

sure of the social situation, (It is this soft hit airar7

hemming pressure, not habit, that keeps 4dUlti moving in_.

accustomed grooves.) It is the, pressure of onetadenAteeds.i_

in the social situation in which he lives.' This-kind of

sure in the group of Children makes for advancement tp::the'_

next grade in the series of stair.topped primary groups.:

It is a presiure'that is very powerful Intone Children, end:

if it could be canalised in such a way as to itlaWfornshie

vement along accepted lines no school teacher WouldrsVee-

need to worry about discipline., Education thraUgh.*041:_

Situations can produce faVottrable resilts only in a native:

social order. (This)... would require us to abandon -the

present type of institutionalised desistance and subordititt.

*ion in the stittools," (2)

"A final suggestion concerns the training of teathers.4. The

teacher's most important task is to deal with the dynaMic so

cfal situation of the classroom, And it should be his objet

tive to deal with the situation in such a way as to fUrther

the de*Olopient of the personality values of thSchiIdretrsho

With the teacher Make up that situations A central point of

the teacher's training, then, should be to give him insight::

44
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late-the nature of lbs, social reality which is the scheo/4-(1)___

. _

As we shall see below, these *Mos conclusions were arrived at

by graduate students, after field experience with open schooling::

niniteen alicties. .

NoverOeleas1 While there 'is much in today's open education

movementtibichis a'reiival of Johnlieweyes educational philosophy

there is also-much which reflects the youthful Counter...culture of

tbelote-aiities. The main themes Of the counter - culture Ctokbel'

briefli:autenariaed. It rejects advanced industrial society as a

-subtly totalitarian "technocracy" which absorbs protect 'throUgh

"teP.r0444"4telerntion" (*arouse), The goals of life in thie:soa

.1aetyare perceived as trivially materialistic, It also rejects

thefachIeVement orientation" which it sees as finally ending:. in

It rejects the "future orientation' which 44 Connect-4
. .

thsTachieweient syndrome and eMphasises, instead, the-ANO

jestjiving of the present moment, It rejects "Scientlim",

Andeed,-seMetimea science and'sclentific method, because they.are,

Audgedigitiltref 'having produced the Materialistic industrialHwi..

ciety,. Itrejects Puritanism - especially the emphasis on coerced

'wetband on sexual restraint. it rejects competition as a social

.mechanism, and competitiveness as a personality trait, It verges

oh the antiaintellectuai andahtiatlitionaI, since rational-Int..14.--

leatualieai is seen as, deeply connected with "Weitern setsntific

Method*. :Theie themes are foUnd throughout the literature of the

cOUnter*cultUre. They are outlined in detail in Theodore Ressalit'
_ .

Ilajw.LAit-Nkiotun..:ultur. (2)
The -proponents of the counterculture in America are whiSec.

upper - middle class youths,-who have been raised according tetbiT.:

periliativeorthodoxy. Until the recent United !tates recession,:

they have known nothing bUt ever-increasing economic prosperity.

An*iety about material security is no part of their consciousness.

Somewhat unawares, they take for granted the freedom of movement

....id choice,. which affluence converse To a remarkable extent, they

have been spared subjection to the untreedons which result troth

:economic scarcity. They take as given a society in which the cub-

straihta ofe0ohtimic scarcity have, in principle, been overcome..

In place of what it rejects, the counteradulture celebrates

the sail community and its participatory democracy. Its propo

bents exprese their Contempt for the material by their costumes

1) 114414o 0 459'
I) 'Theodore Romani', ;Cho Wakingoia CoUftteroCulture, Anchor Books.,

New Work, 1949,
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and Surroundings, They Sexual freedom nd.--in freedom

lrol.coerced labour. They rebel against authority 44 every-inSt.ks

tittion, bitt especially in sellouts, where, most of thed,spend most..

Of their 'time,

scionifie vationality, they 'colebrale retigIOuii

tratilt1ons which emphasise mysticismmudi Which promise:Orv404._

threugh-the-dissolUtion or the etas, They experiaient.with-thii-dis=

SOUtlon of the ego through the use Ofdrugs,

It is.the'louths who espouse the counteracultureortheir:-

children !. who. disproportionately malts up the clientele of private.

*fre schools" and open education. schools 14 the United, States,

open, schools are small and comMuniteriatt Usually, every

teacher knows each child by name, and first names are-tise04441»

:drossbig. ears other, symbolising the equality. of

'and'of-teacher and student,. An atmosphere of "creati.VeAisot4ar"

prevails, Plenty .of and free individual novement.disting41-44_

*heap schools from the traditional 'school, where noise.10.:a'sIgh:'

of lack or control by the faculty, and,Where movement occurs in

seititary formations.
While free schools are riot necessarily antiiittellectUal,

do represent a protest against narrow academicism, Teachers A44;
freqUently selected for their mastery of an academic, stibleCtIvpiltss-,

some nenacaMedic interest or hobby,

Free schools insist that there are other ways of Aearning

than throUgh books t one may learn by listening to lecturettoectil...

-visits:ions, or through manipulation of materials or thotigit-'iketivi

tielko* one free school director pointed out that not only many or:

thechildren but a NW of the faculty in his school wore-"nun't

readers", In sharp contrast to traditional schools, they.._iefuse,.,

Make reading the One qua non, of academic achievement,

In one respect open schools diverge sharply from the -counter

culture, They tend to imphtisise investigative activity tarried on

according to the norms of scientific method However,,they do mai

biace the view of the counterculture that there is he postibititf----

of separating intellectual activity from affect. Affective: - growth

is fortheM an intrinsic part of education, inseparable from

tiVe.devolopment, When asked what sort of learning theory -they'

use as a guide, open school directors Most often mention Piaget*.---:

They also mention bewey, Proebel and Susan Isaacs, In the realm

of emotional development they are influenced by Freudian and twos,.

Freudian ideas, such as the theories of Erik Erikson,. SpOiclagUal

theory, especially the theory of small -group dynamics. finds its

. .
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-Way tutu the Cblubing ofepen school educators MslolY by

ther interest in senOitivity training. .Occasionally a student-.

Of theopewwcheol, coneerned with the problem of changing tra:.

Oitton41-schootS to open ones, has found some guidelines is the

_.,woe_izelegiCaltheory or comket orgpnisations.

47



II
THE WOU Or THE TEACHER IN INEITHAOITIONAL SCHOOL,

Thy traditional school has five functions $

Theitlistructionalfunctiost... tt transmits knowledge

cognittve skills.

. 'Cho .sdcialisation futietion, It transit's norms and vaittes:-

.of-the-society,

-Tbeselection (Unction (discusses above).

Thecuctodial function..

The production of new knowledge. (This function belongs

only to'higher education.)

The teacher's role»parthets are pupils, colleagues, admiele.._

ire-torso:parents and the community at
.

TEACHEOPOPIL RELATIONSHIP

Most of -the teachers' role is performed In this relatiotithIp._.

_Injradliienal schools the relationship is set in a oelfenclosod'

-_classroom Where the action is not visible to colleagues, parehtsi.:

or even except on occasion to supervisors and administrators.

Citreous in the traditional school are age -graded. Often there

ts, some form of homogeneous abilitygrouping. As Waller points

out the:first requirement of the traditional school is that the

teacher gain "control" of his Class, He must establish hie demi

Ilebellion, or at least some degree of alienation, Ivrea..

gardod-as endemic in schools, It must be contained. Every school -.

Master's nightmare is _oleos of control". The ideal student from

the teacher's point of view, is docile and striving. Student* who

are apathetic, but still more those who openly flout the school's

authority, are the enemy, Walter details many ways in which .the:

teacher establishes control. Otte is to fill the school day-with
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v4441600, whil-14.muta 60 carefully foliowe4_. routines rec_eaterine:

and leaving the building mid its classrooms* t routinPs- ror passing.

our -and Collecting materials t.for putting away. and retri.0%Ing.per.

posisessious and far "heading" papers done as hoMeworlior".

eeak work. Another ways of course, is through _punt shako-it-it ;and re.1
154'1'd/sir- Rewards are privi loot ; i,s. st4e6 Melia t or
gOr. -12tinishMent inetadespublic reprimand isolaties.frOm.thp..

class and corporal punishment.' Corporal punishment of rasa.

kiwi-it-Ceara in the Oniteil states (where its open use is :usually._

Illegal), eSpeCtally in lower class schools. In upper4Middie.claiS

schools until the recent past* control has hardly beett-a: Probiemei-

:0000:Students and their families are positively identified -with

this aims of the school. They, perceive school seccelsi:beth_moral

and academic, as prerequisite for maintaining, or iMproving.the:._

childisivtUre social clasS position. It is in lower.claiWsChetiIs

--7Ahat-the problem of control is most serious*,_(1)

The teacher's instructional activity in the.traditionat school_

consists in large part of talking and asking questietis.iti which

Pupilivare supposed to give the "correct .answers ". Theteaeher
presents curriculum material And hears recitations. the curricUltim

is dotoreined by a central authority with the teacher having'More

or 'lege freedom to modify it.

One key aspect of the way the traditional tuacher'plays her

role is that, unlike parents. she is universalistic. She, judges

-01-Sttidents impartially according to the 8440 standard,' not taking

.into consideration their personal situations. StudeitH4070cOill___-
can be taken into account only in a universalistic fashion t:there
may special Classes for the retarded* or the gift00*_or the eme,
4-tonally disturbed. Teachers strive to conterm to the noel

aniVerSalisis

Ito COLLEAGUE RELATIONSHIP

Where the selfenclosed classroom prevails, collogiai-reiao'

tionships among teachers are almost nonexistent. Teachers cannot
directly obserVe each other performing their central tanks, There
is little interaction about professional matters. Teacher inter»-
action occurs in the interstices of the school day, during mmobes-',

I) According to one student, Gerald Levy,' in his book* Chetto.Scht0W-
plasalarIare in. an- Elementary school, (Pegasus, New York., 1970
Control is the solo aim or the lower class school. Instruction
is almost abandoned, The children rebel because they see the
sehool as holding out a hope of upward mobility which Is false
And hypocritical so far as they are concerned.
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111H4.11ekeAchets.$ 'Suttee, in the Ilinchroom, on the PlaygreUnd afar

at the sUpplyia. leachers regard themseiVes as all equal'in

status. A-Major norm is solidarity with each other in the fare

of:OutSideattack, (*speciality by .parents -or pupils, Teachers. MAY

comfort a -re/longue who -is upset, For instance, if a teacher` Ts'

suffering remorse about her. harsh behaviour to a4itspilk theyma* -

exchange stories with her about their Own past cruelties, (4-

guard teachers communicate to new, young teachera that

they., are eXpeCted to abandon their "unrealistic" innovative ideas,
4*reshlylarought froM teachers' college, and that their "extra"

Class activities are regarded with the hostility with which faCtory

workers retard rate- busting,

Traditional teachers, on the Whole, do not share their Climes

.4,0coajechitifthos.. imitating a successful .technique of ahethek

tooeher.ts seeWas a confession of personal inadequacy, in fact,

Tth relative absence of professional Journals read by teachet*

and.written for and by them, and of professional associations-'

which actiVely' disseminate new ideas about methods, all testify
- .

to the weilsknoln fact that teaching is not a fully professional

occupation. The teacher shares Many characteristics of the burcaUH

cratic white collar employee 1 she is close to the bottom of

..Sellout System's authority structure, only the stratum of pupils

-. teachers do not have the professional autonomy

404,14.U*Ve rise to the turns/ organs of professional self..

direCtien, mutual collegial ev4luatiott, find professional control

of-the diStriiiiition of rewards.

C. TEACHER- SUPERVISOR RELATIONSHIP

The teacher's insulation from observability helps her to Mains

twin such autonomy as she has. However, superWisors have a legiti-

mate lehi 'to enter the classroom, Yroili the teacher's point of

view elites' this right is hedged. She should always have due betide

as to shoo she will be observed. She should never be observed.,

Without her knowledge. The supervisor should Make constructive

and helpful comments and especially should try to give assistance

when the teacher asks for it but should not make negative critics

al comments, "because the supervisor sees me for only one hoot-and

he cannot possibly judge my work on that slim basis". Teachers:

1) cf. "The Role Set of the Elementary Teadher". Unpublished
doctoral dissertation by Gertrude Huntington Wright MacPherson,
Department of Sociology, Columbia University, 1966,



want teo-things from superiers. The more important- 080-leprotecs.

title against attack by parents and einlimunitY groups. -TeaChers.es-

pect their supervisors invariably to defend them against:theee

"outsiders". If theeupervisoi believes the teacher is in the

must tell her so privately, but he must cant-Lane--to

-maintain to outsiders that ehe is right. if a principal. does net

do- this, he auffers withdrawal, of compliance with hieerdStt0:0V

his_steff.

The second demand is that for assistance. TeachereeoMetielee

want their superVisors to help them solve problems ofteaching and

.discipline. Bat they are ambivalent. Even attempts to- help may

-be viewed by the teachers as undue interference. Unlikethejlri

tiehheadMaster, the American principal is not prtmarilrn:hond

...-teacher l he is_ primarily an administrator. Teacheri::want:_. 00-ir:-:
principal to carry out administrative functions' sucIt'aegettimg:_____

them-onP011esi.and they also want him to manage the public rola -

-Jinn* of the school so: as to protect them 01'00 lalf4ntr4sieni.

In the past ten years, there has been a iurpriaingWrapict-

unionisation among United StateeteaCherS, and an enormous rise

in the number of tuacheril strikes The unions are concerned with

salaries and working conditions and with professional problems it

is not yet clear what effect they will have on the likelihood that

the leachers' role can be made more professional.

O. TEACHEPPARENT RELATIONSHIP

"Teachers and parents are natural enemies". Moth-Waller-and

.MacOhersen make a point of this. The reason is not far to seek

'the;, parent, to play his role properly, must regard hie-ittItlitt-per

ticuleristically. His child's personal interests come before all

else. The teacher, on the other hand, must treat this earne Child--

.universalistically$ she cannot give him privileges gauged tahle.-

special circumstances, but must trout him the same way ehetreate_

all others. On this point teacher and parent are in conflict,. itme-'

Moreeo the More each plays his role properly.

As an example, MacPherson reports a parent of a first grader'

demanding of the teacher that she give the child an 'Aron his rem:-

port :bard. He needs the 'A* to'boleter his selfaconfidence. tihe

asks the teacher to change her mark. The teacher's refueal:to do.

so is baffling to the mother. "No standards or tales outweigh My

child's need". This is particularistic thinking and is anprepriatp

for the good parent. The teacher, in contrast, asks how the'chi/d'
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gtompain4 With- othei-childreis, She cannot givo the child an'

'earned without subverting. the baste principle on Which ecade..

WO:grades-are distributed. She cannot see why the :parent does not

understand :this,

the.sks a- relationship betwo00 the social class posIttwOolk't

.

the -parents awl -the teacher a behaviour. If the parents' class po .

sit-ion- is higher :than that of the school authorities, the school'

will be vulnerable te pressure with respect to the promotiest of

students 'or their placement in streamed ability groups. Where the

parents' social class position is tower that that of the school's

taff,. the school is invulnerable to such challenges,. Since . there

'.firia--positive- correlation between social class and both

performance and *geed behaviour", teachers and parent*, of Middle.

usually- get on fairly yeti, This is symbolised by
the -teaChers1 eternal plaint that it is the parents "we deal

-id see" because their children are doing well Who istearia:
Cabello iChoduled-parent..teacher conforence4, while those wive

need to .see".. because their children are academic and/or disci,'

pline -problems-don't come. The latter group doesn't come because

it ie hostile te, intimidated by, or apathetic toward the schools .

E. TEACHER-CO/OWN/TT RELATIONSHIPS

It IS difficult to generalise about this aspect of the

:::teacherr0lóbe5U5 e it is in tlui, today. Education is Constim,--

tutionally :a function of the states, and moat states have dole--

gated Misch of their authority over education to the cities and

town-ea.' -That :is, the-lay board of education is very powerful

upPer»iliddle cies* communities, Where the parentee education

equal or superior *to that of the schooimen. On the other hand,

several- recent studies have pointed out that the professional

I.Scbottleen are Ole to subvert the power or the lay. board of edocea

especially in big cities. This occurs because the boards

Of education have no expert staff of their own and are therefore

helpless to implement their decisions. The school system bureau*.

eraey:. does have an expert staff which provides the information

coleari for making and implementing decisions. Thus, according to _'

Nnrilyn Bitten, the middle level school officials of New York City

were able to sabotage the Board of education's repeated decisions

:to desegregate New York's 'school' because the decisions required

:detailed knowledge of available land, of appropriate siting of
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School. t4i, that they

Ob.:(1) As a result

ports and, the school

tteitsr implemented.

would draw pupils Or both raCea, assd SO'

of the lioard s lack of a loyal start-

orriciales opposition, the decisiono:Werer

1) Marilyn 011101, purtletwant AtittlParticipoUon4.4kAt40-_of
gehoOl.PolictinNew York.0 ty, Now Yoriti Lanier -ror Urbaft.
tdueation, 1947.
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III
EFFECTS OF INNOVATION ON .THE TEACHER'S. ROLE.

Agitinst,the background of .this brief sketch of the role .of

the leacher- in the traditional -school, we shall now look.at how-
.

:eeveraitsteoVistlons change or ledity that role. In this dlittaST

_400. the deiwriptions or innovative schools will sometimes be-:.___

itasedon'ny personal observation in two secondary and Tour eleMend.

-Aatt.sehooIs. *onetime* on published descriptions and frequently

on both.

MODULAR SCHEDULING IN A HIGH SCHOOL

- Newport, Illinois, is a town of some 30,000 people located':

about eighty miles south of Chicago. it is a centre of dairy farm.

lag and the processing or dairy products and recently has begun to

acquire a light industry. The town has an east side and a nett:

side divided by a river. The black population, *boat 10 per teat

of 41,0,Xotai, 'lives for the most part on the east side, although,:

so*e middle Class blacks have crossed the river. The west Side of

tottO 19:11100 divided into neigbbottrhoods of different Social class

leVel t a neighbourhood of modest single family homes $ a middle

class neighbourhood with larger homes, yards, lawns and goragei t

and an uppoi*Middie class neighbourhood of successful doctors and

top hastiness executives, Where the homes and grounds are large

enough to qualify as small estates.

The town has many churches, a hospital, and the usual govern'

meat buildings, but its crowning glory is its school system. The

elementary schopl has been a demonstration school with a large

Title:U/ grant for the past several years, The middle school,

described below, was experimenting with team teaching, And the:

public high school with 1,640 students (there is also a Catholic

school oisome_300 students) is experimenting with a modular Ache*:

duIo, Newport is in the heartland of "middle America*, supposedli
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---eontervativo, but its school systeM is permeated with a-eptrit

innovation.

Wit+tt .as Nodular Scheduling 1

One thing which gradually became'ciear duringitkree-thiyir-rat

Newport Sigh School isthat the direct consequeneetertheOOdular

schedule, while imt.ortant, did not by themselves ruilyeipleinthe-.-

many innovative reattires of the school. It would be-pessible:te

introduce a modular schedule without producing nearly the amount

or change which Gas occurred in this one. The heseitor,the Newport

innovation goes back to the main thesis of thit paper.. the:objec.

time it to give students more autonomy and to change ate fails

possible An a non authoritarian direction. Another generalisation,

iittittrated in this *shoot. Can Wset down here 17what4t-'14.140-

--for:students is also necessarily done for teacher's.- :,t1here_stUdentsiL

are given more autonomy, teachers must also.be given. more autonomy.'

Conversely, Where teachers are treated in-authoritariaMfashionTby:

supervisors, they in turn are forced to treat studente_Attauiheria

tartan fashion.

.A Modular schedule (sometimes called an "individualised ries...

ible schedule ") is one which is divided into 20.0r 30:mtaut..-pe,,:.

nods called "modules" or "mode. At Newport the moat are_twenty-:

'minutes long. A course can have class-meetings.at.shert,at*iwenty

,-.minutes or as long as Many multiple of twenty minUteail#:_to.eighty::-

minutes. Depending on the heeds of the court.), it May have Meetings

of dirrerent lengths. For instance, the course might have

large.igroup meeting each week lasting 60 Minutes.- irot.:stho:rOoittit.:

tag two sessions, it might be broken down into groOpo(ofstt-er*,

eight students who meet with a teacher twice during the Week-for

twenty minutes. Units Iattint less. than a semester ilto-Can.

and are scheduled.

Newport High School uses's computer at a nearby'Uniyertity to

make its schedUle. The coMpUter must be given the coureesc there.

*tired number of meetings and their lengths the nuisberee_ttildtuttsH

.
to ke present at each meeting and the Wilber and site of:classrooms-

in the school. With this information, it constructs the.oPtimUis

schedule.

One consequence of rleftible scheduling is all,enorMout4nereate

in the number of courses which can be offered. Newport Nigh.

offers about 160. Another consequence is that student.) howl mdby

*unscheduled modeelas the administration calls the* t. the -itudeits'

call them *free mode", What is done with the "free modsw'to a

Matter of stUdet choice, Students could conceivably be toqutiod.

6a
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te,spend their free moda4a study halls. However at Newport-High-- -

--111choolthereis no attempt to keep track-of whereeivery'stUdentie.

at .every moment of the day. AtUdents may attend claaaea or not.;

attendandeianst required (though some teachers unaympathetieto

____thejnnoVatlon:require attendance do facto). During five mods *u._ :

dents clay go toy ConiOns, Where they can get a snack, iOtialiao

'andpial cards.. They may go to a *resource ventre*, such as the

:Oath resource centre, the English resource centre 'or the Social.

:4thdiei resource centre and do flame work. There arealwalsteach»

ors -in'. he. resoUree centres who may be approached for individual,.

T-hel0...Seme of the teachers take the initiative by circulating around

and:Aiking students.lithey want help, In'some Of the centres,

throttUreconsists of round or rectangular tables with several

.:-ohnira,ao,,:that students natUralty form into groups and conVerae

Postiereatien is usually perMitted so long as the noise level is

Aset4Oelligh.

_....Anothet_plare students May go to dUring, free mods is theH

science where the. r may work on esperimenta required

for class, or-OnindividUal experiments which interesttheMhand.

with Whichthe teedhers help them. Still other students go to one

Of the shops which are open all day long power mechanics, wood.

Working, electronics towork on class or individual projects.::

Again, Hthere ate teachers available to giVe individual help. ,The'

same is true'Of the typing labc.vtory and the .,language laboratories.

giamo.atudenta leave school during their free mods. 1 retteived.

-O*Petthattentradiotorl reports as to whether or not this is Legolt,

Apparently, many atudent, leave around the noontime Wallet* hall*:

.144006. eiseehere. It is also true that a student may legally:leate

the-se-heel. Otter he has spent five hours there, if he has ehl-1i pa.

-rental:permiasion. There is student pressure for an *open Campus*

*bleat would fully legalise their leaving the school bUilding'wheit

aver they liked but there is Community resistance to this.

Ofte place students are not supposed to be, eNcept when On

-their Way to their nest hod, is the hallway, However, there is a

tendency for students to gather in the halls and to smoke there-

Whiehis forbidden. One of the beans told me that it would:.

probably .be necessary to have a conference of tecultY and students

concerning the matter, and either the students Mould agree to On.

fordo the hallway rules or they would decide that students should

be allowed in the halls, weft& I guellawe will have to try it ".

Individual teachers at Newport High constantly innovate and

have the opportunity to try out their ideas Which than may be

6)
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*400t04 by their eolleagues. Virtuelly every dePortment-inthe,

high _school has intituted some variant of an innoVation:witicklete-

thestUdent chooite the goals or his coursos and which shares the

right or giVing grades between the teacher and the Student.,

__:__Apperently this innovation started with the poWerolerhattics

tesober. The-student himself writes down a set of:cours0-,obJec

tiveS. He then goes over these goats with the toacher-who:advises,'

him. and may suggest modifications. When they have agretli on itiet

ut' goals, the next Step is to evaluate what grade the accomplish

went of those goals in a semester would be worth. The:teacherMay

suggest that they would be worth a 10's or a ICes or an .tAt. 1140---

_eVaivation is also agreed on before the Course begitts.Theniho,

student:proceeds toward the set goals. It will he notettthat a

-,coUrite of this sort is completely individualised. -If-,the_studett*=,

-achieve.; the goals, he receives the agreed grade. It he:evershOeti

Jhem or rails to reach them, his grade maybe higber7OrtOer----

;_Howit-Vers-he-is likely to know exactly whyhe received-therade:i'

he gots

In the power mechanics shop students also teach. There itortt

Course complete with directions for shop work, and photegraOht

to illustrate the tasks which Was developed by students. It

used as a selfadMinistereds programmed course by othorthoottts,

in a biology class the teacher laid out a series of different

course goalss each having a grade attached to it. terriftittattee.

to:make a +0.* in the Courses the student had to have-covered i ces

4th:chapters in'the text and answered the queitions_ii.titi_end of

the chapters $ be had to have a notebook with adequate-hetes-on*

Certain number of the large group lectures he had,to have

certain number of labs. If these most basic thingltwere_dones.Ithe

Student received a ID' $ if less was done, he receivot-strfIrtINU

goals required increasing amounts of work at rising loveleef co*.

potence to 4ot Writer grades. A student decided at, the beginning

of the course what grade he was going to try for. -The'tettcher

pointed out that this took a good deal of the arbitrariness out of

grading.
_

Like most teachers in this todhools the biology teacher talkie

his largeagroup lectures so that students who miss them, or who -

want to heat them again, can listen to them as many tithes ati the

likes Teachers claim that slow students bottom troorbeinght*to:':

to hoar the lectures two or three times. They also point:etathat

having to give a lecture only once makes it possible for them to

prepare Very carefully (they, tool have free mods roe class,
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preparation). 'Under the old system, they claim, the fourth or

fifth time they made a presentation they were apt to go flat and

the students suffered, One Vnglish teacher said that large..group

lectures had forced him to develop 'a technique of preparation he

had never used before. When making a presentation to 2$ or it)

students,, he had just prepared sketchily and talked "off the cuff"

out with SO or WO students he found it necessary to prepare a

carefully and dramatically organised presentation because, nit's,

harder to hold the interest of such a largo croup". lie imagined

that his preparations were now, more like those or college protest

sore with Very largo lectures.

The device of having students work for self-selected grades

is a version of individualised "pacing". The less able students

need not try to cover as much material during a semester as the

more able. The accounting course if organised in these respects

like the biology course. The physics department has tried some

thing different f they are letting students grade themselves. The

purpose, they say, is to get the students' minds off the grades

and on to the subject. Furthermore, they experimented with grading

the students at the same time the students were doing their self..

trading and they claim that the differences were slight between

teachers' and students' grades, The students gave themselves more

.13's1 and fewer le's' than the teachers did.

Otte of the most striking aspects of the school was the atmoo

pliers in the many small classes (ten or fewer students) which are

made possible by the modular schedule. As all college teachers _

have hated, the smaller a class, the more informal it is. lb a

small class the teacher and students come to know oath other more

nearly in the round, and this makes it impossible to be quite so

universalistic as one can be with a large lecture course. The uti.

mosphere in the small classes at Newport High was relaxed. Nola»

tionships between teachers and students seemed warm. One teacher

told me that the "traditional hostility" between teachers and eta,

dents dissolves in these classes, There are no discipline problems.

"The discipline problems have moved to the Commons and the hallways#

These classes give room for much Individual attention to each iota*

dent and this Was a major reason that students gave for liking

them.

Another feature of the school to that there are frequent in

service workshops for the teachers,

On my last day at Newport High School, I circulated to the

places Where students gather during their free Mods and held group
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interviews, My standord.opiniag question was to AsIthoWlheY

felt: the modular schedule compared with the old systetsiv,

the Innovation was only J.js its second year, moat of them had e*.

periendod the transition. Although I already knew from aAtietti.

tionnalre study the school had done that over 90 pereent:of.:4ho,

Students preferred the modular schedule, the interviews -made

that:'-thia.majority breaks down into two groups. Thire-..trethese

Students who like the Modular schedule because it gives them mare

leisure, and there are those who like it because theyfl'ai&it:

teaches them how to organise their wit,. A great many of the

termer group said they wanted an open campus Ito that they'coUld

get outdoors in warm weather, or go home and watch- TV. The:latter:_

group said things like "It made my grades go up. You caltetudY

before exams you can do your homework Just before cleat, 1014-thila:
_ _ _______

you get more out of the class. There are lots of new courses'and-
.

you can do things that you want to do". "Now we have

anddate processing which we never had before* One girl:said taat-,:.-,

a g*Ohp of about five students had asked for a fifth-year orOerman-

and they had obtained it.

The Minority of students who would like to goltaint tOthe old

system are explicit about their need for'extornel Controkajithey--

are going to do any work. One student said "The old System -ii
.

bettor because we learned more then, You had to be in classeafive

dayititweek. Now you can goof off and you don't learnes'stuch.,

-itour grades go down. My grades are the same, but there4-0C niUrh7.7

time when you have nothing to do. Like today, I haveIntlii...inAtere

(the resource centre) since Atoo. (it was then 1003).6 AntAI

nothing to do, There are three days like that when I. halp,hUrdli:*

atWoeurses, I get my homework done real fast and then:therefi-7

nethitte to do $ it's a waste of time". A girl tabt
said that he could be learning more if he Wanted to use the tune

that way and he rather sheepishly said, "Yeah",

. Two other things emerged on the third day. First, although,-

formally speaking, the high school has Ito tracking and4cheditles

ire individualised, the youngsters of lower soclo-econolicstatOi

track themselves into the shop, the industrial, the commercial aid.

the other vocational courses, In some instances, the school itielf

had; tracked a course e.g., there is 0collegeapreparatory b101Ogy"

or "general biology", .

Secondly, it became clear that there were several student Stlb4.,

cultures. A social studies teacher described thorn succinctly by

laying out the ecology of the cafeteria at lunchtime, Over near



Altewindows are the win" students, the collegepreparato0 junior*:

and sealers, and around their periphery are the 10th graders who

hop. to Join them, These students come from the higher soCiaop

economic levels $ they ire getting good grades The nett group 14

theWhite,. workingaclass students who are mostly in vocational..

curricula they will not go to college* Next to the*, and sitting

blecke* even occasionally joining them (though:ha,'

black student 'Vet, Joins a table of whites), is the small graUp 04%

1111dwer children", Self iegregated at'the tar end of the Ottteteriit:'

are the:black students There is a social class division among

Ihett* Some of them are middle class and college bound, while

others are working -class and antiacadomic*

The divisien of the student cultures is also seen during frame

0K14#3: Nost.afthe white workingoclass students and blacks go-tit:-

the Caftans Where they eat, socialise and play cards unless they:::

college prep students go to the academic resource.:

-aentrea, the-ecience and the library, where they also socia

a lot and, soaetimtei Work* The College prep students cell

the-fommotta.0the son* and the students in the Commons call the:-

reatturee Centres "the country club** Members of each group 11040

unflattering accounts of the other And vow they wouldn't be found

dead in the wrong place during a free mod

The pressure of peer group norms was described by some teach :

era.- Alphysics teacher, for instance, mentioned a girl, an

students,who euddenly dropped to 'C's** He called her in. to 40k.

what teutAtrongibut she Wouldn't say anything. Finally,' she begin

to cry:and said it was social death in her clique to be a "brain*

_and -that Wait:what the others had bee" calling-44r.

The most interesting thing about the student culture was eat.

Oat At existed, but that the top administrators of the school

-denied .its existence. They said the school was "indiVidttalieed*

, and that they were dealing with individuals, not groups* This -ti

not surprising if one thinks about the literature of "individual

iced itistrUctiono* it is written as though there were two choices t

teaching formally organised classes or teaching individuals.

S00.0100041 commonplace that there are elwayti informal primary

groups within a formal organisation, and that these have an impact

on the goals of the organisation, is simply unnoted in this lite.

nature, We shall see below that the informal peer groups of Child*

rein take on peculiar iMportance in the open classroom.

The Newport High School is unusual in that it has stage hard

data concerning the early effects of the modular schedule on



acedetitte perform:titre :find on iitt &tittles. tuft atith April, -190, -14it
areas of the Iowa. Test Educational Development were giten to
sophomores, At that time Newport Senior High School WaS:ou a tea,*

ditional schedule. The modular schedule was initiated in Styptetis»

--her -1969.. and in Novesthe r 19111 the- same group of fittideltt
then had become seniors, here t,tven the test again. The following

comparisons result t

National nercentfle;
29/4169:: f0 /11/70

14 Social. Studies -

2. Natural Science 30

Language*tisage 4
Mathematics 62

,.VocabUlary
6. Use of sources 39

The students improved their achievement over the

studied. Grades given by the teachers in the ochool, however,
behaved somewhat differently. At first they declined Sharply*
and ttwy. gradually went back up to their fortser level IS .."

On an attitude questionnaire, 96 per cent of students were
411ainst returning to the traditional schedule t 9044 'for cent-Were
in favour of an open campus, About 76 per cent said they-Aid- thaltr

hisseWOrk assignments at school and' the remainder did--thetolkt---betse.-------
These percentages are based on 1,060 respondents..,-

The were only 933 respondents to the second half-of
qUestionnaire study As tit whether there was "more", "less", or
11-the-same* atiatunt of school work under modular schedatittg,-..,the-_,
proportion of students answering "stores and "the samo"Stai'_abatit.7,,_,,.,:.

eqttal t a minority answered "less*. Five hundred. andfnineti.thret-.

Students thought there was a closer stutlentoteacher rslwtibnsthip

under 'Modular scheduling and the remainder disagreed. A majority
of students thought they were learning the same amount Or more
under modttlar scheduling, and a minority thought theY.were:itta-rtting--_:-:

less than under ti traditional schedule. When asked where they
Spent their free mods, the students distributed their answers as
follows (some clearly made more than one choice) t

193 Lab
650 Resource centres
186 Commons

s9 Study Hall
190 Other.

St



t s-suggests that the .resource centres were much more win'

than the Commons. I donut know whether this would accord with

daily observation, or whether the students were somewhat inclined

to etaggerate their engagement in the more "approved" activity.

Sven UAW'', were etaggerating somewhat, the results still suggest

that the academic Pegelsrees were more patronised than the Commons.

One-reason for this may be that the Commons has a limited capacity

to seat students. When 1 saw it, it was packed. Also, the fact

'that students are in resource centres does not moan that they are

engaging in any intellectual activity. Those centres are a focus

of social activity as well.

The :Process of innovating at Newport

The innovation or modular scheduling at Newport began When-

Mii.01,0004-ofthe school attended a workshop in Californist

whereAteheard about it. and. impressed by its possibilities.

l.aterho Sent several teachers and an assistant principal to tt:--

-werkshopjn Chicago where they, too, Were converted to the idea,

They came back and spoke to the rest or the faculty, who were atlf..

-ficiently interested to want to try it. The change was two year,.'

An preparation. The local school board approved it, but with:the

proviso that At must cost nothing over and above the usual cost*

of- :running the high school. Unlike most innovations, this emo:Waa:,

Carried -through with no additional financial resources. .

The innovation is still in process. Staff and students agreed,

that the first year was extremely difficult. The students said

*hatntfiret they wont wild with their new freedom and kept axa--

petting the administration to withdraw it, to revert to the old::

-schedtile. After repeated testing, they became convinced thailhat .

was Het going to happen, and they "settled down" to the busittetia

of /earning hoe to handle the new situation.

10 addition to this kind of student resistance to change.

there was Some fatuity end some eosounitY resistance. Members of

the faCulty who.do nut like the change find small ways to keep the

situation the way it used to be 4. for instance, enforcing si/O0P0

and individUal isolation in a resource centre, or being veey hard

on ieungsters who arrive late to class.

The community is particularly opposed to the open Campus:Which

the students . overwhelmingly endorse, The principal, too, is in

favour of an open campus, but his conception of it is something

like the "school without walls", He wants to use the Community'

ror educational purposes. However, he says it will be necessary

69
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to move very sloWly in this direction since, at the MoMent.Whis

hard4 any support..

The tact, that the community has refused to provide extra rei

sources for the innovating, high school has had some 60040 et»
fette.: The resource centres are very short of teseUrceW.

social-:studies centre, there aro not nearly the number-and variety

it Welts which the faculty and students reel are neCeseary.::Soth.-

complain that "there is nothing here", and this is partofthe,::

reason that some students do not find enough to-do dUring:lhoW
free mods.

Newport's innovation has changed the role of the stUdent and
therefore the role of the teacher. Perhaps the-moot aalient:change

:

is that teachers are free to make their own innovations within the.

tramonierk of the modular schedule. They try them oUt..zatid::ehare::-,

theirwith colleagues, who often adopt-theM it they seem to toork.

This -to a move in the direction of true professiOnatiOnt0Wretjtke-,7:

:teacher. He has more autonomy and more professional collegiality:_

:14he students. teachers have Ire* mods. Time, fOt,-:vreparing

slass_presentatione, particularly large*group presentastonsi-le.

built into their school day. This is unusual, for rany'ethoole

keep the, teacher in front of a class virtually the whole school

day, forcing his to do his preparations at home. bike students,

teachers enjoy the small climbs*. Which have encouraged" nore Wee.

rive involvement of teachers with students and Vice versa.

schedUle also exposes the teachers to a kind ar-Vielbility-

Which is new and which tests them in a new way. Since studenta:_are

free to out classes, the teacher has to have a course that:really

interline then. If they don't attend, everyone knows. about it

J.WhiOls teachers the students like, and Which they-don't. 40-_:

also visible. One teacher told me that the idea that:-044040-.7

used the resource centres to got individual instruction Wita "bale+.

ney". His desk was right there in a resource centre and'not'once
during the semester had a student come to him for help. Another
teaoher laid "We all he,. our shadows who follow tie around and

identify very strongly with us. And we have kids saarning all
over us all the time. Sometimes you Wish there was a place to
hide."

The principal and assistant principal coMplaihed:that there

are no accessible consultants to Whom they can turn for help.- Ade:

cording to them, the nearby teacherotraihing institutions for the-,

most part have not caught up with the*. They are still training

teachers for traditional scheole and Cannot provide MucheXpertito
concerning the probleie that Newport High School is racing.
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TWAN 'MACHIN° IN A MOMS SCHOOL

While,NewPort Senior Nigh School has grades 10, 11, and.12.

--the Nast Whit-Man Middle School in Newport has grades 6, 7-and:.041-,

141nth.grade students must at present transfer to the'-other piddle
-

.(SChOol Cot' :-the ninth grade before they go on to senior

:-TheWatt-Whltman Middle School opened in the fall of 19694

observed in the early spring of 1971. it had 950 ph0110 and

.--,52:teachereThere are four community aides who do clerical work:

for the teachers and there are a few specialist teachers wise Come'

in:aboUt:once a week each t a music teacher, * speech therapist

and a'aChool psychologist, In addition, the school also haet!e0

Lull- limn- guidance counsellors.

There -has been a good deal of controversy about tOe school':

building Itnt educational spedifications were written by the

74rinctpair-444-a group of teachers. They designed an opettastnitto.1

building corridors, It has two wings on either side of A
. -

dote'ithic4-40_sUpposed to be an instructional materialS centre but.

-at ttuvlsomeaiseems more like a conventional library. When classes

*tango,' children walk through this centre, butno one, it

is'distnrbed. The librarian felt otherwise.'

The original design of the building was more open than it is

pow._ The plan was to have open storage spaces for students'

00144 belongings, but Weans(' the community feared the dangersilf

loCiters-were provided instead, and these how act as room

Walt :Whitman' chief innovation is team teaching. Accenting
.

to one of the definitive works on the subject, there are three

kinds or teams t the interdisciplinary team t the single discipline:

-team l'.-astd the school within a school t that is, the team whIch:re

presentit all the specialities of the school faculty in mlniathie

so that a large school can be divided into small "houses*,

the schoolawithina school remains together for several years. Its

purpose is to provide the advantages of large site and small eise

-at the sine time.

The-Walt-Whitman School has the first two types of teals ..nip._

The most prominent interdisciplinary team is a humanities team

with six manbers. It has a literature teacher, an art teachit,,a

dram teacher, a music teacher, a German teacher, and a home:egottea.

mica teacher, The tea* originated with the Music teacher who ot-

her idea from a personal friend at a nearby univerilty. She ner*.,

luaded her five colleagues that the idea of a humanities teat which



would teach all the arts in an intograiway, made reiTV.00' to sctu-
dent*, was a good one. This team Maintains Close Contact: 00'4s

university mentor. the members visit.him at the university'where

they spend three days at a time working on new possibilities fOr-.

their work. .

-Kittle all I. the teams its the scion. have inschool -planning-

tme,-the humanities temp, in additioni-meets two evenings a weak

on their own time. To do this they had to get permiaillenAlrem

Newport :Educational Association which is a teachers* union, 'There

ass some teachers in she school who resent these outofSChisot:

meetings of the humanities team as a form of rate.dsusting4-.

-There is no formal `hierarchy in this team structurev;b0t:_theffie_

is `some informal difference in the prestige and influoneerof.team_

members. The two youngest members or the team, who arenew-to

teadhing, are the least influential. Among the othermeisberst

domlitence is a Matter of personality rather thawsonktirtqt::-

At the time I. was observing, the hUmanities team .-was_

.cp,:litots its students produce three telexilien shewil.-H(There -wove-

other- options for students who mightnot want to participate in

thia project. One was to do_ a documentary with slides and-.commen*:

tart.) The television project was first introduced to their-targeH

group meeting of about one hundred youngster* by a vieitoffroma

J:cocal television station. He told the students something about

Aelevision production techniques. On the day l visit44.7the'SGMbi

-was-planning to. demonstrate further to the large group-toniuthint:

; about the capacities of television production equipment,

. One of the teachers isked if the students had observed-tbe:

television camera. She said, "You've seen it i-Vou have Beef

people- on C4111i411 i you've seen how much space you cansOovthcoilek'

it s- you've seen how you can zoom in for closesups,' pan'AndsoTion

About how many characters do you think you can have on camera at

one time in your television, play ?" She got estimates fro5 two 40

ten and said, *All right+ theft youtre not going to do met, scenes"..

Then she asked. "About how many people do you think sinuild'collaft

borate in Writing the play 70 The students thought maybethree,

Then she said, "You are going to have some people writingpommor-

Oials*4 A student suggested that they needed a station announce-

ment. .After a good deal of discussion of the various talks. ll4*.

'volved in producing a television show, the instructor asked the.

students to go home and think of an idea for a television plat.and:

come in tomorrow with one, Tomorrow they would break up into'ihree.

groups and decide Whose story they wanted to do. and who would be.
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:the writers.- the cninerinsen. the actors, the director, the malteohp-.

ne6.-thecoMmercial writers, and so on. After the labour was dtu
.vided,these-smailer groups would meet to work on their specific

tasks.

-The humanities. team has prettonsly dune other kinds er-litt_0464-____-

thnyhne.Studie4.the littroque:arts - 'including music,

and itieraturo and their interrelationships, In some of thele

SunitsS, coolting'and'home Aecoration have played a part and have

Won treated as arts.

:TheiabOur is not Sharply divided by disciplines. All. the

jeacheesi have opportunities to lecture to the largo group and atsa

to deal,vith-the small more student centred groups. 'Chi toorn-oomw'-

bers clAimed that they learned teaching techniques from each -other-.. -

._and:. of eacnothers' disciplines. Thete_are.

day 1.i. day'disagreements, but on the whole the team seemed to onjoy

the collaboration.

4tt- the sixth geode at the Walt Whitman School there aretwo-.

.teastii't:40:otti. of them- each -member teaches only hie own disciplie:'

In the other the teachers work together, each or them doing stipie.

- of nearly everything.

When iVisited the first sixth grade team, the large room,,

divided-by partitions which did not reach to the ceiling, housed

.a.,group.dOingiangUage arts, another doing math, and another doing

social. studies. When the boll zang, the groups shifted into'dira:

teretit sections and each teacher went on teaching her own subject-.

Each-or them does this all day. The lessons I observed were:finite

traditional.

'An interesting feature of the school is that students meet

ante a week in groups of about ten with a guidance counsellor

Calk,abetit virtually any topic of their own choosing. The ruidanee

counaellor told the first group i observed that last year students

shad listed topics they wanted to -discuss. In order or number of

Votestbeywerel school rules $ teachers $ boy/girl relationships

and' --sex $ race discrimination $ Grades $ and community problems.

The first group said they would like to talk about teachers. They

asked who chooses teachers t how much money did the teachers make

who decided how much money they would make. The guidance counsellor

answered all thee. questions. Theft the students wanted to intow.'.

"Why can't students have something to say about who the teachers

-*maid be ls The counsellor wanted to know why they asked that

question and oho boy volunteered that his brother in hi.'h school

hada teacherwho didn't do much teaching. Sometimes he Just
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-diSiSissed the class and said he was going for a Cup. otCOffees:

SOWcit.session.

An important feature of the teams in the Whitman AchoOl is

..thatthey are sell chosen. No leather has been wassigned*Co a.

jea0.jf team teaching became universal, assignment::_w040,b0.40S_

-avOidable and that would surely introduce e-all the problemo"Of-:pOro-

-eonnllty conflict and coeflilts in philosophy, requiring,-perhip4_

that the team have a formal authority structure.

,Team teaching increases sharply the amount of professional':

communication among teachers. Not only must they pIan'together,.

but their Joint effort is a topic of much interchangO-OCside-Of-,

tormal planning teistione

The morale of the teachers in the Whitman SchoOkiippeared

behigh, but-it is difficult to know to what this'elniuldbe:iattrls

Init44. The teachers at present in the school elI:chose to Come-to

it:no the basis of the promise they felt it Md. Thir-601

teams add a sociability to the teacher's Work Watch ii enjoyable,

-444.-finally, the good morale may have lees to do witk:the:OpsclfiC:

innovation of team teaphing than With the increment in teacher and

`Student autonomy throughout the school system of NOOPOrt.

C. THE *CONTINUOUS MARRING PROGRAMS*

AT MADOMMOS JUNIOR MOH O)

Newton, Massachusetts, is au upper middle-class sibitrb:famous.

for It. progressive and superior school system. The ten* hes-lookt--

had a partnership with the Harvard GradUitte Sdhool of Education--:

or purposes of research And the improvement of educa*Onnikprac,

tic..

In 1962, the NeadoWbrook Junior High School is "Waft began

an espetimeet with a *Continuous Learning Programme*.

"CLP attempts to develop in students a belief that they are.

Agents of their own behavior, that they control whathappens

to them. Also the CLP attempts to stimulate students to think

creatively, act imaginatively and reach unique

The goals of the programme were implemented by changes.

I) Most of this section is quoted or paraphrased from an Ons,
published paper, *The Effedt of the Continuous Learning Pres
gramme at Neadowbrook Junior High on Sublegnent PerfOrManOo
in High School ", by Dora SeLaicher, Alfred 41schuler,.aild'
David Co lellaad, Harvard University, uadatad.
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- there- are rout unite .containing children or all
and interests, Six 'Hons. Advisors and a

Guidance Counsellor Make up a Unit Team whose function tot-to
devise the -teaching techniques and materials they fool will
best .meet the needs' or the students. Meekly Meetings of the

--',Unit-'Team.--ere held to pool the retionrcei,or the team *Osbert,- , 7

-:thereby allowing them to underitand each student and make4.0*--:-:-.
.-, propriate plane to help them.'

Hone* meets four times -.weekly' with its House Advisor.
(teaChero). giving the Adviliers an opportunity fore., frequent
conferenios with individual students (as well as) group actioi

The Route provides the student with time and place for
assistance in choosing courted,, making schedules, defining

..-40 goals, and evaluating himself in terse of them.
Atib a -46 provtdes the opportUnity for 'students to select,

:within certain limits, the curriculum they Will follow.
-lithin the areas of literature, social studies, and sciestee..

.. the student. is free to cheese from among the eight to ten
cottriewOftered... The student's choice is limited...by the --

lever of difficulty of the course, by his Advisor's *Ogee,*
tionit, and by more subtle influences like the quality of the
teacher or she peer pressure to *travel together'.

cuo student...hititilig agreed to the explicitly stated
goals of the tostrse...is allowed...freedom in fulfilling.'his

Objectives, Unlike students in the traditional prograilis
(Volteditional Learning), the 'OLP student himself degideni
that material will be covered, in which sequence, and lithin

What amount of time. Students are bound to their decision bY.

a :-syittem. of 'Contracts, a student.teachtir egreeMent
Stating-the conditions of work, for example, a atudentmight-t-

undertake to Complete three sialtaselooted books and an essay
within three weeks in his Russian literature course. Having .:

disguised. the setae with the teacher, they both sign the writ.'
- ten contract, Upon completion of the task, the contract .11 .-

appreved and Commented upon by the teacher. Remarks are

silted to the quality or the individual contract submitted,
rather than to a comparative evaluation in terms of a clans
etandard...

*The OLP student is allowed One hour of unscheduled time per
day during which he may participate in one of several actie
vities AlteroatiVes inclUde consultations with Rouse Advi

'catching up on work at the library, or pursuing Wilde.
dual interests at one of several resource laboratories.
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'Although not foromily 'stated* students may opt to spend

Abetr free time iu etaPtersattatt with rrieuda.

"The CLP students are evaluated' in a variety or ways*. The

contract system provi4es one form...wherebi assignments are

judged in relation to the expeetatjoi4 set by t4,iiebor 140

_otO4ont in advance. it is diffictilt to deteemineWhetber

ihee'40arils for evaluation are more a rerlection_at.the

ttniC1,00S'expectations of a student, theStudeni4S;eipecfas :

ttiqus car Minstar, or whether it is, in fact, it-eOmbinittion

ofJthe two.' However, the Standards are not fitted andcomman

te:ali students as is the case with most.gradIng sySteMS.

"A second roein or otutUation.,.is Ow Test Profile, 17610:

ram attempts to rate the student's pehievementreiat.iye to

his' ability as measured by a series of ability anti aptitude

tests,,,comments by teachers indicate to parentiand::.0*tidetita

-Whether the student is performing below, above,._or_itr:_d*reet

proportion to his tested abilities.

"A third form or evaluation..*is a predictive grade given..4. _

.-eaCh of their teachers for the subject areas and ..triciO the

students have chosen for the 10th grade year* '.trader this

system, an average ability student might recelyelAlOredie.

t ions for each or his .subjects if he elected toenrcill4m:ibe:

tow ability track in high school, whereas he mightobtailtn-

predominance of $11000 and 060,11 if he decided te_choliseHlhey

'highest ability 'track... In other Words, seffortivr_Marey

44ortoott in the CLP than reaching is high 'levet of attainment

Measured against fixed and public standards. litiththiOte,---

emphasis oh 'Standards!, there is the increased emphaaitt Ott'

having leach Student learn how to take charge ofVte-develeilis----.-

lent of his own potential and understand that only he:-folt_

Aionsible for his learning'."

The remainder of this article reports an experiment:in which

the 300 students Who entered 7th grade in the tali of 196)Were'

randomly assigned, half to CLP and half to M. froM:thbsetwo,seta

Of students, 42 pairs 36 boys and 4$ girls were selected to

match on sex, ago, Otis intelligence scores and, ttvsome,extent.

scholastic aptitude. The two sets of students were then *Waled

at the end or the 11th awl 12th grades at. Newton South High School

'te which they had graduated. Only rive of the students were Un

available WOW, end of the 11th and, tour at the enfkor 12th gradti*,

The experimental and control groups were compared oit SAT verS'

bal and math Acores 1 grade point aveutges 1 final grode$ in
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-.English in the-senior Year = final grades 10 Math in the twitter

--yearf-Mean-Cla*s rank in the Senior year and their achieVeMent
-

.off';-sigh eleCted offices or class hononrs-10 both ilthend 1;t0'

41earsw WhereVer there Were statilticallYSignifitantdifferences*-

they;favonred the Mr students* Differences reached statistleat-'-

.-significance only for boys* but the trends for girls were ConSis-

teattkitc,06Same direction..

The anthers were interested not only in the fact that studentS

tntiteH01.0:0rOgramme in junior high school subsequently did btter-
.

inThiglr,sehUol,than *indents ; they also wanted to under*

-;dkiand wWthis:natt se* A number or 'tests- of Motivation* attitude- .

ai*d creativity given at.the end of 8th and 9th grades showed

dirrerefteeS.,, However, an analysis of the TAT test given at that

to show a difference in story themes which. pointed- to

*-greater-:Senie of "internal control" among OLP students* Wherea

-th4.:T1--iiitudetits were more:likely to feel externally Controlital

Thts.variahle!-.1s related to the "fate control" score which wai

et1u report to be highly correlated with academie

'perforMadee,.. in this study, too* regardless or whether they were.:

inthe einetimental group, or the control group* the studentS high
on internal control did better in high school than those. who were

lower:on

.The 'authors are cautious in drawing conclusions since the

eampie issmaii.and the population fro* which it is drawn is. of a.

-40tttiettlaritind t it is upper-middle class and above average

-The -010Ction function of the teacher is eliminated under el*

40- practised at J'leadowbrook, instead of comparing students' with.

each edierend.sorting them :into superior* average and lesa than

Average, the- .teachers compare the student with himself* There:is_

anatteiiptto:determine whether a student is under - achieving,

achieving ateapacity or over...achieving, In high school* too* the

*indents choose courses at one of several "tracks" (levels of

ficulty) ond-Ihis choice is their own* The teachers predict only

What:grade the student should get in the course* at the leVelof..

Aiffictslity he has chosen given his ability,

Unfortunately, the artiele.does not tell Us how the change in

the evaluation aspect or the teacher's role affects student - teacher

:.relationships. Competitive evaluation is still present in the form

ofthe ability tests which sort students into categories of acade

Milo talent as effectively as grades could th., perhaps more effec.

tivelys 'no difference would seem to be that the villain iS now

the test and not the teacher,

..
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.Conieguently, the published materiel* are useful

murce:fer drawing out the implicit ideolOgies of Open:_Edueetion._

its, implicit learning theory 1 its normative accolintof-theHteac,,,

erls role-:t its epistemology 4 and its ethic.

OPEN- EDUCATION

The organisation of this section is as tolloWs..1: fire*, tithell.

trvtogive the reader some sense of .what an open scheol44 like

by drawing.on my own 4bilervations, Secondly, I shallYeutline Whet

Rathbone has called the "implicit ideo/ogies" or Open Education,

-dOewittg%00 his and Roland Earth's theses on the topic. AM finally;

I shall draW on participantoobserver analyses of- two-.experiments,

_.:With. _the Open Classroom in public schools bfkarvaidTglitiNUAteTliti

dents- of Education. In both these experiments th00100440*WklmuNk---

different from what had been anticipated and the participint,

-Observers, retrospectively analysing their exPeriehOosheve.:brOOONS:

out :some aspectO of'open Classrooms which are not dealtwith

where,

gem.Oben Schools in New Shaul

a) The Storehouse ColootieratiM_School

The Storehouse Co!ioperatiVe School in NeseethOsettk:iiaAlippre-

priately labelled a "free school" since it is in lieVeralreePeets:

bere:re4ical than the opin school medal. It has 80:4hOdrearamir":::

ing from pre.ifichoOl age to 18 years.. There are 8 tulle.timeteaChers:

end,-4 interns. Student volunteers from nearby universities-whe-
come in once or twice Weekly to conduct 014sses, and,4.400d_401,

of teMhing is done by parents. The school is co.operatiMoiHP114

red** pay part of the tuition by contributing some kind of work toit a' and it is owned collectively by the parents. The 1,4410144
$1,900:0 year. Classes are not ageagraded i children the0411C

OW' Years apart in age may be found in the ease 01m4e4.-:80#ite-T.-

a sliding scale of tuition, the school is Clearly middle-class,

The founders of the Storehouse School originally waisted a

large, unpartitioned space to house it, They had tound:4:reugh r

:.milivelent in the basement of a church, There is a larggirect

gUlat-Mowit at the centre, surrounded by a corridor off Which them'

are rooms used for classes, offices and a libtery, The-central
room Contains the childrenot indiVidual, private *spades", These



-,:vary:ineiste'aecording to the:ago of the yoUngsters but they ere..

generally large :enough for one, or two children to sit in, along:

Witkeeee:belengings. The spaces are bUilt of plywood and petits.

tooarcl anddecerated with curtains, paintings and hangings. ESS4

child deceratee.his own spoof:Ai/id keeps his own things there,__

the-apace-belongs to the child. No one enters it without his-An-:

vitatton,

These spaces expreissa major theme of the schools a pupil

at-,thaStorehoUse School may retire to his private space any time,-

he want*. te. Making himself inaccedsible to adult authority and

-.peer group pressure. There are few schools whit& accord their

ffitudents Suoha degree of optional privacY.

:The central room also contains a small woodworking shop g a

gloos, where art anecoOking classes are held jla science "labors-

-nary" 4-4-01bk;pong tablvi a basketball luitand some chairiehei,

:1:010Chee OWin-the open where groups socialise. Obliely.

The. Storehouse School is hot rich. A geed deal of its eqUipi,:

**tic-homemade or collected from the scraps and waste of nearOY-

-bUsihesiee and industries. In part, the preference for such mate-

riiel is partly ideological. It is part of the LelotatershiredoCo'

'trine'that,limple, even crude collected materials are trequentli.,

,better than elaborate' bought materials because they are malleable.:

They may be:used for any number of purposes which occur to the

'thitdroni-whereas bought equipment is likely to be "prograMmed",

lof-uie-according to acme preconceived plan.

AsnaVerortheStorehouse. School's shortage of equipment hi&

'notentirely _ideological. A science teacher complained that:he

Wat severely limited LA what he could do by the lack of Certain'

eimple equipment. A cooking class I obsefVed degenerated into0-

:f.Matto of time since there was only one pot in which the Ohildfun-::::-

aould:make their trench friei, and they had to line up and wait

quite along While for their turn to use it.

On 0 bulletin board in the big central. room are announceients'

Of the elegises. being held t "gassy Math", "Nigher Meth". or "Not so

apy Math", *Learning to Read", "Reading", "Architedture", "Swistii

ling", "Astrology", "Introductory Spanish", "Advanced Spaniih",

"trench ",, weelitiesw, "History ", "Yoga", "Psychology". Thei*verS
all the claps announcements which I found posted on the bulletin,-

:board on one-morning, A key rule of the school is like the famous:-

Suemerhill ride I no child-is required to attend class 4 neither

any: specific .class her any classes at all. The teachers are feu

quired,to be present at the tie, and place Where the Class is
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%"00**4101-ed,:but.ii is net unusual for no students to:turtrOp,

t-li.iShappen to a-snop class,a sciencela4s aud a Frencb:Class

kayatem of this sort .places a heavy burdenef the teSeberWite.:.

make Classes attractive to the particular kinds of pupil's. found. in

thiS seboel $ and on the'pupils to take responsibility ter the.41*

-rectiOn of their own' schoellng. When I asked the directors abether

theyeangest, especialiy, Were op to such a responsibiiitY,-,:ther':-.--

explained that the Matter was not 1.,ft entirely to the children.

Tttey egularirintrodueodthe children to 'new conrses -hOtaving

them: rattend the first sessions before they alloWed:themto

derideWhether or not they would take them.

Another rule is that the school .gives no marksitudehts_whk

.wish' may take achievement tests and have the scores recorded for
fn applying to college or other institutions, Eachtoacher.-

wrireS a narrative evaluation of each child at theeUd.ef-44ekeur.

attd-those are kepron record for transcripts. The schear-a-alethadli--,
. .

for keeping track of the children's progress are the-following t..

each child has a. facUlty advisor and has regular vottferencea_with

the advisor aluut all round progress academic and eocialEverp.

afternoon at three, when classes have ended', the fatuity meetato

discuss school affairs, Often these meetings deal with:the-prob7

teWis:ei a student. At the Meeting 't attended, a teachorisentioned..

that:one student's mother wanted a report on what he Was deing

-academically. The discussion went around the tables.MostiteacItera

reported that this boy attended their-classes nut at all. or-very-7-

sporadically, it emerged that he did 'not like to readsalthough.

'he had received a very high score on a reading achieVement

Ale preferred to listen to lectures or discussions and heseeliett-to
_

the contents of these better. than most students, Soweiteri-

the consensus was that he had serious problems in hilly:sae-tat-rota*

tiOnship: and he was devoting the year to working those- 'anti with

visible progress. Little more was said. A faculty member told me-

later that although meetings often did not arrive at a solution

for a student's problems, the student usually improved isitertho

discussion, Once sensitized to a child's problems, every rOeuity

member made an effort to "help" in his own way.

could discover no principle which governed the cOrricUlitm.

offerings. The Director told me there was only one child as ola

as eight in the school who had not learned to read, and that was

an emotional problem, Nearly all of those children were de tined:

to learn to read rapidly with little of no *touching* In.scheel's '

The preschoolers were impressively well- informed about all Sorts'

. .
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ofsubjectS...,y,Their voCabulary,alid cotenant, al' syntax And concepts,

lett-OnLOOubt as to their 'treading readinesso4 In short, thefStore=

house .School can easily afford its "no coercion of class atten-

danceo rule at, the primary level. Its rlientele will Waster the

-WOW verbal and quantitative skills in any case.

There-is-a curriculum problem with respect to older students,

Ainwetero-i-A fourteen year old girl told me She wad taking oRtiAditiM1-

Spenitih and ,Cities". "Cities" was a course offered by a student,

velunteer* This is a very thin curriculum compared to that Of the

ordinary 8th or 9th grader, and I believe this situation a thin

turriculuni,- Was prevalent 'throughotit the upper school.

The instruction at StorehoUse School is-either individuaTi004

or sMaillgrouivinstruction, The school is supposed to open itt:830

but. most of the children straggl le between 9.00 and 9.30.

attendance to somewhat casual, Early in the morning, Man*.

40nag-:0144dron-van be found in the Yellow Room. There are bookili:

:There is_Ati 1104 electric typewriter, There are counters and other

materlals.,fer working with arithmetic problems. There are any

crayon drawings of prehistoric animaiso'which were made by children

in a'seience:vlass. In this room, children had round. cubicles

:where iheyiiept their work book* s records of the work they had

.done4, A-teacher, looking through a child's work books, can get- a'

fair idea of the child's level of progress in various subjects*.

4 attended one reading class whore the children read parts in a

--:play and did-it with much skill and relish $ And a math class

.where they were playing a game similar to twenty questions. .

The most striking aspect of the Storehouse School is its se,

eta! atitoophere, All teachers, students, and administrators are

onfirstname:-termo, Soya wear their hair long, and girls Wear

theirs very long everyone comes to school in a costume whith

eohsiSts of pants, a top, and sneakers $ and these are frequently

dirty and ragged. In general, the students affect a Hippie style

of dress, although the pants and the old clothes have their prac

.tical side in A school where there is much messing about and horsei.

play, the'letiehers are as nonauthoritarian as they can manage to

he, _Children tell the dirty jokes and use the obscenities typical

for their age, but rather than doing this were adults cannot °Ver

,bear, they do -it openly in class without reproach, Oft one occasion,

some children no more than eight to ten years old, sat on the cons

cites in the big room smoking cigarettes, while they chatted along

themselves and with teachers, The school makes efforts to inform

children about the dangers to health in cigarette smoking, but it .
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Would violate their prinelples to exert authority to pretentl-tbe

use of cigarettes. Like other United States fichoola,-Private:41.W
pubic, this one had an epideenic or marijuana Wee. 'The directors

did not personally disapprove of it, but since 'it and

- sutra=tloiation of the law would damage the school.±Ahey_.expooted

:stOdehts to refrain from using marijuana at scheol.t80,:ae'fat414(.

.
1 62414 see, the students did refrain while'ibey-werirOn:icheol,

properii.1 but some at the Oldet ones left school anclwent'to:resia',

teurante for tench, and while at lunch they shared marijuane:.-joitsta.

4ft. order to say anything about the teacherostole at the.

Storehouse School, it is necessary.to.say something"aboutthw:

4Unctions of the sdhool. Storehouse hasmbdicated:themelection

tunci:::On for the most part. Competitive comparisons of AdademW.

,perfOrMaace are rejected by this school.

think it is also fair to say that the school Oilimised:.the'. -

instructional function. The students were in control ofluiw 04*--

.instruction they took, and, in general, they took lessthins they-:

'would have received in a school which did noteffer***itienTef-::

no attendance at classes.

*he main function Of the Storehouse CoaoPerative'icbeol.-wAs

Sogisiisation. Its most important characteristic for ite:Olients:

was its atmosphere of eitreme personal freedom. Thliaotialiamilth

stideArai congrUent with the life-style of the families.

the school.

.
divest the fact that selection and its accompanying-evaluation`

-,,ast/tities are absent 1 that instruction is de-4miphael404:,1 600,::-.:

that this particUlar style of moral socialisation is the-400.:
pertant-function of the Storehouse School for its clientelbsit

are the implications for the teacher's-0 role f On the tethniitai

side,,the teacher's skill as an instructor is not important.--:-.

the affective one, the Storehouse teacher is expectid.40400del the

role of the Adult in the counter4culture. gather than being,a

high.achieving occupational specialist, he is a man who gives haat*

Weight in his life style to his leisure time interstate'. The faet

that the majority of full -time staff members at Storehouse are

and that in this school Men teach the younger childressaenell as

the older ones, is itself an important component oVtlio euboultUrly.

It signifies that the care and teaching of young childrins'arsvnot

detained activities to be assigned to a sseciondo Se*, this Sub»

Culture is sexually egalitarian. It also Subscribes to the state-

ment made in the Olowden report that the best preparation for

adulthood is that children live hilly their Liter as children. The'
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:,point.tivmado4vei more strongly. id. some American Writings OitOpen

Childhood is not a Preparationat all, It is valuable

in-ittelf0, and it Shoutd.be present, not future - oriented. Tpere

is A selfaonactous attempt to annihilate the "grimly puritanical

404#000400AfiCation. pattern*. Thus adUits attempt to model-,_.:

Shoiselves704 children. -at least as regard:: 'their Capacity for-..

spontaneou0:.enjoyients Self discipline atid.planfUlneeir are de»

-catued.:CreatiWity. and.seiting the gratifications of the moment

:arsoelebratedi:

11110 teadherin such a school does not attempt to establish

his dominance. 416 does. not acquire authority from his office as

a-toeadher, If he has any authority for the children, it mutt

rive from qualities of his personality and from the auperior histow»-

jectIte**WigiklIt:10hich sometimes came With:age.

What becomes of the valverialistic-diMensiOn Of the teachstea:

role in k.nohooi like Storehouse t The teschertauniversaliai'.

applies most especially. to her evaluation function. Inihetradi»
*tonal schwa, pupils are all evaluated by the sacie,tispertialT

.standard. Not only that, evaluation As-structured at'a eituation,

of. Oates rewards, Pupils are in competition for high marks:

Orily-a tea-Can be at the top and some must be.at the bottom otthe

grading curvet: In StorthoUse and in open education school' gene».

,4111t....evalUation has neither of these CheraOteristies. There-isscaeingle.criterion

of gOod performance !Or all and rewards

not..cargo. Universalistic competition has been abandoned.

.One can de a step further and say that open echication sahoote

.try.tobe particularistic. 'One of their. crucial Oharacterietics

e-theit smatl'aise. The purpose of rim:Mining small is thateWery»

one_lnthe,School should know everyone else. The staff.triesSa.:..

treat eaeh child in terms of his unique needs and strength'. :It.,

is assUmec4that every child-shoUld meet withtsUOceSs# in aomS.:

terms. the role of the teacher is thus more like that of the

parent and' *flatlet between the universalistic teacher and parties.

tularietic.parent, which occurs in traditional schools, should
'

.diminioh..

b) ibe_Naleachusetto_Priende.Schoo;

'Italeachnietts Mends, a Quaker School, is less radical thin

Storehouse, It is also richer. It is housed in an attractive*

Modern building of the type where indoors and outdoors are closely

connected and it is surrounded by attractive grounds. There are

180 Studeatoluho are organised into inter.age groupings i the ass,
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61$, -and 71s vthe R K,, 9ts, and Ws, and so on. iSacWgroupof

nbPut 30- pupils has two full -time and 2 part-time tottCherli-v-Making:.

a-teacherastudent ratio of about 1/10, not counting ceilege show

dent volunteer teachers.- Next year, the number of students,- will.

go: up to 210, and the teacher- student ratio will be someehntiower.

due.te, financialpressure. .Tuition reeswili range from41.100 for.

-the younger otndehts, to between $1,700 laid 81,900 for-the

About.l2 per cent of the students'are black, and somP:of these are

on ,full scholarship, while others pay fUll'tuition.- Fewer than',

10 perTcent of the students are Quakers.

Teachers for the school are recruited inforMallyetAbOut. half.

of them have their own children attending there. OrteteaCher

ported that this caused many problems because. "The teachers. know

':-Coormtich about some of the children and vice versa".'NeitrIA1-1---

--;theAeachers at Friends have the-quilifications to lie.tertified__-.

the'public school system, except for the foreign ohesOtheeminly,-.

-.teachiforeign languages.

The school is governed collectively by its staff. 'They Make

policy at faculty meetings conduCtedaCcording to the principles

of participatory democracy. Decisions are made by consensus'ih

long and wearying process. The headmaster is priMuirinter

Be would like to be a head teacher, spending his time

rooms. but his adsdnistrative, eommunity relations, andeustd.wataing

duties keep him from 'doing so. Thus, there is alisost:no,:wriperVi-

*ion of the teaching. Teachers frequently attend workSitopeihow
_

-ever. It was through a workshop that Open Education go- -0s--14-ta:-:--

'at:the Friends. A teacher of the youngest pupils, who had Many:

yearii:or experience, one.year found herself in diffiettityphrd:

4*T:toher, she had a class full of individualists.:She'atitesided.

ajocal workshop on the methods of the British infant schOolli.and

decided to try this approach with her pupils. She worked on the:-

approach all year, getting a lot of support re the headmaster.

'Chen other teachers becalse interested and wad try it. It

gradually spread throUgh the lower school, and is begtOMing

read* the upper grades, since the children who have beeirthrough-:.

the lower grades in an OS system find it hard to ajust to a morc--

Structured situation later oh.

The Ws, 91s, and lOts, whom 1 observed, were /located

rooms with interconnecting doors. Every child hash cubicie'of

. his Own for storing his things. in one or the rooms, there was a

structure consisting of two stories to which one could climb on a

ladder. Each level was furnished with mattresses, cushions and



books.. It wtta'a4lace for relating, Sovietising and reading* .:The

.watts of-roodswere covered with problems,. questions,
. ;

results of experiments, statements of childreUls "6aweek'and.

1,..mesh irojectS".* and children's art work.

The.claldren were doing a variety of things* Some were Work .b..

_ittg on some "hard" math 'dazzles that one of the teachers

--Welated.theAtight.before and brought in that morning*. Others were.:

pi-skiing with a Little Machine Which opened to show a word ortt --.-

numberitor'.i.small traction of andante (the speed watt variable)..

and the ebjecllas to soft if you could read it in the time 4110WOdi..

` Ide:eitildien.chocked thtoSoolces* They were_ very absorbed in this*

and watching them for a while, I learned that some of them have

.reMarkable:reading speeds to both Words and numbers. Souse child

.rett were painting, weaving, or Making collages. Two girls were.

TaUtne-solid.-goomotry, with a volOttteer teacher an4,a-set of cods
-trttetien_materials* Other children were playing mathematicatjjames.....

With:1)194s* .,Many. wore reading* one Was sitting on the floor:oopy

4lte±alit::,her final reporter a project on the Middle Ages* She

,.:,.was.- writing About guilds, their nature and structure*,

At Friends, the children are given a series of options as to

whatthey.Will do for each part of the day. . The options for otte

period Ineluded math, folk dancing, reading and art. They must--

sign-up ror:one of the options for eachporiOd,. They are not given.

-ibe'ehoteeer: doing nothing* Nevertheless, some children may be

--seettHwattdering around ptirposelessli*

.SVery Child's schedule is required. to inclUde a certain.amestnt

'Of.reiding,and math. At the end of the day* each child records.in--

a book what he did that day, and this is one way that teachers.

trdekorthe children* In addition, the teachers have fills

ot-3,x 5. cards on which they *Hake notes about children t about

their-mastery of specific skills $ about their likes and,disttkeil

about their personalities and interpersonal-behaviour* Each group.'

iss taught by a team of teachers* The teams meet to discuss the

children's. progress* One exercise at such meetings is for each

--teacher to traltleach child she did and didn't interact with in the

AttAst few days* fly doing this the teachers find that some children

are becoming "too dependent" on them, and others are avoiding the**

Parente have one scheduled conference a year with teachers.

and they receive a narrative report of their children's progress

'twice a year. No gra.les are given. either d teacher or a parent

May initiate a conterenee at any tide, and aboUt half the children-.

are the. subjects of such additional conferences each year.



Friends is an informal school,: but someWhat less so than

Sterehou0e.-Most teachers and pupils are on firit0400o:torrat4.

'but, abate teachers wore AddreSted:as-wkrs." by the children. *Verys_

one Wore practical, inforMal clothes to school, bUt they :Were

clean and patched. Some rules were strictly observed. .For in*

Otencet.the day begins with a period of silent meditation,- and

there-is'another-such period just before lunch. Thers(10:-alme

elexp.up time at,the end of.the day, when the children are r04.

`40irod:to pick up after thee:kit/Mos and put the lb/age-they have

been using away in the#r proper places. On sole days they Must,.,

in aeldition, dust and straighten their-cubicles. So Child :may

AutrtiCipate in games after cleaUfup time until hia.shere.of the

work is done.

The. teachers on a team exchange a great deal of ?help and:104...

--formatidt. 'tor instance A teacher to whom I spoke wevetpOrt-40::

-isathematiOt,mhereas one of her team-elates Mae expertAM7= readings=

814 0414 n.440 learn a lot from each other.... 8116:141 fintestiO.:

WAtWfeeding Si. suggestions of books, because. she knoWS

and their interests 4 she knows what level they are at, and she

can usually suggests book that will interest a child and that-lis

at the leVel he 'weft. I, on the Other hand, Can help her ifeht,

is teaching math and something or other is not going well. I

helpher by getting or inventing a math grase that MillYget:

the *Ant deem,* to the child." AnotherAdvantage ofat4j:XsOihef

that sometimes a certain teacher and

Aionitget along together, aud-then'the Child can be handed onto.

-another teacher who may establish better rapport with 4146----'

this teacher how she felt about, the difference between teals toash4.

.-4601ratthe selfranclosed classroom. She said,

have one hang-up in common, and that is that none of:Uveran!Oir

to haire a colleague in a room when we are standing up there nnd

teachtngn toned. Class in the'oldatashioned way. for some reason

we just:don't like any other adUlt to be there when We Aredoing.:

that I don't. know why. It is eAbarimesMent. It's the'tact that.:

it is harder to get the kids, attention in s situation like theft,.

and havikg another adult there makes it hares still. Strangely:.

enough, nobody minds the general inandoXit busineis ihetle built

into the open classroom. We donst mind being overheard in

interaction with groups*.

The teachers share ideas at lunch and in their Coffee kreaka.-

Decauee there are teams and an excellent pacher,A0Upil ratio, .

teacher who steeds to be absent tot the afternoon has-onlyto notify
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ShV.othertoachors on her team and make some arrangement informally..

-There is reciprocity about this.

The teachers say that team teaching involves disseneion, aa

. well We mutual support, and resolving the disagreements causes:

utratn 'and' ratisa0.

.
these brier observations, what can we say or the teaoher1a

-rolein the Massachusetts Friends' School .'t One element init.

not obserVed elsewhere,, Is that the teachers Severe the scho°4*,

More usuallyi:',.private school's are governed by a board of trustees,

iwwhich -parents have a great deal or say. Parents are usUally

very important: in the dayotoday'runislug of rho school as

Thie is tree of meet upper-m4ddle class schools in the United Stit

tee. Perhaps, since half the teachers inthis school had

children is it. as well, the difference is not so great as it Semi.-

Instruction is more important at Friends than at Sterehadie-.

404-40r,04# individualised or sMall group instruction. elndirio'

41141480d" here does not refer Just to pacing. There are schoOle.-

Witkihighlr.Structured, programmed curricula Which children:41W

permitted:to:4a .through at-their own pace. This ie sometimes

called "individualisation ".. At Friends, however, the curriculum

itself is tailored, to some extent, to each child's needs. SeerY

child-ie expected to learn a certain amount of mathematics t hut..

the 104 he'learns it may vary in accord with the modes of learning-

koet congenial to hts6 It is poseible to de this because the,ii-'.-

:-tiMmilini-tesieheri.tearning styles, and to find or create curricitm

materials to suit them.

110-'far as socialisation is concerned, the Friends School does :

trot *Om to-cater to as many "counter culture" families as Store--

:.hOUSO41 And this' perhaps accounts for the absence :Jr such a atre4C.

= feeding of antistablitheent protest in the school. Nor is She--;

Schooias Compullively anti- authority as Storehouse. Teachers

clearly do have authority which derives from their ortioo, though

they are not et all authoritarian in style. At the same time, V

believe the Priends school has abandoned the norm of universalism

anisirr
t) Interestingly, one other open school liters, I did not obterve

but interviewed a director, had run afoul of this characterises.
tic. The School had previously been staffed ciespletily by Sa
/Ugh teachers and headmaster, all of them with etperionee 14
the British infant schoolst They quickly found themselves in
trouble in an American upperemiddie class neighbourhood, partly
bodause their academic standards were not demanding enough to
suit tho parents (they had taught lower- middle class children
in Engtehd), and partly because they were totally unaccustomed
toy and could not tolerate, the daily parental "interference
Which is typical in United States Upper middle class suburbs,
.but ab'ent in Bnglandi
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and treats children particularistically, -just as Sterehothieido

it can do this because; like Storehouse, it has abdicated the

rfisigttien of comparatively evaltiating the students' performance..

Johns.s.Scheot,

John's is a Catholic parochial school loCatetrin the

-largest Negro residential area in Day City. its immediate:weigh

hour is a low-income housing project, from which it draws many of

Its pupils, The 200 pupils of the school' are all black. A Mejore

ity or the faculty iS black as well, There are ten full -time

teachers and fifteen additional adtitts on the start part..tlle,:,

A considerable portion of the.fulttime staff are nuns, They are_.,

IMPoosibto to distinguish from the lay start, since they. are Called

by'their first mimes withoUt the appellation "Sister",,

dio-U4i wear habits,

-T-- --The headmistress of the school is a black nun,

:Wilding's electricity and heating are paid for by the:71fayCity'-'

urchdiecese {.but the archdiodese does not supply it with:piatee;-

rioet For these it seeks contributions, often sotieiting them

'tram *uburbah parishes, According to the nuns on the.*Itaff,'the

sehoot,suffers the disapproval of the head of the Bay City paroa,

ehistischool !system. On the other hand, it has had wag* support':

from the leftWing Catholic groups,

While St, John's is the least "open" of the schuels-409050-04-

-*thi* section, it ha probably travelled a longer diatah-OO-41*--7-

the- Oint when its transition began than any of the othersabho*

lic parochial schools are traditionally strict in their diociplitie,;:

and authoritative in their style. St. John's was no eiteption.

itsyear of transition to open classrooms was particularly:ditti*

Cult, The children's initial reaction to the relaguititkef:autho

itatiVe discipline was an outburst of fighting, dostrUctiVeneSs

and stealing. The teachers' patience Was sorely tried, 140 they

stuck to their resolve not to be provoked into giving up. 'they ,

felt, that the second year had gone better, The problomstalie not

over, however. A science teacher told Me that she had to It000,

nearly all equipment locked up contrary to the *open education"

.doctrine that equipment shoUld be out where children will be teiPted

to investigate its possibilities, The children, stole anythil4

*Usable for some private purpose. Another teacher told a dory

about a child caught stealing, whose father was called in to school-,

The father refused to reproach his son, but said, on the 6htrary,

that he stele because he was "deprived by society", 4a i6001.ill.
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'studIeS Olitas -that 1 observed, some eight and nine year aide:,

talked abinst-hoa they stole things From department store**, and

several said that they Wanted to be robbers when they grew uptaii

theitiouldnyt have to Work. The teachers.* responie Was to point

out that being ti robber took a considerable amount of work,that

Tha:schoel building,.located right next door to St,

,-Church and the- John's Mother HOuse,.has three stories, and*: -

haaement.,with four large rooms on each Floor, The building la

old,: and none too well heated. On the days I'Vio

sited, some of.. -the ellildren kept their coats on in class, : One or..

.thenUns-teld:asothat the aesthetic doricioncies Or the building

.hai very little moaning for her, but that the children were quite

:01MMO#V0 to the fact that their physical environment was uglY.'

To_thods. aho said, it signified their own tack-of worth.

the general atmosphere or the school was informal, 'chiutiersi

ved -in the morning by twoos and thre0s, and, went to their

,Classioema directly, without forming lines and marching through..,

:the_Cerridora:to them as they do in Most Hay Citypublic

Chial Scheele. The furniture was movable, and the childrestmoVed:

about freely Batboy worked talking and socialising. They are .

quite restless physically, and the freedom to move about itionta

neouSly &mph* to Meet an important need. to one class .1 observed,

-after the children spent about 30 minutes working at lessonsat--

their tables, the teacher announced "dancing" and put a Jass-retirxt

errthe phonograph.

The Children in the lowest age group were working with-teaCher

made:mimeographed work sheets. of a conventional sort, matching.

siMple word* with pictures and doing introductory number ptebleme:

The Work sheets are corrected by the teacher as they are coMplet..

andthet'persiit some individualisation of instruction * the:tet*Oher-

cannotO.probisMs specific to each child, and the children can move

through-the sequence of tasks at their Men pace.

In an ''intermediate language art** class, the teacher hatinsed

work sheets to diagnose the children's skills and had found that :

she had a very wide range, She was just beginning to introduce

the idea of options to her class. She listed on the blackboard a

set or options for the hour I the children eould work with work'

Sheets t they:CoUld work with SRA readers j (1) they could choose`

a clasaIibrary book to read $ and certain youngsters were singled

out to Meet with her for a lestion The children were having *ogle

Science Research Associates. This is a wellknoWn, popular set
of spedprograMmed readers.
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dift'iCUlti choosing whit to do, and:fitteenMinittesiiterthe hour

:tad-started, many had not.yet decided, The teacher was circulating

around -the room urging the Undecided ones to make neheice. The

idea was new to them, and for some was apPareatAt,4ift*calt.:

:en another day, I was told that-the children iwthi00- school
1110;veygreat deal. ol*.trouble working constructively witheUi:AdUit

euperVision. Left to themselves, they.tend to do no work -:and_ to

become "discipline prObles000 At one meeting of'the seheeic:.the,

Children had iequested:that they-be given mere-formal Jeslioniand

lass independent work. Several teachers; said that' Opene400AtiO0

.eith this group of. children would be Lapoisibie withoutHtetOir

thre;:adulta in every room of twenty-flit(' or so children.:InFaci.,

thefull-time,teachers not infrequently found themaelVee"Oione

--4-itli'lwentyfive children, sincethe.teadieriain.traiiiiiMOOmmi-'7

-:present_only a limited amount Of time each Week. TeashOs-euno.--

P4Xined-that they had a very difficult time when they were Alesse

with that many children. Their work pattern is like that-eF other'

open education teachers they teach'on an individttai or small

group basis. Hut unlike the teaehersof middle etas* children.

they cannot depend on the groups which are on their awn_te,remaih::

relatively organised and task- oriented.

-/slone class I attended which was held in a rather dark base.

mint, a boy consistently disrupted the class by switching orr-thi

lights. A girl left the group and went to a platform ishoro'llne-..

wee.*Ory visible, and where she piton a complex performance of

dehce, mime, and singing. The teacher spent half of her time tryin

to control these two. Children often fought, sometimes deUaeroU041

threatening each other with -pairs of sharp scissors or With_haiiisers

from :the woodworking shop. Children skipped out of OlasSi!etists-WheitH

the teacher's back was turned and went off where they pleased,

leaving the teacher to wonder for an hour or more whet, they were,-

Clearly the teachers' reluctance to control the children tightly

Was seriously challenged by the children's inability to control

themselves. The difference in general capacity for .impulse 'control

between these aildren and the middle class children of Storohoue,

and Massachusetts Friends makes the lives of teachers'and children

at St. John's quite different.

Testators sometimes lost their tempers and shouted .at thiidret.-

but this did not affect the generally warm tone of the teacher»

pupil relationships. The teachers smiled at children a great deals

expressed a lot of approval $ were free with terms like "honey",

"Sweetheart*, and *dear". Their liking for the children seemed



,

ono of the teachers in an interview.; expressed to mos_

the" same doctrine I heard in other Open Education. schools. 'The

-i.pleuity wanted tO;Toster: an attitude of enquiry in the children

,:::they did- not':Wint. to 'appear as authorities who had all the answers,. :.,:

ThOy' vented" the .children to be honest about their feelings towards

teachers and each other $ and in

-

order for this to happen,,teachers_:.

had to be hOisestabout t1.4114 feelings. Albeit they got angry, they : .

htde.,tho'fact $..but they 'tried in orthodox

Class -otYle.-ta..make clear what action had angered them and

suggest -_-that their anger did not imply rejection, of the child.

.dt.'.4ehata..dOes not give children grade. a although some of

the children have asked for them. Instead, the teachers keep.re

-cOrds'off Abe :oltillechildrett.have attempted and have or have not

and they send horns to the parents detailed narrative :

--reports- together, often, with suggestions for home activitiei__: , ----,

*hich,Would be helpful to the child. The school has Made no. at. ,1,

t00$34-to..evaluate whether its academic effectiveness has changed

for *Otter or worse since the innovation. A faculty member told

,me that loisch...oh evaluation would be irrelevant, since their Moral
goals are more important than their academic ones. They are. coti

corned about the children's extreme competitiveness also a 'Cost*

cern in upper middle-class schools, and would like to teach theM

to 'bti' More Mutually tolerant and helpful.

,I.irente resPOnses to the school are varied. Nuiserous parents-

_
have ,.iikett,their children out of the school because they ditiapprove,

of the !flax. discipline". On the other hand, there is a waiting

list. of more than one hundred who would like to be admitted.'

The graduates of St. John's hav, difficulty with the entrance
extiminationsi of the Say City Catholic high schools, but one facuity,

Member told me that this Was because the children are not "test.

Wise" ' they are not often tested except for diagnostic pUrpositt;*

and because the tests are culturally biased. They contain VoCalitt

Lary that these children do not encounter in their daily lives.

However, the school's narrative evaluations are appreciated by the,

Catholic ,high schools, and its graduates have been able to gain

admission on the Whole.

Teacher at St. John's work in teatas. There is a team for'

the primary level, the intermediate level and the advanced level*

In general, the teams seem to divide their labour by sttbject 'matt.

tort There are regular team meetings to discuss progress, and,

according to some members of the faculty, these meetings area

source of tension. Teachers haVe eqUal status there is no
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hierarchy within -teams. Team Members work is mutually visible
r _ _

And the discussions proceed through an exchange of crititinm which'

ores..sett-defensiveness and hostility in some of the start.-

starUmembers, however, are strongly united by bonds or sattital:

respettand love.

John's school has some seriOus problems. -Itiret,:there-ia-

A severe shortage or materials because the school is- very kor.

It i8 divrieutt to carry out the doctrine of Open Education unless-
. ,

one can create an environment which is rich in suggeetive'matorialit

:fOr 'Children t ,lhootte among and work with.

another diltivUlty is that too much of the staff ttipartatime

andunderatrained. Some of the teachers-in-training are eatellentc

but some are very. unskilled. Ono young woman, who invited me to

-Chaerite an arithmetic lesson which she had prepared Iho'hiehi766i

...foreigaVe u group of five children an utterly connoting:hair itotiri,:t,

She wanted to teach them the place value of numbers, Itt:Order.-to

do thio, she had prepared two square peg boards and sloimb000r:.-

rectangular plastic "counters" of different colours.' She began by

telling the children that each colour represented a certain amount
of money t 10 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents. Then she distributed

the'oeutiters. Both she and the children kept forgetting which

:counters represented how much money, so she had a. child Write the_

"key" On the blackboard. Then she told the children that theebaH-:,

ject-ofthe game was to collect as much money as you Could. Thibi
was the only rule she described. By the time the countersHwere_

all distributed and each child had the same nuMber of each colour,

the halt hour was up. The 'teacher said she would return neat

week, and they would play the game. She confided to methatrthe-

counters were made so that only nine or them would fit on a

and when the child came to put the tenth coUnter on a peg. ho would-

-have to "carry" it into the next column. This .was supposed to *Ma':

press on them the necessity for "carrying" in addition and eUbtracda

tion problems.

The importance of having teachers keep close track of the

children's work was brought home to me, when I looked at a girl's
arithmetic work book. it was filled with arithmetic problems

which had been "completed" - all with wrong answers which were
simply guesses. The girl had no idea of how to do any arithmetic

beyond the addition of one place numbers.

finally, St. John's was faced with the underlying problem of .

a clash between the culture of the school and the culture of the

children's working class and lower class homes. Those mainly two
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Social claSises are anthorOrian both in their cognitive and, meral

style.-. ?horde not encoura0 curiosity in children:.. They don't:.

explicate commands with the reasons behind thent, They respond to

disobedience with physical punishment and discipline is 01100

incansistent.: One wonderl about the psycholOgiCal

child ren-Who are caught between two such different camel cliMatee

In addition, many middlectass black parents are Suspitiotts

of eddeational innovation. They want the best of academic.tredi

lonaliam for their children, because this is what has "worke0:

fer:sucoosSfal.whites,

"Despite these problems, St John's at the time I obserVed it,

was doi,g fairly well. There was no telling how it'was performing

academically. compared to its performance'under a traditional ref

*Austi, but so far as the school's atmosphere was concerned, .it-

-:-seemed-.succeSpirui. Certainly, it was not in the state of total

chaos'Ihat Some of Ray City's traditional public schools reached

that same spring,

THE IMPLICIT IDEOLOGIES OF OPEN EDUCATION

Two Harvard graduate students, Roland S. Barth and Charles

Rathbone, in their doctoral qualifying papers and disserta

(11' have sought to make explicit the theory of learning

and Of knowledge, the ethic and the ideal teacher's role which are

implied In the writings of Open Education proponents. This sne.;

tion draws almost etclusively on their work.

berth. outlines the assumptions of open educators concerning

learning theory and knowledge as fellows S

I. Assumptions about Children's Learning

MailiLLLIU

Assumption

Assumption

1 t Children are innately curious and display

exploratory behaviour quite independent of

adult intervention.

2 t Exploratory behaviour is selfperpetuating,

0. Roland 8, Werth, 0 cit., and "Open Education t Assumptions and
Rationale, Quell 'y ng aper, Harvard Graduate School of toiticaa
tion, April 1968 and Charles H. Rathbone, cit.
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Condi4ions for

Assumption .3 $

Assumption 4 s

Assusiption 3

Assumption 6

AssuOptiOn 7 s

Assumption 8 s

Assumption 9 I

Learntng

The child wit/ display Oatural.exploretory

behaviour if he is not threatened.:

Confidence in self is highly-t`#
pacity fur learning and foilmikiiift'Axipertant:,

choices affecting °nets learning.

Active explwation in a rich invironSient,

offering a wide array of manipuiitiveMate*

rials, will facilitate chil0Wwiearning.

Play is not distinguished frol work us

predominant mode of learning InWarly'child*,

hood.
0

Children have both the competenswAnd:tbe

tight to make significant decisionieoncer$1*

ing their own learning.

Children. ill be likely to learn:ifther-

are given considerable choice in b-the WeIee*,

tion of the materials they wish- to Work

and in the selection of the questions they

wish to pursue with respect to thane 'mate4.-

rials.

Given the opportUnity, childrenwill choose,..

to engage in activities which drill be of

high interest to then

3. Social, Learnine

AssuMption 10$ When more than one child is interested

exploring the same problem or the Same. mate*

rials they will often choose:to Collaborate

in some way.

Assumption 11$ When a child learns somethingwhich is im*

portant to him ho will wish to-tharov it 4t1W

others.

4. Intellectual Development

Assumption 12* Concept formation proceeds very slowly,

Assumption 13* Children learn an4 develop inteliectualty,

not only at their own rate, but in their

own style.

Assumption ilts Children pass through similar itaees of in-

telloctual development... each in his own

way, and at his own rate and in his own time.
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Assumption

Assumption

,

5. igiliallgU

Assumption

Assumption

.Assumption

, .

15 $ lntelleitUal greWth.and development

plane through a sequence of concrete ex

'Periences followed by abstractions,

16 $ Verbal abstractions should tollow,direct

experience with objects and ideast not

precede them or substitute for the**.

17 s

18

19 t

Assumption 20

Assumption 21

Assumption 22

Assumption 23

The preferred source of verification ter

A child's solution to a problem comes

through the materials he is Working with.

Errors are necessarily a part of the lear*.:,

ing process ; they are to be expected:sta.:

even' desired they contain inforsintiOn,

essential for further learning.

These qualities of a personts learning

which can be carefully measured are not

necessarily the most important.

$ Objective measures of performance may have'

a negative effect upon learning.

If an individual is involved in and having

fun with an activity, learning is taking

place. EVidence of this learning is boat

assessed intuitively, by direct observation.

s The best way of evaluating the effect:Of::

the school experience on the child is to :

observe him over a long period of tine.

$ The best measure of a child's work it hit

work.

it. itssumptions about Knowledge

Assumption

Assumption

24 The quality of being is more important than

the quality of knowing t knowledge is a

means of education, not its end. The final

test of an education is what a man le, not

what he Mon.

25 knowledge is a function of one's pereohal

integration of experience and therefore

does not fall into neatly separate oategoa

ries or odisciplinsso.
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Assomi,tion 2h The structure of knowledge is peroOna/snat

idiosyncratic, and a function of the 44%.

thesis or each individual's experience With

the world.

AsSumotion 27 t It is questionable whether -

ninnum body or knowledge which-te-eSttential-

for everyone to know.

AssuMptiott 214 t It is possible, even likely, that an indi

victual may learn and'possese knowiedge:ori'.

i phenomenon and yet be unable to display.:.:

it publicly. Knowledge resides with 11w

knower, not in its public expression,(1)

Rathbun° explicates -this model Vurthor t

4+,4, the tiniest child (is) capable of t

. selecting which of several available experiences... HE4-

work with..,

-determining when it is time to shift From.., aCtiyity

to another**,

. choosing which method to use and when... evaluating how

successfully he has progressed

establishing his own criteria for evaluation. (2)

He makes clear that upon educators are "wary of tea &arty %;Or47--:

balisetion of concepts. They prefer manipulation of moor4Olok

They emphasise the child's involvement with things, because they

reel involvement with people and verbalisation has been over. .-
emphasised in the past",

A central tenet Is that the child is the agent of his own

learning. Open educators also hold that °knowledge is

1 Barth, "open Education t Assumptions attriationale", Chapter 14"

2) It is worth mentioning that the learning theories implicit in
Open &titration and programmed instruction are incompatible with
each other, Open educators are severely critical of programmed
instruction S "hat is wrong with the programmerts artia that
it puts the most essential motivation of learning, the eipler.
atury, in a straight-Jacket, and robs the learner of that auto-
nomy which is his chief means or self education, reducing him
to C state of passive obedience . or active rebellion. It pure
ports to teach by a pattern in which nothing taught coUld
have been discovered in the first place, and reduces hubtan41-fa
forences, qualitative and many«dimensional, to dirrerenee in the
rate or climbing ladders," David Hawkins, "On Living in trees",
Unpublished speech, honlder University of Colorado, 1964,-
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.iirlieSydaraticaily formed, individually conceived, fundamentally

Theoretically no-teo people's knowledge can:be

-the SaaoUnlesi their experience is identical."(1) The pedagogical

eenseqUenee is that it is impossible to deterMlito suitable Criteria

for- -a whether inn person'S knowledge is bettor than another:.

person-'s. -: OpekedUcaiers reject "coverage" in curricula, bectause

that implies, that knowledge can be sectioned into "subjects", which

it Icalinet's And 'their dopy that thare is any inherently indispeUs

Able,cornusofknowledgeldhich every child should master. In fact,

ia4nglOnd,:Open Education has stressed the expresgail, arts 4 move=.

iseUt,,danCe, art, writing, music. .tt has also stressed maths and

Science.- ItUthbone says that ^ppiying M.e open educators' criteria,

history as archeology would be "in" because it involves "messing

wits "things ".. but history as documentary reseaech'or-bOok

trading 'Would quality as Uonnowledge. Maths.i4"1110 becaUsel-

thero'are iota of manipulative mathematical materials for yoUng

children, _On'ihe other hand, "groomer, rhetoric, art history, or

the theory ofAXUsic" Would be "out". They are too verbal.

Hathbone also discusses the "ethic" of Open Education.

"... (It) demands considerable freedom for the learner. .:The

child JAVA moral being... with a right to select what he shall

do: and be obliged to preserve similar rights for others. .The

teaeher may suggest but if the child firmly decides AgainSt_

the teacher's suggeStion, the teacher will respect this. The

expectation of receiving respect roe his wishes is the most

-important thing for the child.. the child's natural tendency

is to grow into a happy, healthy, wellfunctioning adult."

There is a great commitment to the estate of childhood itself,

and It is because of this that Open Education valves the "present

moment" and downgrades a "future orientation". The Open Education

.classroom is

nee* a place of trust and openness, where interpersonal defen

sivehess has nearly disappeared, where expression of feeling

is encouraged by others and accepted by the group... poopie

become more.. receptive to honest observations of themselves...

As communication about these things increases, so does mutual

respect and, with both, a greater capacity for toleration of

1) kathbone, dissertation cited, p. 72.
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lIfferoncos. The 'reoisit is nn increase in anladiViditallsH-..--:.

freedom to change if and when he findv change. desirable..,(1),

The school discourages coMpetitivenesig Teachorsare:nottr

judgemental. Each child should be able to rely on tia."-uneend

.
_tionel. positive regard".

,

F. ROMANCE AND REALITY t (2)

TWO CASE STUDIES OF THE OPEN CLASSROOM

Two experiments with the open classroom, conducted as graduate

projects by Harvard-BdUcation students, produced unexpected results,:

which Were analysed in their dissertations. The firitAtasatv;!__

tempt by seven Harvard Graduate School of Education:Whitens:a

(average age 24) to conduct open classrooms in the Beecher Kerr
,SchoelProgram". (3) Beecher Kerr was located in a town with ape-.
OUlatien of 163.000, and "oval percentages of Italians, Jews,

Blacks and Protestants". The Beecher Kerr School iiselfwai 67:.

per colt black and most of the pupils cane from !litanies on wel-

rate. Barth says the open classroom experiment "was turited.beck

into conventional authoritarian education in three months...!

Nlhe efforts of the Harvard teachers were unsuccessful from
the beginning. Following theory and intuition they 41;000:-T.

children to Make decisions. But most children had lisulted,

capacity to attend to a task and attention became more

nowt when many options were open to them. A rich eneiretto.y

mesa of manipulative materials only made it less likely thit*-_:

a child could focus on any one.

"Children decided when to leave the room for a drink or 'water.

They went to the lavatory without the traditional 'lay Pass44 '

Out with no restrictions from teachers the children ganged up

by tens and twenties outside of the bathrooms and water tonna,

tains. A teacher would turn his back on a class to find only

three of twenty-five youngsters left in the room when ho turned

around. Other teachers permitted work at the blackboard for

children who didn't want to work at their seats.. That ended

in public antics and rude drawings.

1) 9*. cit., . 87.

2) The title "Romance and Reality" is taken from Chapter III of
Barth's dissertation in which he begins the presentation of hit
case study.

I) This is the case study section of north's dissertation.



mum motuag
..-'kOOmmeivpatterts emerged. A teacher-would introdUce choice

111t0:0:-Clasoroom situation. The children would use the ett.!

intition:todisrttlit the classroosi. The teacher would then:.

,WithdraOhe choice often punishing the child as well. SOttrya
eue-COncorbed would then feel frustrated and resentful. .169*

petition -of this cycle taught the teachers an important-lea

son qU141;centrary to open educators' assumptions about chi/44,

rep t trust iii children's capacity to make choices is not

'warranted and will int abused.

"As these children saw school only two conditions could exist

firm, authoritarian order air chaos. in their brief but iota'

'tense:experience It had always been one or the other. Aine4

cintions,with adults had been consistently stringent at best

and cruelly erratic at worst, most children preferring the

former..., the open classroom was a strange, third alternatiVe,

closer to chaos than to order. These children were afraid: er

-diTferent experiences... School was frightening enough' tuldor-:

familiar terms $ a major change in ground rules made it &Wily

terrifriiie.

"It is not surprising therefore, that the children... were

merciless in their demandt for teacher- imposed order ; or

that they remained dependent upon adult control for anylpro4:

duc4/ve organised experience... Children's anger with teach-

vre'sno Would not or could not maintain rigid order and con-

,trol had in it a large component of fear, as well as conte*Sti

"The children's abuse of teachers, materials, and themselves

presented an overriding priority t to get the children under

control... tither the teacher did the controlling or no ono

did. It was only when the children began to feel a sense of

control and stability (imposed from without) that learning

became a possibility. Slack parents saw this at once $ it

toOk the younger white teachers loftger."(1)

) earth, dissertation etted, p. 189. This passage invites compere
,soh with the analysis made in Gerald Levy, cit. Levy also
describes "control" as the aim of the teachers, e discusses
"chronic teachers" who are old hands at licit and illicit means
of maintaining control in a school which is lower class and
black, and "acute teachers" who arrive at the school assuming
that they are going to teach in permissive, suburban style. The
"acute teachers" are systematically "destroyed" by the children
Who do not understand them and are perhaps frightened by the is
sUMptions these teachers make and which they don't grasp. In any
case the pupils find ways to torment the teachers until they give
up and adopt the methods and aims of the "chronic teachers".
Levy's, analysis of the process whereby this occurs is brilliant.
in his "ghetto school" control is not a condition for learning.
It is the goal, and the only goal of the school. Instruction has
been substantially abandoned.
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*To an aetonishtng extent chitdren controlled, maiiiptilatekl:

and shaped teachers behaviour toward authoritaris4ni.set. one

of the Harvard teachers reluctantly adopted a netyLcriterien;

err selecting materials i What will happen when ibili_obAect

is thrown across the 'room ? upon 'duration wasnci-Work,-

forth next describes the rehrtions of black parentst

"Parents expected, wanted and demanded clear evidence that

each child war under the teacher's control at all

only alternative, as the parents saw it. was that theciiiidreu

Were out of control. ...Being certified (the teaCher)know!A,

what an how each child should learn. 1.4 short.i..,thCtoaCher:

is no .orely one important agent of the child's feisrUingilitv

is the ...114.4 agent of the child's learning ; if tht--ehild-witi-,--

but respect and obey his teacher, he will learn. (0:

"Parents visiting the classrooms of the six teachers'.rs.-were:

astonished and angered by what they saw ; children with their

backs to the teacher playing with animals, mites att4 each

Other i teachers called by their first names*. Children,

swearing at other children ; spitballs being openly ettchanged.

...only one thing infuriated parents more than seeing:thetr

children behaving In these ways seeing the teacher 40:

thing about it.

"Racial overtones emerged. The phrase, 'These teachers, don';'.

understand black children' was heard more and more often from

parents and also from the black administrators. This meant...

'the young white teachers are condescending to our children'

they don't think they are capable of writing, spelling,, tigur-

log, or thinking, so they let them play with blocks and mist

male. What the children need is a tough 019ick teacher Who

understands them and won't let them get away with these

things.' " (3)

finally the Harvard teachers met with resistance from the

black administrators of the school, and vice versa.

"Confronted with demands for traditional practices from black

authoritarian administrators, the sit Harvard teachers found,

themselves in a situation they had neither anticipated nor

1) Barth, dissertation cited, p, 191,

2) ibtd., p. oh.

3) p. 31)0,



were ready to doal with, Oh the one hand, they had been

taught to tote all blacks as people $ oh,the other hand0h0F'

had developed a pronointeed hostility and distrust of author.

ity ..ilgures -parents.* professors or school administrators. -.,

Black- authoritarianism defied their categori4ation system,.

WhAtteitchers saw as 'incompetent' behaviour could not be

Called 'incompetent' without either blacks or whites fealig4ht

that such accusations wore-based upon color of skin* »other+,

TorMatice. (1)

01nadditiOn.,, the Harvard people Were almost compulsively'

honest.,, Aihen they didn't raspoct a black administrator,

they told him so... (2)

',"The a4MiniStrators were threatened* offended and alienated,_

by the Ai* teachers... first* these teachers gave no sign-W*7

.the Telpoi:t and obedience Which the administrators had ex' -.Y- -'

pected second, their unorthodox teaching practices violated

parental. expectations," placing the administrators,,, in

jeopardy*, the administrators reacted first by excluding the

open edUcators from the docision-Making* then by... (prevent

the teachers from gaining irect access to the parents

oi, also by Withholding funds for and materials needed in the

She» classroom," (3)

The ultimate response of the Harvard teachers to this frustraa

tion was withdrawal. They resigned.

Barth ends his dissertation with two indictments. First* he

draas:aportrait of the "open education" teacher as unflattering

as his earlier portrait of the traditional teacher I

"Open education attracts many who find the facilitator.of

learning mantle a comfortable cloak under which to hide +. a

place where they do not have to reveal themselv#s* to be asa

sertive. directive. Many advocates of open education

pear not to have resolved their own authority problems and

are unwilling if nut incapable* of being authorities themselves .

thoy identify with the children and see themselves as col

leagues in the war against the oppressive administration and

loss enlightened teachers" (4)

t) p. 21).

4) 114114, p. 217

3) att.. p. 219

4) lilts, p. 193+



Secondly, ho indict! teacher-training'institutions which area'.:.

not *realistic* i

*Those who would Prepare teachers to change inner*etti:scho°1*-

do On irresponsible disservice to the teachers, the:stOsote,_

tho parents-of the students and the schools uniessAihey-acknOw«-

ledge certain realities i Teachers Must be trained:10 teach as

they Bill be expected to teach. Teachers, as 'skit of:thole,:

training experience must have ample opportunities to eitpe«,

rience the problems of the real world for whiCh therire heing'

prepared, The training programs must provide... the pal-Weal

situ with Which to pursue ends, lee., a sense of.timing,-

strategy, patience, familiarity with the culture Of the cam*

OUnity and the skills to develepa power base natuififery'Iar'---

bOth change and survival.

"These requisites aro'unpopular with teachers*intrainilig,

drawn to work in the ghetto because of.the cliid_ef,remantim

clams which surrounds en imposaibly'toughi demandingi:diecoOr*

aging situation. Yet when they find the.., reality, 14T;

tolerably unpleasant, they are surprised and incapacitated.

"These requisites are eqUally unpopular with teacher*'

trainers,* (1)

The serious question which is raised by open educators' eXPe

riences at St. Jonn'i and Beecher Kerr (2), $Awhethor,the asstimp*

tions they make about children in general are net speCific :to the:

upper - middle class, and perhaps only to a small section of it.

The freedom of upper- middle class suburban and Open Education

Classrooms rests on the children's internalised impulse control.

They have had independence training at home from an. early ago.

The burdens and luxury of choice and autonomy are not alien to

them when they encounter them in school.

As Barth points out, the permissiveness of the lterVard teach«

era was frightening to 'children who knew only two alternatives in

their previous experience with adults s neglect or authoritarian

control, As between these two, children prefer authoritarian con

trot, since it at least offers them some protection ih a' world they

know is dangerous for the inexperienced, The antiaUthOritarian

permissiveness of the teachers might have looked to these Children

like a lack of concern the very opposite of what the teachers

Wished to communicate.

1) LW., p. 269.

2) And by the "acute teachers" in Levy's Ohettoachool 1 cf. refer"
once p. 36.
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There we. also mutual -mIsunderstanding .be-*eofl the- teachers,

Whokelieved:*hat working with manipulative materials Must precede:

conseptuailiation, and the black parents who periteived "messing

about with materlaia* as a form of **east. condescension.

Howevercihe_dastimptione of Open Education may give riot, to..

:7tierieusAuestiono-ae applied to-middle class children,.

04arice*libbetis and Catherine Cobb expertMented for- a year with.

loth grade "open" English class in a New kagiand high school.

Gibbons-

-*Sven Viten all the ardUments about obstacles to our success

have been argued, it must be said that we.failed to deveitip

anenvireneent and teaching method. that made it possible

-for- Many of .our students to -work with satisfying and sitstauMmCi

produetiVity on their own and-under.thoeonditions of littedoM

att. we defined thee." (1)

The- obstacles were obvious t a single open classroom embedded-

-in Oraditionat school system has the cards stacked against

Furthermore, -the experiment was not wholly welcome to the other

teachers and administrators of the school,' Nonetheless, Gibbons:

attributes what he sees as their *failure* to three factors

-.4-The "Hollow Men" syndrome in the students.

The intrinsic difficulty or maintaining flettibility Wen

opettelasitroom.

TUtt powerful, uncontrolled social forces which gripped Ma

class.

1. Hollow Hen

Gibbons describes the first three days of the class after

materials had been disposed around the room and the students. had

been instructed to *Explore the possibilities you see around you

and decido what you will do. if we can help in any way, ask:us.*

The-students started out by lining up against the wall, boy*

separated from girls. They explored the room only at urging from

1) Maurice Gibbons, *The Search for a Scheme of Individualised
Schooling*, unpuolished thesis presented to the Faculty of the
Harvard Graduate School of Education, 1969, P. 243. The quota-a
titbits which follow are from this thesis, Miss Cobb's unpub.
iished thesis "Autonomy and Anomie* which traces the careers of
the moitand least successful students in this class is equally
perceptive and important but a little less close to the concerns
of this paper.
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the teachers. tr. two chatting boys were asked by a teacher 'Itint

they Ore ,golog to do, they stopped -talking 4114 snatched up books

as though they belieVed they had been doing something -*wrongs in

-4i e ',eY001,

. . .

"We naIvoly, believed that students Once tree (rots the -con.

.
-..StraintS or the 'regular .program would leap into productIve

.

enterprise. 'We over.+0stimated the intensity 'Of. their:.4ntii

their ability, their latent -.concerns and the:genet"alia.,.

billty of their preVietis- training. (Most, of)

' t1 tft undisturbed would, likely have done little.

' thing." (1)
--

..LSI find a 'record of :all but three or four saying at :softietite

.during .the.seSsester,"' can think ;of anything:. tiritio*.*-.-±1T

4000 t get ideas* or simply, '1*.m not intereitted:iii-anYthltieeil_:

, Theirs was the 10,illow Meii* syndrome shadow

tween the idea :anti the reality.... those who tiecided_te-a0
,

often had difficulty deciding what to do, Those who decided!'

what to do' had difficulty establishing momentum.

finished often seemed to have difficulty establishing' anti

meeting adequate standards 6 There were many exceptions, We-

:they were exceptions. Students had undoubtedly .learned

great deal' in school, but the obvious schism betWeettknowledge'

'and self, between passive learning and active inveieMetit-

Should not go unnoticed." (2) _ .

None of this is necessarily a cond./halation of Open Educatitot.-

it might rather reflect on conventional schooling. Still,' it aut.;

goats 'the error of expecting some kind of Innate creativity to

spring to expression the moment 'open classroom conditionlcare: -

created. It raises the possibility that most people would not

_preve to be very creative even it educated this way from thefirst.:
, .

2, !Flexibility" in the Classroom
'

-I, many student:, were *finding something to do* but vitro not .

developing an interest, were not achieving the first stage in

our hierarchy of independent learning tasks, Rather, many_

Seemed to be responding to the pressures upoit theolorrenChing:

. to successful experiences in previous classes... by Waking
quick choices,,, or by selecting an apparently easy nettvityi

The result was that many found themselves deep itito,ti long

1 11140, Pi 1,5.

2) p. 219.
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term prejeCt. that 446.11.141 net sustain their into be-Very

-productive* This had Ear.reaChlug side errects* Whitejitere

wag choice Initially*** the .range of cheiCes mats sharOly'

redtteed,hY eack.41e. etudent.decision.'.. once they began atA-Uri

1AVity.euCk-ottbseauent step reduced tti

coutiniug:thepossiltilAttea roc tnstructton***:

eiperience eMplinsi,ed.how important an .unrushed crittaat':-

doeislen.roartly leurthe6..,thea group's flnishod'at

ferenttiMes*. atudenta were :not only locked itetwa grottOjor:

tho'duratten'of the activityo'butcould not count 'nn having .,.

au-aiternatve choice- tor alliances when they rittished... this

tended to ik groups ,end keiip the:isoiates lsOluted, etrebeth0'

ening.auhOemmunities but.weeketting the sense of a greater
-
Otasscomitinity* our flexible situation was not rivicible:4*--

-all...WeLitore caught UP in 4rush of events that gOteitiy

ehOttoette4 that class and our rel in it.* (1)

'SoCial' 4'4tres in the kraut Classroom

"Theposerfuraocial forces thrtt gripped our class took me

coMpletely.by surprise. Concentrating on individual prograM4,

1 had overlooked the fact that indlvidtuls still form A:tio..-

ciaty kiyi,classroom no matter how they are taught ** toolty

'-iteri401itit the tyranny of the peer group replaced the titithori;'

:iti-et:tbe traditional teacher would be a gross oversiMpiiti,;,---

catIon.andnot very helpful* At least four aspects or social

rotations ,threatened to Undermine the outcome of our programOs

(Weeps formed everyone eventually needed a preferred rise=

elate even though it was on occmsion someone they Claimed to..

.411slIkoand would Wit spend time with beyond the class* --:10tat

.would the.enaracteristles and dynamics or those groups bef,.

'Would they be beneficial or detriimental, Students who /eft

the room to work or who begets activities in the room alittis

seemed drawn hack to the center of social activity* Period

after period some were unable to escape from it others tried'

to temp out but fell back Students*** were often inhibited

in their working relationships with each other by their.

of ways to make social .contacts* particularly grotto die.

ctisSionso pleasant and productive* Friendship groups survived

this, working gPoups often did not* their inexperience Made

them totieut* inept and often rude in working with adults*

sometitnes so rude we couldn't believe it*** Particularly they

1) Mid** pp, 16o.170,
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sternest unable to take ativantnge of what' the teacherirsduld

"Life in our Classrool was not neceSsaritratorejeSe or indest:,
,

-- ---,pendent than tire in the regular claStirdositt aroUn4:01. Iso., .

:,.latett in desks and controlled : by 'regu Istions, students are

'protected from interference.bi others,-froW-the-threstefting:.,--.-

struggle for oCial status, from much of the pressure Class.-

mates might exert on their bottaSiour, and from the:Sustained.
- . .

visibility of individual performanCe. In our .clasiirotimo..y_

students worked constantly under:the:ihreat of inter0rOnce
the first, problem was to e0ablish Triendships.Werkingr044

tionships attd Stews $ there, woe sustained social pressure

from-classmates, intimidating and supportive aid -each

desfl was Uhtler conStantebserVatien by'othersi. st
hiS:usual--classroom anonymity and privacy.: IteiSiSsOls

oVidentAhat the controls of traditional cUrriCutum-Snti:inf-:_,

Struction uo not necessarily deprive the stutienCorl4fidepett

4ence. Textbooks, lessimb and 'examinations all 'provide a'

Structure within which the student can focus his indiiidUat

eifortS4 in discussions, participation or.indifterenc0Harc

both -possible. In exercises and assignments he May-warkj0.

,take-advantage of the protective minimum effort **al*

ated, or even conspire in the mild-resistance of-Mtiehtef:
_

4v-convention of formal schooling. Oat in our claseAllmwe-Was
.

comparatively few structures to guide independentlettertiSnaf':

*site possible to languish in the limbo of confusion.

Indifference was by definition failure, Resistance, awkward

sitice many of the usual Justifications of it wereriiibeiS4.7:7:

Deficiencies usually hidden became glaringly evidetto-tite.-----

student and others when he set out to read, eompose.plstit,-

disCUss, lead and organlio In the execution of asi(activity

Chose himself and by that choice said, ti will do the best 'I.

cant. .

*trine the first week t was surprised to notice thisti-far:

from launching into an independent course, students surrounded.

themselves with a group almost tin a prior condition' to.uny

activity. These groups, developed during the first fete days

of the class, eitabl:shed a social structure that-remained

surprisingly fixed throughout the semester.., withrewiettcapa

thins, and those only for short periods of tine, they were all

male or all female, the membership was from the site track in

the school system, the spread of intelligence scores on the
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OUts verbal testwas seldoMmore- , than ten pOiniS (groups be.

tying this prieriple tended te.hieakup,.and:the WOMber00--,:-
.

..-,j4rmilnea'groups in:eonferMi*Y'with:it). and the membern)nr.:,,:.'--;

:.-anygrOup.:40eMed to, share what might he eatted,theimme

of energy in their activities. No enduring

than:threa:Students,.np'wotking_groUp more than four.

*,-.:...-tietonglitg to a group:wasa businesS of the highest-prior.
itest.:otndenta were net ready to consider other probiems-.

. ,

,

antilthey,:eistablished a desirable and guargitteedLassociatien..-

MeiSeah0:4id not work with others or. establish fr/endsh*P0'

did :Mot Progress. Those who failed to become partners with

.:othereAwsatisfying 'boric:remained stagnant and eveatualty..:-:

faith in themselves or tn.the class... BUt graup-MeMbere:-

enetigh.: : To progress, it seemed -necesear*H-te-----:

*Wee04o go beyond the teaM project to work on their own...

Just as these who failed to establieh:satisfying group-re/4a

HtionshipasioUred on their work, so **bore of groups whe.neser---i-'

compteted, arewarding project on their own failed to gat T,

heYondjko cloying fun stage.,. As time passed, the:defensive-

tonstiOn became the social oasis, by insuring status, guaren

teeing comradeship, reducing the number of threatening rea'A.

tnres in.ablinstruetured situation and by providing sulportt,--J'.-,:,

trOUps-seemed to Make it possible for students to overoome the

-7------'-rOnrofiaolition and anxiety about venturing Into unraWiai:L_,
individual experience*

. .

**4:-thiiiMportant task was to minimise group rigidity

maxilise social fluidity* To minimize group dependence end

sailsiee the supportive runction.o, the teacher must list...-

carefully for signals that an opportunity to break from _ _ _

group would be welcome... conversbiy, if the class does teit

provide suitable associates for some individuals it may,be-

WiSeto Import working partners a. the group need is that 4m4

portant.

"While the social forces discussed here tend. to be peripheral

in a regular class, in a free classroom such as ours they be.

came elemental. While they seem as intangible as air, and

often incite.., behavior that is difficult for the teacher to:

tolerate or manage, it seems that students can become free

from such forces and learn to act independently within their

Influence only to the degtee they penetrate and control thefts.'

iWithout learning control of the vessel that is themselvee.they

lot
..1
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able tidett.". fit
to reaulin floating awing theisrHttnrrdiett

This discovery a. that social Inees heroine eirinental free
.!'tasStmnistaf-.. if it is Correct, As the -most impottatitrittitighiTtli r

Work, 11 intletti the withdratvai..of t:be. teSnitsers.-"atitharit
.and...the...coittettt lona' St-tile tft 144, Or eflirricUlttm and regitia-tilitta..nreates.-

ii...vacuum which is rifted by the ;Slither t y Peer gronpa.,:::itItinc.t.440.... .--
secistdyttaudes or the open clasoroom, neglected by it.s.theairiStiCa:
beet!** 4i1.-important, bbone is3 suggest the that the fa Wee by-,.

.kpen.".iitttioat4irs to antCcipate, this problem and to toOOtdOr it Ili
_any-systematic way leaves the .tetteher and students at- the Merry,-of.

Bacilli:: recces, rather than in a position to use them in thr ;Sell4a
tri. eosins,.

I) Ibid., p. 209,
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The AteWlvOlupotientS tn-the role set trf the innoVative

van b. :hrought together here in a -brief sismmary. What is more -
. !

--signiTivant4joowever, is to ask-whether this new role can sur1VO4:_

Spread, and -become the predominant role or the timelier in the ni.-

llen-'4:SChOot-SVstem, or whether it is .destined to be rejected-l*:

thesChoolsyStem at large. First, we shell summarise the inttoya.

.
tit'e teatiherts role, and t hen ilea with the quetst lots or wise thel

hpeettie the prevailing model for the teaches-1;S role

-.'"ihretighont thenation,

A. THE rEACNER..PVPIL RgLATIONSHIP

The formal structure of this relationship is different klic-.-
4sto4.100001 and innovative schools, is place of the teacher cuts-

fronting a narrowly age-graded class of 25.30 pupils whom ittliti -------'":7-:---
,

------ -.----

.7-.-Atrilete:h8 A collectivity, the innovative school groups teachersL
--.. --

mnd-pupits in a variety or other ways. Age-grading persists, but

the range-of ages in the instructional, wait le wider, including

pupils differing its age by two to three years. At the eletsentOrP.

levels, instruction is done mainly with grottps or three to ten and

*occasionally on a one4to4one basis. Pupils often work as

&Otis with programmed materials. They also work independently or

St.' teachOt in Cask groups. At the secondary level, largeagretip

lectures are another frequent type of grouping,

Exactly how much dispersion In the pacing or stUdeflts work

and hew wide a range of curriculum choices mindlyidOulised liiètruc-

.-AlOtt" actually means In practice has hardly been empiriessilroJtam46,

.4tted. There are limits to "ifltlividuaiisntionTM. There Must remain.

A large overlap in the work students are doing. Not only would

1 00
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SIS441 $ dna I ,tilot toss I',. 'testy. 4i ill tot t i*tt-r teaches- et- 1131011-01.

ft Wns$l 41. 113.4- tidspo t 1 14 e h tIlt II.. th40't et! p...tutteist to Chit r

_work:Jiro with. their Operet.'

cartsowroutot in MOW empirically Studied cat+ orAndfvidualio-:,

ffitsit that the ill sitters sten ter pace became so inceovenient for, tins'

teacttets that they begass ltust.t Inc the output of thin ..ra-stetot-

:;,41101Itstt 11)
.

.

. rise tisnoveit ice teacher needs -more $kit Is or ti prOressienal

tilted t los tsstdi t Insuel t statelier did. the t earlier must- kiit.ei heti:

' to diagnose and pro MC r ibe for learniug prithients. Pr.setibiug tss. -

It 1 04. a broad knowledge .or alliottaide cu-ertrolum matoials said the'

111t ity to create e *leis m I 31 $ 5.. We.', Iii aeotho... Itsnovat Ivo

teachers ieeito cOrricalum constantly.
.

_ _

teacher Must. also -hate now socialI14afitih:Sk*IIS.-.-

She.' *holds! ho .11,10 in conduct individual assterviews

Milos. to t he sruIessfossa I Slater vi 461W conduce t p4 by a riaciat.
4h sbiuld know -1,01, entwine!. grossp itstervIews and .1litY.Itc-tissullage--:

''.theArnamirs of Small groups,. She also should underOttnei-tsotonly

chilil.devetopMent" in general but cultural and subcaitnial di rro*-
ontes-in'ooteiaIisation patterns.

.

teacher dominance its the innovatite classroom is Muted. -The-
...

wilts adultt competence ...foes not :It**
...

A441' do children coitAIS to rely oh it, ilowever1 'teache-vt:-7---

pupil -relationships are warmer and mote egalitarian ttiatiAtt-the

traditional clasaroom.

natio-rat authority which vogues.

Not

hoWever.

_ -
all pupils are able to function within these pretilsett..

Some children demand strong external control beradtor

!heir:proVious socialisation has suet prepared tintst.tolutiro:

44rective* In ouch cases, the remittal. of the tenclior4s 4krecti-Ve

nes* gives rise to alienation, ranging rrom the apathy:and ills-
content described by Gibbons, to the hostifie and distruptivenc
tions deAerthed by Barth*

Teachers and pupils are both members or an inrormal social
System. How this social system should be dealt with is a gnestiOstrt'

scarcely broached Oy the philosophers or individualisation and the
open Classroom. Vet, If 6ibbons and Cobb are right. dealing wills

it is one of the major problems or the innovative teacher.

I) Robert O. Carlson, Adoption or EtIncatlenal_tnnoVationa, The.
Center roc the Advanced Study oi Educational Administration.
'Ehgenclerogieht 19h% The importance to sithients, peer groups of
sodas cOmmonality in their Work is probably one or the reasons
that the spontaneously...forted groups In tabbons, ttcfCohb..s.:
English class showed a narrow spread in Otis score**.

Its
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H. TON COl.I.NAtION RELATIDNSNI

COPY MAKE
:-:The:teficherifiinvistbllity to her Colleagues as she gbOs:

filoosit..-±her:Centriktashs,l. abolished in: the innovattMe 1""*..-

'hitop.4441fi.fg*oupingo-are instructed by teals isochtrig,' Eever0C:04.

-the-mefii-uttplealant-aspects_et the traditional teacher's rolelaro--

:thiWatleviatedo longer is the teacher isolated from adult

--CenpanionehiP4or must of the working day.. Proressional'efichangos:''

or Oftliveturafitnal-help are'doore'frequent in' inn than tre.,.

-di-1.fial Scheel's.'

'1/fi the -other hand,. there are new problems. Teachers report:-

that di.fioenstel, cosibined.with equality of roivsal status lead, to

strains. There have been proposals that the team be given a coy

*OlDerity structure. That Would not.e1iMiliate.conilicts.bUtaik

--.7001444-pa04 dscisionomaking,

:TOS:mutual.visiblitty of teachers must have many consequences.-
, .

4-knoillo-f-iilsompirical study which tries to assess thorn.-

41to:Visibillti, is elentficant, It is also structuraity.iimitod,_

teacher's *irk isseen most ',Wt.:y by other. members other team,

It :is awes in a more limited way by other teachers and soperioleofs.

-its thescheol, and not at all by teachers in other schools. 'Still*,

the'possibility of collegial judgement of professional: perreinionte

Hibeesmea real where there is team - teaching. Ih fact, such,Judges.--

immsta:..:informally made are inevitable. They could bedew. :the:,'

Materlatkor:Otmat inftemente of rompetence'hy the profoisional_

ft:0404844- group or teachers.

The teacher's autonomy in the self - enclosed classroom depended

.70nAler:lavillibility to superiors and peers. This is reduced in-the

Anam'aitnatlon- It is more than compensated, however, by 1t1*s040"':

NoMY'WhiChHteachers must have to enable them to treat studentiliC

.autenoMoui learners. The greater autonomy and the greater collo,

glality of thaosatIve teachers male their role more professional

than that of the traditional teacher.

C. TEACHERPARENT AND SCHOOL.CONNUNITY RELATIONSHIPS

In innovative schools, teacher-pupil relationships become more

-particulaeistic. Since the teachet becomes more like the parent in

her.goaisishe is better able to get along With her studentst-pael:

rents.

Innovative schools aim to isOolVe the parents heavily in the

school, and the community beyond the parents as Well. There are

111
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Many :bowel :to - -.spa tut t Ng roles in innovat I to school O...-ttltkit far i:1 itt,.
.lAtto this involvement tine 5s 11151 of remnant ty aide SE

processional, mho.is -erten a ',rent 40 r scicuol ..ato eltildrett6::-Jitosse.
41**S 10644 IIV.v001.0 rtam-_the iteightmurhood, they
u t,, ro; be.t ter than the teacher does, They lutV0 preokige in the- r

.. .--rnetetbou rimed hoca Use. 1. thel.r so .n$uut Iona I woo
represent a link-between 4.40mOto'lly and school with..

4-4*-1-tico to both and can Verrimportant in preVent4itgtilisanders'.:

otal trigs. Titer part.nttrutotee in the- priVate schottl, Witioi

boutelary4 slum ng role, rellintOM I ty people who t ear the( r-town
'Octupatiottal skit Is represent at III another. Is Hencrtils r...- .
llit.ItiCreased number Of hottutlarytspattfting rtIes, rather than Liii
traditienal parent...teacher organisations, which bind Ochool.

- communi ty more 1.*i.s.ly together,

It, CAN TIIE 1ANOVA-T.1%E TEACHERS* IIHEE SURVI1E

the conintim t hsisst or Clio I mooWig I tons described here- is °Ward
More oarticalaristic relatioashipo or ttio teacher with her refes
partners, more autonomy for learners, And the eliMination or colas;
envoi' i to perfo Mance wevalssis tton* by the 4 Oil eily r Ties e 6111g1*(4

. .

oro. rsdtrs l and they imply radical elehOge in the strarture-ror_lbe
school. More than AWN innOVALIVP sal Is imply rad-teat-vhange
in the atractuep of tat.' 00 1 systeirl and here is Where we are
fa Ceti W111. Ike que st ion of whether 111e OP ittuovat its schools fore.
shadow change in this national school system, or whether the system ,

wilt reject the innovat ions,
that the octavo, Oro. ens will reject the ontova t Ivo thrust

Itrobal..1e, That It will restst it it cert si in bero1100 tease key elm..
racteri st 1 es of innovative set Is are itocompat Ibis. with the Schaol
syst eit WO OloW 110Vee Is lie an innova t Ivo set I may abdicate the
select ion Eduction by refusing to give students grades, the school,:
systorn. us now c000tituted, requires that this function' be writ
formed* Se Ione as there is effectively a single national system
which Is uni rare, sequoat is and at some level We hod Ve (t) I
will involve lovIdious risen of students on the hosts of Smile:

1) .For a ciaar pitpatsit Ian at the fact that the United.States..hasi
to all intents 004 parposes, a single, unirorla, and stottuttnt.ial.
school system whirls Weenies selective at the posthigh.sehoot.
level, crhomas Greets, tilipUbliAed manuscript, Chapter 414- -

*The Etta tional System", Educational Policy Research Centers
Syracuse Valversity, Syracaso, New Yorke

112



criIertott.-..:4f:tho:Sii 1 Which tho studoUt is leaving doeS Hot
grade. -tho reeeiviug tftstitutions may Stake-the.SOIection. OrdeS

-Sidht hot be gtvewhy teachers. but Might dpolid on :extertiaTetam':.,

,,_Moo,tions._,:jr_tudetto proceed through theaye!tomat their own_

-PAroi- ther- wilt-be invidisttis comparisons as to who has Mastered

iftiftMOvbFb*:-whAIago.

SeleettOft.for diffrently vaulted social positions is the:Cen!

-..traiprOceSs OT social stratificatiOn.'. Thu selection is hatgeftei

Sarity:Porforli by thO school systole, hid so-long as social-'ClasS-:.

-position is dependont oft occupation. And so long as the achotsts'

44re1W4N4W4,W04"4 ta training and selecting people fur accinta-..

tiOnot itosttlens, the- schools aro implicated in the social strati:.

fiCationproCes4.

feJthis iS correct. the el lmieustion of ciaspetitivo "valuation

TriAttilte !Wheel system is A tairago. As t. have suggested, rsucN
artivities:con:he moved from ono part-of the system to another.

-.-A004hori!Cheitoctoristic or innovativo schools, porttcOlarls

iPlsipee1011y iu the tachorstudont relationship is Also subject

to strain. 14'ono posits it as as characteristic of the national

-system.,

first.particatarima is ambiguous. Whim W tailor schooling:

to tho 0414'4 individual. needs and personal sitnation, does thIa.,

Mean that sets -demand less or those for whom those particularitiOti

Mahe high 'performance difficult. or duos it Mean that we ,CoMpen

sate,,for.the-particularities in a radical attempt to overcome_.

-.Inequalities of opportunity which stem from the child's social

origlitS /

-0CoMpensatory education" is a national commitment in the:

United StatoSitithin stringcnt limits. there is hib thought or-.

Making the social ospondituro which would be necessary to overcome

onvironmoutal handicaps, oven if leo knew how to do it.

Secondly, particularism conflicts with the Universalistic

standards which must inform the process or soloCtion at whatever

point lt occurs. Universalistic selection Is part or what we Mean

by "0404,1.4 or opportisnity.

the revolt against authority which is implied *n the

innovativo schools represents a deep cleavage In American society.

With rospoet to oducation, there is ovidenco that parents aro, at

prosont, more committed to retention of the teacher's old authorl,

ity thou are mtudehtk or teachers or school administrators, (1)

11 Soo Sam Aiobor and David Wilder. "Teaching Styles t Parental
Proteronco and Professional Rule Sociology or .Edon
EILLam, Fall, 1967, Vol. 40, No. 4. pp. 3024.31%,
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--::IlioatAioiysthis add it say* that the tanevnti,V'rali*...-
- ter teachers can coals about only as an aspect ot.Sene:raditat.
-L'ebattgee in the national school ilystea These in turn iiaply. elicit.

ifl the larger society. We de not knew- Whether-*itetur;chattiteit,'-'
.ari Coin. VS do not even have the simple descriptive indicator*.

. -Ate-need in order to know Whether the innovations we have desCribed-
: are atypical, or spreading rapidly. They :have receiVed great...

deal: or publicity In those sectors of the coassnnicatiOne media
Which roach the best-educated public. For thlia public.. they
clearly have 84'141410, importance. Whether they hate audit iliper: 3

'tent** far the greater part of the society, refitaine to tie-

...
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Educational aims and practice Mire been thrown into cohtUsiOn

.hya whole host of technological, cultural and idealoginal footers._

The teacher's traditional role as a transmitter of knowledge and

Cultural values. is attack but it is not easy to see What.noW

relalie:wttrbeialled upon to play in a constantly changing. CoMawv:

..'he present paper is an attempt to focus on current trends in

Wit_teacherls'ihangitig role from evidence obtained in eight pilau,

000rtMehts, all very different in their nature, origin and scope

44oh of hese innovations is designed to meet a current need::_

eithee'bi.edudational planners or by teachers themselvei, :hUt

'_each &leo offers a clue to future developments in the teacher,irole

/Van:When this **blew is not explicitly eaised4,

The-.:. first,.- these innovations was planned and developed. by..

-the:Eittiater,or 'Mai:tattoo in the context of its efteetional rifoth14_

1t is therefore, tficial and introduces a new structure and a neW

tyleofteatthing at national level, Pour other experiments ilea:clue;

to. -.the initiative of educational planners or edUcational bodies at

different levels, le, in a major educational district (acadAM44)-:

in a sub4iStrict (circonscription), and in an indiVidual scho014,

The sixth is being pursued in the private Sector. The last two are

scheles initiated by teachers in their own classroom in a partiduisit

sdhoOl,

An analysis of the innovation process in each cage reveals

istamior of specific problems arising from the nature of the change$

hide and the way they are handled by the adMidistrative authorities

and the teachers' themselves, But however different these situation*

may be, a number of underlying problems are common to them all, It

lathe. said that the effect of all innovation is to highlight a

classroom situation and disclose a number of latent tendencies with

special reference to the teacher's role, These tendencies may be

summed up in the following points I



the onhouhl of freedoma teacher may introduce littettls
.

classroom and his efforts/ to Make his pupils more, indepen
.

-dent depend on the freedom which he himself Is tsTorded:or_.-._

-Asunages to secure in the school at which

* in his classroom the teacher no longer sees tintbsel-f:Smattly:_
-

as a transmitter of knowledge but increasingly'asS:coUnsel*

for beTping his pupils to express themselves, to mfike,deel

miens and teorganise their personal action

the teacher's role in the educational system iSgoaredi4:::.

the work of other educators, such as ihe psichelogittitbe:.

-.vocational guidance counsellor, the documentattst,:ths-re*'

e4Ucator this entails some limitation on his action.al,*-

though it adds to his ittforMation t

the educational team, whether institntionalised:Or:sponta*

.1.teetlely created, becomes the central factor in.prac*1014'..,

teaching

the aim in each class /group is to share decialOnWakittg.

through different schemes of co- management, inclUding.OVen

collective management i

it.is.felt that there should be a link between tottabingand_.

research. The teacher both benefits from and eooperateti

in research t

in the task oUrediscovering the teacher's rete

dots borrowed from other social practices may Oxert,antn*

ftuence, such as the leader of social and cUltUrSI.::abtlV4:R.

ities, the social psychologist, the therapist, the political

militant, etc. t

the teacher makes a critical appraisal of his own -pplittetsi

role in a social community which he ortoft has tio_tlesire-io,

perpetuate.

It all those tendencies are to be given practical effect two-.

Conditions Mist be fulfilled t

the present rigid Institutional structures must be Made

More flexible th order to encourage pilot experiments $y

there must be provision for training and further training::

in communication, leadership and audioivisunl techniques.'
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I
NTRODUCTioN:

SOT COPY

VARIOUS ASPECTS UP THE TEACHER'S ROLE

-Whatts the teacher's place in a constantly changing oduca.

tiunal Systesvl is he compelled to change his Methods, his techl.

ntOal procedures and his own attitude to ensure that his action.

'edittinuoi tube effective in a totally changed setting ? Or doeW_

he.._flh4;bimself being gradually stripped of his traditional Panel.

ttott as,dttinitiator and a guide to knowledge and cultural ValueS1

In this Case, what place is assigned to him ? What further tasks

are expected Of .him

The teacher's role has changed unties the converging and
_

diverging effect or the pressures and projects impinginghpan,2

him at different levels, 0,g, the extension of the school loaving

age, the curriculum reform, the introduction of new syllabusee,-;

such as modern mathematics or technology, the emergence of a new '-'-

-pettern of relationship between adults and children, the groWing..:.:

tftfluence of the mass media, etc. It would require a there** sur.i:

vey to-record:and evaluate the institutional, cUltural and tdeelom...1

gicatlacters which are transforming educational, practice and giving

the teacher a new profile. The present brief outline is based on

the various educational innovations which have developed in Prance

in the primary and secondary school systems.

The changes which are now occurring affect the teacher'sso-

cial status, his function in the community and the educational,syse

to* and his profeosional practice. Indeed, his very identity Is

challenged at the present time,

The teacher's social status has changed as the result of the

Maiden expansion in the school population. This had led to

a 'considerable increase in the number of teachers rectUlted,

and a considerable vegetation in the qualifications reqUirede
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this tem.utitati,ve oxpension combined with the spread-of-

Urbanisation, the growth of social mobility and thede*Olop4

ment of mass media has devalued the teacher's status. `This

_*especially' true of the primary school teatthettd0Ut

lost the social prestige he enjoyed-for 50 longs

suit of the social deland for education and thetetie*kht

Jncrease.in educational investment the teaChing_piofession.

is no longer the preserve of the few. The teachere,tible

has acquired an added value bot ln another senie,it_hnS

been deValued. The fact .that a teaching career, though

idealised is often chosen as a last resort Wheit-at the:e4

time the proportion of women in the profession-40:604414
.

growling.- is, in the opinion of many teachers, disqUie*ing

evidence of this trend.

The function of the teacher has been redefined many times itt

the past twenty years. It has two aspects the.-TunctiOb

of the school in industrialised commonities said -the.junc+,

tion of the teacher within the school systest.

The transmission of the cultural heritage Which has tradltion+'

ally:been-the function or the educational system has now:been'CoM4-

biped with a promotion and selection function which is(astUsling

growin4 importance in the context or economic and cultural dettlop,#-

ment.-L-Not only are syllabuses being incessantlyrevited but thtir.

actual importance is declining with the advance of methods for.:_.

organising and retrieving information. The teacher is ceasing to
be a repository of knowledge. He is now seen as a guide in a lim

cesS at' learning and ciliation.

-!ithin the educational twat.* the teacher's role 1.0:dow.40ared

to other educational roles which were preViousty More or less Doti;

god in his own - e.g. psychologist, vocational guidance counsellor..,

decunentatist or welfare officer. His role is therefore tending:

to Innen., more specific in a more complex and more cliiel*sifted

system of roles.

Defined in functional terms and based on economic, social and

cultural requirements the teacherts role is more effectively into+

grated With the social life of the community. This orrert the attif

Mutation of new hurisons but at the same time threatens:to sUboi+-

dinate education to the utilitarian exigences of a *system". This

explains the teacheros ambivalent attitude towards hit owls role I

he wants to play his part in the future community but he hat to

play the part assigned to him,

-.q
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implopulompau
The:tencherso pro4,cire Is changing partly because of these

neWfunciionei prospocts,(he is not so much requirocUte

teach. ni-to supervise learning, and the Methods he uses-ere

_therefore more active and pupitcNstred) beceuie of the_ino,

trOduCtion of modern technologic:0 Methods (Uwe recorder4,--;

televiSion, teaching Machines, etc.). The operational-:Xe!,

pect of his role changes When the teacher uses instruments,

:procedures and methods other than traditional ones ; his

-tieid of action and his procedures are no longer the sane

`Chios, too, is an aspect Which is conducive to uncertainty

and hoeitation. He is willing to use technology but is,-...

atraid-te be supplanted by machines .$ he alternately assert*

-his- own - personality or abotains from exercising cositro

hies action is sometimes individualised and sometimes. group .'.

Centred, etc.),

the teacher is constantly faced with change. He findslt__

institutionalised in new structures, new regulations, new sylia

buSeS and new methods of evaluation. A change has also occurred

in thecondOet and attitude of pupils, patient', colleagues and the

educational hierarchy. Sometimes the factors *Inch compel a

`teacher to change may arise from constraints (when be is obliged.

:teCcinfOrM to* new model), sometimes from their.removal (reduc

-tioner resistance and obstacles to his creative Urge), but In.-

.
most cases change is due to both sets of factors.

is the teacher an instrument of changes which have been. (lea

fined end decided irrespective of his Views, or does he himself

theJnitiatiVe ?

Who -is he ? Is he more likely to assert his own identity_

by agreeing to change or by resisting it ? And what kind of

change ?

TheseAUestions go beyond the functional and technical aepectit

of the problem and introduce the problem of the teachers' politicil,

pit, i.e. the use to Which he puts his powers. His task is *4

transmit ideas, encourage certain types of behaviour, foster cereb

lain V41440 and help guide and select individuals $ he cannot be

politically neutral. In a word, the teacher finds himself in a

dilemma t he must assist young people to adapt to existing ,acid-

economic structures but at the same time he must develop their ina

dependence and their ability to challenge these institutions.

The educational experiments to which we rotor are now inpre

gross. They are eittremely different, not only in their scope and
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*.hee!hc*h of time they have teeted but'in theft origlia,und:eltjee.:..

They present the widest possible spectrums of tite:eircuM..
'

:etancei Whieh Teeter the emergence and development ofAnnovntione

our approach to these various eXperim,nts has--40t,:nleuYr.heet

the sawed Sometimes we have concentrated our analysib Onpithelcti

tiens'or documents and at other times wo haVe boon 41.40_,temelte:00r

inveitidations in the field and interview teachers and e4neetio0a*

Atiennersengagedin an experiment. The inforMotion tte haVe'euth,4

-ered:As therefore not homogeneous and the analyses dellOt eentve
on .thei:iiame asptactw in Out+ case. No comiparative study his there*

fore'been possible. A sutterficial comparison between-the*xperir:._.
_montsrely *Wits the problems involved and the peinteutwhich-
certatirtines converge.

Ve,Orepose to review 'each of these experiments and_see,how
--and in-what respects the teacher's role has been affected the

chufige0 introduced into the educational situation. We shail,thete
forejteve to consider t

'The innovation process $ change deliberately lAdtteed Ube

independent variable). subsequent changes (dependent varef

abler) objectives adopted, needs and motivation which

-prompted the innovation and have to be satisfied.:

2 The functional and dynamic characteristics of the-teueher±e:

role in each specific situation $ the teacher** place in
In the pattern of functions, operational practiteseatti

tudes, implicit models and reference models.

3. Obstacles and resistances to the development of the inneVaa

tion and to the change in the teacherfe role.

'lie shall then focus on the points of convergence belle-en the.

experiments and the problems arising from changes in the touching.

function,

:



AMEISIS OF DIFFERENT INNOVATIVE EXPERIMENTS

Areli-110fOre the period 1900-1971, in which the experimenta-

-Ve4oviev:10brolnitiated, several educational innovailoas hati.tooti

introducext which clashed With traditional practices and ootered

newprospecte of change in the teachers role.

The -two innovations we shall cite here are the Freiftet

sits and the "new. classes ", which played a great part in thadeS44.

100Ment of.edurational innovation in France because of the outlook.

Vhic prompted' them and the results they achieved.

As facbaCk as 1924 the ideas and practice of C4lestin Freinet

payed-tMetnty I'or a new typo of teaching in the primary school Sys+

:tem.:as a'restiltmf which the teacher's task was found to be cow.

)pieteiyallmred. The introduction into the classroom of techniques:

such as printing, the direct encouragement to pupils to correct

"thiar esininiatithes, the introduction of a co-operative council In

which-he pupils take an active part in organising their work have

created a situation in which the teacher is a mediator, counsellor

Or guide. Several experiments in "new education* in private 41014414

havomado:use of similar models.

With the "new classes" which were Bet up as an experinent in

certain tyctles after the Liberation an educational reform Movement

developed in the secondary system, The teachers who took part were

regarded as pioneers. For the first time teams of teachers Were

formed. Under the responsibility of a "team leader" a joint educa+

tiohal scheme was set up i.e. interdisciplinary activities, Class..

room cotincilsiand meetings with parents. At the same tithe the new,

outlook became apparent in the relationship between teachers and

pupils (mutual confidence, team -work, out- of.school activities and

abolition of rating systems). The idea of a teacherseeducator os..

sentially concerned with the needs and interests of the pUpils

Superseded the conception or the specialist teacher responsible

for a particular subject.

123
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A, TRANSITION CLASSES

The Creation ors new type of toothiness a resniikof-tbe.

educattonat reform of 1959 w$ combined with a

$01e of the teacher, This was en. innovation at natienoi,Lieeiyi.

the Ministry of Education but limited'te 41:600CifieT
. . .category of pupils.

_

"Transition classes" were introduced In 1962 for,:oinadequatety

taught but gifted pupils", "late developer." who "are floeeligibli

for the observation cycle" bet are noir required to remain -at etheell

tm411..-the age of 16.

The Ministry circulars in connection With these Claiseeeel.-.

,--ApkaiSised the following points s

kthere is he fixed curriculum $

. there is no,fiSed timetable $

'the number of pupils is limited to 25

the classes are run by one teacher selected from thete who

have had experience with active methods $

a new type of teaching is recommended involving s

- individualised teaching methods to "remedy the individual

inadequacies of each pupil" $

or if these fail, the establishment of working4rOups.

"allowing for differences in the level and ability of

pupils" $

a "new climate" has been fostered in which the children

able to regain confidence in themselves and Lots:Omni guilt

feeling prompted by their poor school performouto

practical training courses are organised for teacher. in

'transition classes.

The above schemes have thus provided an official framework,.

and a net of educational principles which are sufficiently Plekible

to afford teachers a wide measure of freedom in pursuing the Objecw

Oyes assigned to these transition classes, namely to give children

A fresh initiation into the rudiments and re-awaken an interest in
their school work. The teachers in charge of the transition: cles.'

see halts, lost no time in combining the basic educational require.

Meats with a more long.torM objective which they feel is perticu0:

lerly necessary for comparatively deprived children i.e. a training
in delf.reliance, responsibility and judgement. The class co-
operative with its meetings at which the pupils are required to tab,

decisions as a body is the principal means used for this type of

1 .. .



;training "It-is the cornerestone or the new edifice ", ai on*,or.

'the teachers ekpressed it.

The teacher in charge of the transition class is in an equl.

--Vocai-peeitioeu he is expected to be an innovator and to have , -1 --

-special :teaching ability for which ho draws a special increment

tut,beis.generally condoehed to isolation in the school Where he

4040*i:this Class which is made up of children who are considers*

incapable of pursuing a normal school career. He is hot suffla

Helentlyintegrated into the Collage d'2isseiguement Secondaire,

.andHissometlieS even puibed into a siding. Earthermore, thereis

eonsiderabWceetroVersi aboUt the actual runction of transition

cla40114,04 The official attitude is that transition classes afford.

iertain_children an unprecedented opportunity of readapting :and

catohingup.withthe others but the classes are greatly criticised

ago*a.SolectiVe measure dictated by economic exigencies (they:are

'expected-te-Vater for 25 per tent of the children in their Age'-

group, Which is exactly the percentage of workers whip do noire..

quire a vocational qualification). Consequently the teacher who

'runs a transition class rinds himself involved in a number of

teaching.: roblems which obviously have psychological, socioaote0014::

and'political implications,

Official instructions define the role of the transition class

teacher in great detail. They do hot allot him a specific role

but rather re= define the functions of the primary school teacher.

.-whieh-have been found inadequate for certain pupils and musttherea--

fore be remodelled. The procedure is largely to apply active mea

thods more or:lees prompted by Preinet's ideas. The teaeheriS

rockult*d to Concentrate not on the syllabuses but on the pupil,

evaluating his potentialities and deficiencies and analysing the..

causes or his failures. On this basis he is asked to organise

Class activities and act as a group leader whet with "quiet author

'ity" will give the class a "renewed sest for work and a desire to

do,,better and make progresso. He can provide **useful but Unobtria

sine advice" but "the pupils are still tree to make their own do.

eisionso. His task is to "guide each pupil unobtrusively ", "Madera

ate his impulses" or "spur him on" and lead him sufficient support

to "buoy hiM up but not to stifle his initiative*. He Must not

only be a good teacher but also a man of tact and character with

"an Understanding of his pupils, great self control, a willing ear'.

at all times and generosity without weakness ".

Teaehors in charge of transition classeis hardly consider that

they are larking to enable their pupils to catch Up with the others,
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they-reel II Is 4 mistak to. believe or lot others believe that.-

their pupils will, with few Xceptions, be able to qualify for

-traditional-schooling. They therefore see their role as:basically

it *rem the teacher's traditional role, Theirttewfunctlnit,

into which they .,often throw themselves wholehearted1-Y-aithoitt**144'

some anxiety because they feel they 411 inadequately trained ter,

it.tv'is essentially. in their view, oho or emotional and moral.
port.

It consists of t

restoring each pupil's confidence in his own poteittinatiesY:'

by encouraging self.espreSsion end acting as a discussion

leader but refraining from any judgement. TitOtia*kor4rta't

both as an UMpIre and no a group leader.

being present as an adult, that is to say,provitting-UModet.

(embodying respect for one's neighbour and erve+oporattve:

attitude) and a reassuring reference factor.

. counselling pupils on the del-felons they-Witte:4U taltepos.g.

the Choice of a subject for study, a working.procedure, and

-in particular aiding them to plan their future ati workers

and members of the cotsmunity,

This conception of the teacher's role is clearly-influenced.

not only by certain teaching procedures which have permeated the'

educational system and are particularly used in schools for 401. --

adjusted children (activ methods, Freinetes tochnique4, .0ocroles,

method based on centres of interest, etc.) but also by procedures

adopted outside the teaching profession, for example by reoducatork

psychologists who deal with individual cases, social workersjitho.

prospect the environment and try to discover conditions 44kelyito:

promote a more effective integration and socio- cultural erganiaors

whose, task is to stimulate the members of their groups and co.

ordinate their individual contributions.

As he no longer has to work to a syllabus, the teacher. in

charge of a transition class is free not only to apply the active

methods recommended to him but also to Make innovations according'

to his own temperament and personal choice. kevertheleis, owing

to the institutional ambiguities to which we have already eoroerod;

attd the inadequacy o the training given to teachers, those Toei.

titles are not always turned to account. Instead of being:Used_

for bringing the children up to scratch, the transition classes

are often turned into a dutsping ground for misfits and finally be.--

cots° a dead end. The teacher in charge then feels that ho is cut
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hie.eetteunuom its other sections of the CES and thatlif-0'

function is purely marginal. Nobody knows exactly how far the

jranstilen-cycle succeeds in rectifying socio-cultural inequalities.

how_ fOrAA:hOtpO to perpetuate thorn,

H. TUE. ORGANISED DAY IN THE ACADEMIE HE TOURS

The oreanised teaching day is the result of the re-organisation

or the timetable and syllabuses affecting three sets of factors -t

rise 60sic diSciplihes, physical activities and other activities

designed:6r stimulate the practical, intellectual and aesthetic

system was defined in the 1969 legislation Which,-

envisages its general adoption' throughout the primary ichool. Out

worklngweek of 27 hour:1,v 10 are devoted to French, 5 Wine...

.thematitts.,-. 6 to physical education and open-air activities, And

to stimulation, The organised day has met with varying success in

individual schools for it has to contend with professional inertia.

the,stairtage of equipment and, above all, the fact that teacheri

haveruot been adequately trained.

Since the autumn of 1969 a particular effort has been made in-

the,depaelment of indre-et-Loire under the stimulus of 04ratil

DelaiSoWent, the Dibtrict Inspector, to ensure that there is an

:organised day not only in primary schools but in Colleges dlonsei

gneMent secondaire and Colleges deenseignement 84n6ral. The intro-

--(faction of the, organised day is an attempt to reform the Whole edit

rational system. The aim is to discover a new teaching method

in the words of the Inspector, to stimulate 5a new outlook and

froSh enthusiasms. The following steps have been taken t

the establishment of teams of teachers specially trained in

two pilot schools, an urban CES and a rural CEO $

the development of teaching by pictures following theldis

tribUtIon of audio-visual media, tape recorders, phoiag*U$04

equipment, etc, to all schools, A group of about 40

teachers Is engaged in revising syllabUses and procedures

for the Use of this equipment $

co- operation between schools and various cultural bodies,

'for eiiimple the Tours Municipal Library which helps to keep

the clubs going, the Tours thentto Which gives pupils an

opportunity of seeing how plays are staged and rehearsed,'

the local museums and picture galleries, etc. $

129
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a the deVelopment of 'physical training and sports;

. by providing instructors for th. children

by giving teachers ample opportunities for trk-i-nlagand:

taking part In Matches at departmental leitel_t

the establishment of an Educational RetrainingCenttp:Which

provides practical training courses roe teeeheris:iu4chleh:

they Are Initiated into audio-visual techniquea.and-hold

discussions on all aspects of educational act4city-*Withe(

'view to facilitating Innovation"

. experiments in making educational structures mere-flealbie

And loss compartmentalised and giving teachoralia-:opper

'-nity to-follow the progress of their,popils from ene--eycia

to another so that a woman teacher in an Istfanfsdepart.

pent can teach in the first year of primary edUcation:i a

teacher in the last year of primary education :Le

teach French in the first year of secondary eduOation.:
while teachers are allowed to take part in bOth-eftles of

secondary schools, nod interdisciplinary activities are

organised around common themes.

in the field of action thus provided the educational tensile

have Made varying progress with their schemes. The pattern at

-Wm and space has been altered to a Varying degree and-theacalle

on-which clubs and workshops pursue their activity and-teachara

co-operate varies from one school to another. In extreme cases

timetables and class divisions have been discarded. Pupils aPe

grouped by workshops where they carry out the weekly OrAortnightly

contracts they have undertaken. The teachers intervene only ehatel

they are concerned and at the request of the pupils.. -

The teachers are strongly urged by the Inspector to'.ehenge

their outlook and renew their conception of their role t

"Break out of the aggressive world of circulars, syllabuses

and exams*.

*Encourage your pupils to think for themselves and to see

their work as a game f adopt an attitude of coneent and par-

ticipation as a check to your own tendencies*.

*Discard your own image and the stereotype you have of your

own tradition.btund teachers".

*As a teacher be generous and as a man never lose contact

with lite. every sort of tire (sport, art, socialAlfe.- family -,

life) i be a model or happy relaxation in all your actiVitlea4;.;

try not to present the Wage of a dispenser of cold-. Indigestible
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'haotite4g0Hor an Olicompl3asiag judge dealing out retribution

ne-forthCeming With your pupils and win their confidence, do

not seek to iMpose standards or encourage rivalry t what ite-

wrongywith playing tenant now and again t The point

help yoUr pupils to create from what As within thorn and.ttot:

from what you thrust upon them from outside."

It cake seen that theonodel advocated by the inspector is

a dynaleic,'nthietic one in which character plays an essential part,

WestWdies nitarm, otttgoing,,generous and progressive approach,

model designed to Make converts and stimulate the creative

00epviir the school community by the impact of innovation and by

401110-*

The-teaCher's role is changing in several directions

« .4.;voCislAtntion t certain teachers perform the funetiett of

Co.erlinatots in the educational team* others are workshop

instructors, others become individual technicians,

ru.operatiou not only with colleagues in other dliciplines

but with different types of specialists (documentalistas':

librarians, Actors, etc.) who have .a contribution to make,

to the :teaching syllabus co- operation with parents Who

are invited to participate in educational activities t

ttbeveall co.operation with the pupils, who now take parr

in erganiXing the syllabus and taking other decisions.

. Greater involvement,, for teaching is becoming a full -tille

occupation in which the actual time spent in the clasitrOOM

ie ouppleMented by other duties, such as organisatiott,-itt.-

formal contacts with pupils and Or preparation of doduMen.

lotion,

Greater scope for his creative powertt, fostered by more-

flexible educational structures, access to additional work.

tug facilities and the encouragement of the authorities.

The education system in a whole region cannot be reformed

Overnight. The Inspector does not feel that the material and admi.

nistratiVe problems involved are insoluble, but he admits that -he'

intaVing to contend with inertia and resistance to change on the

part of a Mather of teachers and inspectors.
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CXPERIRENT IN THE 20TH ARR0NOISSENENT OF 11410iS

The educational experiment which has been in progress iin0c

19t2 rnin the 20th arrondisseMent of Parts was

an inspector of Primary Schools, who isstud attattOtUW

tettli teachers in his district to join in an "overall,. eClentiticf_

tt;Tort at educational reform.

The basis of R. Robert GiotontO Action is the realisation

!tak OriMary school education in its traditional formHila:fatlure.

4s not only unsuited to children but also to the regnitethontW

of the modern world and to scientific progress. The-Ainergrit

squanderS is enormow., the results, obtained being diSpropertionate

te_the efforts or teaches and melts. Instead oe dOkroct:ing_

woeioaeuitueni disparities it merely reinforces thern. flotteo.the

idea or em "overall, scientific0 reform designed to reittere;otria

ciency.

The scheme is not intended to impose new teaching procedures

bitt,to'creole conditions enabling touchers to innovate and eXperi-

ment:es they think fit. It consists in t

the Introduction of a weekly tseet:.ng of teachers as part

of their working timetable t

the introduction of experimental classes and echooli With-

the help of teachers who volunteer to coseperate with the

researchers at the Institut tatdegogique national 1

a the reorganisation of control from above through the -adope

Lion of a "collective school inspection" as from 1968,. under

which each class receives the visit of an inspector. -and each

teacher presents ate exercise of his own choice afterwistch

a consolidation meeting is held between the inspector, the

headmaster and the teachers.

As their projects and thinking progress the teaching team;

have occasion to change their methods, introduce new techniques.

revise methods of evaluation and set up new institutions, for

ample, class cosoperatives, school councils, clubs, projects for

senior children, to act as elder brothers to the Juniors, the

"class° de quinsaine" and to try out selr..directing teaching Wes

thods, etc.

Teachers are also engaged on a scheme of reform which has

three aspects t adaptation to the children's requirnmentst edttptaa

tion to trends in the modern world and democratisation. the 0100,4

riment which is developing in co-operation with the work of the
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looroupetrancals d#4;ducation nouvelle

'of militant rationalism in which socit,iolitical objectives are

combined with an attempt to place teaching practice on a seleatia

ficfenndattun.

litsi Atutchor is assisted in changing his teaching methedS_und,
general iMage to the ,school 1 his rots' is becoming wider and more,'

diverstfted.

BEST COPY NAM
Is prompted by the tenets

Se plays a paot in a number of out-ofschool activities,

naniety-the clubs, the school council and the ceoperatiVe,

elasi, where he Is sometimes the group leader and some

Clines a participating member. As a leader he guides the

children in the exchange of ideas and helps them to area -:

-lase meetings and take decisions. As a participant heAintil:

his say in the discussions, and Votes with the children,

in both eases he pursues his role as an educator. He

avoids-influencing the children in their decisionamaking-.

butAirovides them with the information they need ; he drawl

their attention to difficulties and reminds them of any

undertakings they have assumed, In submitting to demperaa

tic discipline he'is the group's moral guarantor ensuring

that the rules established for the group are adhered to.

2. An important factor is his indirect relations with the

pdpili t

- he 10 a member of a school, teaching tonal $

a he is a member of an educational team which includes the

teachers, the headmaster, the inspector, the welfare

officer, the re-educator, the school psychologist and

the school medical officer,

So, be is engaged in a process of self training, and Mutual

training and research, both individual and collective,

3 In the classroom his role seems to be a eompiex one

- be is "a technician capable of finding the right response

to the needs or hi. class" placing his abilities and en

perience t the service or his pupils

he is a source of information either by direct transmisa

sion or by facilitating access to information, This point

is strongly emphasised t the teacher is "an irreplaceable

medium for the transmission or the nationai heritage" $

a he is an organiser and leader, These two terms, frequeht

ly used to describe the hew aspects of his role, arise
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from the need to tackle situations rather teittjtortitchii4'-

children. What is required is to *create a new situtto

tion in the classroois making the task in hand thu.direct

concern of the children*, namely by orgatt1sing-thetaak

or more precisely erganisittg "the physical _attCmental

approach to the task**. This fosters a gradttalOhange--,

in the children's motivation. "As the situation unfolds

the child's mind unfolds with it until he reaches -A:fur.-

then stage of devolopment".'

Sometimes the teacher proposes a specific type of:orgattisao

tion, -sometimes he aids his pupils to arrive at a solution by

`helpingIhem to exchange ideas $ sometimes he acts more indireettY'.

-Oti44,by confining himself to explanation i.e. "he drawerthept$4.

pile' attention to their difficulty in listening to ow.*:atiotherAmad

organising" t

whip acts as a support to the children, althoughthis aspect

of his role has been disputed, Teachers have 14140 Otam,

pies of failures which they attribute to the feCtthat.the'

children were not given adequate aid. Other teaChers...on

the contrary, are afraid to adopt a paternaliStattitude.

On this latter point, as on the others, it will bo--nOted-that

the experiment now in progress in the 20th Arrondissement Offers

an opportunity for a variety of choices and trends. No pressure

is exercised to standardise procedure $ indeed, the contrary is

true, Those taking part are glad to note that "the progress

achieved in educational reform" has varied with the schools. and

the teachers concerned. The question which is often asked, "what:-

should the teacher's new role be 4* still remains unansWered. No

Model is proposed.

Indeed, the influence of several models May be discerned in

the teaching practice adopted and the views expressed t

the teacher-technician, on Freinet lines, who is

renovate teaching by using modern techniques and

a new teacher-pupil relationship i

'« the teacher-psychologist trying to base his Work

Jective understanding of the needs of the child,

lopment and the psychological Mechanism of the 1

process $

able to

introducing

on an ob44

his deve.b

earning



theioacher-greo-leadersocial psychologist, who can

conduct a discussion edOure the patlicipation of all the

children and analyse the learning processes in a group si

tuation.

The models have varied in their relative significance at dif

ferent,timeS40 the course of the experiment.

:The genefililprocess Palle into two periods in the early

.years of the-experiment the 20th Arrondisienent team Concentrated

atrongly on research and the mastery of more effective and more

fUnetienelteaching techniques. in the second, period, when the.

-technicalHprobleMs had been mastered, several teachers came to:the:-

-conclUsion that-continued work aiong the same lines would endanger:

the eXperilent,end be a kind of excuse for their failUre to throw

Out'a more radical Challenge to actual teaching practice. Efrottis,.

Wore than concentrated on two objectives

.Amilding, up a teaching team to rethink the teacher's role:.

4n the classroom and Promote a change in personal attitadis.

With this object in view, two teachers decided to take part

in an experiment in pupil - centred teaching. "We have al-

ways considered our role at two levels" they said, "hit is,

as group leaders and as organisers. And yet we regarded

oUttelViii as competent and experienced adults who knew what.

Children required". Henceforward they intended to adopt

etiother sort of relationship $ "respond to the rlAquirliMents

of the class", "be at the disposal of the group" with a ra

ceptive attitude. "Why should not the timelier too try to

find his level in the group, like the others ?"

training themselves in the analysis of the group phenomena:-

!hien arise in the class and thus endeavouring to acquire

a training in social psychology.

The obstacles to a change in the teacher's rote which have

been encountered in the course of the experiment in the 20th Afton

dissement are of two types, institutional and psychological.

1. The educational innovators in the 20th Arrondissement feel

that it is a forlorn hope to take over responsibility rot

the traditional educational objectives where failures (re-

peaters, failures at the lyode entrance examination) are

rife and at the same time to envisage a radical transfer***

Oen in their school The need to satisfy the exigencies

of the examination system is particularly irksome.



: From the administrative viewpoint the rigid regutations for

the appointment of teachers wake it hard to build Up..traitting

teamsdeapite the fact that the regulations have been relaxed: I.-

protitete the experiment. Cup-optation is considered necessary.

1t r41 1 that the* y way In which :met' sehoiirit Might 71144/6--

the necessary flexibility to curry through a global etiperiment at

tiriit-type is by acquiring the status of experimental schools.

This would make them safe from interference by officialdoW

10,04A4Hrostor the emergence of an "educational community"-run by

those concerned namely the headmaster, the teachers and the parents.

Other administrative and Material obstacles have been reperteds

the'administrative workload which makes inspectors and headmasters.`:

lessavailahle as educational counsellors, unsuitable School builds

-lolls,- Lack or promises, playing grounds and work rooms ydrAtth::t:-

"organised day" and the general inadequacy of material_facilitieS

The salient impression is that although this eitperiment:has the

Moral-approval of the public authorities it does nut reCeive-et,

rective assistance,

There is tension between parents and the school Whett:im*

portant innovations upset established habits and are Olt:

by parents to be a risk to their childrenls futureSchoola

ing and vocational training. This tension undoubtedly 00a

settles the children. Many parents, particularlyAh

ward socto.culturai environments, expect schools to 'remedy

the educational deficiencies of their children .by fir*: tf::

not repressive procedures,

It is clearly difficult for the teachers to eliminate the

traditional image, for it provides a standard from which -it_ is bet-:

possible to deviate without danger, They often blame the itiade

(-iney of their Initial training and refer to the impossibility. of

acquiring additional training, particularly in social psychology,

which has proved to be indispensable,

the effect of all those difficulties is to demand a greater.:

output of energy from teachers and a considerable personal initutv04

moist, neither of which can be sustained for a long period. Hence

the lassitude and inflexibility or certain teachers who take roroge

in the purely technical aspects of teaching.
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EOCcAtir El CULTCREIPAT TERM

The educational and cultural centre at Yorres consists of a

Outsber of establishments-housed in a single building. A number or

*-etber centres-11*We been Added to a Coitlym Wenseignement

dairo=bulit in 1967 s a social centre, a sports centre, a "Nation:

pour tot01", mainly consisting of workshops fur art and handicrafts,'..

and A Libra**. Ast adult up-grading schemes centre is under con'

Oideration.-

The fact that these activities are integrated for a wide range

of odtiCationaland purpose: is a guarantee that the Ore

mines and eqUipment will he Utilised to the full. However, the

advantages of integration are educational as well as economic:.

The:oehoot-is:no longer isolated fro0 the focal points of social'

and Cultural:WA s it takes its place in a system of permanent

odUdation.. An- individual's schooling period thus becomes one

-Otago its 4 process of continued training which spans the whole-et

hisext4tence.

JeanEstve, who organises the Centre, feels that educational

practiCelo'bound to be transformed by the very tact that the

scheol itself' carries on all kinds of exchanges with the other

: branches of the Centre.

1. The teachers at the CRS cats serve part of their time as

group leaders in the Centre's various workshops. There

they work with groups or young people and adults among

whom they often find their own pupils in a situation to,

tally different from the school environment.

2, Teachers rind it possible to introduce those workshop act**

vitiet into the substance of their own teaching practice

because of the equipment available at the Centre. such as

stage properties, drawing and photographic displays, etc.

3. All tapes or creative workers, poets, actors. etc., are

invited to visit the school.

4, Teachers are encouraged to introduce innovations. Certain

of them have spontaneously formed a teaching team to tiove

: lop itiferdisclptinary activities and try to establish new

relationships with their pupils. In this way the "Colte0

tic siki4Me" (1) was set up after a meeting between teach.

ers, pupils, parents and a number of untold() gUests els

though its composition and methods or procedure are hot

approved by the authuritias of the CU.

1) A' community group made up or teachers and parents of pupils in
the sixth grade (first year of secondary education).
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TU. edtientionlote who planned the Tortes Centre had the

following objectives s

from a short-term standpoint they wished to set: -404 new

odocational Complex to an urban area as a sti0Olas-i-ii'the;:--

life of the community. The particular charaetetof this.

institution is due to the participation and support of the-

local organisers s

they also wished to provide educational facilities in life.

.with the requirements of a constantly changing nomMtinitY

The conception of permanent education as a continuous pro

pees or training is given form and substance in 4-Centior.

where there are facilities for a wide range or exchanges

between school life and that outside. Prom a Aengtetaa

standpoint it is anticipated that the ehroOt of this eamo

41.14 will be to transform school syllabuses, methods and

images.

-.The toucher performs two functions s as a teacher and is a

sports and socio-cultural leader. Hut this is not obligatory and

the number of teachers at present participating in the activities

of the Centre is limited. Teachers experimenting with new types

of relationships with their pupils in outof school activities

tend to change their actual classroom practice and new iittitUdea

and new procedures emerge. The teachers who are expetiMentingitith

tho"colleCtlf slxitmx", tend to challenge the institutional stOnd..:

arils of education, they propose to act as "edudational ptopagana.

(lists" with a view to gaining influence in the Reboot and4Ottitig,

off a process of concerted contestation to eetum rights

rot theft pupils and their parents. For this purpose the teablierAL

concentrate on the group, "The role of a group", said One of them,

"is nut to teach but to discover, to focus on the emerging and

evolving interrelationships and because of its permissive nature

and the moral support it offers, promote exchanges, underitaiding

and spontaneous adjustment among the partners". Knowledge is trails.

Matted by audio - visual methods and other media, and the tat* of the

teachers is to help the pupils to reeeiipe and assimilate;.. the revs-

sagest
AlthoUgh the organisation and equipment of the CSC at Yerrea

enables teachers to transform their practical procedure it Must be

admitted that the available facilities are far fromheing fully

utilised. The head of the CSC hopes that in.tiMe the outlook of

teachers, pupils, parents and other users of the Centrelwill change
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BEST COI AVAILABLEJ-.--

-as:artificlal barriers are removed. The resistances to Chang*:

which the head Aetrying to overcome with the help of those in':

favour of his project are due to seVerat reasons, such aa-the.

Anertii-of habit and.the lack of eisertivenees which Make the

teacher aprisoner of his conventional image. one other reasons

liowever,:isthatthe project Is not a. Joint one. The teachers.'

'SinreorAesi-ezOlicitly refuse to'be used as tools for a.deSion:-

Strutien,:-.ThoSe who set up the "collectir sixiimse" have intro'

duced their town project which deviates from the alms of the initi

4utien and'ia-regarded as dangerous by the authorities, the pare$00:

and other teaCheis, There would seem to have been no success

--evolving a joint definition of the new role of the teacher in a

new educational context -, This has not even been achieved among

-Ahe-tenehers-who.came to Yerres in order to break away from

444. routine and embark on a process of change.

THE "COLLEGE 00ENSEIGNEMENT SECONOURE EXPERINENTAL"

AT NARLY4.LERO/

. _
The CES at Narly-lelloi was designed entirely as an experia

Mental school. Its architecture, equipment, organisation audits

_staff were logiCally chosen in view of the objectives and assitMie"

tit** laid.doWn officially by the InstitUt p4dagogique national

(iION). The sebool has been operating since 1966.

The aim Of the promoters Was to review teaching procedure and--

introduce .three innovations 1

the methodical use or audio»vivuat media, mainly closed

Circuit television, which Was regarded as "a reform -

compelling" factor likely to rule out the possibility of

any relapse into previous practices $

44. the pupils do all their work in the school with the assist..

atm* of the teachers and a self documentation centre #

the reorganisation of the timetable into four successive

phases of 20 minutes t

the diffusion of information at each particular level

a its processing by the elass under the direction of the

teacher I

its assimilation by the pupils working individually or

in email groups $

.. Verification that the message has been correctly received.
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- -
Initially, the scheme was fairly rigid, the intention tieing..

to oblige teachers and pupils to adopt the stew methods, but it has

had to be relaxed:in the course of its application, Neerthelesii*

lt,has beets carried out in its main tines, such as 4

the 1ntroduetion or a. classroom layout suitable for auditia.

visual media 1 the unit is the trefoil with sis lozenge-

shaped classrooms each dividable ieto two triangles by x

temporary partition making it possible. to Work' With halls

groups of 12 to 114 pupils

technical equipment $ a recording studio, languagejaboraa.

tortes, special rooms for handicrafts and art work C

preparation and utiltqatlan of broadcasts by the ieticheri-._

working as a team,

The existing educational organisation was thus completely

transformed at the outset. The experiment is kept under review.

by -the Dureatt d'applleations p4dagogiques which planned, it 4- ***

searchers visit the school and take part in all the teachers*.

Meetings. Although the experiment at narlylekoi centres around

audivavisual techniques and the necessary rooreanisation-of teach..

procedure entailed by their use, it is also designed, in the.

Mind of the planners, to meet the demands of modern civilisation

(mobility, the flood of now knowledge, the intrusion of the Outs

aide world into school life) and to cope with the etowth An the

sChool population which involves a "political" problem-in the,Witlei:

sense, namely the democratisation of education and the use of tete*

viaion to reduce "sucio- cultural inequalities".

The teachers in the CES at Marty are volunteers who. are re-

cruited on the basis of their teaching records, A knoiledge of

audio- visual techniques and an interest in teaching research are
required. Their timetable is replanned in accordance with the roi

quirements of the experiment, Their now duties are, htlioveri off.

set by a reduction in their teaching hours.

All, teachers who participate in the experiment have their

teaching timetable reduced by 1/9, i.e. 2 hours for certificated

teachers and 2j hours for ett; totem In return they are expected

to conform to a collective system which entails

a receiving and utilising the broadcasts which have been difoi

ceded by the subject team $

working at the rate laid down by the seminars of the Instis:

tut OdagogiqUe national $
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adopting a homogeneous system or checking and marking t

a "refraining from attempting indiVidually to reintroduce

traditional teaching practices likely to distort the inter-

Orel:Attest or the results, under the pretext or rectifying

or making g 1 certain deficiencies in the experiment*,

11,0-- arty rowstrod to participate In research by admitting'

observers to:thelr classrooms, cu- operating in the work or the

Bateau dtapplivations pi'.dagegiques and compiling reports on the

progress of the experiments, At the request or the team leader

they are expected to take part in producing broadcasts or rinala

Laing docUments for use in teaching. They must *undertake to -

acquire an audio- visual approach".

-- Teachers :also have an hour off to take part in a weekly motet-

inglo organiseAhe work of their team. This meetly's, which tie-._

.tually Lasts two or three hours, is designed to enable each teatMer.

.to reduce' hi alai preparatory. Work.

Co- ordinating teachers, take responsibility in their partiOular

subjecta roe implementing the experimental piano worked out by the

aettlitoors in, which they participate, They organise weekly

meetings of the teaching teams, distribute and supervise duties,

endiurti that work, proceeds at the appropriate rate and the audio

visual timetable is adhered to and they send in a monthly report.

These activities stay take up one, two or three hours a week ac'

cording to the subject concerned and the time Spent is also sUba

tracted.from leaching hours. Furthermore, teachers occupied by

audioavisual research and the production or original material may

be paid for a limited number of hours of overtime.

The use or closed - circuit television and the reorganisation

We have just described channel a teacher's action witty nilly in

tt direction from which he can no longer revert to conventional

,models.

The teacher is divested or the discretionary powers he normally

eXercises in his classroom. Decisions as to syllabuses, rates or

progress, objectives and tests are taken by the team. Teamwork in

this context is not, as in other experiments, a procedure consia

doted more efficient or more satisfactory by teachers who feel thak

otherwise they are isolated and their efforts are unco- ordinated.

Here, it is an obligation which nolody can avoid. The production

of audioavisual messages and their utilisation cannot but be col-

lective acts. In the production team there is coaoperation with

the technician and documentailst In the teams of users whose
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r*APP141116ititY le 10 work outUays and MOMS of Utilising ,thejmes

-sages and checking:Abe progress made, ail teachers have a voice in

their particular subject but the task is suffiCientli.comple0o

require_ a dtVersification of functions based either Oitthe:_differ-

out stages in the overall educational strategy.

In view of this new Organisation and practice thu-teacher'S

role Must be considered from two points or view $

a) The functional aspect. An his classroom the teacher:nojonger:.

occupies his former dominant position $ he is no longerthe:-,

repository of knowledge and the transmitter of infermatiC4.-:_

Even if he has helped to produce this information, i.:e4 as

coproducer of the broadcast (which is not albays the erica)

-he-receives it just like his pupils and side by side'wfth---7-

'.thei. At the stage when the message has to be utittimil.he':

becomes a group leader. His task is not to proVide additional

information but simply to answer the pupils* questions,.

explanation needed and help the pupils to CommuniCate::.

their views and criticisms to one another. In the triangular

or bitriangular classroom layout where all eyes converge on

the television receiver his physical place is neitherCentral

.uir fixed.

Oat an important part of his activity takes place Untaiduthe__,

Classroom. Decisions concerning syllabuses, the coMposition of

broadcasts, their programming and their re4use are made by the-

production and utilisation teams and the IPtd seminars. The very

conception of production and *utilisation" is a referente:to

association between teachers and directors, techniciana,t1oCumon-

talistl and other teachers in manufacturing the material. The'

teacher must know where to take over effectively in nsystels where

the constraints and potentialities are to some extent beyond hit

control, He has to learn to use audiovisual language whiCh is

practically always new to him.

It should be added that the research activity in Which he cop.

operates is also a factor which affords the teacher a more effec

tive perspective from which to observe and rectify his classrooms

procedure.

The teacher is thereby induced to concentrate on analysing

his own approach, by defining his objectives, by his Choice of

strategies and methods of transmission and introduction of feed.

back.
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b) The socieemotional Aspect* The teacher's solitary relation-

ship with his class is disrupted* He hati less opportunity of

obtaining narei4sistle pleasure from tLe keine& of person-.

ifying_lutottledite and wielding absolute power over his pulpits,

vtlh flu Fear or. competition, Nut only is some of the know-

ledge new transmitted in a way which by-passes him but

perfectly clear to everybody that his proposals and his dect'

'.sions are the proposals and decisions of the team he betting*

to.
.

In these Circumstances the teacher's personal input tends, to

shift from the classroom to the part he plays in the educational

team. Here he is with other adults and has to meet the alternating',

challenge of solidarity and competition as in any other working

-Agrottp.: It is-clear that the teachers at Marty feel that the least .--

rewarding part of their new role is the fact that they have come

in Oma the cold or their isolation to the warmth of a joint effort

An a team Where no importance is attached to qualifications and

.categories. This does not of course prevent the formation of other

0400archiee depending on the Maportance of the part played by in
0tvidual teachers in the planning or preparation of broadcasts or

the development of research.

The CS at Narly.le.Roi has been afforded exceptional facto

atiesAo pursue a series of experiments covering all asspucti of

teaching practice, The teachershave been deliberately placed in

a situation where their role is to reinvent in a contest of inns

nation and research* This is a situation which is sometimes exe

ltilarating.And sometimes disquieting but in any case always very

**acting. Several kinds of difficulties have to be faced

there are no rules and regulations in France for Gaper/Mental

schools Which would make it possible to reorganise the teitche

era' timetable tOult the needs of the experiment. as for

example by introducing a daily timetable which allows for the

teachers' various tusks such as teaching, meetings, propari.

tion of documents, etc. The fact that the teacher is super-

vised and remunerated on the basis of his teaching hours makes

it necessary to resort to compromises and expedients which are

always questionable in view of the fact that his new activities

are bottoming increasingly important ;

4 the ochangecompolling factor° Which has been systematically

introduced into the CHS at Manly cannot but be effective in

the sense that the teachers are no longer free to choose their



..wn methods and organise their own teaching anttare Oerefore:'.

unable to refer to traditional models and.falthackjnto- the:

old groove. Hut despite the fact that they initially *Diana

tooted for the experiment, their fidelity to the jOint andet*,

taking often aniAils pr'obtem*, especially as

the between the teachers and the plistsattira-af:tise":

experiment sometimes place the teachers in a position Of.

subordination and dependence, Are the tesschers-:Were soli-

ordinates responsible for implementing what has been decided

for them by people who are not concerned in thedaily :tire

of the school t Are they working for the benefit ofthe

personnel or the ON and the researchers Z fituwhat.linos

could coat-operation be organised to make the teachers alSo

reel this was really their experiment

a reference Is often made to the lack of appropriattraia*fig:7

for the new rule the teacher is called upon to play. ciruap
dynamics, a training in communication and iostiifitionat---

analysis are considered to be as necessary as an edUcatiOn7

in audio - visual techniques,

F. A NEW SCHOOL 1"LA SOURCE"

La Source is a *new school* which Was established in 1046-13r.

Chatelain and Cousinet at Neudon-Hellevue in the Parls suburbs,

initially a primary school, it was gradually extended to Covor:OW

pre-school, elementary and secondary cycles.

ThO founders of La Source created a new type or institution

which has completely broken with traditional educational standards.:

It is ildA designed as a school where teachers train pupils but "a

home for children, parents and teachers ", 1.6e, primarily a place

where adults are able to live with children.

This project could be carried out only in the private sector,

away from administrative constraints and control.

To begin with, the situation is that $

the setting is totally unlike the precincts or a school 4

La Source is a house standing In a garden 1

- the timetable is planned to ensure Continuity and rlexibilikyl

there are no set times for lessons #

the schoolwork is not divided into "subjects" t



BEST COPT AVAILABLE

the Children work ut their own rate, which means that wortt'i$

-individualised and the children can choose their Own active

.:Attiett.g

the teachers who use these methods are-net selected for their

university attainments but for their personality (interest in

children, approachability, well-balanced personality) g I-

there are frequent meeting"' of various kinds to help tesehers

to sdjttigt-themselves to their tasks and ensure co-ordination.

There are meetings of the teaching team, meetings between

teachers and researchers (tor example for the introduction of

modern mathematics or linguistics), and parent-teacher working

groups;

the school is permanently open to visitors and parents, _Every

year there is an *open week* enabling parents, educatorig-40&,

teachers -interested in the school not only to see classes=a4 -=*
-WorkAAut to talk tu teachers and pupils. In this way the

teaching methods are constantly re-adjusted, every teacher

is entirely free to Conduct his class as he thinks fit *wet+

ded that he ensures continuity with the work of the previous

This year the school was enlarged and the primary classes re+

organised, and groups were set up for mathematics at various le+

Although they continue to belong to *groupes de vie" for

other activities* children in the 9th and 10th and in the 8th had

7th Ciassese.are assigned to one of three groups according to ihetr

abilities and achievements but if they make progress or conversely,

if they are unable to cope with the work they are doing, they are
.

allowed to change groups. Classes no longer exist as teaciting-r,-

units. This reform was planned and deVelope4 by the team of teach+

ere in the primary cycle and it was on their initiative that the

parents were associated with the reform.

The basic objective is to centre teaching on the chiid. The

aim is to cater for his needs and this means essentially that the

child's environment (the classroom, the school) must allow him to

express his own needs, desires and will. in this environment the
teacher does not exercise direct action but ensures that the child

is able to satisfy his own requirements (and particularly his need

to learn), The child analyses his requirements, evaluates them

and matches the task assigned to him with the resources available.

The teachers whose function is to foster this environment do not

live outside it but belong to it themselves. Their responsibility
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is to Corm an active, relaxed and creetive team in which ail rellt*

tions are tree and unconstrained.

The teacher at La Source is riot an "instructor*. His nett**

iWitsside and outside the classroom is based not on the trot:genie'

!ion of knowledge but the development of the child.

The teacher's place is not in the centre of his olansrom..,-

Iie spends varying periods working with individual pupils Or:groupb

or with the whole class. He watches the behaviour of the children

carefully and notes Wit, they tackle their work, eitherindliiiditelty

.or in groups. When he intervenes it is either to give infOrMationi:i

mistier a question or *help out* a particular pupil. Proms the.

standpoint of method it may be said that his role has three ispeetet-

observing the pupils t here his aim is not only togetto

know each pupil, understand his difficulties and meastirehlMr

progress but also to shift the emphasis away frot:himmelf4:.

His knowledge of the pupils and his teaching approach. thicW'

is based on the behaviour and procedure of each paptt& are

strengthened and enriched by the exchanges he has outside

classroolso such as meetings of the teacher teen, contacts with,

parents collectively or individually and correspondence with

them via the pupil's report hook.

Teaching activity t here teaching is envisaged as 'a stimiititA

to the activity of the pupils. The teacher intervenes in a

variety of ways. Ne sets the pupils a programmed-task,' pro4

vides material (particularly the methods which !Minxe pttpils

to condense what they learn), gives explanations and seesthW

information circulates between the various groups, The teacher'

carefully watches his pupils grope towards the solution of

their problems and helps them make their discoveries and, whift

the time comes, consolidates their acquisitions. Prompting by

the teacher is not ruled out but is admitted only When jUistp

lied as an aid to the pupil's own efforts.

4 plecussiontoading t the fact that the teacher is not a judge

does not prevent him from °itemising a certain measure of een

trol He has to enable the pupils to get their boatiligi. 414

ensures order by seeing that each pupil or each group or the

class as a whole knows what is going on. Pot example, no pro.=

Sect or change suggested by the pupils is ever rejected s th&

teacher gets them to explain their intentions in detail and

discuss them among themselves.

The operational aspects reflect a conception of the teacher's_

role which, particularly in primary school classes, lays emphasis

16
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on -the presenc* of an adult who is open-Minded, attentive and

hOnevolent and net an exemplary image of knowledge or efficieneyS

The:teaeher does not personify social, moral and oultUral standard*

He helps the group discover these standards through the incidente

in their collective activity. The model of the educator or the

hiliday camp group - leader which has prevailed since the foundation

of-the eihoel-hie gradually been combined with that of the clasi-:

organiser wheat, task is to facilitate communications__

In a ward, the teacher is an innovator. The confidence lut

enjoys at his school and the part he plays at educational meetings

and symposiUms,enstble him to analyse his own situation and review

his own practice and attitudes every so often.

The portrait of the teacher we have just drawn is the Weal,

envisaged by the educators at La Source. Although this ideal has

been attained by certain teachers or at certain times, achievelent

sometimes tails short of reality. This is due to certain obtsta»

rtes. Some are institutional t

. the requirelents of public examinations (lyc4e entrance eXams

-ination,4EPC, Saccalaur4at) are not entirely consistent With.

the idettlof personal development pursued at La Source. 4IT

certain anxiety is felt in this connection by the parents and

even the pupils.

A, number of concessions to traditional teaching have had to be

made in the secondary department.

apriVate school recruits its pupils from a privileged envi

raiment. Certain teachers consequently feel some dissatisfito

Lion not only for ideological reasons but also because the

Children they are dealing with slready reflect the habits and

modes or expression of a relatively homogeneous background

the inevitable problems of hierarchy between the authorities

and the teachers is intensified by the tact that the head»

mistress has held her post since the school was founded and

therefore tends to be identified with the institution. The

educational projects of the teachers and the headmistress's

plans do not always coincide and adjustments are necessary.

Other obstacles are due to the inadequate training of the

teachers t

» Most teachers have not been systematically trained in group

work.

finally, there are difficulties of communication. Par et»

ample, certain teachers are still reluctant to allow cola

leagues to sit in on their lessons.
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The training problem has been found so vital that La .Source"

took,the step in 1969/70 of setting up a training centre tor

teadhers in the prisiary and secondary cycles of pilot-seheolot

This centre hall operated for a year on an experimental basis but

has not yet obtained the necessary subsidies to continua its att:ii-

*vitt...

0. AN EXPERIMENT WITH AN EDUCATIONAL TEAM

IN A LYCEE IN THE PARIS AREA

An a result of the great challenge of 1968 many:teacher0.00W

the need to break with the usual teacher/pupil relations, and find

another role for themselves.

Three teachers at the Lycde Marie Curie, Versailiest.acted:

on their own initiative and set up an educational team Consisting:

'of colleagues from different disciplines and a number of piyObelO

gist*. No specific system of teaching was advocated...* the Outset.

.The team was designed as a setting for contacts and coOperetion

between teachers with the same pupils. The idea was to Makee

collective approach to problems or communication between pupils

and teachers and between teachers and parents and to.experimeet

with new teaching procedures such as group work.

The number of teachers who volunteered for this experiment

Made it possible to take over two classes. Sometimes the classes

met separately, sometimes in a plenary group.

The experiment required the approval of the headmaster as the

teachers concerned had to be assigned to the same classes end:their

timetables organised so as to ensure that the period seleeted.fOr

Meetings would find all teachers free. Furthermore the Ministry

had just made public its decision to support teaching innovations.

The teachers engaged in the experiment were therefore entitled to

ask for time off from their teaching duties to take part in the

necessary research and consultations. In this particular case,

the Ministry of Education was unable to rwduce the teaching hours

but granted e eh teacher an hour's extra pay per week for the 04

riod of one year (this was reduced by half with effect from the

second year of the experiment).

This project was a response to the intense need felt by the.

teachers concerned to break out of their isolation and work with

other teachers. It was also a reaction to the rejection of
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educational. standards and procedures by the pupils. The teachers

telt that it they were to continue to exercise their profession

it-wes.essential to establish other relations with their pupils

and be aceepted by them.

ThreeobjectiVes emerged from the initial consultation*

a:ie break fresh groUnd s'this meant rethinking and reaplanfttng

all aspects of teaching, i.e. classroom practice, relations

with Pupil* and institutional problems# in order to meet the

needs of the pupils. The central problem was of course

pieeentday educational objectives $

tO prelote further training for teachers t this called for an

underitan4ing of attitudes and motivations, a clarification

of the teaching project, an attempt to obtain information and

training not only in individual school subjects but also in

teaching as a whole (pupilcentred teaching, group work, '4041

to organise research on the changing school environment, par-

ticularly for the psychologists.

In the two years in which the experiment has been going on

various innovations have been introduced t

teachers have visited the classes of their colleagues in

other disciplines and watched them at work f

interdisciplinary coordination has made it possible to

up several syllabuses around common themes. Debates have

been organised among all the teachers concerned with the Ora

titular Class and have been occasionally attended by the pay.

chologists, acting as a stimulating element g

self - discipline has been instituted $

the pupils have been invited to a preparatory meeting of the

class council at which the problems on the agenda have been

discUssed with them $

Meeting's between teachers, pupils and psychologists and Meet.

ings of parents, teachers, pupils and psychologists have been

organised to review the progress made by each class.

If the teachers at Versailles are seeking a new role it is

because they teal that they have been divested of the role they

played up to 1968. They have lost "the illusion that they are the

privileged dispensers of knowledge" and have realised that the pita

pile, in their relationships with them, are no longer inhibited

by respect. They have begun to doubt the value of their activity.

They do not feel that their teaching objective (to Communicate
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partiCUlar knowledge or bring home a particular problem).is

tent or necessary to their pupil.*** The teacher no longer bad the

Feeling of inner security fostered by the idea that he is a model

for his pupils just as his own teacher provided an iimeitable teaChor:

-image for him. The realisation of this change and the-4640-iltsea:::1

00faCtion Pelt by adolescents with their families, their educe*

tional system and society at large has led the teachers at

;Versailles to challenge their own role at every turn

a their role as adults in a community is often felt by young.-

people as repressive s what is to be done to give young people

a reassuring image of themselves as benevolent allies rather

than watchdogs of the society they criticise without drifttaig-

into paternalism t What is to be done to win the atlaient.00_

confidence but avoid the appearance of complicity in their

turbulence or nihilism

their role as teachers listening to their pupils and asking

them to state their views at discussions or in group work:

does not necessarily reduce teachers to the role of a groUp

leaders. They continue to be adults who have knowledge to

:'.impart. The problem is therefore to co-ordinate thevatiout

ways in which they can intervene, such as by helping their

pupils to express themselves, to make a decision in the choice

.0f subject for study and the organisation of wet* and by pro.

viding information.

their role as reformers within the educational system s con-

ducting an experiment which affects all aspects of teaching

practice means testing possibilities of change which concern

all teachers. As an extension to the innovations they tattoo

duce into their classroom practice teachers are bound to beep

thembselves informed on the general progress of the experiment

by consulting their colleagues, obtaining inforMation an other

experience outside the school and participating in syMposinais

or seminars dealing with the teacher's role.

The main feature of this experiment is its openmindedneas

No model has been adopted as a base for the teacher's new role,

and the responses of the participants to the problems which stscceSo

steely arise may be very diverse. A particular and constantly r4

curving theme is the actual limit of the teacher's role among his

pupils, What language can he use and what can he be to his pupils?

The only principle is that relations with the pupils depend to a

large degree on the relations between the teachers in the

1P



educetiona* 1.04M. The freedom the teachers are prepared to otter:

the pUOils lo-dirootty if not always clearly related to the free.

000 the teaChers have or can take within the ochool.

For this reason the many obstacles which slow down an eXperts

meat of this kind are part of the experiment itself. There is an

echo here of the tenets or "institutional" teaching centred on the

analysis or the constraints, the limitations and resources of the

teaching .10stitution and the attempt to develop a strategy which

will "gradually widen the field of initiative. .

The educational team at Versailles has had to contend with

adeinistratiie interferences, for example the refusal to admit

psychologists to the school until official permission reached the.

headmistress's office (this forced the teachers to hold working

Meetings in their own homes), the refusal to give teachers a room

after 5,00 p.m. for reasons of *safety", the uncertainty at OS

beginntng of each school year as to whether the necessary permiaa

would be renewed and whether the teachers would continue tO

drairovertime pay, etc. Out there is also the resistance ofthe

educational system to any concerted, inter.idisciplinary approach.'

The rigidity of teachers' timetables and official duties prevent

lhomfrem organising joint activities, It is difficult to initiate

heir relationships with a class of pupils and enhance the papils.

.
liberty its a school which continues to be run on traditional line.,

The anxiety of the authorities, the other teachers and in some

cases the parents when confronted with an innovation Which disrupts

conventional class procedure creates an unpropitious atmosphere in

which the progressivelyominded teachers fluctuate between hopeleis

nets and subVersion.

A teaching team of this kind also has to overcome its own in..

ternal problems caused by the diversity of its makeaup. The train.

ins its members have had, their motivations as teachers and Lane.

*retort), their teaching projects and their political views are 011

.dissimilar. 'Certain teachers fall by the wayside, others join the

team. The efforts or the members of the team to adjust to one

'another, with the aid of the psychologists, is an aspect of the

experiment which takes up a good deal of time. But mutual adjust.

went is an essential condition on which depends not only any joint

decision but also the internal dynamics of the team.



H. EXPERIMENTS IN "INSTITUTIONAL" TEACHING

A number of experiments in "institutional" teaching have taken

place since 1962. They have always arisen from the perionaliniii:

tiative Of a teacher (primary or secondary school) whodeet0611-40

change the pattern of authority in the group-class, this meifti.-

that Ole redefinition of the teacher's role is not the-Mere or

lids direct consequence of some teaching innovation but is the

actual subject of the initial change. On this initial basis every.

sort. OfdevelopMent is possible in Connection with methods, pro--

grooming, testing of progress, etc.

"Institutional" teaching is based on a criticism er teacher

domination in the classroom. However, the teacher/pupil-reIation..

,phip its not analysed in the same terms by all the theoreficialis

of "institutional" teaching. Vasquez and Oury blame the two.-way

relationship between teacher and pupil. These authors contend

that however it is utilised (more or less authoritatiVoly, More

or lest permissively), teacher domination never offers aniessie

then a purely theoretical reciprocity. "Institutional":teaChing

provides a third element, i.e. the mediation which makes rest dom.-

mUnication possible. "For example, the correspondentithe Class

newspaper, an object the class isjiaking or the survey the otitis :

is engaged on offer the teacher and the pupils indiVidnallkind

Collectively a subject to talk about and an opportunity of (menu.,

(1). These activities make it necessary to lay de*

rules and determine functions, thus an "institutional" or decisione

Making authority is created within the group+class This is, aMeing.

other things, the purpose of the "Council" where teachers and

pits exchange their opinions, suggestions and proposals, and where

decisions are taken.

The criticisms of Lapassade and Lobrot are levelled at.the

bureaudratic nature of the teaching system which creates alienating

relationships at all levels of the hierarchy and particUlarly in

the group-class. This bureaucratic control should be broken. TO

let the pupils express themselves and create a situation in which

they can put forward their requests implies that the teacher is

prepared to give up his prerogatives and privileges. The analysis

of the group reactions and the switch from teacher-centred control

nave the way for tree expression and contestation. In the absent*

1) A. Vasquez and P. Oury, pe in elasstieoodrative_4_1a_vddwite
hetttutionnelle, p. 683 (Fro* the CoaoperatiVe Class to.Inski,

tutionai teaching)
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Of::teachercontrel the pupils are left to themselves to deteriine

their objectives, procedv..es and timetable. This leads to Oditec.

Live Management. .
The pupils heve then to contend directly with

the system of external constraints (timetables, syllabuses, exaMi

nations* school rules, etc.) $ they are brought face to face

the problems of organising and regulating their group and at the

:Same time are provided with the various resources with which to

meet these problems, such as publications, documents, illustra

tions and information via Atte teacher and their comrade*

Experiments in institutional teaching take different practical

Pores,. some more radical than others, according to the basic ideas

which prompt thee, the level of the class and the training and

Personal ability or the teacher. The objectives themselves vary

widely tind differ in their significance in each particular *see,

For example, the intention may be to achieve one or more of the

folloWing aims t

To overt:one the boredom of schoolwork by changing the teaching

process into an adventure into which the persons concerned

throw themselves wholeheartedly.

To use this method to enrich the work of the class and achieve

.greater efficiency in the pursuit of actual educational object.

tives.

To eStettd the scope of education from the Conventional intel-

teethe* sphere to personality training with an initiation into

the life of the community and the co.-operative approach.

To make the class a place where everyone has the right to .

exist, express his wishes and exercise an activity which is

really his own.

To train pupils to challenge the social system and its stand

eras,

To analyse the contradictions in the educational system, the

experiments being, according to Looms, "tools of knowledge

rather than examples of method", particularly by allowing for

the latent function of the "institution".

"Institutional" teaching experiments have been prompted or

shaped by several models Which are on the borderland of psycho.

therapy, social psychology and economics, which include the rola

low/riga

the "institutional" psychotherapy model. indeed, in the pest

2 years the practices based on "institutional" analysis and
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collective management have been the subject of research in

paychiatric institutions ;

the pupilcentred model worked out by Rogers, on .the babitt,of

psycho - therapy practice and subsequently eittended to all t*
'pee of communication (discussions with pupils teraid_thlkier

investigate their problems, etc.) and the teacher/pupil relad;

tienship

the training group, therapy group or sub-group Model in

training objectives are pursued through an analysis of the

interactions between the participants in the situation t

the self-governing model, defining a procedure itt'lhich Pre..

duction and community life are collectively organised by.itl

parties concerned.

A4 we point out above, the main feature of *InstitOtiottat"

to/telling experiments is that they reshape the pattern at rolos;in
the groupclass. In all efforts made in this direction tlittre IS

always at the outset the belief that the charismatic role:frem -

which the teacher traditionally derives his status is a delusion.-
and rather ridiculous. His refusal to assume this role and thus,:

reduce the pupil to a recipient, a docile subordinate or in imite
for leads the teacher to embark on a process of exploration et the
adticational situation. It is not possible to decide -whit Woolen

role will be until he has set out clearly its various e/eitetsts t

the institutional constraints, the scope for personal initiative,
the desires and requests of the pupils, the deterMination of °Wee
tides and tasks, But this process is never completed beCause the

gradual revelation of the multiple aspects of the situation is

constantly changing the situation and calling for new adjuatments,

In other words the role of the teacher is constantly being

challenged. He oscillate between several poles $

,The. group leader

he is attentive to the views of each pupil, analysing the

attitudes, the interaction and the evolution of the group and
analysing and regulating the action of the group,

the work organiser,

suggesting modes of operation, aiding the pupils in decisions.

Making and in supervising the implementation of their deci.



BEST COPY MAKABLE
The expert providing

information or hints on method In his particular field and

bringing home the limitations and uncertainties of these me.

Rhoda to his pupils.

The propagandist
revealing the seele.nolitical implications of the teacher's

function, the contradictions of tho educational system and

the affinities between teaching and other social practices.

In referring to models or roles outside teaching practice,

*institutional" teaching does not stop short at building a new

model for the teachers role. The important point is that it ma.

lies it necessary to reconsider the different dimensions in a role

Which at present is rather ambiguous. It is clear that each of

these dimensions is at least virtually present in any teaching

relationship. What is new is the analysis which specifies the di.

tensions and above all the fact that this analysis itself becomes

a major dimension in teaching practice. The difficulties and con.

Mete which arise at each stage are the same as those experienced

by any teocher facing a class but in most cases they remain hidden

and unrecognised. Here they are brought into the light of day and

dealt with by the group-cl4ss in the context of the *institution*.

They are in the main

. turning the class over to collective management means that

the teacher gives up part if not all of the authority Which

is vested in him by the institution. And yet it is he who

grants the charter $ he is still the adult among the younger

generation and he is still regarded as responsible. Should

he deny this and behave as if his status was abolished I His

pupils are not deceived. Dees this therefore mean that the

whole thing is a game to which the players more or less lend

themselves but which always reverts to the master - subordinate

relationship which it was hoped to eliminate I

4 as far as the transmission of knowledge is concerned, can the

teacher be anything but a privileged mediator, i.e. the person

who knows what has to be known I When can he make his eontri

button as a teacher without short-circuiting the pupils' learn.

ing process T Is it adequate if he restricts himself on prina

ciple merely to answering pupils' questions, considering that

those questions sometimes reflect the pupil's desire to seek

security by leaving everything to the adult as in the early

stages of childhood



how is one to represent the standards and values of the in8v4.,''

tattoo and the community in the eyes of the Omits when not

only does one not subscribe to them but even opposes then' 1:

If the teacher refuses to represent these standards and ira

ices and chooses to deviate is he not concealing the tflsth

from his pupils and arousing their anxiety I

Consequently, what the teacher does, what he doeenot de,

Whether his intervention is timely or untimely, what a particular '

attitude might signify are so many ever-present prObleme, and LO
finding an answer to them the teacher has to steer 0 oodree between:

the risk of manipulating his pupils or of depriving them of a 1,e :

edge from their anxieties,

it is obvious that a venture of this kind, whichnot,enly:

affects the deepest aspects of the relationship betWeen tele:there:

and pupils and the existence of the groupclass bdt is also a

Out/lenge to the educational system, is viewed both Or its parti*:,

cipants and outside observers as a hazardous undertaking -00i Sea,.

seqUently encounters all kinds of resistance, including $

Resistance from the pupils who are suddenly placed in a sit«

cation where they no longer find the models and references

which guided them previously,

Resistance on the part of the parents who are alaimed Meant

the effects on their children's education of a type of teach.

ing which seems to be a challenge to normal standards and

turns its back on the acquisition and testing of knowledge.:

Resistance of colleagues to an experiment which questions

their own role and which might be contagious and Arenas re

volt in their own classes.

Resistance from the educational system which defends itself

against the challenge and fears that it will no longer be

able to control the development of similar schemes. For eita.

ample, a circular issued in January 1971 ordered teachers' who

had undertaken a teaching experiment and particularly those

who were practising pupil-centred education in their classroom

to put an end to the experiment if they had not obtained per.

mission to continue it from the responsible authorities.

Resistance from the very people who had thrown themselves into

institutional teaching but who are not strong enough or 'Natio

ciently trained to face up to its uncertainties,
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communion

The innovations we have successively examined show a wide

range of differences in their content and scope. They have one,

Mature tis COMmOn, namely they involve a change in toaching.nraW4.

tic, which is far-reaching enough to challenge the role of the

teacher even Shen this result was not one of the initial objectives.

Although emphasis is laid on different specific features in each

of these elgporiments, it is clear that when these are put together_

they present a new image of the teacher.

We propose to consider them from three aspects s the dynalits

of innovation, the problems of the teacher's role and the linos of:

convergence which emerge from the survey.

A. TUN DYNAMICS OP INNOVATION

The efforts made in the past few years by teachers and edUha

tiOnal planners to introduce innovations are a response to the

crisis Which affects the whole of the French educational system.

They Owl from an analysis which not only reveals the disfunetions

of the educational system in a changing society (lack of fleXibi

Litt, inefficiency outdated symbols of authority, a division be

times* the educational system and everyday life, etc.) but also the

role of the school in contributing to the reproduction of a class'

'ridden society (educational mechanisms which reinforce sotto.*

cultural disparities). The essential objective of innovation is

to Oaks good these deficiencies or correct their injurious effects

although generally Ate aim is to prepare for the future. The terms

used, such as "the new achoolTM, *the educational system of tomorrow

"pilot educational experiments ", etc,, are significant in this

respect t they not only offer a model for the future but show that

it is possible to achieve this model here and now within certain

limits and on certain conditions.

1,7
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Hut- neither the analyses of the educational crisis-nor the

development of models for the future are sufficient.te acceunt-fer

tho:elergence in a particular locality of an edueatienallaimvi.'.

lien. which mobilises more than common energy on thepart.otthosw

who launch it and is bound to entail strains and stresses,-:-Enterel

prises of this kind are the result of strong motivation which often'

originates from a feeling of discontent among the teachers (a sense

of isolation, of impotence and of a devaluation of their work) orb

fro* 'Unrest among the pupils, their parents and ultiotately the

community as a whole which exerts pressure on the educational

Authorities and the government. These motivations may,alse, to

greater or lesser extent, be bound up with others of st-twire

tive nature, such as an urge for greater action, for ether forms

orcomMunication and other relationships, a desire to use modern..-

techniques and to give others as well as oneself a different,imege .

ofthe teacher.

The objectives of innovation are to a greater er lesser extent

expressed in functional, psychological or ideological. terlle. 11101W

envisage revitalising the educational and promotional, functions ot-,.

the school, which can no longer be relied upon in a constantly,

changing social and cultural context unless readjusted to ensure

Modettnisation, democratisation and the adoption of a more dynaMic

aepriach to school life, In certain cases these objectives go

beyond readjustment and call for entirely new thinking on the so'

cial functions of the educational system, on the role of the teach :

er and on the distinction between life in school and outside and

between an individualss training, his career and his leisure. itow-.

*Aimee they even go beyond the educational system, insisting -that
.

innovations should expose the contradictions inherent in the social,

system and emphasise the contribution of the school to the prepared,

tion for revolutionary action.

It is clear that according to the objectives pursued, their

point of departure and the type of change introduced into teaching

practice, an innovation may have differing and even conflicting

implications not only for its promoters but also for those who

resist the disruption it causes in their habits and rtitatiestahipe.

This depends on the extent to which it is envisaged as emancipating

or disturbing and the degree to which it is foreseeable and control'

Table.

One tact emerges from the analyses we have made, i.e. that en

innovation is never limited to the variable on which action is

concentrated but always releases a chain reaction which gradually
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leads -to a transformation or the relationship between teacher and

pipit and in any case changes the teacher's role in his class and

in his school,

for this reason an innovation always acts as an instrument

ef anaiyais in an educational situation, The institution of new

techniques, the incorporation of individual schools into a socio#::

tinittstal Unit* the reorganisation of timetables and redefinition

of suhjectst the adoption of group work and the co-operation of

teachers in research makes it essential to rethink all the educe-.

tionat problems which are usually sidestepped, namely the precise

definition of alms and objectives, the choice of a strategy, the

sUpervision of operation*, the determination of criteria for asses.

sing the resUlta, the pattern of roles, the relevance or norms, : :

attitudes to the institution* As a result, the effects of a Ope#
_

attic change can never be accurately evaluated* In reality, this --

type of evaluation is pointless, not only because no single vari#

able can be isolated but because the major effect of any innovation

to release a process of change which constantly modifies the I

initial prOblem which one was trying to solve*

The sane applies to the resistance encountered by innovation.

At first, sight certain obstacles are clearly recognisable either

in organisations or in attitudes, such as the division of the ties'-

table, the barriers between disciplines, the organisation of the

tilieheris Working day, the layout of classrooms, the demands of

.eXaMinations, the stereotyped imago of teachers, the inspector's

obsessions. These are real obstacles, but they can also serve to

conceal further resistance to change* They come in for ready (mi..,

ticism and it might be thought sufficient to remove them (introduce

another timetable, establish other examination procedures, recta*.

silly pupils by level of achievement rather than by age-group,

change the inspector and so forth) to enable the innovatiolt,t0 de#

velop and achieve its objectives. But sooner or later it Wools*

obvious hat it is not a particular type of structure, method or

attitude which is an obstacle in itself to the innovation effort

but rather the rigidity of a structure, a method or an attitude.

The very idea of an experiment, by definition something new, some

times drives a team into a sterile conformity.
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Do 1410H1016 OP THE TEACHER'S ROLE

As we have seenseertain innovations have tentred-on,chanding_

the teacher's role while others, though directed at Other fatttori:

in the educational situation, have inevitably been forced td-recon.

bider the teacher's role in all its aspects. _

Let us first consider the role of the teacher. inn releasinOtnit7

develoeing the innovation process.

'There are two extreme cases t either the innovation:itrintre&-

dUced by the authorities (the Ministry of Education, the inspettiorst

the. head of the schocl) or it is initiated by the teachers or event,

by one teacher.

In the first case (transition classes, the experieients at

Tours, in the 20th Arrondissement, at Torres, and Lallouree) the_

probleM is to discover what the teacher's role is altdAtOW,h4 is to

tackle it.
.

..In this case the project belongs to those who elnnhed.the

inalivation and introduced the relevant structures. The,teachers.-

(and the parents and pupils too) have to participate in the:project'

on.terms about which they have not been consulted. They maybe
considered as the instruments of the change. They tre.expected to

support it, to agree to channel their efforts in the direction

judged desirable. The main obstacle encountered by,the protiiters.-

of the experiment (apart from any material and administrative obittio

Iles -to the full implementation of their project) is the resistanom:,

to change among teachers. *Resistance to change is. at ittast.the:_::-

focus of their criticism and they propose to break this dein either,

by the compelling effect of the new structures or by training sthio

me*.

But as far as the teachers, or at least certain Of thorn, .are

concerned, it is not so much a question o. resistance to change

1St of resistance to a type of change which is not in line With

their own project and in Which they cannot in any event partici&

pate So long as the objectives and procedures of this change are

imposed upon them.

In the favourable climate of an innovating school, however, a

number of other tentative innovation schemes are apt to develop

Which deviate from the original project. In this case the teachers

encounter obstacles to their innovation schemes not only from the

authorities resisting the distortion thus introduced but alio ottaa

sionaliy from the parents who are alarMed by these new schemes.

In this way, all innovating experiments organised and controlled
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by the authorities are threatened and go through periods of crisis

-,in which the original pianners begin to doubt the meaning of their

project. The innovation may therefore be brought to a halt or en.

rIched, according to the degree of flexibility of the system, intro.
4iorimt, The educational system is so4letimes more and sometimes lets

proparetiso agree that the teacher may be not only an agent of

innovation but is also himself an innovator, free to readjust or

to rechannel the project proposed to him.

This flexibility in structures and attitudes is severely tesbOd

when inUeVation is introduced by an individual teacher into his

own cluss (e.g. the experiments in "institutional" teaching) or

by 4 &out, or teachers (the educational group at the Lycee de

Versailles). liben the Innovation (and this frequently occurs) in

Velvet giving the pupils their autonomy, the teacher needs a told

of goodvall which his superiors, the parents and even the pOpils'

are not equally prepared to grant him. The freedom the teacher

may introduce into his classroom depends on the freedom he is

self afforded or which he succeeds in aiming from the school.

netweett:these two extremes there is a whole range of situa.

tions in which a joint project can be worked out among the teachers

and the educational planners, i.e, voluntary participation, the

removal of certain institutional constraints, regular consultation

as the experiment proceeds and tolerance, likely to foster recipro..

Cal adjustments, for certain differences in style and personal ini-

tiative. Nevertheless, the ambiguities which affect the status

and role of the teacher always loom large in any pilot situation

the teacher is caught between the danger or being either the zealous

or the resigned agent of a project for which others take credit

(such as the head of the school, the inspector, or the research

worker) or that of appearing to be a lone righter who can carry

through his project only when he is in opposition and has the ton.

senses of opinion against him.

Apart from the problems caused by the role he plays in the

innovation project the teacher engaged in a pilot experiment is

confronted by a number of other dilemmas

In his classroom 8 the teacher increasingly considers his

main task to be to animate his pupils, not to transmit know-

ledge, His role henceforth consist% in getting the pupils

to express themselves, stimulating and assisting them in their

learning process and helping them to co-operate with one an-

other and criticise themselves. In this connection one talks
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of free activity, or undirected education, or grOtip.centred

education with the teacher playing the part of a leader Apr,

a therapy group. Nevertheless, some direct teaching 10 still

necessary. The constantly recurring problem for the teacher

is. how to introduce his direct-teaching opportunely-without-

reverting to a tree of relationship in which the pupil is

reduced to a passive role. The use of audio-visual-or any

other media is likely to promote pupil-centred teaching and,

oblige teachers and pupils to change their relationships.

in:the institution $ the teacher's tole will have to be rem

designed in view of the increasing part played by a nuMbOr

of specialists, such as documentalists, psychologists, Voce#

tional guidance counsellors, audio - visual technicians,

educators. In the view of this diversificationiof.tunsitions

which were previously merged the teacher may tend to confine

himself to the role of specialist in his discipline but it 1s

obvious that his contribution to all the aspects 41'what bee.

become a highly complex educational process is more than Over

necessary.

pik the community s the respective tasks of the parents and

the teachers in the education of young people has ceased to

be as clearly defined as in the past. The prei.establiehed

harmony which existed, particularly at secondaryschoelAevel,

between teachers and parents who had generally pursued their

studies up to university level no longer exists. Teachere

flow have the responsibility for giving their pupils the sup-

port in their studies and the civic training which was .pre..

viously a matter for parents. Accordingly, they sosietiMes

tend to oppose any intervention by the parents whom the* can*

eider incompetent and conservative. They often undertake tv

inform them however and even to associate them with the day+

today proceedings of class.

More generally, as we have seen, teachers are uncertain of

the role they are assigned and can assign to themselves in a social

structure and a system of values to which they are often opposed.

Can one be a teacher without contributing to *adapt* and select t

May a teacher arouse his pupils to rebel and refuse
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C. LINES OF CONVERGENCE

These problems remain unanswered. The teacher is obliged to

'rediscoVer b** role amidst a sea of contradictions. Pilot OtOeti

meats endeavour to produce answers to these problems at one level

or another. Several points of conVergene emerge from a campari4

son of these experiments.

The Team

14...teacher can overcome the problems which confront him if

Ite'contintses to face his class Slone. Everywhere teams are forming

with varying coMpositions s some 001161.1a of teachers from a single

-class or level, while others associate teachers, psychologists,

reeducators, vocational guidance counsellors, etc. There are also

research.teams and interlevel teams.

Whether it is institutionalised or spontaneous, the team is.

delignedto meet several requirements $

it represents a way of taking collective reoponsibility for

.a situation in which teachers and pupils are threatened.With

dispersion and incoherence. With a team, it is possible if

not to standardise at least to doordinate the various die-

ciplines, organise inter+disciplinary activities, adjust

standards and evaluation procedures. The team stimulates

creativity $ suggestions are put forward, developed and corn.

rec"ed ;

e'the tea* is mainly a protection against the isolation which

generally the lot of ihe teacher in the compartmentalised

educational world. The need to find security in discussion,

to express uncertainty and difficulties and to pool experience

seems to be the strongest motivation. The team is also.... pro-

tection against pressure by the administration, the parents

and the pupils. It is likewise a protection against oneself I

against the anxiety, impulses and process of transference to

which one is subject when one is engaged like the teacher in

a pattern of farreaching personal relationships $

the team May be a place for joint thinking on the teacher's

role, a kind of "Salint Group" where the analysis of persdnal

attitudes and interpersonal relationships, possibly with the

aid of a psychologist, may be a mediuft for in.depth training.
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In whatever form it occurs, participation in it team often
.

tends to become a major preoccupation in the teacherts 00resstoha1

lire, The proportion or his activity outside the class increases,

and becomes the key to his activity in the class,

The Sharing or Authority

The teacher's absolute authority in his classroom, hitherto

exercised with all the more satisfaction because he is powerless

outside tin' classreom and entirely subject to the decisions or

the educational hierarchy, is being challenged in various ways.

The teacher's authority is primarily derived vet* .the fact.

that he is the only one who possesses certain knowledge.. his

knotiedge is two.rold, It consists partly or the book loathing

he has, to transmit and partly of his knowledge of the pupils,, :his

ability to evaluate their abilities, their results anl their thaity

'co4 or success. But today the pupils' access to knowledge is not

neeessarily via the teacher as young people can obtain considerable

inrovmallon from books and mass media. Even in class. thottudio

visual message has superseded direct...teaching.

Nor is the teacher's knowledge of his pupils his almokt ex-

clusLve privilege t the psychologist, the vocational guitlance,eouttll:

seller and the other educators are also entitled to make known..

their views about the pupils and intervene in any decisions voila

corning them.

.The teacher's Authority also represents the authority or the

InStitUtioni that is the power to organise, determine work assign

mesas, decide on points of discipline and mote out punishment. it

is obvious that in all the pilot experiments we have reported, the,-

effort to make the pupils more autonomous, indlviduallV and ettilect,

lively, has tel to various joint-power remising; which border,on

complete autonomy and more or toss limit the authority of the

teacher, The sharing of authority in the classroom between the

teacher and the pupils is botind to have repercussions on the politer

pattern in the institution. in as much as he divests himself ore

proportion of his authority in the classroom the teacher is likely

to claim greater authority in the context or the school or at least

the autonomy necessary to guarantee that the pupils will be allowed

to keep the autonomy he has given them. Negotiation becomes an
important factor in practical teaching,
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Indireet Action

Another point of convergence is the increasingly indirect

nature of the teaching process, fly this we mean that instead or

teaching, i.e, transmitting his knowledge directly, the teacher

endeavoarw'so-tcrovte situations or huing about conditions which

enable the pupils to learn in their own way and at their own Tate.

Tto result is that the teacher listens to his pupils, helps the*:

to analyse their difficulties and holds himself ready to intervene

on request, Organising the learning environment i; now tending

to become *he teacher's main function, while direct teaching is

less:frequent.

This aim applies to evaluation t instead or judging and

rating his pupils' output the teacher trios to introduce a feed.

back systoa enabling the pupils to evaluate themselves and correct

their own procedures us they go along,

4. The Link with Research

To enable the teaching process to be adjusted with maximust

efficiendy to trio new requirements, it is essential to develop the

educational sciences ; the teacher can both benefit from these and

contribute to their development,

Educational innovation dues not in itself constitute research

in the scientific sense of the term. But any teaching process and

particularly any innovation in the process may become subjects for

research if their effects are systematically noted, analysed and

intOrpretod. As we have already seen, the teachers in the 20th

Arrondissement and those at La Source and the CBS at Ma0/10110i

haVO devoted part or their activity to co- operating with researchers.

Even if his personal involvement makes it difficult for a teacher

to conduct research himself in his own classroom, his role as a

teacher Would acquire an additional dimension if he participated

in a research assignment with the methodological and ethical ext

geticies which this implies. He would be not only a practitioner

but a specialist in educational action as well.

The Contamination of Exterhal Models

The emergence of many now aspects in the teacher's role and

the vagueness of his new image make it necessary to seek for fresh

poihts or reference from a number of different social roles whore

the models are more clearly defined, such as sociocultural group

leader, specialised educator, social psychologist, social Worker,
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political Militant, etc, The models are sometimes etpliciftyre».

ferred to but the reference is often implicit, A comparison with

tholte functions assists the teacher in his present quest to make

his own role wore specific,

The:Need for Training and Further Training

The main difficulty commonly encountered by teachers xha are

tryiftio change their teaching approach is the absence of:inadi4;i

*lady of appropriate training. In addition to initial and fUrther.

training in the teaching of their discipline two other typoi Of.

course are particularly in demand $ first, the use otliUdiCovisual-'

and other techniques and, secondly, the social4psychOlogieal ap4
prom* to communications and group leadership

1.- Criticising the Institution(

A final point of convergence which must be noted in the 44,
reran; eaperimonts is the feeling of impotence which arises sooner
or later in the development of an innovation when the teacher estw

counters the institutional constraints of a rigid centralised eye..

tem, The relaxation of existing regulations (hours of serVice,'

timetable, syllabuses, examinations, inspection) 1.4e- demancle4A14 ad

essential condition for the transformation of the teaching rune
tion.
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Annex

TAME SUMMARISING THE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE INNOVATIONS STUDIED

ObJectives of the innovation

- Innovatinfljzody

rature.ot the innovation (if It is a type of change which'

has been deliberately introduced at the outset)

Associated changes (changes deliberately introduced or

Changes which are the more or less controlled consequences

of innovation)

Teacher's. classroom role

Teacher," school role

4 pole models. (these are sometimes explicit models introdUced

by the innovators and sometimes implicit models which Mai

have been borrowed from functions other than teaching And

whose influence has been recognised in our analytical stun

dies).
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Annex ll

SoURCKS

Transition. lasses

a Conversations with teachers in transition classes.

Documents t Official texts,

Cahiers ue.dagogiaues, No. 68, May 1967

(Documents analysed with the cooperation of Chantal

Viveret),

The organised day in the Aca4e'mie de Tours

Visit to schools.

ColtVersations t with the inspector of the AcadAsie,

with head teachers,

with teachers and pupils.

Documents t diary of an organiSed day in the Departa

went of indreetLoire.

Experiment in the 20th arrondissement. Paris

Documents 1 A in recherche de l'e.cole de domain (The quest

for tomorrows schools) by the (troupe de pe;dagogie active du

206e arrondissement de Paris under the direction of

R. (ilutun, Collection Dourrolier Armand Colin. Paris, 19704

(Documents analysed with the collaboration of Janette Lttger).

D. the Centre Alucatif et cultured de Yerres

Visit to the Centre.

Conversations t with the head of the Centre,

with teachers,



1s. pxoerimental COS at Devil/400i

« Decisdents Mimeographed documents issued by the titstitnt

pAdagogique national.

0ahiers idagoxiaues. So. 90, Apr11 1970.

New schools Li Source

4.Conversations with the headmistress,

- with a group of teachers,

with pupils.

Documents $ Education et dAveloppement, No. 14, January

1966 $ No. 30, September 1967 $ Texts issued by the school.

for the use of parents,

-011pTop", periodical published by La Source.

G. An experiment with an educational team In a lycAo in the:Atria

Conversations s with the headMistress,

« with the teachers,

with the pupils,

with the psychologists.

U. Experiments with "institutional teachina"

Conversations with teachers.

Documents $ G. Lapassade Groupe., organisations et

institutions (Groups, organisations and fns.

titutions). GauthierVillars, Paris, 1967.

S. Lourrau Anallse_institutionneile_etipAda

aga (Institutional analysis and teaching)4

Spit Paris, 1971.

« A. Vasques and P. Gary t Vers_une.bAdamogie

Anotitutionnelle (Towards wifistitUtional*.

teachiig). Nespdro, Paris, 1967.. pe. la Olt/1St
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Teachers involved in the keele Integrated Studies Project

moved in the direction of integrated subject work organised through

teem **aching and using enquiry methods. The key issues in this

insuniittoit %mitt

The pressures on the innovating teachers $

* Through the time and energy involved.

* Through the difficulties in organising innovation in

schools largely remaining traditional.

,Through their exposure to external assessment.

* Through their exposure to criticism from colleagues still

involved in traditional classroom teaching.

The anxieties involved in innovation $

* OVer the need to work in new subject areas,

*.Over the separation from the security of subject teaching.

OVer the separation from the intimacy of classroom teaching.

* Over the career prospects in integrated studies.

Over standards of work in integrated work where there Wore

ho established means of assessment.

The key issues in determining the success of the innovation.!

The initial investment made by the teachers and their

sehools. The heavier this initial investment the greater

was the chance of the innovation persisting.

4 The Support from agencies outside the school such as Project

team, local authority advisory staff and parents.

4 The support from other teachers in the school not directly

involved in the innovation.

4 The support and involvement of the head teacher and senior

meMbere of staff.
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The piest successfll cases of innovation took a pride in being

ill the public eye as innovators.

The material conditions of the schools did not teem crucial

Although teachers complained of lock of rodOtleCed for innova-

tion.

Three;- stages of innovation were distinguished. Of these,

the introduction of the innovation into schools ias the

easiest. Sustaining the innovation proVed more diffitulti

the prospects of the innovation becoming a normal part of,

these 38 schools seemed to depend on a combinatirn of initial

investment and continued support making the profit reoia

new exceed that from traditional meth.de.

T. The longitudinal research design Was necessarraeachoolO,

local education authorities and the Project were ail, changing

e,,rose the three years.

All the agencies in the above paragraph saw the Projedtfin

different ways determined by their own interests. 4atiltapii

plied its own criteria or success or failure therefore.

e
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I
piTRODUCTION,

BUT COPY MAN

The beele Integrated Studies Project was established in

January 1968 with a grant from the Schools Council. It was costa

eentrated in fiVe local education authorities around the UniVera

arty of'Keete:where the Project team was based. The trial stage

finished in August 1971 and was succeeded by a stage of diffUlion

Aiming to spread the innovation nationally. The research on which

this paper is based is an investigation into the process whereby

decision. are Made about curriculum changes and the way thee* proa

'weal* are implemented in schools. It is an independent research

project finanded by the Suffield Foundation.

This paper is concerned with the changes in the role of the

secondary school teachers involved, although the sample included

one middle school catering for children aged 9 to 13 years.

The direction of the changes proposed by the Project for the

role of the trial school teachers was as follows t

Traditional role proposed role

a) Subjectabased a) Subjects integrated

b) Teaching by instruction b) Learning by enquiry

c) Teaching individually c) Team teaching

Three features of the project need understanding before the

information that follows can be interpreted t

i) First, the changes outlined above were not the result of a

blueprint imposed by the Project on trial schools. The Proa

Oct made only requests for a flexible, unstructured approach

to the introduction of integrated studies. The new role was

proposed but not imposed. The schools added another innovaa,

tion themselves. In most cases the innovation was used as an

opportunity for using unstreamed groups in schools where

181
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streaming was normal. This probably indicated a willingneae
:

to innovate as this project arrived,

ii) Sedondl, the integrated studaes Were introduced into Only.:
minor part of the total work of the school*. The innoVatiom
Was therefore surrounded by conventional class teachittg:itti__

single subject disciplines. Furthermore, while history astd

geography were usually integrated, the actual Combination of;
subjects involved varied widely between schools.

liq.;Thirdly, many schools were already moving towards thwrible-
'proposed before the Project was established. This Makes.ge
moralisation dangerous. With a variety of starting points:'-'

and an indication of objectives rather than a firm bittopriati

it was difficult to establish anything more than the broad
trends of developments.

A. TUN ORGANISATION OF TUB INNOVATION

The Itself, Integrated Studies Project was established at .the.

University of Kettle Under the direction of D.W. &lab. The
consisted of six teals members plus two or three OVerseas

fellows.- Four of the team were coordinators, involved in PlawwW8',
the Project but also linking it to the trial schools. Three of
Mosey*** teachers seconded from the local education sutheritlea

concerned, The remaining coordinator was appointed by am authority-
from outside. All four were paid by the local authorities and di*
veloped intimate contact lath the trial schools. Their job Was
partly to share planning, evaluation and the production of Mete..

title at the University and partly to help schools to innovate.'

Thirty eight schools wore involved is the Project between
1968 and 1971, They were composed as follows t

7rial_nerio4

6o O

3 Grammar schools (1) 2

3 Comprehensive schools 4

22 Modern schools 19

3 Junior High schools (2)'

1

1) Onset these Grammar schools became
within this period.

2) These schools were starting to become comprehensive during this
period.

,1970+! 1971

Grammar schools

Comprehensive schools

Modern schools

Junior High schools

Middle school (90.3
years)

a Comprehensive school



Some 220 teachers were involved with the Project, an average

of:aist per 60h001. All were engaged in some subjectteaching as

Well aa integrated studies through some form of teamateaching,

The commitment ranged from a small to a major portion cf time to

integrated studies.

The Integrated work was based on six curriculum units consista

it* lot colleetions of written and visual materials, guides te re

sources and Suggestions for children's Activities. Each unit con'

itained brOadtheles for integrated work and they were not intended-

a0-4 complete Course. The titles were Exploration Nan, Living

Together, CoMMUnicating with umbers, Development in West Africa,:

Dogroups in Society and Nan made Nan.

The Schools that joined in the Project committed themselves

to 'changes in organisation that would facilitate the introduo*losi

.of integrated Studies. The major commitments were t

.. TO plan the timetable to facilitate team-teaching and enquiry

Methods.

To form teams of teachers willing to innovate.

4, To provide the resources that would enable children to learn

actively through individual or group work.

To take an active part in feeding back ideas to the Project

team based at Keele.

This was not only the acceptance of new content often strange

to the leachers and involvement in team-teaching, but an invitation

to develop in individual ways and feed the experience gained back

into the project. The four coordinators were appointed to establish

the Channels for this cooperative development between the Project

teak, and the teachers in the trial schools. Furthermore, their eh"-

Ployment by the local education authorities involved gave them an

intimate kftewledge of local schools and conditions, and linked thole

to the local advisory staff of these authorities who were oleo itt

volved in developing curricula in the schools.

In this objective of actively involving teachers in the inno-

vation and in providing coordinators specifically to promote this

cooperation, the Keele Project has probably been unique. Hence it

is an important experiment from which to examine the response of

teachers to the invitation to innovate in their work-and the condi.*

tions in schools and in curriculum projects that support or under

mine innovation.

dth ply
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H, ?HS $VALUATION

Four categories of school wore defined t

22 Schools which worked within the Project in 1969/70 and

:again in 1970/71.

4'schools that worked within the Project in 1969/70 but then

continued with their own version of Integrated Studie0 in

1970/71.

7 schools that worked within the Project in 1969/70 but drop -

ped out at the end of the year 1970 or failed to complete.

their trial work in 1970/71.

- 3 schools that joined the Project for work in 1970/71.

These four groups will be referred to as Successes, Indopett

dent SUccesses, Failures and 2nd Year Trial Schools respectively.

These are operational definitions only. They should not be read

as evaluations or the work of the schools in the Project. Details

Of the sources of evidence can be found in the Annex,

The analysis that follows concentrates on two stages'inAhno

vation, the introduction of the new curriculum and methods and its

establishment in the schools. The third stage - when the intiovaa

*ion itself becomes a tradition in some schools is still under

investigation.

I tm-l"
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II
THE INTRODUCTION OP NEW CURRICULUM

in 1e68, when the Project was mobilising slhools for trials

'tst integrated studies, there was accumulating pressure for change.

Seventeen or the 33 schools which joined the Project had already

experimented with some form of integrated humanities. The posi.

Him attitude of the five local authorities concerned can be Judged

from their willingness to pay the salaries of the coordinators*

The Neale team approached schools with the offer if material

support, guidance over the establishment of teaching teams, advice

over the methods of integrating subjects in the humanities and

facilities for teachers to develop their own curriculum The ob-

ject was to use the trial school teachers, not as passive receivers

of materials for trial but as active partnri in the development

The teachers who became involved were committed both to sub

ject integration and to cooperation between the teachers involved.

but they were also committed to feed information on their expe-

rience back to the Project, to help in the evaluation of new mate-

rials and teaching methods and to participate in the development

of integrated studies through cooperation with the Project team

and other trial school teachers

The guidelines u.thin which teachers were expected to work

were drawn to allow a wide latitude It was expected that the

teaching team in every school would choose themes from the six

curriculum units that suited their subject interests. The child
ren were to learn by enquiry, probably in small groups, but through

a variety of contacts with other children, a number of teachers

with different interests and the people in the locality of the

school* The integration of subjects was to be Managed through re*

gular planning meetings of the teachers involved* Such planning

was also stressed as essential to ensure that the children's en-

quiries would be profitable and that the work would be concentrated

on Important issues and subject to continual assessment.

183
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were

A. MOTIVES roe JOINING

The motives of the teachers who joined varied widely. They

a Those who joined the trial to continue and deepen existing

integrated studies.

Those who were dissatisfied with separate subject teaching

of the humanities, usually in junior forms or for early

sehool leavers.

Those who were attracted by the package deal offered.

Those who were persuaded to join by Head teachers.

..Because of the variety of individual motives that lie Within:

each of these categories, none necessarily led to success or

failure. However, in four of the seven Failure schools,,teichirs

had been pressed into joining the team teaching programme by their

Heed'. eactlers. The generalisation that innovations w14-tail 4r. -

teachers are conscripted into them against their wishei or even

when they do not positively support them, is supported by the

other foUr sources of evaluation listed in the Annex. It Le aisle,

supported by the evaluations of such innovations as ditaitreaiiiigH

and of the Initial Teaching Alphabet. If the teachers do not sulp*:

port the introduction of new curriculum they will, deliberately

or not, ensure that it will not be a success.

This can be illustrated by the following experience. Cho_

school, which had already had some experience of integrated worb,-.

joined the Project as a result of enthusiasm on behalf of the Head

teacher, who brought together not only the teachers already engaged '

in Humanities teaching but others whom he felt should be involved.

He also insisted that he would play a part in the team. Sight

teachers were drafted into the team. Hy the end of the first year

of trial, three major weaknesses had emerged which were to lied tO

the Project being dropped from the school. first, the Head teaeheii

although insisting on full membership of the team could net find

the time to play such a part. Seconds the team soon existed in

name only, nevor meeting to plan and reverting to traditional

classroom teaching even though using the material provided by the

Project. Third, the pressed teachers attacked the continuance of

the Project as a cause of declining standards of attainment in the

contributing subject arras. The attitudes of teachers that lie

under these changes were not visible while the innovation was being

Introduced into schools. But they became crucial in deternitsing



BEST COPY MAME

whether the. new methods were established and the form of that seta=

This case history points to a crucial part of the strategy of

innovation. The introduction of new curricula is easy compared

With the problems of sustaining the innovation in the schools.

Ia it per104 When there was both national and local pressure for .

whinge, 101,40hools could resist the offer of support. The pacitagov

was hot only attractive in itself, it also carried the preetigO:

of the'echeolls Council and the University. But this attraction

witegreater for Head teachers than classroom teachers. Once the

strain of being involved in innovation built up after introduction

a re.iesessMent was inevitable.

THE DEFINITION OF THE UV ROLE

.The three related elements in the role expected of teachers

who Were isivolVed in the innovation, subject integration, use of

enquiry methods and membership of a team were spelled out in a

number of documents for. schools as well as being explained by co.

widleators end at conferences. While each school accepted the

broad Otitilhe of this new role, there was no precise, previously

established blueprint to be followed. The objective of the PrOject

was to encourage a variety of developments within schools within

the outline What could be used as a basis of later developments in

the field of integrated studies.

The Organisation of the Project seemed ideal for ensuring that
communications would flow freely between schools, the Project teas

at Boole and the local advisory staff of the education authorities.

While a variety of interpretations of the new role were anticipated

and encouraged, the Project was organised to guarantee that the

Underlying objectives and definitions of the role of the teachers

Were shared by the parties involved.

tai practice, this broad unanimity probably never existed.

The explanation seems to lie in the different perspectives of the

Project Team, the schools and the local education authorities.

However close the contact between them, they were each primarily

Concerned with a different set of problems. During the introdUct.

tion of the innovation into schools, each party probably saw it as
.

A means of achieving a different set of objectives.

The objectives of the Project team centred on the need to ob.

Aitin the cooperation of teachers to test a new approach to both

dobteht and Methods, The ideal was a teacher willing to maintain
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hie Subject discipline within a team and to engage to planning,

integrated work through discussion with other specialists. Tilts

teacher was to be an active producer as well as consulter of now

materials and ideals for integrated subject work. He was to keep

accounts of his innovatory work and feed this experience back

Kettle. He was to organitn, the work within integrated studies'se

that children would not only come to discern the concept, that

order knowledge in a number of usually distinct subjects, but

-would learn the skill of finding out through their own oftantriii*

The local advisory staff of the education authorities aceepteti-

the objectives of the Project as legitimate, but in practice here

Mere concerned with the relevance of the innovation to the prefiliWies

toCed by subject teachers in the humanities and with the Maintes:

nonce and raising of standards of atta..naent in the schools OtAis

thermore, the local advisory staff were concerned to protect4nnos,

vations that they had sponsored where they saw integrated 441011.8i

as a threat. Where the Project team saw a situation that could

provide a trial for an innovation that could be difftteettelsowherc4

the local advisors saw the innovation as a possible moaitsto inn-

proVe local schooling.

Between these two influences the teachers were mainly ConS

corned with the immediate problems of the classroom. To them the

Project offered materials that would help introduce new courses

that seemed to be educationally desirable and liable to motivate

Children more than traditional subjectteaching. They Were lose

concerned with underlying philosophies of integration than the

Project and less concerned with adopting new forms of team teaching.

They were concerned wit :s the concrete problems of motivation, dioS

cipline and the maintenance and assessment of standards of werk

The innovating teachers did not only adopt a version Or Ova:-

new role that differed in emphasis from that used by the Project

and the local advisory staff. They were also subject to many dirs

faring influences on this role from inside the school. The inters

views showed many diverse attitudes among the teachers in the nano

school. Teams Were liable to contain teachers with Conflietittg

views of the innovation role. In addition, where Head teachers,

had been enthusiastic supporters of the introduction or the Pros

ject, as in four of the seven Failures, the teachers were often

involved in innovating as a result of the Head teacher's onthUilastit

rather then their own. Inevitably, therefore,'stralfts were likely

to appear after the introduction that could either lead to the

failure of the innovation and its dropout from the school, or to

"
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distortion or the original innovation into forms more agreetibie.

4:e the:teachers involved, but distinct from the intentions of the

Project. .

This tendency for the innovating role to change once thein
tegrated studies Project was working in the schools, is only ene.

`'etaMple of a factor in curriculum innovation that la usually

ignored. not just that the various parties involved adopt

their own version or the innovation and work it towards their men.

ends. taelt of these parties will be changing its position., in

`the Keefe Integrated Studies Project between 1968 and 1971. there

Were changes in the objectives and methods of working that were

partly the result of reedback from teachers, but also partly the

dirt/CU/ties in mobilising teachers into the process or curriculum

deWelopment. There were also simultaneous changes in the organi

mitten of secondary education. in all the local education autherity

,areas .in this period that further influenced both the role envi

sand -by local advisory staff and that or the teachers in the

schools concerned. Finally, the Project in the schools changed.,

,iwteachers evaluated the new content and methods and introduced ,

Modifications -of their own.

There is therefore no unchanging innovatory role during curri

tultmi development. The establishment of innovation is itself a

eource for continuous redefinition or roles. This applies oneti-

°uteri,' to projects such as that organised at Keele where the ire.

tention,waa to use teachers as active participants in developing

the innoWatitin. This hope was frustrated by the difficulties eit

petienced by the teachers in just introducing new work. Pew of

them had time or energy left to feed it bark and engage in planning

with the Project team. This redefinition and the accumulation of

factors leading to it support the view that the crucial stage in

developing new curricula and new teaching roles is net the intro-,

ductless of the new schemes Into schools, but their establishment

and consolidation in the period that

.189
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III
TSB ESTABLISHMENT OF TNS INNOVATION,

It hais already been stressed that the interviews with teathsi.

produced a variety of motives for joining, and many different 44,,

leis of teaching integrated studies courses. From these interviews,-

mid from analysies of the organisation within the schools involved,

a picture can however be built up of the context within which the.*

innovating teachers worked. Here the factors influencing the role

Willi* described, A statistical picture of the effect of these

factors on success or failure to innovate will be presented in the

next section.

A. PRESSURES ON THE INNOVATIVE TEACHERS AS INDIVIDUALS

The Most frequently mentioned and most pressing factor incr.**.

ing the stress on the teachers was the time and energy involved.

The source of this expenditure was partly the nature of integrated

Work. partly the need for team planning and partly the demands

made on teachers by active enquiry methods. But the drain on the

teachers also came from the involvement in innovation itself. The

following were quoted by teachers as sources of domande on their

time and energy i

1. Preoaring new materials for the new courses.

2. Rewriting Keele pack material for use with particular groups

of children.

3. Duplicating materials for use by individual children.

These were the consequences of a Project that invited the para

tidipating teachers to develop their own approaches and materials,

but some of the rewriting was caused by the level at which the

given material was written. Aiming to cover children over a wide

range of ability, it proved to be too difficult for groups of

191
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children ai the 'totter end of the ability range* The Projoitt ttiaM

had also assumed that integrated studies would be inunotteamed:

groups, but schools went beyond this to include remedial groups*

ThisjOrther increased tho need to adapt material, kloealistudy:

was also included in the work and this to involved much prepara4L-

tion from the locality of individual schools, In all this work;L
the teachers received little secretarial help. They paid,tributeV

to school secretaries who fitted in help between routine 40$ and'c

to County librarians wh helped find sources for materials but

most of the work had to be done by them on unsophisticated and

time-consuming machines*

A* Arranging for multimedia use,

. 5* Arranging timetables.

6. Arranging rooms for enquiry methods,

7. Team meetings.

The teachers were faced with the organisation of-enquirye:

based, integrated studies using team-teaching in scatted*

Untied with traditional methods for the major part of the .time*

It was not just difficult to find the right-sized spaces for

teaching whole year-groups instead of individual classes,

dual and small group work demanded a series of different...sited

spaces in schools which had been designed for one teacher with

one class in one room*

However, even if spaces could be found, they still had to be;

booked in the face of opposition from other classes. Ent this

time-tabling was complicated by the needs of team-teaching, Every

effort was made by the Project team to get an assurance that block.

of time would be made available in place of the conventional 43.

minute period, rn only 3 of the 38 schools, the timetable was not

blocked and 2 of these left the trial at the end of the first year*

In 22 4r the 58 schools, the timetable was blocked specially for

the Keefe Project.

Having obtained rooms and sufficient time, the innovators then,

had to obtain the necessary hardware to show slides, strips, and

films in rooms that could be blacked out, In many cases the school

hall had to be used in competition, not only with music, games and :.

drama, but in the face of preparations for school dinners,

In 11 of the 38 schools, team meetings were scheduled within

time-tabled hours. In another ?3 schools, ueetiags were hold in

coffee or lunch breaks or after school, It is difficult to over.

estimate the importance of these team meetings* The discussion of
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content and organisation by different subject specialists was

jossibly the most stimulating part of the innovation to the vial

ter. Hut, in the majority of schools, it meant sacrificing free

'Otte`. This was not necessarily a lack of effort to provide platt«:

,fling time within school hours. In small schools it was impossible,

j0 release a team of six or more teachers at the same time for 0:

planning Meeting,

The consequence was that this group of teachers were having

te,stayafter school beyond the time when their colleagues had

departed and Were having to return to school in vacation time to

Jprepare tit4rk in integrated studies. This extra effort was itself

4'Sign of the difficulties in organising teachers into active

participation in innovation. It proved difficult to change the

organisation of the schools to support teachers who were establish

ing integrated studies, even though the work involved in aconite.

letittg Material for enquiry work, in bridging conventional subject

boundaries and in establishing teaching. teams was very time-

consuming.

8. Feed-back requirements,

9. Meetings and conferences.

10. Visitors,

The Project had insisted on the provision of feed-back as a

condition of Jo'oing the trial. Forms wet) prepared to help

teachers report an their experience. In practice, schools rarely

cooperated. In only 2 of the 38 schools was feed -back judged to

have been sent regularly and promptly. In another 11 echools,

the total amount received was judged as negligible. Six out of

the seven failures were in this category. This failure was signi-

ficant, given the presence or coordinators in the schools asking

for information. There seems to have been a reluctance to give

information and a reluctance to ask for advice.

This failure to provide feed-back frustrated the intention to

involve the teachers in the development. Yet in interviews teachers

were fully aware of the problems involved and, at conferences to

publicise the Project, were capable of giving advice to others of

the best ways of going about ir.egration. Again it seemed to be

the effort required in feed.lmck that combined wfth reluctance to

publiel problems and stopped this active participation.

This difficulty in geWng active as distinct from passive

cooperation from teachers could also be detected in the frequent

requests from teachers at meetings and in interviews fur more

193
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'guidance, more instruction on how to work integrated studies and.

More.Ondel courses, Even at diffUsion conferences at the end et'

the trial period, there was an expectation among the. teitehire

attending that a blueprint, a prescription, was needed:that- could

be followed, rather than guidelines within which testehers.coUtd,.

develop their own style.

The difficulties over obtaining feedback were partly. caused

1* the private nature of conventional classroomateachingthat

mikes teachers reluctant to expose their problems to the pnblici.

Yet'innovation ioreased the visibility of.the:t.slftoinita:

ing teachers. The Project. directors and coordinators werO often

in the schools. 'Hut inspectors, advisors, Schools CoUneii:field

offiders, parents, visiting speakers and observers and researchers..

.engaged in evaluation were also frequent visitors. Each 'took-Up

time. This increased the strain on the innovating teachers. But .

there was a threshold beyond which this public attention could

deepen the commitment to innovation. In 9of the 38 *Omelet the

teachers, and more particularly the head teachers, seoMed.to have

a Selfidentity as leaders in animportant educational development.'

These schools now welcomed visitors and evaluations. They derit40,:.

strength from the spotlight on their work,

Attendance at conferences and meetings was another sign that

a school was investing in innovation. Meetings at Keel., at Ideal-

teachers' centres and between trial schools were an essential part

of the organisation of the Project, Sixteen of the 22 successes

contained teachers who were regular attenders at meetings,' White 4

of the 7 failures had teachers who were Judged as rarely attending.,

Attendance at meetings, visits to other trial schools and elti%.

Changes of information between the teachers involved were essontiat

to the objective of the Project to mobilise active teacher particia.

nation. The difficulties encountered lays partly in the absence,

in some of the areas, of teachers' centres. Out even where tacilia

ties existed, attendance at meetings on the Project was poor.

Again the time and energy involved for teachers engaged in innove.

tion often seemed too much. The coordinators were also rushed and

under pressure, They often had to cover large areas. They were

also engaged in writing material and in the organisation at Steele.'

This pressure on the Project team was progressively increased as

the end of the trial period approached in 1971 and all the Work

had to be completed.

In retrospect more could have been done to improve communion.

tion between teachers, The coordinators did circulate information
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between schoola:but were increasingly involved in the central

organisation,. At meetings there was a casual exchange of inferno*

Lion between teachers but the distances between schools, the short

Ago or money and the difficulties in arranging visits between

.schools, especially across local authority boundaries made it dif

-fieUlt to Carry out the original objective of establishing a local,

teacher- directed project.

B. 'PRESSURES ON TUE.INNOVATIVE TEACHER

The variety of individual motives to become involved in inno-

vation and to translate that innovation into a personal style are

influenced by both the conditions of conventional teaching and by

the nature of the innovating role. The teachers involved here'were

articularly concerned with the following $

A) The heed to learn new knowledge.

b) The heed to become involved in new conceptual frameworks..

Although the material in the Keefe Project was designed to

arch over such subjects as history, geography, English, religious

education and art, it stretches the skills and knowledge of the

teachers. First it forced sperialists in one subject to learn

selected aspects of others, In teamteaching, children operating

across conventional subject boundaries expected teachers to do

the 411M04 But these teachers also had to introduce new work and

this usually meant involving more than one discipline.

The second new area of knowledge was the social sciences.

Integrated studies inevitably draws on anthropology and sociology.

In the keels Project, the most popular Unit consisted of comport*

tive studies of Tristan da Cunha, Dayaks in Borneo and Imperial

China. None of these was liable to be in the teacher's normal

rapertoire The consequent need to learn new facts was a small

assignment compared with the difficulty faced by the teachers in

using new concepts often derived from the social sciences. This

was particularly apparent to a social scientist. Even where used,

the concepts related to such institutions as the family were iso

lated, used out of context, The teachers realised this weakness

and some schools were looking to the employment of a social

scientist to become a team member to help.

c) Separation from subjectteaching.

d) Separation from classteaching.
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The footing of deprivation in leamteaching recurred in inter.

views* Most teachers were simultaneously engaged in itUbjec1A04:

team teaching, but still the feeling that something Was Missing

40 the latter was expressed* This was particularly strong Where

.theteachers felt morally obliged to transmit values through'

teaching* Religious education teachers were frequently in lettlit'

because they saw integrated studies as u way to introduce their.

subject within a context that gave it a broad, comparative Context*

Out they felt uncomfortable in relation to other teachers vitt,

conflicting views and in the tns-teaching situation Such donftictt

would appear in the work for the children* Similarly, :teachers of

English expressed their disquiet at the weakness of formal written

work in integrated studies. All had felt an urge to get back to

the comparative peace of classroomteaching*

it would be wrong to overemphasitto this feeling of deprivaa1

tion from the security of subjects. What was apparent wits :the

willingness of teachers to experiment, to extend theirhorfeons,:,

to consider alternative approaches. Moreover, the flotible nature:

of the Project made it easy for teachers to opt out of the toast

if they wished, and return to formal classroom -teaching.

Another feeling of deprivation arose from involvement with

what was basically a larger group or children* While indiVidual

and small group work occurred, individual teachers were still con

corned with a whole year group of around $30 children in a variety

of rooms rather than a class of 30 confined with them in the same

classroom. The teachers felt that they did not get to know the

chsldren so well. They stressed that there were advantages for

the children in the mixing that occurred, but for them it had not

the same quality of contact.

This feeling was related to the strain of innovation* 'roam

teaching and enquiry methods involved teachers in work with indisi

viduals or small groups. information had to be given tailor -made,

not in a standard packet to a whole school class, The teachers

expressed this as giving information a hundred times to individuals

rather than to classes of 3o at a time* These were secondary sellout

teachers, trained to conventionW techniques* The adjustment to

new methods was difficult.

e) Anxiety about standards.

r) Difficulties in evaluating integrated work '1

Most teachers wore concerned In case there had been a drop in

standards* They were stilt subject specialists who feared that
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theohildren would nut learn the essential skills of the subject

disclplines, There seemed to be agreement that there had beett a

drop in standards at the start of the trial period. These were.

-later seen as being compensated by the increased activity of the

children and the gains from being able to involve a variety of : H

subjects in the study of the same topic,

Tire concern over the apparent temporary drop in standards was

increased by difficulties over the way integrated studios could be

eisetoieds :Hanks of questions were prepared to help teachers and

ceurdAttoto.'s circulated new techniques. However, 'the traditional

tate dr tests, essays and examinations was inappropriate now, that

the prodtict of the integrated work might be a skill in finding

ad exhibition arranged by a group of children or a tape re.

:Cording. Work could no longer be assessed as the 1..arning of facts

by tnott-ithrild.

This worry over standards and assessment also centred on ei

Write' examinations. By 1971, arrangemeuts for a CBS examination

More established. Integrated studies was to count as two subjects,

Otis remo4,Ing tile fear that the integration of subjects would mean

a toss.ot subjects taken. However, the fear about possible falls

in standards in subject disciplines remained. Thus English

toachors were concerned about basic literary skills, geographers ,

worried that basic techniques would be overlooked and so on. This

probably accounted for the apparent anomaly that only 9 of the 37

secondary schools had included 3rd forms in integrated studies.

This was the year when the basic skills in subjects had to be

learned in order to ensure readiness for work in the senior forms.

In conclusion, this investigation illuminated the context

within which innovation has to occur. Schools are architecturally

designed for classroom-teaching. They are equipped to support the

teacher in his own classroom. Resources are provided for one

teacher to transmit information to 30 or more children without

active searching by them. Above all teachers are trained to work

with classes within conventional subject boundaries. They assess

work produced by individuals that is largely the reproduction of

facts not the understanding of concepts or the acquisition of skills

of enquiry, The teachers are used to privacy in planning their

work and autonomy in their classrooms. They are insulated from

outside observers,

The Integrated Studies Project was a threat to all these con..

Ventions. Wisely there was no blueprint laid down which schools

had to follow, snstead each school could adapt the organisation
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suggiMted to its own plan, tailored to its own condition's. tut

the results were stilt the generation of stress. In some Cases:

this was productive. Security and insulation can be:conditions.

stagnation. The widespread acceptance of the ProjeCtwas-an

cation that teachers realised the dangers of this in a tile uP-

tiaold social change. Ilse stress however and the memory Of lost

'security are hidden below the surface of innovation. They aiO

liable to surface once the initial enthusiasm wanes and once the

support of the Project organisation stops. This stage is

under investigation. The next step here is to try to establish

differences between Successes and Failures so far.

C. INVESTMENT IN INNOVATION

The difference between success and failure in sustaining an

innovating teaching role seemed to be related to the investment=

made by those concerned. Information was collected on each :school

on the following indices or investment :

Whether team meeting time was arranged within school hoUri,

left to teachers, spare time or whether meetings Were not

organised.

o Whether timetables were specially blocked far the Aroject,_

were normally blocked or left as single periods.

a Whether feedback was regular, irregular or negligible.

o Whether a special head of department had been appointed,

whether responsibility had been allocated but Without a

corresponding allowance or whether no special arrangement

had been made.

Whether supplementary material had been accumulated 4)44.14

matically, incidentally or had been neglected.

a Whether attendance at conferences and meetings on the Pro-

ject had been regular, occasional or rare.

Each of these investments had been judged by the Project team

as important factors in ensuring the success of the innovation.

Again however each school offered a unique experience and any aVer

age picture inevitably conceals these anomalies. Thus the appointa

sent of a head of Humanities in one school led to a rejection of

the Project. In another, it lead to discontent within the school

that damaged the Project. Some schools seemed to benefit from

leaderless groups, others from leadership that was circulated while

others seemed to need an appointed head of department.
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The total scores on the combined index from these six invest-

meats were as renews. The highest possible investment would have

.sciOred 18, the lowest 6.

Successes (two years of trial)

Failures (dropped after or in 1st year) 6.9

Independent Successes (one trial year, then

independent work in Integrated studies) 14.0

2nd year trial schools

14,0

13.4

This table is built on the judgements of coordinators, the

Observers panel and reports from the schools. it indicates the

itsportande of the initial investment in innovation in sustaining,

the sew role. It is merely saying that the chance of success was

determined by the outlay of time, effort and resources. This ia

obvious, but the need to invest, plan and manage by the schools

before the introduction or new curriculum is often neglected«

lioweVer great the investment by the sponsoring agency, the long

lor$100cdose of, nnovation may depend on the extent of initial

commitment by the schools.

This was confirmed by the investment in the 9 schools that

had come to see themselves as innovatory and were receiving public

recognition as a result. Here the investment index was lb.?. All

these schools were Successes or independent Successes. Their in-

vestment was paying in a way that made innovation personally tatis

tying to the teachers involved.

Another index of investment was the employmeat of highlevel

manpower in the project. This was no guarantee ot success, but

did ensure prestige aid increased the chance that knowledge of the

innovation would spread among staff not involved. Taking the site

of schools into account, there was an average of 3.8 Head teachers,

deputy heads and heads of departments involved in Successes com

pared with 2.3 in Failures. The mixing of senior staff in a team

had one important consequence. New, inexperienced teachers and

student teachers on practice in the schools sat in planning meet-

ings hearing senior, experienced staff discuss future work, defend

their contribution and suggest ideas for others,

Whether involved or not, the support of the Head teacher was

obviously essential. to 28 of the 38 schools this support was

judged to be very positive. In 4 of the 22 Successes and 3 of the

Failures the Head was judged as neutral in attitude. However when

the site of school was taken into account this difference disap

peered. The neutral heads tended to be in larger schools with a
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rive rorm entry or more. There was no apparent difference ih

size between Successes and Failures.

A measure was made of the material conditions assailable within

trial schools to see if this influenced the success s lallate

thework. This took into aceount the rooms that were availoble-

and the financial support that was offered, Out of a maitima0 pogra.

sIble score of 6# Successes scored 3.2, Failures 3,7v Independent

saccesaes 3,75 and 2nd Year Trial Schools 4.0. There seemed -therna

fore to be no relation between success in innovation and the-Metea'.

riai-facilities available. Teachers complained about shortages

convenient rooms, material and financial support, but the impact_

on innovation did not seem significant.

It is dangerous to generalise from these crude indices. Out

it seems that material conditions were less important than the

eliMate for innovation in the school This was investigated

through judgements of the attitudes of staff' not involved towards

the Project In Successes, the average score (11aximuM possible ill

3.0) was 2,2, in Failures 1.4, in Independent Successes 2.0 afld

in 2nd Year Trial Schools 2.2. This was some indication that the

social context within which innovation was introduced Was more

influential than the physical conditions. In oniy.1 of the D2

Successes were other staff judged not to be supportive, but thiS

occurred in 4 of the 7 Failures.

This failure of innovation to survive in schools where other

staff are not supportive confirms the author's earlier research into

the relation between curriculum innovation and the organisation of.

schools (1). Because of the competition for resources, for time

and for room, projects cannot be isolated, Sven more important,

the innovating teachers are vulnerable to criticisms of fellows

non-involved staff, particularly where the criteria for successful-

teaching are defined for traditional teaching in closed classroosiii.

Enquiry methods often seem disturbing to traditional teachers who

judge success on the silence and stillness of classes and the

amount of factual information absorbed.

The conclusion is obvious. Innovation needs support from all

staff and oiten from parents as well. This needs a public relaa

tions exercise and carefully managed introduction and consultation.

Yet this is rarely organised and curriculum projects are viewed as

self- contained rather than as one part of an indivisible set of

working arrangements.

1) Shipman, S.D. t "Innovation in Schools" in Walton, J. (Odd,
purriculum Organisation and Design, Warti.Lock, 1971.



IV
THSHINSTITUTIONALISATION OF THE INNOVATING ROLE

There are three phases in any successful innovation,

establishment and 4nstitutionalisation, The investiga

.tion of this third phase will be carried out in 1971/72. Here

only predictions can be made on the evidence collected to date.

There were three major changes in the roles of the teachers

studied here involving subject area, the organisation of teaching

.attd of the learning situation. There Was no blueprint laid down

in advance in any of these activities. The changes that occurred

and were established could be different in each and be combined

differently. Even in the teamteaching-situation, individual

teaching styles could be maintained. Teachers started from dim

rent styles, adopt suggestions from the Project in different

ways and adaptel them to suit their own different interpretation

of good teachi4g.

A project designed to change the teaching role can therefore

haVe a variety of largely unpredictable results. The changes

that are institutionalised are neither homogeneous nor necessarily

intended in the planning of the innovation. The Failures in this

Project had mainly reverted to the traditional role from which

they started. But among the Successes, counted only because they

carried on through a second year of trial, there were a variety of

versions of integrated studies. Some integrated subjects but

never formed teams in anything more than name. Some merely taught

separate subjects under a common label of Humanities yet the

teachers involved were cooperating in planning. Others moved over

to enquiry methods but without team planning and with subjects

still unintegrated.

In other cases, the main gain from involvement in the Project

came from some minor if important aspect of the work. A teacher

here became interested in resource storage and retrieval. Another

there beeeMe interested In the theory of integration between
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subjects. Pot' the first time teachers had to discuss and Justin'

their contribution to others from different subject areas and with
different views on teaching method. Others became aware that,

their work was of interest to others and that public recognition

compeneated for the extra work.

These incidents/ but important gains were often the result

of the essentially local nature of this Project in its trial pe-
riod. The 38 schools were located around and near Keel°. They
were linked to the planning team by coordinators. The Advisory

Committee had a majority of teacher members. All the local author*
ities involved were represented. The Observers panel for evalua-

tion (see Annex) consisted of local advisors and College of Educe.-

tion lecturers. White it did prove impossible fully to mobilleN

teachers into partici'ion in project development, sole progress
was made. The teaciers had the opportunity to discuss their work

with interested academics and among themselves. Support for the

innovation was organised from the start and if not tally success..

ful was important in stimulating change.

A national project based at a distance from cooperating

schools is less likely to generate this serendipitous change.

The support that can be offered is often a new syllabue, a new

external examination and a set of text books and guides. Even

where there is backing from in-service courses and initial traino

ing of teachers the impact is likely to be small.

The contrast is the small local project developed in a single
or a few schools which is backed by resources. The impact here
may be great, but in a limited area. The Kettle Project was a prom

mising compromise, large enough to employ specialists and contra..

lisedresources yet small enough to have an intimate knowledge of

the operation of the project in each trial school. It could pro.,

duce published materials sampled in enough schools to ensure their

value, yet was able to use local ideas to shape the published pro.,

duct.

Nevertheless, the resistance to change was great. This was
manifest in both drop-outs and apparent successes. With the

flexible' approach of this Project and its diverse objectiees, the

disappointment was not rejection of the innovation but its trans..

mutation. It was expected that many schools would not be able to

sustain the changes introduced. Some schools were accepted for

trial because they were of a particular type rather than because

they seemed suitable or committed themselves fully. This is why

caution has been recommended in interpreting the results presented

20a
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BESI COPY MIZE
here, More distitrbing was the way schools continuing with inte -

grated stUdies had distorted the philosophy and recommended opera-

tion of the innovation. Such adaptations were encoUraged but

some of the versions of team teaching, integrated work andleOrS

ing by etupary we..0 far removed from those envisaged by the pro

Sect teak' at the start.
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V
CONCLUSIONS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The conclusions that follow should be treated with caution.

For two reasons. First, the evidence on which this paper has

been based its provisional only. Second, it would be dangerous to

generalise from the experience here to other innovations. both

the flexible nature of the innovation proposed and the style of

organisation of the Project were unusual and may have produced

online responses. However, three conclusions can be drawn t

First, the pressures on teachers involved in Innovation to

revert hack to traditional content and methods are strong. Theme

Are only portly due to the nature of the innovation. They are

also the product of the way the teaching role is traditionally

defined. The innovating role seemed insecure. The assessment of

standards of work was difficult. The new content was strange.

Enquiry methods often seemed too timeconsuming*

The traditional role was not only known best, it incorporated

established views on the true nature of teaching. it gave the im-

pression of successfully transmitting knowledge in an easily tested

way. It placed the teacher in close contact with a group of child-

ren at regular *intervals in a closed classroom. The teachers knew

that there was a clear career structure for this established sub -

ject teaching. It was consolidated by external examinations, ex

pected by parents and prepared for in training. It was the role

in which the secondary school teachers had a considerable invest.,

Sent, built up during training and while teaching* The innovative,

role was less clearly defined, lacked external supports and offered

only an Uncertain future for those involved. There was therefore

no obvious profit in innovation for the individual teacher.

Thet=m2tillmjaa was that involvement in innovation was

both wearing and stretching. the crucial stags was not the intro-

duction of the project but its establishment once these strains

began to tell. This strain was increased by the exposure of the
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innovating teachers to outside observation. InnevatiOnahave. tO:

be evaluated. The teachers have to report back, be Obeered'and:

accept visitors. As more time and energy is expended-there is'

More exposure to critical evaluation. The pull or.thiv_traditiOnal

ii combined with the strain or the new.

The ,third.conclUsion follows from this combination of:straW.

and exposure. Successful establishment seemed to depend on the

teachers investing enough in the innovation to overcome that Atip

ready built into the traditional role. This was itself dependent

on the resources made available by the schoolvthe local authori -.

ties s-het only made money available to trial schools, but were

paying the salaries of the four coordinators. They had a vested,'

4itterest in helping the project to work.

The importance of support for the innovating teauherscan be

aeon. in the importance of involvement by senior members of Staff

and of positive attitudes by teachers not directly involved.- This .-

was a management problem for the head teachers. Similarly *Sternal

support from the Project team, from local authority advisors. from'
.

Colleges of Education and from parents was also essential-and.nift

cessitated a major exercise in public relations for the project

team. The crises in the history of the trial period often, revOlvad
.

around apparent competition from other Schools Council projeOto,

from other locally sponsored innovations and from misuAderstandinge_

between the various parties who advised the schools.

This Project was organised from the start to mobilise sUppoit

for the trial schools. Almost a year was spent organising an Advi-

sory Committee that would represent all the potentially interested.

parties. Teachers were given a majority to ensure that they *Mild

see it as a grassroots exercise not one imposed by the Schools

Council through the university. In practice this erroft was poker*.

less to stop centralisation so that the teachers and advisors dais

to see the Project as centrally directed despite all the efforts

of those involved to retain local initiative.

This centralisation occurred through the difficulties in mobi.

Using teachers into a horizontal communication network that was

seen in the early stages of the innovation as a way of accumulating.

information that could guide the Project team in preparing mate.

riots and devising appropriate teaching methods. Thus the coordi
nature Were sometimes seen, not as links feeding information both

ways between project and schools but as providers of materials.

salesmen or assessors. Yet they were often crucial in this Laneo

vation and their role as change agents gave this project a uniqUe
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structure that might be a model for future innovation. Their

knowledge of the individual teachers involved and of the organi-

sation of the trial schools enabled them to give the needed sup-

port. They spread ideas from school to school. They quickly

reported the criticisms of the teachers on the over-complicated

language of early documents and the unsuitability of early mate.

rials. But they also played a full part in writing materials

from their own experience, Above all, they were known in the

schools as experienced teachers with a knowledge of local problems,

Th:s innovation, taking place in the decentralised English

education system, was open to different interpretations in the

schools involved. Each started from a different curriculum and

was invited to develop its own style of innovation within the

broad framework of integrated studies. it would be misleading to

'generalize from such a sample. The one universal finding was that-

the spread of the innovation was checked by the insulation within

and between schools, Teachers were used to a cellular structure

and felt uncertain once team-teaching and integrated studies were

introduced. While teachers' centres might develop as a link it

was difficult to organise horizontal communication between inno-

vating teachers. Local authority toundaries and even divisional

boundaries within them provided a further layer of insulation.

The object of innovation is always to shift teachers to a

new position, to consolidate this situation and finally to insti-

tutionalise it as a new tradition. The initial shift is relatively

easy, but once the strains of the new position become apparent, the

attractions of the security of the traditional role are often too

strong. In the Keele Integrated Studies Project there seemed to

be a threshold beyond which teachers would accept the innovative

role as rewarding, Attaining this threshold involved an invest-

ment of resources in new organisation by the schools and a personal

investment by the teachers. In a few cases this had produced a

pride in being in the vanguard of innovation. In the majority of

cases, investment had been sufficient to persist with the innova-

tion while the external support of the ProjeCt team was in exis-

tence, In the remaining cases the investment had been so slight

that there was a rapid regression to the old role.
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Annex

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

This paper on the teaching role in conditions of innovation

is based of evidence collected fur a wider-study of the relation

between the organisation of a curriculum project and the organise-

_title of schooling. The focus of this investigation is on the

factors resulting in decisions within the project and others in

the schools and the local education environment that determine

the implementation of project decisions.

this objective determined the methods employed. First it

necessitated an intimate knowledge of the working of the Project

as it developed. This had to include the relations with the

,Schools Council, the University of Knele and the publishers of

materials. It had also to include investigations within the trial

schools and of the influences on those schools from the local

authorities and any other relevant local and national agency. The

investigation was designed to last through the life of the Project

and for one year beyond, so that the effect of withdrawal of sup-

port from the schools could be determined. Since 1970 this work

has been supported by the Nuffield Foundation.

The basic source of evidence has been observation. With few

exceptions every project team meeting, every advisory committee

meeting and every meeting of the Observers panel has been attended

and notes kept. The Observers panel, consisting or College or Edw.

cation lecturers and local education advisors, was set up to pro

vide an independent evaluation of the project and the report of

this panel has been used to check the evidence collected by the

author. In addition, there have been two independent investiga-

tions of project schools, both coordinated with the work reported

here and under the general, supervision of the author.

The observations have also been made within trial schools and

have been supplemented by a programme of interviews. These are

still being completed. The final sample will include not only

teachers involved in the trial, but head teachers, local education
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authority advisors, relevant Schools Council personnel and members

of the advisory committee. This paper is based on interviews with

teachers in six of the schools and with local advisers.

The statistical information on the school organisation and

the way the innovation has been handled is based on information

collected by visits to trial schools, from feed-back from those

schools, from information collected by the project team and from

questionnaires filled in by the coordinators.

The variety of methods used were necessary to accumulate the

data needed. Continuous observation and collection of information

was the only way of obtaining a full picture of the working of the

Project and its operation in the schools. These methods could
also be cress checked. This was particularly valuable-in the case

of the independent Observers Panel report. Out this independent_

checking was also supplied by the **ports of the Project team it-

self. Across the three years of the Project, a mass of informa-

tion has been collected to help in evaluation. Much of this is

directly comparable with that collected specifically for, the hide

pendent investigation reported here.

There are obvious dangers in the involvement that has resulted

from over two years of observing, visiting, interviewing, attending

conferences and meetings. The author has also been drawn into the

Project to spook to teachers, help in evaluation, to give advice

to schools and act as consultant. But the gain in inside knowledge

has justified the time involved. and the existence of independently

collected data is some check on a possible weakening of objectiv-

ity.

g6
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SUMMARY OF IIRT ISSUES

After three centuries of education in the United States, the

teacher's role has been little affected by the introduction of

media, and it has been even less affected by the much mere recent

concept of a technology of instruction. Although equipment and

materials are relatively plentiful, audiovisual materials swain

as an *aid* to the majority of teachers, chiefly used for Presen-

tational purposes.

In this paper, the term "media" is used to refer to those

materials and devices used in the processes of teaching and/or

learning. The torm.oinstructional technology" is defined as a

systematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating the to-

tal process of learning and teaching in terms of specific objec-

tives, based on research in human learning and communication, and

employing a combination of human and non-human resources to bring

about more effective instruction.

After 1960, education in the United States saw the beginnings

of Instructional technology. The education." community has begun

to realise that instructional technology is different from audio-

visual education, that the use of media should be an integral part

of the instructional system and that instructional technology will

change the role of the teacher. This period has seen the tooling

up of the schools with hardware and software and fairly massive

efforts to retrain teachers. The functions of media have also been

broadened from the emphasis on the presentation function to newer

uses such as self-analysis, interaction and self-instruction.

At this time in the United States, most schools are operating

at what this paper calls "Level One ", that is, the "aid" or *pros.

duct* definition of educational technology. However, there is now

a clear trend among a few "leader schools* towards the much More

sophisticated application of technology that is characterised by

the *process* approach, or, what in this paper we have described

as "Level Two*. The role of the teacher is different under each

of these technological patterns. Under Level One, the teacher is
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teamed with media. In Level Two, media may substitute for certain

ronetiono or a teacher, thus causing critical changes in the func-

tions of the teacher. The direction tends to be away from the

lecture-tell method and in the direCtien of discovery_methodology.

and more individualised instruction. This means that the teacher

will spend less time on information transmission as compared with

the more "human" roles such as modelling, guidance, inter-personal

relations and classroom management.

Within the next ten to fifteen years, major changes will have

to bu made in the training and retraining or teachers. More em-
phasis will need to be given to individualising instruction, ope-

rating as a member of a team, assessing pupil achievement and dia-

gnosing learning difficulties, providing a working knowledge or

technology and or man-machine relationships, and the selecting,

-Modifying and/or producing of instructional materials and instruc

tional systems. The paper suggests several or the problems that

lie ahead in this re-education process and suggests some steps to

facilitate the role change or the teacher.
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"No occupation perhaps not even

teaching - is imbrue from techno

logical change."

Robert N. Hutchins

I

INTRODUCTION

After three centuries of education in the United States, the

teacher's role has been little affected by the introduction of

media, and it has been even less affected by the much more recent

and much more elegant concept of educational technology.

the OECD Secretariats invitation for this paper included the

following assumption

"...This is a subject on which there should be enough expe

rience in the United States for an objective assessment of

the problems which arise, treated in the broader context of

the relative effectiveness in comparison with the more tram.

ditional approaches, and also of the impact which they had

on teacher roles and reactions. We would hope that such a

paper would endeavour to present United States experience in

this field in a way that would contribute to a clarification

of a controversy that lies arisen around this matter..."

In retrospect, my initial response to the invitation repre-

sented a more positive and a more optimistic stance than I have

been able to sustain in this paper. Certainly, as it seemed at

the outset, there is enough evidence to permit a fairly objective

assessment of the problem and to generate some recommendations

concerning the effects on the role of the teacher as a result of

new educational technology and media in primary and secondary

schools. Now, having completed this assignment to the best of my

ability, I am much less conv*nced that the assumption on which the
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invitation was based can be supported. Perhaps others can learn,

however, from what we, in the United States, have tried with

limited success.

The fact is that there has been enough experience for an

assessment, but the necessary data were never collected Or at

least not collected and documented in a way that can be useful in

answering the questions posed. To a degree, this paper represents

a limited attempt to do this. But we are plagued by the fact that

dramatic innovations, when widely publicised, are followed by the

need to Claim success by those trying out the innovations. Thus,

problems are minimized and gains inflated. This phenomenon may

not be limited to the United States, but it is certainly coMpounded

by the decentralised nature of our educational efforts.

The Secretariat wisely distinguished between educational-tech..

nology,and media - wisely because the role of the teacher_Varies _

greatly in a "media-oriented" school and in a "technologically-

oriented" school. Educational media are universally used in edu-

cation today whereas educational technology tends to be accepted

in name but hardly at all in application. Certainly, bits and

pieces or what one day may be a technology of instruction can be

found in the schools today, but no single school in the United

States has more than a few of the elements which must be assembled,

into a technological system. It may be appropriate at this point

to distinguish between the two terms.

Instructional media are those materials and devices utilised

in he teaching and /or learning process. The Commission on In..

structional Technology, appointed by the Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation and Helfere of the United States Government in 1968, defined-

instructional technology as "a systematic way of designing, carry-

ing out, and evaluating the total process of learning and teaching

in terms of Specific objectives, based on research in human learn

ing and communication, and employing a combination of human and

nun -human resources to bring about more effective instruction".

Hoban, in 1962, was one of the first clearly to differentiate

between media and technology*

"Tyre point here is that the term 'educational medial does not,

in itself, suggest the ramifications for research and fOr

educational policy and operating procedures which are inherent

in the term, technology of education. Technology is not just

machines and men. it is a complex, integrated organisation

of men and machines, of ideas, of procedures, and of manage..

ment. The introduction of this complex organisation generates
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many systematic problesas that can be and have beer ignored or

generally neglected in theory research, and practice in educa-

tion. the term educational media, limits s and the term odu-.

eationalstechnologv, expands-the areas of theoretical develop.-

wont, research, and implementation in education." (21, p. 124)4

It can be seen that the concept of educational media is quite

different from the such broader concept of a technology of educa-

tion. It can also be seen that the two concepts will have quite

different effects on the role of the teacher.

A. BACKGROUND ON EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES

The first fifty years after the attainment of independence was

a period when many ideas were argued and fought over as the new

nation attempted to develop the framework for its institutions.

Education was no exception. Out of this period grew the following

premises upon which education in the United States is based s

- If a republican government is to prosper, the people must

be educated.

- This can best be done if all children attend the same public

schools together and are separated only for religious educe..

tion,

- The language of the school should be English.

- Free schOols should be provided serving both the children

of the rich and the poor.

- Everyone must participate in paying foi' this government.

sponsored education.

- The legal responsibility for the schools rests with the

states rather than the national government.

- Local school boards should be created which represent the

people.

Whereas the goal of the first centusl. in the United States

was to provide some education for all and much education for a few,

the goal in the past century has been to provide as much education

as possible for everyone. By 1960, over 99 per cent of children

aged 6 -13 and nearly 90 per cent of those aged 14-17 were attending

school, Although the thrust for an increase in the quantity in

education seems to be continuing into the last half of the 20th

Numbers in brackets refer to the Bibliography (pp. 265-269),
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Century, it is over-shadowed by an emphasis on increased uuality

in education.

This has led to experimentation and innovation in teacher

-educatiou and in the curriculum and methodology or the-elementary

and secondary schools, and the beginnings or experimentation with

instructional technology in its true sense. This progress has

been stimulated by money provided by the federal government for

purchash'Uf instructional materials and equipment, research in

education, introduction of innovative practices and experimenta-

tion with new patterns or teacher education and re-education. On

fortunately, the efforts or federal government have been spotty,

fragmented and or short-term.

0. TEACHING MATERIALS

Textbooks it:Id other leaching materials (actually, they should

be considered "media or instruction") for the schools developed as

a private enterprise rather than a function or the government. As

mass production and other technolorical developments took hold, a

flourishing te%Lbook industry developed in the 1830s and 40s and

with it marketing practices that have held to this day. Many cri-

ticisms were directed at the industry as witnessed by a writer in

1852

"The houses of many of us are overflow4ng with the results'

of this misdirected industry and mercantile enterprise, so

that not a few of us are obliged to refuse admission to any

further specimens of school literature... There van be no

Justification for the Mood or dreary looking productions

that are conveyed in the carpet-bags of courteous agents from

town to town." (1, p. 32).

By the 1860s, lists wore being issued of recommended textbooks

for various subjects. This opened the way to state control of

textbook adoptions, a practice which we have been unable in the

intervening years completely to overcome as 27 or the 50 states

still issue list' of approved texts.

Until 1850, the basic audiovisual materials in the public

schools were the blackboard, maps and slates. It is interesting

that the blackboard did not replace the slate which was an older

device. In fact, there appears to be little connection the spread

of their use. The slate use continued until 1900 when the advent
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of cheap paper, pencils and steel pens caused it to disappear.

This condition has tended to persist with the audiovisual inven-

tions that were to follow, and today there is no tendency for one

to replace.-the other. This has continued to complicate.the

tion both by increasing the cost of equipping a school and by in-

creasing the problem of teacher training for their nee.

Things are continually added to the school but tittle is

subtracted. In the early part of.the 20th Century, education in

the United States was being influenced by leaders who advocated

the visual...sensory approach to instruction. This led to the use

of sore non-projected, pictorial materials, the school excursion

or journey, interest in bulletin boards and displays, and in the

school museum movement. All of this formed an excellent backdrop

for a relatively rapid introduction into the schools of a series

of inventions that made possible new visual and auditory methods

of instruction. Among these were the slide and the filmstrip,'

the phonograph, the silent 16mm motion picture and the radio in

the 1920s s the sound 16mm motion picture projector in the 1930s

and the magnetic tape recorder in the 1940s and television in the

1040s.

The growth trend, as represented in number of teachers per

piece of equipment, levelled off about 1955 for most of the older

types of audiovisual devices but growth is still continuing for

newer ones such as television receivers, tape recorders, overhead

projectors and video-tape equipment and also for the small, relati-

vely inexpensive models of equipment for individuals and small.

group use. This trend is clearly having its impact on the role of

the teacher.

C. TEACHER EDUCATION

Prior to the 1820s, no special education preparation w *s

available to persons entering a teaching career. The fc..limg was

developing, however, that teachers might profit by some training

in dealing with small children. The liberal arts colleges showed

no interest in the task, so a new institution was created called

the normal school. It gave its whole attention to the training

of young people of high school age how to teach the elementary

school subjects.

As standards became higher in the public schools, more compe-

tent teachers were required than were being produced by the normal
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schools. and in 1879 the first chair of education W40 established

at a university. This trend spread rapidly. Both methods of

teacher preparation persisted into the 20th Century but by the

1920 the normal school, sometimes called the teacher training

school, had practically disappeared. The concept of the four

year academic programme resulting in a bachelor's degree at an

institution of higher learning was firmly established.

Previous to 1920, teachers were instructed in the use of

audiovisual materials and methods through exhortation' and in-

structione provided in meetings when teachers assembled and through

articles in professional Journals. As the audiovisual tools-be

came more sophisticated, formal courses in audiovisual education

were organised and presented. Efforts were mounted by the profess.

sional association of educators interested in audiovisual aluca

tion to have one semester or fullyear courses available for

teacher trainees. Later, effort was made to ct :=cater to require

a course in audiovisual education as a prerequicitd for certifics

tion for teaching. The content of the introductory or basic audio

visual course centred on utilisation, selection, equipient opera.

tion and evaluation and, a little later, production with particular

emphasis on nonphotographic materials. Only two or three states

ever made the audiovisual course compuliory for all teachers and

this requirement has now been removed.

The failure to require all teacher trainees to tek" an audio

visual course was not an indication that the number of course.

offerings was reduced. In fact, the opposite was true. But,

regardless of the increase in the number of courses, the reports

indicate that only 35.6 per cent of the college and university

'redwing trained to be teachers have completed even one course

on educational media and that only one out of four members of the

education faculties are using media wa any great extent in their

own teaching.

The efforts to upgrade the "audiovisual skills" of teachers

took various forms. Textbooks started in 1927 with a book by

Johnson entitled Fundamentals and Visual Education. The early

texts tended to be simply "cookbooks". Gradually, the philoso

phical basis for the use of audiovisual materials was introduced,

largely based on the importance of concreteness and reality as an

aid to increased understanding. The "cone of experience" which

was published first in 1946 by Dale become dogma. Great emphasis
was given in the early courses to equipment operation Justified

by the belief that this was not only a useful skill but also tended



to allay the.fears of educators of the equipment itself, It has

been only in the past decade that the course content has intro-

duced roles of media other than presentation of data and the rola.

tionship of the use of media to the role of the teacher.

Another effort to upgrade the teaching of audiovisual educa-

tion was the development of lists of competencies believed to be

essential for the teacher. Among the lists that have been most

influential were ones by Herbert Hite in the late 19405 8 by David

Pascoe in the 1950e 8 the Lake Okoboji Leadership Training Confe-

rence list in 1958 and the cognitive, affective and psychomotor

competencies developed by Meierhonry in 1966 (30, pp. 225-229) and

the University of Wisconsin in 1969 (25, p. 103).

Another attack on the problem of upgrading the audiovisual

training of teachers in the proservico sequence was a study of

patterns for conducting the training. Attention centred chiefly

on the following patterns s the formal course approach, the labor-

atorp.project approach, integration of methods and audiovisual

course content and varioue combinations of the three. Between

1959 and 1963, Torkelson conducted a study comparing four patterns

for preparing pro-service teachers to use media. The patterns

investigated were s the separate course, integration with methods,

self -study and student teaching whilk on location in the public

schools. The study suggested that :

"The process of self-discovery and personal involvement in

determining the merits of audiovisual materials in teaching

and learning may develop the attitudes which will result in

greater utilization on the teaching job". (43)

Because only about a third of the teachers have any direct

training in the use of audiovisual materials today, great atten-

tion is focused on in-service or continuing education of teachers f

that is providing this new competency to teachers already in sor

vice. This is accomplished in a number of ways, Many teachers go

back to college campuses for summer courses 8 other formal courses,

workshops, institutes and seminars are offered in offcampus situa

tions, some by universities, some by state doeartmonts of education

and some by school systems and professional associations. Teacher

Conferences, published materials, school visitations end exhibits

continued also to play role.

Thore are still too few educators who have any vision as to

what ocitication might become through appropriate use of media, or

have the desire to change the etetueaUo to determine the most
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effective learning systems fur their students, or to evaluate

their own teaching methods to identify inadequacies in their

teaching techniques. Although equipment and materials are rela-

tively plentiful, audiovisnal materials remain an "aid" to the

teacher, an adjunct to their teaching, chiefly used for presenta-

tional.purposes to help the teacher clarify, introduce or summarise

data.
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BEGINNINGS or INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

1960 T1 PRESENT

_A small hand of educators chiefly from the audiovisual field

and led by James D. Finn, sometimes referred to as the Father of

Inssunctional Technology, seemed to sense that they were living

at as turning point in American education. They t;onsed that the

wise application or teehuology to the problems of education could

go far towards reforming and revitalising the educational system.

Unlike the majority or their fellow educators, they did not fear

"the machine" but saw it as an instrument to achieve human ends.

In fact, they went so far as to say that it was beneath the dignity

or the human being to perform tasks that a machine could do as

Well o betto 1 this concept was not new, having been expressed

by Thurndike in 1912 - "A human being should not be wasted in doing

what forty sheets of paper or two phonographs can do".

A. TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

In 1961, the National Education Association undertook n three-

year ,study financed by the United States Office of Education and

which was known as the Technological Development. Project. Tito

project was directed by Finn who wrote lit the Foreword or 01st' or

its many publications concerning the purpose or the poJert

"The TechnoIogieal Development Project Is attempting to

assess the impact or the potential technological revolution

of the sixties it revolution in the way in whieh young

people and adults will learn and be taught - upon the American

system of ,.'duration and the educationnt pofession"

Data vollected by the project Staff* tended to indicate that

education had about fulfilled the preconditions necessary for
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technologial "takeefr". This was ably pointed out in the pro-

jectts Occasional Pi Ter number 6 (

"It is the mission of the Technological Development Project

to attempt an assessment or this technological revolution in

education. As indicated above, we view the present edeca...

tional culture as analogous to an underdeveloped culture

under assault by technology from the co-existing, highly so-

phisticated cultures of industry, business and even certain

sectors of the government, such as the military and scienti-

fic sectors.

tr this position is accepted as true (and the arguments for

such an acceptance are indeed persuasive), then the emerging

patterns of thought regarding economic growth ael development

or underdeveloped cultures can be used to provide an analog

model for the consideration of the technological revolution

in education." (15)

R. TASK FORCE ON FUNCTIONS OF MEDIA

In 1962, an audiovisual task force of more visionary educator('

was assembled by the NEAts Division or Audiovisual instructional

Service to consider the function of media in the public schools.

Although the position paper developed by the task force was printed

in Audiovisual Instruction the official magazine of the Depart

ment of Audiovisual Instruction, this organisation of professional

media specialists, did not see fit to endorse the paper t (31i)

It is difficult today to see why this brief statement was consi-

dered somewhat radical in its day but because it was considered a

cutting-edged document, it is worthwhile to note some of the phi-

losophy embodied in it.

"A technology or instruction, as any technology, will be a

complex activity involving people, materials, machines, sys-

tems, and patterns or organisation, Its application will in

valve, among many other things, the work of specialists sta-

tioned at all levels throughout the educational System. Wit..

out question, it also means changes in the school curriculum,

in the role of the student, the role of the teacher, and in

the programs of teacher education." (Emphasis added by author).

Some of the assumptions listed by the task force are also of

interest t
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"A new technology for instruction has been developed and

proved through basic research and practice. This development

has now reached a level that will permit rapid expansion of

application and of further innovation.

"Methods of instruction will be modified to a major degree,

particularly in the presentation of information.

"Teachers and learners will have new roles and changed acti-

vities as a result of this technological change.

"A new kind of professional will be required to provide

leadership in design, implementation and evaluation of pro-

grams of education which make the fullest use of new media."

In considering

media functions and

tional system. The

task force said

the role of media, the task force discussed two

finally introduced the concept of the instruc

first function of technological media, the

"is to supplement the teacher through enhancing his effective-

ness in the classroom. Educational media are both tools for

teaching and avenues for learning and their function is to

serve those two processes by enhancing clarity in communica-

tion, diversify in method, and forcefulness in appeal. Except

for the teacher, these media will determine more than anything

else the quality of our educational effort."

In discussing media function No. 2, the task force said 1

"Some teachers have begun to utilize another channel for learning

in which the media alone may present and, in a sense, teach certain

content to pupils". "Here, the teacher determines objectives,

selects methods and content, and evaluates the final learning out-

comes. The presentation of information, and even the direction

of routine pupil activities, may be turned over to such new media

as programmed learning materials, television, or motion pictures..."

"Function No. 2, then, is to enhance overral productivity

through instructional media and systems which do not depend

upon the teacher for routine execution of many instructional

processes or for clericalmechanical chores. These systems

will not be appropriate to every phase or purpose of the cur"

riculum, but they offer the promise of vastly increased pro-

ductivity in many instructional tasks. Their introduction

will necessarily be gradual and must be accompanied by signi-

ficant increases in the schoolst technological capability."
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The serotal role t he teat her hat 'loam oil by t he task force

was that or the "teacher en media". Heinich, a short bale tater,

coined the phrase "mediated teavher" to describe the teacher who,

rather than presouting iurormation "live", placed his teachIngosk

media ; e.g., the radio iii' televised lesson tsr programmed instrue-

tion. rike teacher who appears on the television screen or who

prepares the script for a televised presentation is indeed a

teacher as much as the classroom teacher. This was soon recognised

by proressionni associations when they emphasised the need for cer-

:ified teachers all television as apposed to prefessienal performers

who were only directed by is teacher.

It was perhaps oven moue of an adjustment for the classy n

teacher to accept this mediated teacher in a shared role than it

was ror him to accept tae role of media which the teacher himself

introduced lute the lassreem and controlled. This was aggravated

by the fact that the pupils adjusted rather quickly to having tw

teachers even to the extent of say lug "hell,'" to the teacher on

television as the sot was turned on. The teacher on media soon

fenud that he, toe, had it rel.: different from what he had had as

a live teacher in the classroom. His role required mere erganisa-

tion, lore concern with presentational methods, consideration of

pacing, etc. and, of euurse, he was always faced with the fact

that for the flist time his teaching was visible to others.

C. TOOLING UP

As Finn pointed out in his study (15), the cost of tooling

up for technology is great. A new technology of any size and

cousequenc in a society such as ours can be developed only with

considerable support from a federal government. The railroads,

tho highways, jet aircraft and the more recent space travel are

all examples or this. In the United States in the tato 1950s, a

great public concrn to increase the quality or this schools was

quickly foll.owed by CongressioUal action. this was manifested by

the sudden input of large ainounts of money from the federal govern-

ment available for purchase of materials and equipment and for the

continuing education or teachers as well am to Fund research and

experimentation in the more effective otilisation of new media.

This influx or money was started with the National Defense Educa-

tion Act or 19114 and has continued to the present time. In 1058,

the annual expenditure or elementary and secondary schools for

audiovisual equipment was about Sh2 million ; by 1968, it was about.

$253 million.
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In addition to the impact the funds made on the tooling up of

the schools and the retraining of teachers, there was the attitu-

dinal impact that came with federal legislation "to mobilise the

latest and most effective communication technologies in.support

of classroom learning". Legislation wen! a long way in iegiti-

mixing the use of audiovisual materials in the minds of the teach-

ers and perhaps, of equal importance, in the minds of the public,

although it did little to increase the understanding of what edu

cational technology was all about.

The schools were a pre- technological institution operating

in the midst of a highly developed technological society. The

public, faced with a shortage of teachers, rising costs of educa-

tion and the failures of the schools to meet society's demands,

began to raise the question of whether the newer technological.

developments of the military and of industry did not have some

application to education concepts of cost effectiveness, of Sys..

tems design and management, of planned change, reduction of labour

intensiveness, programme budgeting and the like.

The period was marked also with rapid change in the hardware

and software available to education. Not only was there a great

increase in the quantity but also in the types of instruments

available the language laboratory g closed circuit television g

dial access systems g cassette tapes g 8mm projectors g small,

lightweight projectors for individuals g the video-tape recorders

and playback g and the overhead projector. Gradually, it became

apparent that tools were available for a great number of the fuac

tions associated with teaching and learning

Storage and retrieval of information for example, through

film and audiotape or computer I

Self - analysis for example, using the language laboratory

or the video -tape recorder g

Distribution of information and data for example, by tele..

vision, radio or dial access $

Interaction for example, via the computer with light pen,

student response systems, educational games and open -ended

films j

Selfinstruction for example, with programmed instruction,

8mm motion pictures, loops and cassette tapes.

Software too was becoming more sophisticated largely chie to

the impact of programined instruction with its basis in systems

analysis and design. Software producers were beginning to feel
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the pressure to identify and state behaviourally the objectives

being sought, to understand the difference between validated and

nonvalidated teaching materials and to relate types of software

to learning objectives.

There was much to document the finding of the earlier Finn

study that education was ready for "technological takeoff". The

schools were reasonably tooled up and there was an influx of ad...

ditional Money. There was enough variety in the hardware and

software to allow it to perform various functions and objectives

related to teaching and learning. There was technological know -

how in the society outside of education which seemed to have some

applicability to the educational problems and there was a demand

for excellence, relevancy, accountability and productivity in edt.

cation and a desire to extend educational opportunities to new

fields such as early childhood education and adult education.

What was lacking was knowledge of how to introduce planned change

into a stable institution, the schools, which had a large pool of

professional manpower which had been trained, for the most part,

to view teaching as presenting, reciting and/or testing and grading

and, further, to equate teaching and learning.

0. TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY

New tools and techniques of instruction tend to change the

goals, the content and the methodology of instruction. The latter

is of more concern to us in this paper.

New tools, such as television and motion picture and overhead

projectors, make it possible to deliver information to large groups

of students simultaneously. On the other hand, tabletop viewers

for slides and filmstrips, small transistorised tape recorders and

the like made it possible and economical to make non-book materials

available to individual students. These advances, coupled with

the long-held dream of truly individualising instruction and the

need to become more efficient, led to experimentation and adoption

of various new methods of grouping students for learning activities

and new patterns of utilising the skills of teachers. Both of

these trends are having immense impact on the role of the teacher:

especially the trend towards individualisation of instruction.

There are no highly reliable national statistics available

about the adoption of innovations by the public schools in the

United States, but a number of relatively reliable polls have been

made. The Research Division of the NEA in 1970..71 In a sampling
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survey ',if its membership obtained the following infifimmtion about

instructional practices in which teachers said they were currently

involved. (35)

Team teaching

Video-tape use

Dial access or remote access

Non-graded classrooms

Differentiated staff

Cassette tape use

Programmed instruction

Modular scheduling

Computerassigtnol illparHeLion

Computer use in science or
mathematics

Classrooms without walls

Total Elem. Sec.

34.1

26.6

1.1

16.6

18.3

35.0

29.9

8.5

2.6

2.4

7.2

''4; 38.2

25.1

1.0

21.4

16.1

440
31.2

3.0

0,5

0.
8,1

% 29.4 %

28.3 .

1.3-

11.2

20.8

24.7-
28.5

14.8

4.9

4.6

6.2

Several developments outside the public schools were having

an impact on the role eir the teacher. Education In the military

and industry was fut :ed at a level that enabled experimentation

In methods of training. Further, there was not the commitment to

the instructional pattern that existed in the public schools. Ex-

perience chewed that, in their training programmes, it was possible

to use less professionally trained people with a heavier use of

mediated instroLion than was acceptable. in the schools.

Another iisportant development was in the area of performance

contracting whlt4 got it major thrust forward when in 1970 the or-

rice or Economic Opportunity provided 86,5 million for experiments

whereby private companies could he employed by school systems in

an experimental design to determine whether they could show higher

achievement gains at comparable costs than could the regular schools

when teaching basic subjects to failing students. It is noteworthy

that the control schools involved in the latest performance eull

tracting study spend from 64.4 per cent to 80.9 per ceni. of their

funds on professional teachers' salaries whereas the performance

contracting companies spent only from almost 'or° to 66.4 per cent

because or their greater use of funds for paraprofessionals and

for materials of instruction. Teachers are also being nudged into

ir; -
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new rotes with the increased availability or "packaged courser"

which utilise multimedia and i,neorporate aprcedures fur the student

and the teacher and frequently even incorporate the in-service

education to enable the teachet to utilise the curriculum package.

It becomes quite apparent that- we have at this time in the

.United States two levels or educational technology application. in

the schools. This, of course, IS an arbitrary statement for diss

cussion purposes because there I$ it great overlap hetueen the two

levels within a single set I system and often within a single

school, and perhaps the two should always to some degree both be

present. Out, because the role of tie' teacher is so different at

Level One and at Level No, it seems important to make the distinc-

tion. Snider has succinctly deselbed these two levels t

"Level One is characterized by the 'audiovisual aidt er 'pro-

duct' definition or educational technology whereby the major

end is to provide materials and services to classroom teachers

on demand. At this level the curriculum and the teaching

functions ore enriched and supplemented by an array of media

and machines that are nearly always under the control of the

leacher. Here success is most rrequently measured numerically

in terms or student and teacher use of such resources. Newer

developments such as computer-assisted instruction and cable

television are used at this level provided they 40 net sign!-

Ilea:ally interrupt established class organisation, scheduling,

and gradedness. In action, Level One is characterized by

order and neatness."

"Level Two is characterized by a systematic or 'process' tips

proach to educational technology that is usually based on

clearly stated learning objectives. its major end is to

maximise individual attainment for learners. At this level

resources are considered to be a viable mix or men, media,

and machines that can hopefully be adjusted to individual

learning. Here success is measured in terms of learning out-

put usually assessed on an individual basis. Newer develops

meats such as computer- assisted instruction are often the

basis for abolishing - sometimes on an experimental basis -

class organisation, group scheduling, and gradedness. The

Level Two approach tends to force a consideration of basic

questions abent curriculum, staff functions, and instructional

objectives. In action it does not look very neat." (37)
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E. TECHNOLOGY AND TEACHER EDUCATION

1. Pre-service Education,

-The co-existence of technology Levels One and Two in the

schools presents a problem for teacher training institutions. Far

more classrooms are operating at Level One than at Level Two.

Hence,-if the institution wishes to place its teachers after gra-.

duation in jobs which bring satisfaction both to them and to their

employer, then they are encouraged to train for roles which support

Level One use. If, on the other hand, they wish to train for the

more innovative classrooms of today and the probable classrooms

of tomorrow, then they should focus on roles which support the

Level Two technology. What is happening in teacher education ?

The vast majority of teacher education programmes differ
_

little from those of 20 years ago. Teachers continue to be trained

in the standard foundations and methods courses and through the

student teaching or practicum pattern without meaningful options.

The preparation is in the context of the self-contained classroom

oriented to the teaching of academic subjects. It assumes a

teacher-dominated learning pattern basi!ci chiefly on textbooks

supplemented by other printed and audiovisual materials. The neo-

phyte teacher is usually taught through telling with some showing

of how it should be done. The practicum usually occurs at the end

of the teacher training programme and is frequently inadequately

supervised and takes place in a "less than innovative" real school

situation.

Innovative practices are beginning to appear, often financed

by federal funds. Many of these experiments have paid particular

attention to the changing role of the teacher resulting from the

impact of media. An example is the Wisconsin Elementary Teacher

Education Project which was designed to develop exemplary teacher

education programmes for elementary schools. A quote from the

abstract of the section of the model dealing with Media and Tech.

nology Education developed by Sullivan and Iverson will illustrates

"But, in spite of the "rub-off" effects that participation in

such a program will provide, it is believed that adequate

knowledge and understanding of the production and utilization

of media and technology can be attained only through direct

instructional efforts which are systematically organised and

made available to learners. For that purpose, the Media and

Technology Education Element has been prepared.
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"The Media and Technology Education Element includes three

sub-elements s 1. Instructional Media and Mediated Instruc

tion g 2. Instructional Techniques g and 3. Research." (25,

-p. 100

In the Wisconsin model, media and technology have been moved

into the mainstream of teacher education and the elements that

aro to be included in the training programme are competencybased*

However, one notes that the emphasis is still on "aids", Level

One, concept of technology. The information given to the teacher

deals with selection, construction and utilisation of materials

which would be the type of training that would support the teacher

operating in the Level One concept of technology.

Other innovative pre-service teacher education programmes

utilise laboratory-type experiences and self-instructional modUlet.

An example is the programme at Kent State University where the

Instructional Resources Center is an agency of the College of Edu--

cation serving the 217 faculty members and over 12,000 students

of the college. The Center consist:, if five areas t the curviest

lum materials library, equipment training laboratory, production

laboratory, self- instructional learning laboratory and auxiliary

services (video-taping, photography and art services). Each area

is supervised by one of the full-time staff members of the Center,

,Jordinated by a half-time graduate mtsf,7itant and additionally

staffed by trained students. About onethird of the education

majors elect the basic media course. Other students are exposed

to the resources of the Center as a part of their methods courses,

through orientation experiences and demonstrations, through use

of the Center in relation to their student teaching work and by

making use of the self-instructional opportunities of the Center.

A few quotes from recent personal letters will indicate the

nature of the small experiments going on here and there in teacher

education t

"We are experimenting with a course in which we attempt to

demonstrate by precept some of the newer roles in teaching.

In this course, we use socially prepared filmstrips accom-

panied with narrated tapv which explains the illustrations

in the filmstrips, and an occasional lecture demonstration

during which interaction is encouraged.

"We at the University of Connecticut have not been able to

move in any significant way into so- called independent Study

utilization. I do what so many other instructors refuse to
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de s got my prespoctixe teachers to werk, work at making

creatiVP 111.1'S.Sit11114 ter using media nor spec i 1, WIMPS Mid

individuals. As far as professers aro concerued, we de net

and carnet nse reup methedm. In our graphics and instrue.,

sienal decolem,,nt pregrms we werk only with these who bring.

It aterials, who sense needs. This exerburdens our staff now,

and costs ever $20,0100 aunually fur supplies,"

Changes are also taking place in the methods used to. teach

the teacher. This, or eaarse, serves as an example to the teacher

of methodelogy that they can use In turn, There is a growing

trend among universities to set up teaching pr,.blem laboratories,

centres ror the teaching peeressions, instruction design labora-

tories and similar services known by many other names. The per.-

pose of these is to help intesosted professors in redesigning

their courses and the metholes"cy which they 11,4 r le The results

may range from rotatively little introduction or media to courses

which employ audio..tuteriat or compl:.x instructional package me..

theds of teaching cenrses.

Teacher education institutions are inhibited in their efforts

to providr b...tter experiences for teachers in the use of media and

technology by a number or factors. Among these are I

The need to re- educate toucher educators regarding the

nature and scope of tostructiona; technology.

- The difficulty in providing opportunities to practice intiova..

tive strategies as a part of the teacher training programme.

The lack of equipment and materials in the college of ech.

cation.

- Toe little time in the four -year teacher education pro-

gramme.

- The need to train Leachers for schools as they now exist.

- The lung accepted belief that the Leacher is a generalist

who, ir given proper theory, can adapt to changes as they

occur in the instructional s-tting.

2. tn-Service Education

The demands upon the public school, the dissatisfaction with

teacher education and its inability to institute rapid changes and

the Influx of federal monies came together at the same time to

focus on "retooling" the teachers already in service through insti-

tutes and workshops. These started in the areas or science and
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mathematics following the uew curriculum developments and then

spread to areas of foreign language, English, social studies,

music and other curriculum areas. Since 1965, when the First edu-

cational media institutes worn conducted, more than 10,000 persons

have either boon introduced to or updated in their skills and

knowledge of instructional technology though participation in

these institutes - again, largely Level One media institutes.

impressive as these figures might seem, imp has to cells Igoe

that about one- quarter of r. million now teachers are prepared for

the labour markt)* each year. IC those are prepared for traditional

classroom teaching, retraining through the institute programme is

really a loosing battle - a case of too littie and toe late. This

has led to serious consideration of now ways in which the continu-

ing education of teachers can be accomplished. One proposal is

that bosic prepa t tal (went. W11.11111 the raar..yoa r programme at the

aalVvrSity with arrangements for a continuing internship programme

for one or' two years carried on at the employing institution Fels

lowed by provisions for continuing education based upon identified

needs of the teacher. Au alternative plan is a Joint educational

venture in teacher education between the universities and the

public schools whereby the four or five years of training would

be divided with part of it occurring at the university and part

in the sell is which would be used as laberatries. interest in

the continuing education of teachers nos been fanned by research

evidence which supports the view that teaching 14 nut a generalised

capacity to relate to children and solve instructional problems.

Joyce states this well t

"The experience of innevative movements In education has

shown us that the conception of teaching as a general capa-

city to educate Is erroneous and disfunctional. Most teachers

simply have vont effectively adopted the new roles or learned

the new strategies unless a massive in- service effort was

made.

"HoW01.ort If teaching is thought of as the ability to provide

a portivolar, speclalieed kind of educational service, it be-

comes at once apparent that there are a muttitude of special-

leed services which make quite different demands on the

teacher, Pot' example, helping children write creatively is

different room teaching biology inductively, !Wiping children

use Instructional systems is different from providing coun-

seling for them. No doubt some teachers can, without special
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training, move from role to role and strategy to strategy.

That a few can do this should not deceive ue into making the

inference that all teachers can learn to do it as a result

of general or even special training.

"It is far more productive to view teaching as a set of role-

competencies each of which has to be learned specifically.

From this stance a teacher becomes a person who can engage
in one or more types of teaching." (24, pp. 156-157)

There is, then, a renewed interest in the continuing education
of the teacher and some trends concerning new ways of accomplishing
this. Current thinking embodies the idea that any innovation in-

troduced into a school system must be accompanied by appropriate
in-service training. The instruction should be specific to the

skills required, programme- oriented and preferably occurring at
the teaching site. In an attempt to meet these spccifications,

courses have been devised, competency -based modules on specific

skills developed, micro-teaching introduced and attention to the

including of teacher training in curriculum and material packagesu

One illustration is a project of Research for Better Schools,
Inc., Individually Prescribed Instruction, an instructional sys-
tem. During the project, it became obvious that teacher training
was one factor that had to be given serious consideration in order

for the project to succeed. It was further concluded that the

retraining programme for teachers needed to be individualised about

individualisation and that, whereas specifics about the mechanics
of the system were needed, there also was a need for theory con..

corning individualisation. The training programme developed for

teachers were based on the same IPI model that the teachers were
to use with the students. Not only was training needed to orient

teachers to the individualised system but also continuous training
for the refining of their instructional skills and strategies.

In the fa.: of 1967, another large programme of individualised
education was introduced, Project PLAN (Program for Learning in
Accordance with the Need). This instructional plan also differed

from the usual instructional programme in its classroom organisa-
tion, materials, method of instruction and teacher and student
roles. For this reason, one of the important components of the
project was the programme for teacher development. PLAN put em-
phasis on teacher activities such as tutoring, counselling and
instructing students in the technique of managing their own beha-
viour. Observation of teachers, however, indicated that they were
spending most of their time in organisational and managerial
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activities. The training task, therefore, was helping teachers

modify their skills ; acquiring new skills ; reinforcing the pro-

cedures of acquiring new skills and modifying current skills

helping teachers maintain the new behaviours and extinguishing

behaViourA which were not compatible with Project PLAN. Each

teacher trainee was given an individualised programme which grew

out of observation of the teacher in his classroom to identify

his training needs.

Another harbinger of progress is seen in the focus of current

educational journals and in the titles of educational texts ; e.g.,

Educational Technology t The Changing Role of the Teacher ; Deve-

lopment Efforts in Individualized Instruction ; Instructional

atimajlenned Change. It is also indicative of the times that

among books such as these is a new one entitled Now to Use the

Bulletin Board.
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MUTE TRENDS AND THEIR IMPLICATtONS

A. TEACHER ROLE IN TRANSITION

Although authorities seem to agree that the role of the

teacher in the majority of schools has changed little nem the

old "assign- test- grade" pattern, it is true also that a substan-

tial percent:4;e of the schools are making changes in curriculum,

starring patterns, grouping and organisation of students and the

like, and that most of these innovations are "technology-dependent".

This means that they can be achieved fully only through the use

of educational technology. In the schools with innovative pro..

grammes, changes in the role or the teachers are slowly evolving.

Authorities feel that the changes are greatest at the elementary

level because of the greater flexibility permitted the teacher at

that level.

Changes in teacher role occur gradually but teachers them-

selves seem to sense that their role has changed. A study made in

which 3,000 teachers were sampled by the American College Testing

Program of Iowa City. Iowa, got the response that teachers are

called upon "*o be more or a parent, counselor, policeman, and

psychiatrist than a teacher". This could be interpreted to say

that teachers recognise that their role is changing and that they

do not like and/or are not prepared for the direction in which

the change is progressing. The change is probably nut in agree-

ment with their view of the proper role of the teacher. (20, 41, 16)

Teachers and researchers involved in technology- dependent

innovations provide us with valuable clues as to the emerging role

of the teacher, rev this reason, a number of specific cases will

be cited.
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le Oakmont Elementary School, Claremont Unified School District,

California

Oakmont is a non-graded elementary school where programmes

are individualised for each child. Practices which make this

work are co-operative teaching, central attendance, multi -age

classes and flimible groupings. The teachers make these comments

on the differences of their roles in the non - graded schools in an

unpublished report.

"I. Teacher's prep time

"A te,her deals with lists of students and where each one is

in the material chosen for him. A teacher ends up with several

kinds of programmes going on in the room at the same time in a

given subject. The amount of record keeping is greater. The

diagnostic period at the beginning of the year is critical. The

teacher as a resource person for the student and his goals is a

most demanding role.

"II. Teachers and other teachers

"They work very closely with each other and it gets to be like

a family. A tremendous amount of in-service takes place as teach-

ers pool their various areas of expertise in order to increase the

alternatives necessary for each child (who is assumed to be at

different levels in all areas). There are running conversations

that go on from day to day regarding where a child is best placed

to perform at his best.

"III. Teachers and students

"Since grade standards are out, individual programmes must be

set up. Teachers get to know more about students than when a cer-

tain level of achievement was assumed to go with a certain grade

label. Labelling of all sorts becomes suspect. (The diagnosis

is kept open.) Self- pacing is instituted where possible, and this

relinquishment of some decisions appears to add to mutual trust.

Acceptance is a key attribute for a teacher and is passed on to

students. ("You are good in math, your friend is good in reading

- everybody is different and that is a good thing, not a tad

thing".)

ts-31,
V '.,'
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"IV. Teachers and administrators BEST COPY AVAILABLE

"A principal cannot say what book a teacher is using in a

given subject and must check with the teacher if a question arises.

A team of teachers makes many decisions that formerly teachers did

not need to make, e,g certain books used to be distributed to

each class by grade. A principal is in the position of helping

"teachers find alternatives. The range and variety of alternatives

gets bigger and bigger, and both teachers and principal end up

keeping a lot of data in their heads.

"V. Teachers and naronts

"Conferences centre on the concept of

where he is, what can be expected). With

needed to explain the programme. Without

once time is required to reassure parents

progress (where he was,

new parents, time is

grade standards, confer -

about progress."

2. McCluer High Schools PergusonftPlorssant District, St. Louis,

Missouri

The following is excerpted from a report from the school

district based on observations of the impact on the teacher's role

of extensive media use,

At first, most teachers viewed media as an adjunct, apart from

their instruction. The quality and extent of their experiences

were limited reactions tended to be negative that is, teachers

viewed media as a way of mechanising and dehumanising instruction.

As successful models of media were presented and used by peers,

More and more teachers saw media as means of providing more time

for teachers to use meeting the needs of students. Media also

provided more time for one-to-one teacher -pupil interaction Once

their views changed and media were considered a legitimate part of

the unit experiences, the quality of use increased RS did the quan-

tity. Then,

Teachers began to differentiate media used with each class.

This led to differentiating media use within a class.

Teachers spent more time developing and organising print

and non-print materials.

Teachers spent more time working with media specialists,

librarians, and reading specialists.

Many teachers began to see the need for and experiment with

an individualised curriculum.
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Teacher, Icol to lease In Ilse a wide variety of AV hardwnre

leachers used media as a means of solving weaknesses in

their instructien - remodiatien, releaching, closer examina-

tien or demonstration, etc.

- Tv:wheys spent More time HosirhIlig curricolum.

Students started to use media as a means of cemmunicatien

in completing assignments,

- Teachers starteH In fist media as an area or study - English

and social stnlies.

iiervice area (e.g guidance) began to mediate parts or their

operatien.

i. Miarsha I I. High Sehoo , . Pert land., Orogen

A couqutter-generated, modular-flexible schedule. (inferma..

lion From 411 unpublished report).

The goal is to individualise teaching and learning by-brenking

the school day into small meanies of time to lit the activity tnk-

lug place. Four leaching-learning modes are used : large group

instructien, medium -sited groups fey laberatory activities, small

group learning experiences, and independent study. About $1) per

cent of the staff is organised into forty teaching teams. A ty-

pleat teacher is involved in class activity approximately two-

thirds of his teaching time, with one-third of the time given to

student conferences, planning anl evaluating student work or - if

the teacher is a member of a team - working with other team members.

The large group, up to 40 students, situations are "presenter-

dominated" making heavy use of sight and sound. A considerable

amount of advanced and detailed planning are required for these.

The fooling of the staff at Marshall High School is reflected

in this statement by nue member i

"From the teacher point of view, thIlse of u,e in the science

department are generally very happy with Many of the aspects

of the new program he' wonld net like to ge back to the tra-

ditional fifty-five minute period, five days it week type of

pregram. The longer laboratory periods are very valuable.

The Freedom that students have to come in and make up work,

go over work again, add to their work and initiate new ideas

is very valuable. The opportunity to have teacher-student

conference time within the school day is helpful. The free-

dom and relaxation of the new pregrnm Is Vitittable to us, and

the tenches -to- teacher contact including day-to-day critiques,
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either veval is r observed, iii' each iii work has helped its

all to grew. Planning with each other, ue have the cmbined

strngths or at !east two peopless ideas whereas we used to

have little mere than our exit ideas to call ui The variety

the pi ogram films olav ts. dav is stimulating its itself,

Problems have net disappeared, bat we now have sumo new and

better ways to attack them"

4, Elementarr SchoeIf- Oeveloied by the Wisconsin Re-

scarch and Ileveloement Center for Cognitive Learning

In 14)71, about 70,00 children in 600 set Is in 27 states

have been involved in a multi-unit plan which is an organisational

pattern that replaces the self-contained classroom with a non-

graded instructional unit Each unit eontains 100-150 children

with your age groups, 4..6, 6-9, 10 -12. Each unit has a

leader er master teacher, two or three staff teachers,. a teaching

intern and one or two aides. The snot Siitrr is supported at the

next level by the "instructional improvement commit toe" consisting

or a scl Its unit Itqolers and principal, Above this, there is a

scheel-mystem-wide policy committee. This design is considered

to be the first step in a new system of elementary education vatted

individually Utrided Education (16E1. A stotdy conducted by the

University of Oregon showed that teacher morale nod Job satisrite

tion were higher in these multi-unit schools. It also found that

multi-unit teachers spent more time planning for instruction and

specialised mere. The study also showed that children in the multi-

unit plan received more attention from teachers individually and

in small groups.

5. Indivinoally Prescribed Instruction (IPI) and Project PLAN -

Individualised Instruction (4)

We have previously spoken or In, an instructional system,

which is now beIng used in more than 300 school systems in 3$ sta-

tes, and or Project PLAN which uses available Instuctioral mate-

rials, a curriculum map of 4,500 cumulative behavioural objectives

and the input or student records which, with the aid of the compu-

ter, helped the teachers make personalised plans ro 30,000 stu-

dents last fall its schools scattered throng, t the nation.

in !PI and PLAN, and in any or the other more structured sys-

tems fur Individualising Instruction, the role or the teacher

Seems to fall into three categories
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i) Operatiug the system ;

Li) Supplementing the system to enhance adaptation to indivi-
dual needs, and

lit) Providing for the achie.--Iment of goals possible only with
teacher intervention.

It is evident in all cases that careful preparation of teachers
to carry out these new roles is necesuary as a part of the pro-
gramme introduction.

6. Individualised instruction - Edling Research (13)

In 1968, Edling collected data on over 600 programmes of in-

dividualised instruction throughout the United States and selected
50 sites for visitatinn. These were sites that represented a wide

spectrum of procedures, four types of school districts and the
major geographical and population areas of the United States, The
study found that the single most essential element for successful
implementation of an individualised plan was additional training
and planning time for teachers and administrators. Most teachers
needed to develop new skills in diagnoses and in prescription pre-
paration. The study recommended that staff training and planning
time be initiated well before the attempt to implement even a
pilot programme is undertaken. In addition to acquiring new know-

ledge and skills, teachers must select and prepare new materials

and practise the administration of these materials until they

develop the competency comparable to present group-oriented proce-
dures. A second and almost equally essential element, teachers
said, was additional materials of instruction.

Teachers said that there is more work involved in an indivi-
dualised ,instructional programme but, at the same time* the major-
ity felt that they have never been more satisfied in their teaching

experience and would not wish to return to a traditional instruc-
tional programme. Some teachers, however* did not feel comfortable

with the individualised format. The hardest adjustment for the

teacher is during the first two to six weeks of the programme.

7. In Summary,

It seems evident that as the learning environment becomes
more "media rich" and "technologically oriented" the direction

tends to be away from the lecture-tell method and in the direction
of discovery methodology and more individualised instruction.
This tends to increase the time the teacher spends with individual
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students and in tasks -involving management, diagnosis and prescrip-

tion. Edling sums up the situation when he writes t

"The great problem posed in education by the development of

these new communication media is the difficulty for those who

have been brought up in an earlier tradition to visualize a

role for themselves in their chosen vocation other than as

primarily transmitter of information. The traditional role

of information provider, which has come to be viewed as a

primary one, is probably one of the least efficient and ef

rectivo that teachers can perform in the learning process 1

this fact has been demonstrated repeatedly in experiments on

human learning... The teacher's great potentialities actually

exist in his capabilities for observation, evaluation, and

adaptive response."

D. PREDICTIONS FOR THE FHTHRE

It is evident that innovation is now an accepted concept in

education, and it also seems apparent that most of the innovations

being tried today are technology-dependent. When a technological

advance is made, it is impossible from looking at the beginning

stage to predict with accuracy what the end result will look like.

This is as true for education as it is for other aspects of society,

but we must try, from the transition stage that we are now in, to

idetitlfy general trends or directions. A sizable number of scho-

lars and researchers have been trying to do just that and it may

be helpful to examine the direction of thinking that a few of these

have taken.

I. Hansen and Harvey,

In their research study on "Impact of CAI on Classroom Teach-

ers" (18) the following generalisations were projected

"- Teachers will perform much less of the informational presenm

tational function presently found in our classrooms.

Teachers will play less of a corrective role in terms of

their questioning and evaluative behaviour.

- Teachers will become more concerned with a host of indivi

dual characteristics important in designing instruction

strategy $ thus, the array of instructional resources and

the decisionmaking found in employing these resources will
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boeMe more complex and also more fregnent in terms or

teacher behaviours.

The teacher will have a greater involvement in guiding

individual students rather than maintaining classroom dis.

cipliae.

. Teachers hill have to perform 4 hider range or discussion

techniques involving a richer opportunity to arrect the

social and emotional behaviour of students.

- Teachers will have a greater array or dirrerentiated pro.

ressionals joining them in the team effort to provide op.

timal instruction.

Teachers may take on more or the diagnostic assessment and

prescriptive functions presently assigned the Mel 1 psy-
chologist."

Heinich (19, pp. I3o and 114)

oft is clear that the technologies or instruction can he

assigned the barden or direct teaching, and decisions con.

corning method, materials and content are made by the pro.

resmionals who are responsible fur incorporating instruction

In mediated forms,

"Eventually, technology will shape up education the same way

it has industry : a reshuffling and reassignment or personnel.

Two decades ago the number of teachers engaged in mediated

instruction was extremely small and limited pretty much to

films and educational radio. The number or teachers involved

in locally produced media was, or course, even smaller, The

last decade has witnessed a sharp increase in teachers enga-

ged in mediated instruction due principally to the introduc-

tion or educational television, programmed instruction, and

the language laboratory... In twenty years, perhaps one - third

of the teaching profession may be engaged in preparing instruct'

tional materials with little, or no, direct race -to -face con-

tact with students. When education understands this at the

operational level, less concern may be expressed about re-

placing teachers - they will be "re- placed" to the other

Bide,"

3. LougharY (28, p. 109)

salt is (o at least, soon will be) highly misleading or in-

accurate to speak of 'teachers' as a general professional

group.
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"The new teachi must have a method - a system, if you will

for detensining what teaching resources are available and

for constantly deciding how best to use them with individuals

and groups or pupils or various silos. Instruction will be..

come iucreasingly dynamic and complev, and more r th

teacher's at will be Heeded to mohitor and control

the instruetienal process so that students will he engaged

in maximally effective learning at all Students, he

suspect, having experienced truly individualiied and enriched

instruction and immediate feedback of the results or their

work, will demand rich and meaningful instruction.

"Man- machine systems in education can contribute tremendously

to the individualivution and enrichment of instruAiou, and

at the same time will exert great pressure toward changing

traditional teaching functions. It is not a question or

whether the requirements of teaching will change, but rather

our or how much time there is to prepare for changing requi-

rements."

I! (44, p. 119)

"At least six different categories of subject mutter special -

ists may be expected. As learning materials centcrs are de-

veloped, librarians and andiovisnalists, as curators and con-

sultants, will advise staff members and students in the use

of available materials. Programmers will select, revise, and

construct films, tapes and programs for specific local pur-

poses. Monitors will be needed (they have already appeared

in language laboratories), to run the several subject matter

laboratories, to see that the different kiwis of apparatus

are operating satisfactosily, and to see that materials are

properly distributed 1 but primarily to help elicit and re-

inrorce correct responses. They can even serve us what might

be called "climate-control officers" to help create a friendly,

rewarding social atmosphere. And demonstrators, now called

T% or studio teachers, will be those especially talented in

presenting material via this medium."

5. !mldy, (33, p. 92)

Proudy envisages three types of personnel t 1. instructional

technicians whose responsibility would be to assign pupils to

instructional programmes and reassign them as the demands or indi-

vidualisedinstruction dictate 1 2. Instructional programmers who'e
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job it would be to write the programmes that are fed into the sys-

tem and 3. Instructional managers whose responsibility it would

be to turn the instructional packages into schedules to be implo.

mented by instructional technicians and to exercise general super

vision over all instruetien.

6. Ward and Junes (33, p. 308)

Ward and Jung also make a number of predictions, among them,

that technology will increasingly supplement but not replace the

classroom teacher ; the functions of the teacher will be performed

more effectively as a result. They also see a growing array of

learning materials media and instructional strategies becoming

available about which the teacher will need to make rational deci-

sions. More specifically, they say t

"The teachers role in the future is likely to feature t

1. A decreased emphasis upon information-giving-a 2. Increased

attention to the development of higher order cognitive out -

comes a 3. Increased attention to the development of construc-

tive affective outcomes ; and 4. The integration of both

cognitive and affective processes for the improvement of

learner outcomes."

7. Remove (14, p. 13)

(Rosove was a member of a team founded in 1967 to conduct

studies of future educational needs and resources which included

the possible roles of educators in the late 1980s.)

"This point of view has profound implications for aducatiOnal

policy. It places the "teacher" in the nerve center of the

man-machine learning system. It makes possible a transforma

tion in the traditional role of the teacher. While the ma-

chine takes over the function of dispensing facts or data,

or the explanation of a concept or theory, the teacher

1. serves to facilitate the learning process by providing

assistance, guidance and counseling as needed by the student;

2. designs and conducts experiments on the learning process

using the actual learning situation as his laboratory and

3. contributes to the development of improved man- machine

learning systems and procedures."



8. Tabachnick and De Vault (25, e. 43)

"It may be anticipated that those activities which today

occupy a major portion of the teacher's time will nut have

the same priority on his time in schools after 1975. New

activities and ney responsibilities for teachers may be ex-

pected to evolve.

"Before considering these potentially new roles, a review of

the rules which teachers presently assume is in order. These,

in order of priority on the teacher's time, may be listed s

1. Information transmission ; 2. Management and administra-

tion ; 3. Guidance ; and 4. Modeling.

"in schools beyond 1975, it may be expected that this order

of priorities for teacher roles will be precisely the opposite

order from that in which they are perceived in traditional

schools. Teachers will serve primarily as models and as gui-

dance counsellors and only incidentally as managers and admi-

nistrators."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

9. Doyle and Goodwill (12)

This research study utilising the Delphi technique asked a

panel of over forty experts to forecast the direction and degree

of change in societal values, the likelihood of the development

and widespread adoption of educational technologies and changes

in the role of the teacher over the next thirty years.

"Some of the changes forecast are most interesting and even

startling when viewed in the historical context of student -

teacher- classroom relationships.

"Over the next fifteen years we may expect to see the phasing

out of one of the long-established approaches to teaching and

the phasing in of one which will be totally new. The educa-

tional process has been characterized by what we have called

'the traditional imparting of knowledge' whereby the teacher

or instructor leads or directs the class while 'en:ouraging

interaction and group learning'. We can expect to see a con-.

tinuation of this teaching approach up to the middle or latter

part of this decade. At that time we may anticipate an im-

portant change as, the teacher begins to perform as a 'group

leader', while acting as a 'catalyst to the learning process'.

As we apprt'ach the mid-eighties there will be a further signi-

ficant change as the teacher becomes more of a 'sympathetic

resource utilized at the students' request', Naturally, this
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hills I M.001 el1.11tro ill e111. ttoht.iet of 441411 WTI e and ill
our conepts of 'educationt and sloarningt. This also impllos

a numbeof other possible doolopments,

Thus the picture which this narrative presents is one

or Mile and more student involvomout and participation, Lend

or moo indi%idnall) tailored curriculum, with th teaho

having less or an authoritarian role - a picture which is

entirely consistent hith what has outlined In the section on

suciotal value changes,).

10, In Summar%

Accord t to the I5, a 111111111/ft Let' trends ii re indicated

which are of strategic importance in predicting the future olp

or the toacher.

Intli%idualisation of instruction

This is not Ise Coll rlISPil wtLII sett' Lustt1lrliust OE Iltit.i11.11.

th.11t study al lls it ttsttall I y MOWS IISto to r hi) the s t tleoPS 1111:4111

the. end of lock-step education and tilt. i 011 or the impor-

tance to r individuaI 'lit t. rencos ,

- The humanisation or education

This includes succpssful learning for all students g options

for teachers g choices ro Cho student concorning what he learns,

when and whore, how he learns it ; ..bulged patterns nr stndont....

ppor-tpacher relationships.

- A futuristic look in edueation

The focus appears to he away from loarning roots about the

past to 'morning how to learn, the inquiry and problem - solving

methods which enable individuals to cope better with a rapidly

changing world and with uncertainties,

- Moro emphasis on cost effectivenosu in education

Technology has embodied in It the systems concept with its

constant evaluation, reedbuck and readjustment cycles, it Hist,

embudies the concept of trade. - offs and reallocation or rosoucos

and may well loud to a1 roadJustmont or budget allocations in min..

cation,
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- The disappearauce of the teacher generalist

This is partly a recngnition of the varying needs er students

but also of the fact that teachers too are individuals with varying

capabilities and lire styles. The trend seems to ha. toward a team

or more specirialls trained teachers with a support staff' or men

and machluos.

- A change in man-machine relationships

Alen and machines will cease to he protagonists but will

operate within a system playing related but distinctive roles to-

ward the achievement or abectives.

- A shirt in emphasis from teaching to learning

This is succinctly stated in the concept that ir the student

has not learned, the teacher has not taught ; thus, the burden or

proof is shifted rrom the student Cu the teacher.

C. iMPLICATIONLi FUR TEACHER EDUCATION

The prospective teacher entortlic college today will not be

in the teacher market for four er rive years and, In the meantime,

education has moved forward rive years so there is almost a ten-

year lag between the entry time or the prospective teacher into

college and the time 'when he will be Working in an educational

setting. There Is also evidence that the so-called educational

" theory - into - practice -lag" which once watt said to be fifty years

and which has dropped to twenty, may, in the near future, be re-

duced further. It is necessary, therefore, that we train teachers

for the future, and not for the past, perhaps, that we train them

for tt lire or professional change per se,.

it is not the Function or this paper to deal with current and

projected patterns ro the re-nrganisation or teacher education.

It does seem appropriate, however, to make H few generalised com-

ments about the implications for teacher education of the predicted

role or the teacher. it should be obvious that new concepts and

skills should not be merely pyramided on top or current patterns

and content of teacher education, but the whole needs to be rede-

signed and substituted for much or the current content and metho

dology.
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i) The teacher of the future will need to have a working

knowledge of technology including man-machine relationships, the

scientific method of problem - solving, and particularly technology,

as applied to educational practice. This will include a compas-

sionate understanding of the truly humane task of the human teacher,

preparing or choosing teaching objectives, management of systems,

and the like. LeBaron summarises this change of fo,:us

"It would seem that technology offers a teacher a terribly

exciting opportunity. Let's suppose than 70 or SO per cent

of what the teacher now does is mechanized. This means that

the remaining 2u per cent - the truly human aspects of teach-

ing - can receive 100 per cent of the teacher's attention...'

"The essentially human functions, then, are choosing deve-
loping and reacting to unique situations g feeling being

emotional and loving, a total rerson as it were 1 creating -

designing the machines to relieve the routine and release

the chance to feel ; and cognating...

"In brief, teaching is a system of actions intended to induce

learning." (27, p. 451)

ii) The teacher of the future will need the abilities required

for selection, modification and/or production of instructional ma-'
terials and other systems. In other wards, instructional design

should be a part of the training of the teacher. It is good to

note that among recent textbooks appearing are ones entitled

Teaching and Media : A Systematic Approach, Gerlach and Ely

Instructional t A Plan for Unit and Course Devetamagl,

Kemp (26) g Instructional Systems, Banafy (5) g Instructional,

Design : Readings, Merrill (31) g and Selecting Instructional

Strategies and Media t A Place to Begin, Merrill and Goodman (32).

ill) if teachers are not to be threatened by innovation and

a new role, the development of supporting attitudes is essential.

It appears that the teacher or the future should not be threatened

by non-structure In the environment of by non-directive situations,

or by trial and error developmental work. He must be comfortable

with having his teaching visible to his peers, and at times, as

via television, by the community. He must be able to take criti-

cism and evaluation. He must get more Job satisfaction from seeing

learning occur than in the performing of a skilful teaching met.

In short, he must become a professional in the true sense.
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iv) The teacher of the future Must feel comfortable with and

be skilled in a team operation. This means learning to share

decision-making, skilful use of support personnel, student and

parent involvement in the teaching-learning enterprise, and opera-

tion in an inter-disciplinary setting. Team operation also implies

differentiated roles. Teacher education programmes need to differ-

entiate between these roles and develop training programmes for

specific skills. Probably for this reason, teacher education will

become more competency-based. Teachers will need to be guided

into the types of roles which suit their competencies and life

styles.

v) One trend that seems certain for the future is that toward

the individualisation of teaching and learning in order that the

potential of each student will be developed in accordance with

his eapabilitiw*, interests and needs. This means that teachers

will need to cope with a more pupil-centred learning situation

and one in which the student is much more active than he has been

in the past.

Wisegerber (46, p. 250) lists some nine areas of competency

which he feels are paramount for training teachers for individual-

ised instetction for each child t

- specifying learning goals ;

- assessing pupil achievement of learning goals ;

diagnosing learning characteristics ;

- planning long -term and short-term learning programmes with

pupils

- guiding pupils in their learning tasks ;

- directing off-task pupil behaviour

- evaluating the learner ;

- employing teamwork with colleagues ; and

- enhancing development.

vi,) In the school of the future, the teacher will have more

opportunities to work with students on a one-to-one tutorial basis.

This personalising or education will require a set or skills which

Merrill has characterised as social interaction skills (31, p. 55).

These include skills of personal relationships which enable the

teacher to establish personal communication with his students and

also the knowledge of group dynamics which enables the teacher to

promote group processes that otherwise facilitates learning out-

comes among students. Doing able to motivate students and to met
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up vontingeucies which reinrorce growth that will also be an im

portant role.

Problems ahead

Whether or not the predicted retrace hill come to pass, and

if so, at what rate, will depend to a great extent upen how eer

1min problems and questions are answered. ur the many that cau

be identified, si% of them have been selected ror discussion,

a) There are many things we need to know before we can pro-

ceed competently with the innovatiens in education. To got some

of the alistivES will require basic research, in other cases, rea

sibility studies.

We certainly need more effective measures or indicators of

success or failures or the innovative practices. On the standard -

ism! tests, there seem to be, for the most part, "te significant

difference" but obsevatioas erten tell us that pupil behaviour

and the job satisractioa or the teachers changes towards the to,

strive.

We need to know mach more about teaching styles and how to

Id:latify them, about learning and cognitive styles of students

and how to identiry them, and the significance or matching teaching

styles and learning styles. We need to know how to relate mate

vials or instruction to teaching and learning styles and learning

obJecties. We need to do task analyses or teaching in order to

refine and derifte what teaching is. We need to identify which are

the "human" roles in teaching and which roles can be handled by

mediated methods.

b) Another major problem urea is that of changing the insti

tutions of education and teacher education and the behaVieur of

teachers,

As pointed out earlier, the problem in the United States is

complicated by the fact that our educatiooni system, including

teacher education, is decentralised. For this reason, it is im

aissible to make changes by edict from the top or even at the state

level. Change has to take place in thousands of schools and school

districts throughout the Vatted States on an individual basis.

This is costly and timeconsuming. As Lloyd Trump has remarked,

"Every principal knows that it Is not easy to pierce the barrier

et the classroom door". Regardless or what type of demands, urging;
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cajaling a taftsocvice education lots taken place, when the teacher

closes the classroom door or the self-contained clossroom, what he

doom is under his own control and is usually adapted to his own

teaching style. To a large degree, the teaching act today can

only be described as taking place In a pro-industrial age, cottage

industry kind of milieu - a situation that has 1 u selidified

into a government bureaucracy of enrmens dimensions.

Even when teachers are desirous or Introducing innovations

and changing their roles, they frequently rind that they aro In-

hibited by various administrative routines, budget controls and

the like. in a recent letter to the author. Hamreus summarised

these problems as follows

"My own experience would cause me to make the following

(compressed) observation. Technology changes the role or

teachers only when the rest of the system changes suffi-

ciently to permit the teachers to change. In other words,

teachers can be taught to utilize now innovative teaching

techniques but usually are kept from cluing so because t her

fellow teachers are not equally prepared and thus create an

overwhelming resistance ; her administrators are not con-

vinced it is necessary and thereby resist the expenditures

or reorganisation or resources required ; the constituency

of the school is suspicions or its relevance and thereby

creates a resistance Force ; the teacher education section

of the college or university servicing that area are not

convinced or trained in the innovations application and

thereby are non-supporting $ the State Department has indi-

vidual proponents but has no clout with the 'door keepers'

in the scl 1 district to give the teacher the needed support."

The whole problem of institutional change, as it applies to

the education system in the United States, was summed up neatly

in one sentencc in a recent educational publication of the. Asso-

ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development t "What emerges

from this consideration of the system of education in the United

States is an enormous capacity to absorb change while not changing

at all".

Many of the innovations now being introduced into education

are dependent upon our ability to change society's view of teaching

its well as the self-image of the teacher. Research evidence indi-

cates that we are Most successful its causing the teacher to alter

Iris role if he is involved in planning and implementing the
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innovation. Some authorities, and they are supported by consider

able research, doubt that teachers in service can be retrained in

such a way 4 significantly to affect their teaching style.

Joyce 24, p. 182) reports research to show that "classroom

styles of teachers are more notable for their similarity than for

their differences and that it seems possible that there is indeed

a national teaching style which has certaite definable characteriti.

tics". He also related how the behaviour of student teachers is

shaped during their practice teaching so that students become less

open and less flexible and are thus moulded into the style of the

national norm. Some research indicates that teaching style varies

as a result or teacher personality, but further research has indi-

cated that teachers of very different personality types can learn

a very large variety of teaching strategies. Joyce draws these

conclusions t (24, p. 192)

"The'homogeneity of teaching styles, combined with the relit.

tiVi.homogeneity of curriculums and school organisation pat-

terns, indicate that teaching has been a normative rather

than a technical activity. That is, teachers have been be-

having according to a normative:concept about what teaching

is, and they, consequently, look similar when they are at

work. A technici1 concept of teaching defines teaching as

decision-making skills and teaching strategies which the

teacher applies to each teaching situation. When he does

this, the results vary greatly, for his decisions are dif-

ferent in every case and his strategies vary as a consequence.

Hence, a technical concept of teaching leads to a morehete-

rogeneous picture than we apparently have at present, because

it assumes that teachers will use their skills to create a

variety of environments tailored to the needs of their stu-

dents.

"Performance-oriented education has to be built on the assump-

tion that teaching is a technical matter - a process of

decision-making, interacting with children, developing of

content, etc. The clustering of teaching behaviour around

identifiable norms suggests that it has been an intuitive,

imitative act.

"Probably the implementation of performance -based education

will require the socialization of the education profession

into a technical stance which is foreign to the norms of

contemporary practice,"

P-.:'
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Innovators are hampered by our lack of knowledge about how

to introduce planned change into institutions. Although the

literature in this field is increasing, there is still a lack of

feasibility and field studies. There is an argument in education

as to whether innovations should be introduced gradually on a

piecemeal basis or as a total system such as when a new school is

opened or a new curriculum introduced.

We do know that acceptance and success of innovations are

reduced when innovation is contrary to the beliefs and attitudes

of the person whose role is to be changed. One of our problems,

therefore, is the fact that many teachers and administrators in

the educational system are not convinced of the relevance and

effectiveness of instructional technology. We may be more success-

ful if we can convince teachers that technology provides them with

the opportunity to capitalise on their uniqueness through task

differentiation and by assigning less rewarding functions to media.

c) A third problem area relates to the question of whether

or not the current method of development and distribution of in..

structional materials and equipment can adequately supply, at

acceptable prices, the hardware and software needed to implement

instructional technology. Although a few schools produce some

teaching materials, fewer will probably be able in the future to

develop satisfactory competency-based materials. The development,

production and distribution will probably fall, as it is at present,

largely to the highly competitive profitmaking education indus-

tries. The federal government has taken some interest in the de-

velopment of experimental curriculum packages, but their support

has been only a "drop in the bucket" and the development cost of

the new types of teaching materials are tremendous when compared

with the textbook development of the past.

In the hardware area, one of the problems is the matter of

the lack of reliability and compatibility of the equipment. There

is a danger of standardising new equipment too rapidly, but failure

to standardise at the appropriate time causes problems of software

utilisation. Being at the mercy of the profit-making sector of

society, we, in education, frequently find that we are adapting

to our needs equipment that was originally produced for the general

public market. At the same time, we have not been in a position

to specify our needs to the producers of equipment and materials.

Schools must develop the will and capacity to specify with much

greater precision Just exactly what their needs are. A technolo

gical society such as ours can produce Just about anything once a

market for it has been clearly specified.
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Whal stance sl Id software prudncerm take concerning the

role or the eduvator Utrelatien to currieular packages ? Can he

assume that the package can remain intact ur what some people

roer to as "teacher proof" ? in this ease, the educator's role

is to select from multiple packages in the same currieniar area.

on the other hand, if the poducer can assume that 'the teacher

will functiou in the rule of adapter or !trier n a curriculum

package, he will tend to provide the teacher with a loosely stuc

cured set or materials which he run adapt to suit his own teaching

style and the learning Heeds or students. To what extent should

teachers he trained to design their owe instructional units ? In

this case, the role or the commercial producer is different again.

e) Teacher militancy is growing in American education, it

has to date had great influence On matters of salary and fringe

heue its. It began as trade unionism but now the same type of

contractual negotiations are being spread more aud mere to iu

structioual or "professional" areas. In the hot too distant fru-

tures This may have it tremendous impact upon the rate at which

innovations can be intoduced into schools, The subject is im

portant enough to have warranted a research groat from the Office

or Education to study teacher militancy and iustructioual media.

Dawson found 'hat the teacher leaders interviewed believed that

teachers wery relatively uninformed in the area or Instructional

media and that there might he a possible loss or classroom auttt

nomy for the teacher It media wore to be used extensively in the

schools.

The application or instructional media will have implications

fur teacher we and working conditions, It also means that

money for the purchase or the materials must come from already

inadequate PCI I. funds awl will, therefore, be competitive with

teacher salaries. For these and other reasons, instructional

media and technology will increasingly be a part of collective

negotiations. We may rind the teacher faced with a choice between

higher.salary or better teaching material. One alternative would

be to purchase some or the larger blocks of curriculum packages

from capital funds spread over a number of years rather than nut

or current operating budgets, but this, to date, has been tried

in very few places, Because the initial cost of the introduction

or technology' Is eery great compared with usual expenditures in

education, sumo alternative financing plans may be essential.

r) The ~rent debate ranging both in educational and lay

tangavinom of "technology versus humanism" is also a deterrent to

genii -
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the 1st 4111 411. is. .* 1 14'1 I''a;sl iec lau. agy in the set I 14 a 1

thOfigh it can easily be shown that much ef this debate reflects

serious misunderstanding or both "technology" and "humanism".

Technology in it is neither good nor bad,humanener inhumane.

The morality of any technology is a function of the human use and

human ends - that is, new MoU31 issues are raised and we are forced

to re-examin our goals. This is true in education as it is in

the rest of suiety which is just beginning to realise that be-

cause tehnology makes smething possible is ue easen for doing

is.

Steps to Facilitate Role Change

There are steps which could be taken today and whiele have

the possibility of hastening the introduction into the schools of

educational technology and the accompanying role changes of teach-

ers. Twelve are censideed here

- Introduce teehnolegical innovations where established teaching

patterns do not currently exist, p.g. pro -set I education,

education of the handicapped, in rural areas lacking educa-

tional facilities, educational broadcasting, the open univer-

sity concept, the high school completion course via curves.*

pondence, dial access to library collections and the like.

Introduce curriculum packages in modular form so that sequetve

ees shorter than a "total course" can he used I incorporate

the instructions to the teacher us a part or the package I

allow certain options and adaptations to be made by the class-

room teacher,

Find ways to make more planning time available to teachers

through team teaching, use or teacher aids, etc.

Make the new teaching materials available directly to the

student, that is, bypass the teacher. Students are more com

fortable with the new technology than is the teacher. Where

the materials have boon available to the student, for example,

via dial access in the library, students have made great use

or the materials.

Secure appropriations at the national level for investment

in prodUction and field testing or instructional packages with

subsoquent production and marketing through eommercial chan-

nels.

- Require, when federal grants or "stimulus funds" are provided

for innovative projects, that proVlsion be made for the linking
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of planning, teacher re-education, supplying of materials and

equipment and evaluation.

- Encourage the establishment of educational institutions of

differing types of philosophies and teaching methodology and

give teachers, parents and students a choice of the type of

institution. Spend the necessary funds on careful, long-term

assessment and follow -up evaluation.

Provide, at no expense to the teacher, professional develop.

went activities at the teachers' teaching site and at the

time of need, and on problems identified by the teacher.

- Increase the ease of use and ease of access to teaching ma-

terials and equipment for the teacher and student.

In the student teaching experience, provide opportunities for

team teaching and mediated teaching, and attempt to instill

acceptance of "visible teaching", self-criticism, and experi-

mentation,

Throughout the pre-service teacher education programme, in-

troduce a more updated concept of teaching with special consi-

deration of the unique role of "humans" in the teaching pro-
cess.

- Encourage management scientists and operation analysts to

make education one of their fields of study.
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IV
CONCLUSION

The economics of education have already cast a long shadow

on the future of school finance in the United States. Some basic

constitutional questions are now in the courts challenging the fis-

cal basis of our present means of school support. It has been

clear for some time that present tax structures are not adequate.

it is also clear that a small but alarming number of our school

districts are now facing bankruptcy, and that the cost of our pre-

sent school system has been increasing over the past few decades

at an exponential rate. As a matter of fact, the gross national

product (GNP) has been projected together with the cost of public

education. At present growth rates, it has been determined that

by the year 2080, our total GNP will equal the total cost of public

education. This statistical exercise has a meaning that must not

be lost as we contemplate technology and the school, how they will

interrelate increasingly, and how all of this will, without ques-

tion, change the role of the teacher.

In this paper, certainly, more questions have been raised

than answers given but, as was stated in an introduction of a re-

cent publication

"...in the process of clarifying thinking on an issue, one

often raises more questions than one answers. This can be

annoying in a society that prides itself on demanding, and

getting, answers to problems and then moving briskly on to new

problems. And, as Socrates discovered, raising questions

can be more than annoying, it can be downright dangerous."

It is certainly evident that the educational community is

surrounded by a technologically -based society which IA only now

beginning to affect to any great extent the role of the teacher.

Although change is very slow in education, it has been occurring
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at an ever quickening pare. The education of the child today,

particularly at the elementary level, is different both in content
and methodology from the education received by his luirents.

Within ten years, that ls, in the early 1980s, we should be
able to see very pronounced changes in the rote of the teacher as
more rapid applications of medio and technology in educatien occur.

The next twenty or perhaps thirty years should probably he looked
at as a period of transition. Toffter in his book, Future Shock,
sneaks of this point t

"Mass education was the ingenious machine constructed by in-

dustrialism to produce the kind of adults it needed. The
problem was inordinately complex. Now to pre -adapt children
for a new world a world or repetitive indoor toil, smoke.,

noise machines, crowded living conditions, collective disci
pline, a world in which time was to be regulated not by the

cycle of sun and moon, but by the factory whistle and the
clock. The solution was an educational system that, in its
very structure, simulated this new world.** Our education
systems had not yet fully adapted themselves to the indns..

trial age when the need for a new revolution the super...

industrial revolution burst upon them. And :just as the

progressives of yesterday were accused of 'presentismt, it
is likely that the education reformers or tomorrow will be
accused of 'futurism'. For we shall riled that a truly super -

industrial education is only possible 1r we once more shift
our time -bias forward... Education must shift into the fu-
ture tense." (1.2. pp. 343..344).
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SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES

The first chapter starts with a definition of the concept

innovation in education as representing a change in the direction

towards a goal. It must not be limited to technical changes within

an existing school structure, It embraces changes at all levels

of education. Three such levels are described s Level 1 concerning

the overall goals and the external structure of the school system,

Level 2 concerning the internal structure of the school system in

terms of timetables and contents of courses, and Level 3 concerning

means and methods of teaching and evaluation. Innovations should

be seen as the result of an interplay of two main groups of change

agents s politicians and professional educators. The latter group

comprises not only teachers but also school administrators and re

searchers in education.

The second chapter reviews the innovative activities in

Swedish schools, Since 1950, when the national school reform

started, such activities have been of six different kinds s 1. Ex-

periments with the nine-year comprehensive school 1950-1962;

2. Experiments at senior schools 1951.-19621 3. The State innovative

school in LinkOping 1958.0968; 4. Experimental and demonstration

schools attached to teacher training institutes from 1968$ 5. Re-

search and development projects since 1962 and 6. Local experimen-

tal educational areas since 1964.

The first of these six innovative activities was mainly an

innovation at Level 1, dealing with the transition of the old sys-

tem of parallel schools to a comprehensive system. This activity

was of great significance, Later on, activities Nos..5 and 6 were

the most important.

Chapter three describes certain general trends of the innova

tive activities. Innovation is not restricted to t. t introduction

of isolated means and methods but comprises a total curriculum

development, where the traditional units are replaced as follows $
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Sell I system or sr, 1 units

Class flexible grouping ni pupils

Lesson system of shorter time modules

Subject study units

Teaches teacher team

Text1 k educational mateints system

Examples are given through diagrams or how the break or the

traditional frame factors will result in a new typo or teaching

and learning.

Chapter fent reviews some experiences or the innovative acti-

vities. On the whole these activities have resulted in a change

in the role of the teacher, ises an increase in Individualised

teaching and guidance and n corresponding reduction in class

teaching, The students have increased their independent studies

Lit small group studies,

the initiatives for the changes of the external school struc

tare (Level 1) have more often come from politicians than from

the professional people. These have gradually taken over the

initiative For the pedagogic innovations (Levels 2 and 3).

The innovative activities have usually not taken place lit

specially earmarked innovative schools, Instead they have been

organised us innovative projects with as flexible use of the re-

sources.

The secondary schoolteachers have usually hesitated to. accept

the new types of organisation, especially the heterogeneous group -

ing of students In grades 7-9, The teachers' resistance can, at

least partly, be traced hack to the institutionalised forms or

teacher training and the traditional concepts r the teaching pro..

ressielle i.e. in the sharp distinctions class teacherssubject

teachers, academic-non-academic subjects, subject studies- profes-

sional training, etc. Changes which are experienccd by teachers

as lowering their status or reducing their fettling of freedom and

security are usually opposed.

The overall experience is that if the innovative activities

are to be successful, a continuous and intense drive or ittfurma-

lion and communication between different kinds of change agents Is

required.



I

TUE TEACUER AS AN AGENT U1 CUANGE

A. TUE TERM INNOVATION

The term innovation as used in set 1 and teaching is often

synonymous with the term change. if this change is on a bread

scale and affects an entire school system, one frequently speaks

lnetelms or a referm, It would be incorrect however to refer to

every change as an innovation. It must imply an improvement to-

wards a predetermined objective. innovation always presupposes

one or more qualitative criteria.

The question then arises as to the nature of these criteria.

Objectives, values and requirements vary from one individual to

another, from one school to another and from one country to another.

Despite these variations there are certain common features to be

derived from a comparison of different school systems. objective

descriptions in different countries are in fact strikingly similar.

The majority of them can be summarised in three propositions.

First education must provide the indhidual with optimum

possibilities for the realization or his own inherent aptitudes.

fecondly, it must prepare him for his future career and for citizen-

ship in general. Thirdly it must be organised in such a way as to

provide students with equal opportunities for attaining these ob-

jectives, regardless of social., cultural, financial or geographical

circumstance.

Thus an innovation is a change enhancing the ability of the

school to realise any of .these objectives. The third proposition,

concerning equal opportunities for all students, can in fact be

viewed as a definition of method as much as objective. This leaves

as essential criteria the first two propositions, concerning indi-

vidual and social objectives. Often the debate on educational ob-

jectives has revolved round the question us to whether these (shier..

tives are mutually reconcilable or not. It is not our task here
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to consider this question ; instead we shall consider the role of

teachers as change agents in the innovation process.

D. THREE LEVELS OF INNOVATION

As a rule innovation applies to improvements wig thin the

existing external structure of the school, but it can also imply
or lead to changes in this external structure. In the second case,
development is carried to the point where it implies a reform in
the wider sense of the word. In this presentation we start from
the hypothesis that genuine innovations will not come about unless
the external structure is altered. Thus we use the word to apply
to the development of the school in every respect.

If we allow the term innovation to cover the entire range of
school functions from aim and content to forms of instruction and
methods of working, we can distinguish three main levels :

Level 1 : The external structure of the school, above all in

respect of the number of grades, stages and divisions into
different courses of studies.

Level 2 t Timetables and syllabuses with aims and content of
subjects or groups of subjects.

Level The teacher's instructional methods, the pupils'

way of working, educational materials, study material and
forms of evaluation.

Discussions and work on innovations in education in recent
years have normally dealt with Levels 2 and 3. By means of re
search and development studies attempts have been made to improve
the teaching of mathematics, science, social studies, etc. Aims
and objectives have been developed and formulated, as have methods
and the control of results for limited parts of the instruction.
On the other hand only sporadic attempts have been made within the
compass of research and development to create new types of schools
and new relationships between different grades of schools. The
latter has been regarded as essentially a matter of educational
policy and therefore hardly the concern of teachers, administrators
and research workers.

School has long been regarded as a community on its own, a
state within the state with its own rules. This is no longer true.
School is now looked upon as forming part of the community as a
whole, an open system, in which the objectives and forms of work
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or the community are reflected in those of the school, that is to

say in educational innovations. This means that innovations must

be designed and executed by school politicians just as much as by

teachers, school administrators and research workers. The three

last-named can be assigned to a group which we have called "pro-

fessionals" for the sake of simplicity.

The proportions between the groups "politicians" and "profes-

sionals" vary within the three above-mentioned levels in accor-

dance with the following diagram s

Politicians

The part played by educational politicians is greatest when it is

a matter of determining the external structure or the school, that

is to say at Level 1. At Level 2, which mainly deals with the

timetables 4nd syllabuses of the school, the politicians surrender

much of their powers of decision to the professional group. The

latter will take over still more at Level 3, which is chiefly

concerned with materials and teaching methods. A movement from

Level 1 via Level 2 to Level 3 implies an increasing degree of

detail and formulation of aims and materials. The increased spe-

cification of goals allows increased scope for professional free-

dom and at the same time reduced involvement of politicians.

It must also be understood that both categories participate

in educational change at all three levels, even if the proportions

vary in respect of responsibility and effort.

A primary generalisation of the above is that, to be effective,

innovations must not be limited to Level 3 or even to Levels 2-3.

They must apply to all three levels.

A second generalisation is that innovations at one level

affect the other levels. Every form of change contains both poli-

tical as well as professional - educational implications.

A third generalisation and a result of the two mentioned

above is that every type of innovation demands co- operation between

politicians and professionals. 1r innovations are left entirely

in the hands of the second group with teachers playing a dominant

role, its members must realise their political role also.
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c. THE ClIANINO ROLE OF THE TEACHER

These throe geoeralisotions are supremely important when con-

sidering the teaelierts role as an agent or chauge. They provide

the startiug poiut run' our continued discussion or the role or

the teacher in innovative scl Is. There is bound to be an inter..

play between politics and innovation. Teaehers are far rrom being
the sole innovators. They are part of o larger group of prores-

sional executors together with school administrators and educa-

tional researchers, and the actions of this larger group must al-
ways be integrated in the broader field or school policy.

The question also arises at which or the above - mentioned

three levels innovations are initiated and in what groups new de-
velopments originate. A change can begin at any of the three
levels. It may begin as a change at Level 1, e.g. through an ex-
tension of the compulsory period of scl ling. It may begin at

Leto' 2, e.g. with the introduction of a new foreign language in

the timetables and syllabuses. And it may occur at Level 3, e.g.
in the form or new teaching materials or new evaluation instru-
ments. In keeping however with the three generalisations mentioned

above, every such Innovation must spread to all three levels in

order to produce a real change. Many attempts at innovation have

foundered simply because they have been confined to only one or
two of the above specified levels. The introduction of new kinds
of pupil groupings, e.g. heterogeneous groups or groups of variable

size (i.e. changes at Level 1) must be accompanied by new time-
tables (Level 2) and now teaching materials (Level 3) or they will
come to an impasse. The introduction of new study kits (Level 1)

presupposes and must lead to revised formulations of objectives

(Levels 1 and 2) If a genuine change is to be brought about.

It im a mistake to limit the concept of innovation in achool

technical novelties in the narrowest sense, e.g. the use of

audiovisual equipment, computers, language laboratories in school.
It is also incorrect to 4uppose that the introduction of these

"innovations" is bound to change the rule of the teacher. Innova..

tion in the true sense entails a change affecting all stages or
the teaching process, i.e. objectives, means, methods and results.

The following are some of the typical features of the pattern
of past -war Innovation in school t

a) Attendance at the compulsory school has become longer. Since
1945 it has been extended two or three years in the whole of

2$O
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western Europe, and in SOM countries it now embraces the

whole of the lower secondary school phase.

b) More and more young i plc are continuing their education

after the compulsory school. This means net only that many

more 01 on to gymnasium 01' high school hut also that, side

by side with these set Is, now types of secondary schtml

have been established,

c) Division into streams comes later and

than pt ev iousl y.

d) More schools are or the comprehensive school type. Dirrerent

tines of education - regardless of how pupils are dirreen-

tiated - are organised within one and the same scl 1. or

school organisation, which has increased the pupils' choices

and racilitated change of courses.

e) The basis rot. all education is wider, implying leS speciali-

sation in both the primary and the secondary school.

0 More importance is attached to the methods and means by which

learning is assumed to take place, with a consequently weaker

stress on the formal disciplines.

is less pronounced

Quite clearly the first four of these are innovations at

Level 1. The fifth belongs to Level 2 and the sixth to Level 3.

Many innovations assume that older ways or looking at things

and distinctions which still persist in the teacher's role and

his conception of this role must be abandoned. The changes in the

role imply that the teachers must accept the following principles

a) Thu students learn by active involvement and not by just

being taught by a teacher. As long as a teacher imagines

that he is "dealing out" knowledge to his student, he is

missing the importance of varying learning situations.

b) The teaches' is net simply a communicator of knowledge and

information, but is also partly responsible for his pupils'

mental growth and development of attitudes. This involves

more behavioural variables in the teacher role than teachers

have been accustomed to earlier.

c) The role of the teacher cannot be defined only by the teacher's

subject as a scientific discipline. The task always refers

to students, who are to learn and gain experience.

d) The teacher's conception of his role has long been character-

ised by thinking in categories expressed in pairs, of the

type education-training (Dildung-Ansbildunc), academic-non-

academic, theoretical subjects-practical subjects, bright
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students -slew- learning students, etc., where the teachers

have been able to reserve for themselves certain subjects

and certain students. This way of looking at things is

becoming increasingly incompatible with the aims of the

school.

fi. t -..
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II
INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS IN SWEDEN

Educational innovations are thus correlated with changes in

the role of the teacher. At the same time as the changing role

of the teacher can in some cases be regarded as the result of the

innovations, in other connections it is the innovations that

result from changes in the role of the teacher. We shall for the

moment refrain from discussing this interplay, i.e. the prime

cause of innovations. Instead we shall review some examples of

innovative activity in Swedish schools,

A. INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS 1950-1962

In 1950 the Swedish Hiksdag passed a resolution of principle

in favour of the introduction throughout the country of a complete-

ly new school system. Primary schools together with the various

kinds of lower secondary schools and intermediate schools were to

be amalgamated to form a new nine-year compulsory school. No im-

mediate final decision was taken however concerning the detailed

structure of this new school. Instead it was decided to begin

with an experimental period of about ten years. This would allow

time to study more closely the problems raised including those

concerned with the differentiation and specialisationof pupils.

This decision had been preceded t,y extremely thorough inves-

tigations by government committees including not only bchool poli-

ticians but teachers, school administrators and researchers as

well.

A large number of experimental schools were set up between

1930 and 1962, when the final resolution concerning the new school

was adopted by the Riksdag. Theee schools can be regarded as inno-

vative schools with the emphasis placed on experimentation with a

Heir external organisational structure. The innovat sots belonged,
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The speed with which thoMe iflUOVOtiVP sel Es Weil. Introduced

van be seen from the following tab's

Scheel ear Studeses

19)0-11 7 129

1911-12 14 635

1952-53 77 725

1913-14 35 784

1914-11 61 498

1911-16 m4 941

1956-ra 109 694

1957-18 143 370

1918-19 196 343

1919-60 26m 940

1960-61 333 094

1961-62 436 191

ny the end of the twelve-year experimental period, in 1962,

half the municipalities in the country had adopted the nine-year

undifferentiated system. This transitien euutimed until 1968-690

when the last municipality adopted the new system. Hy the and of

the school year 1071..72 all older forms of elementary schools,

junior secondary schools, municipal girls' schools and other kinds

of tower secondary schools will have been completely abolished and

replaced by the new nine-yea comprehenolve scheol,

it would be hard to overstate the importance or the experi-

mental schoots. They provided u twelve-year period or 'adjustment

during which the new school could be discussed and evaluated.

Without this experimental activity there would never haVe heed

such a degree of unanimity surrounding the 1962 resolution in fa-

your or the abolition of the parallel school system and the intro-

duction of the comprehensive school throughout the country, The

experimental schools reported their experionces to the Board or

Educution year by year and these experiences were made the subject

of an annual diseussion in the itiksdail. The experimental schools

made it possible to aehieve among other things the following

eve,
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a) A lively and sustained educational debate between what we

have previously termed politicians and professionals,

eluding teachers,

h) The combination of primary and secondary school teachers in

$ ingte teams under Ihe same leadership at school level with

both vertical and longitudinal eo.mrdination or the duca4.

tionat programmes,

c) A corresponding co-operation hetWeeh dirrerht kinds or se-

condary school teachers, lee. teachers of aendemie, vocit-

tIoual and other nen.thveretical subjeets,

d) The introduction In the sehoel as a whole of a guidance sys-

tem or special guidance teaehers together with rUPP study

options for the pupils,

0 The abolition or the examination system in favour of a uni..

form system of routin tttttt s evaluation.

r) The introduction or obligntery organised co-operation between

teachers and other school orriees in the form or subject

eenrerences, class conferences, cenferences for entire levels,

etc.

An intensification or they work, above all of teachers, for

the development of objectives, means and methods for leaching,

especially with it view to the heterogeneous structure or the

new pupil groups,

r;)

The efihMeittleh or novelties could continue with n long se-

View or measures to improve the working conditions of the expert-

mental scheels, e45, the creation of new schoolrogions and the

co- ordination of different scl o Is and levels, measures to Improve

the basic and further trainiur or teachers, the introduction or

free oducatleual materials, the school health service, school

dental service, school meals, transport services for pupils, etc.

One could also go on to mention a long series or secondary reforms

affecting gymnasiums, vocattonal education, teache -training and

other branches of higher educntien, but we shall not be dealing

here with these or other mutters relating to the school reform in

getter's,.

One of the most important functions of the experimental

schools was to provide a basis for the gradual revision or the

teacherts role in lino with the principles set out aboVe. On the

whole this revision proved more difficult to accomplish than had

originally boon anticipated. Individual teachers soon fell into

their new Polo, Often it was thir very minority that was engaged

by the Hoard of Education to provide ideas and direct the
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development or the internal work of the school. Taken as a group

or collectively, however, teachers proved far less susceptible to

influence, even though the vast majority of them showed a loyal

acceptance of the new objectives.

One of the fundamental principles or the experimental schools

was that teachers should be given a great deal or latitude for

trying out new instruments and methods, the point being that much

of the criticism levelled against the old school system had alleged

that teachers were excessively tied down by rules. Hut the expe-

rience gained through the experimental schools of the 1950s showed

fairly unegulvevally that must teachers were oppressed by their

new-found liberty, they were not equal to revising their working

methods without assistance and instructions 1 in their reports

they were constantly calling for more explicit instructions and

rules. Another clear lesson from this period was that the experi-

mental schools were too scattered and isolated geographically.

It was eventually found more effective to group them in large con-

tinuous areas where the teachers could help one another and die-.

tribute the extensive work of planning between efficiently func-

tioning teams.

A third lesson concerned the teachers' contribution to dif-

ferent forms of organisational differentiation among pupils in the

three senior grades of the new school, i.e. those corresponding

to the former lower secondary schools. It had been hoped that the .

teachers would embark on experiments of various kinds to teach

pupils aiming at higher studies together with others. In fact few

experiments were conducted with undifferentiated classes of this

kind. Teachers generally preferred to make classes as homogeneous

as possible, to retain in fact the streaming of the old system.

This was regarded by the school politicians as contradictory to

the social objectives of the school reform. Most teachers even-

tually accepted the politicians' model of heterogeneous groups

and loyally adopted it. Hut it should be noted that this innova-

tion was due to the politicians rather than to the teachers,

B. INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES AT SENIOR SCHOOLS

The organisational experimentation outlined above was access...

panied during the period 1951...1962 by comprehensive educational

experiments within the existing school system. These were con-

ducted at t1.0 gymnasiums, at junior secondary schools of various

kinds and at municipal girls' schools, i.e. lower secondary schools
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belonging to the earlier school system which were due to be super-

seded by the new comprehensive schoo: as a result of the school

reform.

Every year 'uring the 19500 the Board of Education invited

the headteachers of the secondary schools within itM jurisdiction

to take part in experimental activities. A number of experimental

projects were specified in these invitations. Schools enrolling

in the experimental scheme also submitted proposals of their own.

These proposals were co-ordinated and modified to a certain degree

in ronsuitation with the Board of Education. These innovative

activities came to assume considerable proportions. During the

first year alone, 165 of the 354 schools in the country applied

for such innovative activities, of which 106 were supported by the

Board of Education. An unflagging interest was maintained until

the final resolution concerning the comprehensive school was

adopted by the Riksdag in 1962, when th 1,1rm of innovative act-

ivity was discontinued and succeeded by other forms of innovation.

It is impossible to specify how many different experiments

were involved in these activities. The majority of them can be

divided into three sectors :

a) Organisational experiments, including experiments with cor-

respondence junior secondary schools and gymnasiums as well

as experiments concerning a special examination for junior

secondary schools and municipal girls' schools.

b) Experiments concerning teaching methods in literary and

library studies, public speaking, mathematics in the Latin

line, etc.

c) Social activities in the form of class periods, school pe-

riods, freely selected work, etc.

Annual reports on their activities were sent by the innovative

schools to the Board of Education, whose own report to the Ministry

of Education was included in the government's annual budget propo-

sals to the Riksdag concerning appropriations for continued expe-

rimental activities. During the period 1951-1962 the state con..

tributed virtually S.Kr. 3 million to the extra expenditure en-

tailed by innovative activities, Of this S.Kr., 500,000 took the

form of a reduction in the number of periods taught by teachers

involved in these activities.

The scope or special innovative activities at senior schools

was as follows t
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School year 1951-12s 106 or the 35'; schools in the country

" 1952..53$ 109 " " 365

" 1953-r,4% 130 " 3ti5

" 1954-551 164 " " 368

" 1951-16: 142 " M 176

" 1956-57: 114 " " 388

" 195758$ 122 " " 383

" 1958-598 11 " " 387

" 199-60 s 55 " It388

" 1960.61: 11 .

The figures for the last throe school years are not romper -

able with those for the preceding years because, starting in

195859, annual reports were no longer required from all innova

tiVe schools. There are no figures concerning the numbers of

teachers involved. At the schools a local experimental directorate

was set up consisting of an experiment leader and a committee of

teachers of different subjects.

The Hoard of Education, which was responsible for the central

management of these activities, gradually came to feel the need

for a more definitive organisation together with a more specific

experimental programme. Certain clearly defined and systematic

experiments concerning the reform of the internal work of the gym.

nasium were therefore concentrated on seven secondary schools

during the period 1938-1962. One of these schools was a private

boarding school. The spontaneous experimentation of previous

years continued side by side with these systematic experiments.

The innovative activities conducted at the special innovative

schools were definitely of -great importance to the development of

their internal work, but the experiments were Inhibited by the

fact that these schools were forced throughout the entire period

to abide by the original regulations concerning final examinations.

a factor which, understandably enough, made teachers less disposed

to take risks by embarking on advanced experiments. As a result,

these experiments had less Influence on school planning than did

the organisational experimentation with the nine-year comprehensive

school described In the previous section.

C. THE STATE INNOVATIVE SCHOOL. AT LINK6PINO

Experiments with the, nine -year comprehensive school were es..

sehtially concerned with the external organisational structure of
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the school, more specifically with the feasibility of prolonged

school attendance, it now divisieu into levels, the co- ordination

of primary and secondary education within a single organisation

and a free choice of subjects and courses for the pupils. As has

already been noted, no specific instructions were issued for cx-

perimonts concerned with internal sch I work. From the very

beginning torth., experimental period more controlled and scienti-

fically organised educational experiments were asked for in order

to supplement the more general activities of the innovative schools.

In 1958 a special state innovative seh .1 was sot up at LinkOping

fur this purpose.

This school was a nine-year undifferentiated comprehensive

school of the kind described previously. but it was provided with

extra research resources and was assigned clearly defined problems.

Specially qualified educationalists were appointed to the staff.

The schoo' was given a qualified researcher (suloequently appointed

professor or education) to lead the experiments, as Welt as a psy-

chologist. A small number of reseael assistants were also ap-

pointed for particular purposes.

The school continued limit 1968, when it ceased to exist as

an independent institution and its activities were transferred to

the now school of education set up that year at LinkOping. tie -

search projects conducted at the State Innovative School included

experiments with different forms of differeutiation in grades 7-9

of new school. Another topic to which particular attention

was paid in the experimental and innovative work of this. school

concerned the pupils' acquisition of reading ability. Particularly

interesting with regard to the development of the teache's role

were the experiments conducted with advanced group work methods,

In which the effects of this teaching were compared with the ef-

fects of conventional classroem instruction.

Most dr the experiments conducted at the State Innovative

School were connected with the initial testing of new methods and

materials. These experiments were supplemented by flow experi-

ments for innovation purposes at a series of innovative schools

outside the State Innovative Sel I. A large number of scientific

reports have been compiled concerning the activities of the School.

Some of the experiments have been continued under the auspices of

the new School of education at Linkilping.
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D. EXPERIMENTAL AND DEMONSTRATION SC110OLS ATTACHED

TO THE SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION

Now institutes for teacher training, called schools or educa-

tion, were set up during the 1950s and 19bos as a result of the

school reforms at primary and secondary school level. These

schools differ from earlier kinds of teacher training; schools in

that, among other changes, primary and secondary schoolteachers

are trained within the same organisation. The schools of educa

tion are also responsible for the bulk of educational research in

Sweden.

There are at present 15 ti,ohoots or education, Each or these

has what is termed an experimental and demonstration school which

can be said to constitute a special form of innovative school.

These experimental and demonstration schools differ from previous

practice schools in that they do not form an independent school

but consist of a collection of regular school classes within the

municipal schools in the locality where the school of education

is situated. The experimental and demonstration schools have been

provided with specially qualified teachers who receive a special

salary increment and have a reduced number of teaching periods.

It is the task of these teachers, in close and direct collabora-

tion with the pedagogics and methodology teachers of the school

of education, to carry out special demonstrations and minor expe-

riments, the object being to co-Ordinate the teaching of practical

and theoretical pedagogics. The experiments and demonstrations

are primarily a part of the teacher training process. Trainee

teachers play an active part in this work. Thus the experimental

and demonstration school is not a separate school unit for inno-

vative activities but should rather be seen as a flexible resource

for purposes of innovation within the community school system.

And this flexible resource is led by a special director of studies

subordinate to the principal of the school of educat4-

The object of the experiments is to inculcate in claire

teachers a speculative and analytical attitude to educational

problems. The demonstrations are concerned with limited problems

of applied methodology, e.g. how to deal with the same section of

a course when teaching younger and older pupils, respectively,

pupils of superior or inferior ability, etc.

The following is a list of places with innovative schools of

this kind together with the teacher categories served by them.
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EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS SPONSORED BY $

Basic training of

primary
school

teachers

secondary
school
teachers

remedial
teachers

Further
training

of
teachers

Gothenburg

Link8ping

Malm8

Stockholm

Umea

Uppsala

Falun

Gavle

HArn8sand

J8nk8ping

Kalmar

Karl stad

Kristianstad

Lulea

Vaxj8

Starting from the academic year 1971-72, the training of pre-

school and vocational teachers will be successively transferred

from the earlier special training institutes to these schools of

education, the assumption being that the innovative activities of

the experimental and demonstration schools will then be expanded

to include these sectors as well.

The first six schools of education listed above also include

institutions for educational research. It is the duty of the pro-

fessors and other teachers at these institutes to take part in

experimental and demonstration activities. Altogether there are

756 teaching appointments for these activities in the fifteen towns

and cities with schools of education, entailing an extra annual

government expenditure of Satre 14,4 million over and above the

ordinary running costs,
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E, RESEARCH AN11 11FAEL0PMENT PROJECTS AT INSMUTES

OF EUCCATIoNAL RESEARCH

When the experimental activities with the nine -your compre-

hensiv sel 1 were wound up in 12, appropriate forms had to be

devised tar continued innovative work. This was the origin or

the educational research and development work centrally directed

by the National Hoard of Education. This work has been initiated

by the different bureaux of the Hoard and by the institutes or

educational research at universities and schools or education,

it takes the form of commissioned research, with budgets and time-

tables drawn up by the National Hoard of Education and the relevant

research institutions. The annual alloeations for this research

and development work have risen snceessively and amount to

;,Kt, 11 million for 1971 -72,

Most of this research and development work is done at the

institutes of behavioural sciences at the schoeils of education

and universities. The projects range from basic to applied re

search, Projects of particular interest for present purposes are

concerned with the development of method; and materials systems,

since these entail the engagement or a considerable number of

schools and classes for controlled experiments and active develop-

ment work. These schools and classes have played an important

part in innovation activities and in the involvement of teacher..

Roth the experiments and the Involvement are extremely time -

consuming. The schools and classes involved are not to be re-

garded as permanent innovative schools but rather as innovative

projects or a temporary and specific kind. In some or them the

numbers or classes and teachers involved have been considerable.

Research projects in 1971 -72 are distributed among the fol-

lowing Institutes s
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Schools of Educallea

Gothenburg 6 projects

LinkOping 5 "

Maimn II to

Stockholm 7

Omen 6 s

Uppsala s

Universities

Gothenbtirg (education) 6

Lund (education) 2

Stockholm (education) 1

(psychology) 1

E.4ttcation Research Centre

Stockholm

55 projects

These 55 projects represent only what is called research.

To these can be added a large number of so- called development

projects.

The 55 research projects have together a budget. for 1971-72

of S.Kr. 11,5 million, according to the following classifications

(figures in thousand S.Kr.)

Field of School Subject

Irrespective of subject

Several Subjects

Foreign Languages (several)

English

German

Swedish

Social Studies

Mathematics

Vocational instruction

Total

6,839

991

75

658

491

1,502

81

494

329

11,460

293
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Field of instruction

Irrespective of stage 1,307

Several Stages 1,746

Nursery School 797
Comprehensive School (several stages) 1,420
Junior Stage 1,415

Intermediate Stage 345
Senior Stage 1,094

Upper Secondary School 394
Vocational Training 329
County College

Adult Education 417
Teacher Training 2,196

Total 11,460

Field of Investigation

School development in the main t survey
of trends and educational requirements 524

The school as an institution t school

organisation 1,574
School staff (teachers, heads) Teaching

1,941
1. Aims 740
2. Methods 3,199
3. Aids 1,687
4. Assessment 620

Development and Adjustment of the

Individual 1,175

Total 11,460

To these 11.5 million should be added a sum of 1,7 million

for overall planning and information for the research projects in
total, which gives a sum of 13.2 million. If the development pro
jects are included, the sum ends at 20.4 million for the fiscal
year 1971-72.

4r,
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No real difficulties have been encountered in recruiting

teachers and headteachers for innovations or this kind. On the

contrary, teachers have found continuous contacts with the scien-

tific institutions highly stimulating. Certain projects, e.g.

the INV mathematics project, have assumed such proportions that

special itinerant advisers have been appointed to serve them.

lt,should be pointed out here that the development of

teaching materials and materials systems is initiated by others

besides the National Board of Education and the educational re

search institutes. Publishors and other educational suppliers

have long been accustomed to engaging schools and individual

teachers to test materials. Testing of this kind has now been sub.

jected to restrictions drawn up by the National Board of Education

in consultation with the educational suppliers themselves.

All these activities are now so widespread that schools and

teachers all over the country are involved in various kinds of

innovative work, still however without any schools being specially

earmarked as innovative schools.

The development of teaching materials and materials systems

is sometimes led directly by the National Board of Education with

special project leaders appointed for the purpose. This has been

the case especially with regard to deficiency sectors such as

adult education, the teaching of the handicapped and slow learners

and vocational training. In many cases the problems involved have

proved different from what was originally supposed. Adult educe..

tion, special instruction, etc., are often hampered, not mainly

by Jack of teaching materials but rather by the lack of programmes

for different groups regarding the use of existing teaching mate-

rials, The development of teachers' handbooks, study programmes

for students, diagnostic methods, evaluation functions and feed-

back functions have proved to be more urgently necessary than the

production of teaching materials as such. A considerable number

of schools and teachers have been involved in special development

and innovation projects to remedy these deficiencies.

Whenever problems and tasks have been carefully discussed,

teachers have practically always shown a great deal of interest

in and devoted a great deal of work to this innovating work. Ex-

perience has shown, however, that innovative work moon dies out

unless teachers are continually stimulated by the project leaders

or by the field and local development work,

The development of teaching materials or of method and Mate

Vials systems is'only one of many sectors of research and develop

ment work in schools. Other experiments are concerned with new
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roums or planniug and ee-operation hetweeu teachers and pupils iu

school, while others again are cenverned with testing ekes curr.-

....Oar guidelines, We shall be retutning in due course to consider

parts of this inuovative work,

I. EXPERIMENTAL EDUCATHINAL AREAS

We have already uotea teat the educational research and deve-

lepment work ventrally administered by the National board or Edu-

cation can be seen as di rest continuation or the various forms

or innovative activity from the experimental period 191t11962,

Most or this development work lc's delegated to the educational

research institutes of universe Les and schools or education,

Another rorm or development woC., alse a legacy front the 1910.-1962

experimeneal period, is represented by the experimental educational

areas, At the same time as theme areas have been centrally int

tinted b) the National board of Educatien, the direct responsibil

ity for their activities has always rested with indivirlual munici-

palities and schools er croups of municipalities and schools, The

renewing experimental educational areas have beea started to date

Kalmar (061) 1. Tho prate*. let. or commie:1i lye skills In cum

prehensive school and in the various form,

or upper secondary scl 1.

2, Experiments with the applied training of

skills in Swedish.

3, Experiments with successive admissions and

individualised iastrurtion in vocational

se' ls,

4, Experiments with teaching materials.

1, The cenference as an edueational forum,

Karlstad (1961) I. Nature studies at the lower level or compre-

hensive school,

2. Laboratory work in physics.

34 Practica I %OCatI Ma 1 gill &Neu.

it, Closed circuit television in the teaching or

civics.

5. Material production and teacher collaboration

in upper secondary school Swedish.

6, Cpper secondary school biology without text

books,

29(1 f`a tp-
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Malm8 (1964)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

7. Upper secondary scl 1 civics without. home-

1, Teaching with closed circuit television,

2. Variable group siees and team instruction.

1 Reinforced individualisation in grades 7..9

of comprehensive set

4. Vertical programme for study techniques.

5. Pupil participation in teaching.

6. New methods of pre -scl 1 training and lower

level teaching,

Skelleft4 (1965) 1 Experiments with increased pupil participa-

tion in comprehensive school.

2. Flexible pupil grouping.

3. Extended teaching periods.

Homework in school.

5 Teacherst assistants.

6. Revision of practical vocational guidance.

Sundsvall (1969) 1. Greater pupil participation in the planning

of teaching,

2, Individualisation and labaratory work in

upper secondary school,

1. Upper secondary school history without home-

work.

4. Pedagogical-organisational experiments in

the training of teachers' assistants,

5. Reconstruction of the building unit of the

upper se.yondary school.

Uppsala (1969) Experiments with improved pupil welfare and study

environment through parent participation, observa-

tion programme regarding changes of course and

disciplinary measures,

Vasteras (1971) Experiments with advanced interdisciplinary

planning and teaching.

The dates in brackets refer to the inauguration of the expe-

rimental areas. The enumeration of innovative activities in the

right -hand column is not exhaustive. Moreover the experiments

mentiooed represent comprehensive programmes according to the

1969..70 reports rather than for individual projects, Thus the
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Wilma project cenverning variable group sizes and team lustrUction

comprises no fewer than ton separate sub-projects,

The model for the experimental educational areas has been

designed by the National Board of Education, These areas comprise

one or more innovative schools with specially designed develop-
ment programme's drawn up by the municipality concerned in close
collaboration with the educational experts of the National Board
of Education. In many cases the programmes have consisted of

experiments with new working methods which have subsequently been
introduced as central curricular guidelines, it is important to
note that most ideas and suggestions have come from the municipa-
lities and teachers-t1h-msolves, The programme for the Nalmil City

experimental educational area can be taken as an example. Accord-
ing to the report on activities during 1959-70, the MalmB pro-
gramme has aimed at t

"Experiments in diUerent forms of schools and at different

levels to vary the size or pupil groupings and their working
methods and in teamwork between teachers and co-operation

between aim of the school to combine individualised instruc-

tion with social educution,

"The practical definition or the prerequisites or flexible

grouping and team teaching as regards

work organisation,

working methods,

teaching materials and their levation,

premises,

personnel structure,

costs,.

pupil participation :n the planning of studies and contact

with parents in matters connected with teaching,

- "Intensive experiments to test new teaching materials, new

subject content, now methods and forms or co-operation in

school for certain subjects related to the main project.

- "Efforts in collaboration with nursery school towards the

development of new forms or training and teaching t pre-

school - lower level.

- "The local organisation of such planned activities outside the

experimental area as the National Hoard of Education and the

Institute of Educational Psychology at the NalmS School of

Education or some other institutes may wish to sponsor in

schools run by the City of Malian."
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An educational experimental area receives state subsidies

for five years towards the extra expenditure incurred through its

development activities. This subsidy can amount to S.Kr. 100,000

annually but may not exceed Hair. 335,000 for the entire five-year

period. It is conditional among other things on the municipality

contributing at least the same amount of money to meet the extra

expenditure. in fact the municipal subsidies have, almost without

exception, been far larger than the state ones.

In other respects the educational experimental areas exist

on the same financial terms as schools in general, though in some

cases municipalities have paid salary increments to teachers for

exceptionally burdensome planning work or extra work in adapting

teaching materis Ls to new activities. Normally however municipa-

lities are no allowed to pay higher salaries than those applying

to teachers in the country generally.

The experimental areas submit to the National Hoard of Educa-

tion an annual report on their activities. A continual account is

also given of the results or various sub-projects in the form of

special reports. A summary account is compiled at the end of the

fifth year. This does not necessarily imply the end of their

innovative activities. The National Hoard of Education has always

maintained that the five subsidy years are to be seen as the pre-

lude to continued independent innovative activity. The first areas

were started in 1964, so that their subsidy period ended in 1969.

However both these and subsequent areas have stated categorically

that they cannot continue without further state support. This sup-

port has been provided in a number of cases by giving the continued

innovative activity the form of specialised research projects in

collaboration with research institutes of education.

Each experimental educational area has a special managerial

group including representatives of the school board, headteachers,

teachers and parents. Nowadays the majority of managerial groups

also include representatives of the County board of education and

an institute of educational research. The last-mentioned or these

has gradually proved both valuable and necessary, since scientific

expertise has been found necessary for relevant evaluations of

experiments 1 in order to make valid and meaningful evaluations ,

it has been found vrauablo for scientific expertise to participate

from the very inception of the project in selecting problems, de-

fining variables and collecting data. Consequentlyteducational

research and practical school experiments, which were formerly

regarded as two very different enaties, have been brought very
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close together. All 111e experimental educational. areas are now

anxious to secure the assistance or educational researchers.

There is good reason to question whether these two kinds or inno

vative activity sl id really be kept apart. Editeational research

presuppose-+ practical sol 1 experiments, uhile practical school

experiments cannot tend to valid generalisatio,ns withent the appli-

cation or scientific method.

Managerial groups for ilaevative activities aro generally

assisted by a number or special experimeotal groups, must of them

made up of teachers or teachers plus students.

It is in the nature or these activities for problems and

difficulties to arise in the course of different experiments. So

rar however these have been more the exception than the rule.

Taken as a whole the experimental areas have been overwhelmingly

successful. This is attested not only by teachers and studenta

but also by school authorities and parents. it has also been

found that many problems can be avoided by devoting a generous

amount of time to information and discussion from the commencement

of activities and onwards. The start or each experimental area

has been accompanied by detailed discussions at both central and

local level between the school authorities mid the teachers' union

organisations. Hitherto these discussions have Invariably resulteJ

in unanimity yoncerning working conditions, even though the views

of the dirferent parties may have been diametrically opposed to

begin with.

We shall return later on to consider the experiences gained

from the activities of the experimental areas and other develop-

ment work.

O. OTHER FORMS OF INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY

The innovative work described above forms part of the educa*

tiohal research and development work centrally administered by

the National Hoard or Education. This is of course supplemented

by spontanetios innovation work undertaken by individual teachers,

groups or teachers and entire municipalities and which is not re-

ported to the National Hoard or to other school authorities. It

is therefore impossible to estimate the scope or spontaneous inno-

vative work of this kind.

Innovative work also occurs In connect ton With goVertiMoUt

CoM

1
isions and surveys carried out by the National Heard o!'s
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Education- at the instance of the Ministry or Ednention. A govern-

ment committee known as 11.A (Committee on the Working (:additions

or Teaehers) has spent six years investigating, among othee things,

the teachers' work situation, Careful time studies have been

carrie0 out in uhieli the teachers' hok input host been studied

with regard to the amount or plauniug, preparation and complemvut

:try work associated with different sttbjects, teacher categories,

etc, The results of this extensive study, which also include pros

portals for rationaliting teachers' work and making it more effees

(Ave, have recently I 11 presented, The teachers' work fey a roll

teeny seems to vary both within and between different grups and

teachers. fhe mean figures, however, were !ewer for teaeh;,rs than

rue civil sortants as a whet°.

Ono surtey caried out by the National Huard u Education at

the Iasi:owe or the ministry of Ed atien and ..11o101 as "SISK"

(Co-operation in Seh ;;;; I) was lme at devising Eosins or particinas

tjois by pupils, caretakers awl tho set 1 personnel in the til

riens ,locisiou-Makiug ptecesses or ,,4 1 lire. A large uumbor

la sub-projects hate 1 It carried eut Itteuriug experiments nr

this kind. A number or ittvestigations or this problem are now

also being undertaken by a new gevernmental all hot' committee named

StA (Working conditions in School). This committee has received

SAE, 1. million to run its research programme.

Another survey conducted by the National noard, known as the

Credits 6uvey, has lea le proposals ro new ferms or evaluation

ef school work and has also included experiments with aptitude

tests for higher studios with restricted intake, The National

Board or Education is also spousoing contin tttttt s innovative work

on standardived achievement tests and other evaluation instruments.

In this work Cho Hoard is belug assisted by some 10 teachers

acting am test vonsttnetors.

the Swedish Nadi() Corporation has a sperial department for

school. radio pregrammes. This department ce-eperates contin sly

with the National Hoard of Educntiou to investigate the needs for

radio programmes and to vu-ordinatu these programmes with school

Within its attuna budget, which for 1070s71 was

Sofia', 20 milliou, the school department talus a research and

development programme on how to combine dirrurunt lea ruing mealn

Fur instanue, in serial studies and Suedisb in classes 7-9 there

lots been developed a complete system or tattle programmes, texts

hooks, teacher manuals, student guidebooks, etc, All this has

been tried out threngh a optwerk of selected tc.chers and classes

ell over the count' v,

'101 OrIrl
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School television is just now in a state of rapid expansioii.

The education programmes are developed and administrated by a

special state ad hoc committee, named THU (Instruction through

Television and Radio). Of its annual budget, which was Sae. 13

million for the year 1970-71, 2.7 million were used for experi-

ments on school programmes with new media combinations, mainly for

secondary a "ademic and vocational education,

flc
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III
OPERATIONAL UNITS IN INNOVATION

Before going on to some of the principal results of the inno-

vative work, described in the previous chapter and closely connec-

ted with changes in the traditional role of the teacher, we shall

consider some of the essential questions of innovative activity.

This activity proceeds in several hundred classes and involves

several hundred teachers. On this scale it is hound to involve a

very large number or organi-sational and methodological experiments.

In this multiplicity of experiments one can, however, discern an

unambiguous overall structure. Hero we shall endeavour to bring

out some of the underlying ideas of this new structure.

A. "SQUARES" IN EDUCATION

The entire "educational system" is constructed with its point

of departure in a number of units from planning and administration.

Most of these are regarded as obvious in their present form in the

school of today, tr we wish to develop the school and its curri-

culum, it is necessary, however, to call even the obvious in ques

tions We shall now take a close look at some of the planning and

working units which are looked upon as selfevident. These units

are t (1) the school, (ii) the class, (iii) the lesson, (iv) the

subject, (v) the toucher and (vi) the textbook. These units are

the usual building blocks in the sel 1, in their traditional

form they function as solid blocks, which ran certainly be re

arranged but which nevertheless remain as squareshaped building

blocks. Unless we change these squares, all we achieve might be

an illusory innovation. In the real sense of the word, innovation

implies that these units are consistently changed in accordance

with the aims We set for the school. Let us take a closer look

at those figures and see how they can be modified.

)0)
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i) The School

"The school" is au ordinary organisation Unit* It consists

of a building or a rumple% of buildings with is reacting stall' and

students. The set I is often defined in terms of a geographically

limited area %%hie!, it servs.

The sei I is required Beth to orfe every individual the

opportunity or persoual self- realisation and also to satisfy the

demand or the community For an all-round laheur force. And this

should be achieved in aecordanee with the pineiplo of it free

ehoice or schjects aud or education.

Clearly it is not possible to offer the individual student

all those things in every building or eomplex or hull6ings. Not

even a schenl district or a loval government area can always

multugu to du se. khat is required here is it system or interae-

pendent, smaller units. It must be possible to link lower soh I

units up to higher sel 1 units to whirls the indiv.vdttal student

has the right or admission, whether or not this higher unit is

availahI in his own "sel I" or another "scaoo!". Thou evoy
primary se! I student should know where he has his lower secondary

sehm0 and, later on, his upper secondary mel I. On changing from

one stage to another he might be required to change school build-

ings Or 0%011 :act I area in the physical sense ; yet he should

still be regarded as belonging to the SUMP school in a wider sense.

that is to say to the Satin. SO I system. "The school" in the

form of a elesed unit must therefore be replaced by a school sym

tents in certain eases with interminticipal collaboration and re-

gional ph ing. One example or how this can be done i$ shown in

the Notre on the following page (example from Sweden).

Svheols in the traditional sense, that is to say buildings

or complexes or buildings, are in this figure marked. b, c, etc-.

Thus at is a primary scl 1, sa is b. and c is it primary and lower

secondary schoat with three parallels, that is to say it includes

the entire vompalsory school. Put here a, b and e form one larger

unit, marked Al in the Figure, where pupils in a int0 b know that

arter grade 6 they will proceed to v. Units .1. corresponding type

are Cooed in Figures A2, A), etc., each consisting or smaller units

or arsons typos.

Thus A6 represents a rural rommunity, where sel Is a and it

are or primary type, each having only two teaehes for SIX einSSOss

t.ichouis Li and a are 51, -curl led donblegrade primary schools with

two grades pr class. Together with r these units Form A6, which

fiers the entire eampnlsory sehoel. raits Al and A4 la/Tether
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form a complete upper secendary school H. nut 4 is the tipper SP.*

condary school also for Al, A2, AS and Ab. livery pupil in the

large region, referred to as C in the figure, thus knows from the

beginning where he wilt later on be able to find all the different

educational options. The set 1 S is thus his upper secondary

school, regardless of in which one or the smaller met I districts

he starts his education* flee school system can be further ex-

panded 1 for highly specialised lines in the upper secondary

school, pogo certain uncommon vocational educational lines, still

larger regional units can be formed made up or two or more upper

secondary schools.

if the aim is so formulated that the individual student may

choose freely between various educational alternatives and that

this choice shall no be legally binding as regards his future

studies, it is ner.ssary from the beginning net to force students

to choose between different schools and instead to offer various

choices within on school system. Curriculum development cannot

be operated independently of the relations between school units

of different levels* Curriculum development must be concentrated

either on the school as at closed unit or else on a school system,

and it is essential to make this clear from the beginning*

Li) The Class

Perhaps the most strongly established of the "squares" in the

planning and administrative system or the school is the class. .

Historically the class came Into existence as a unit adapted for

instruction by a mingle teacher.

The class or today often constitutes an obstacle to curricu-

lum development in modern terms* The class can and sf ld be

broken up and replaced by a more flexible grouping or students*

Among others, the following aims can be better served by at flexible

student grouping rather than by a closed grouping in at class t

a) The individual student will he included in several groups,

meet more. people, learn to understand and work with them.

b) because the groups vary as regards composition, the student

will acquire a better understanding or different people's

alms and values, their conditions and circumstances.

c) Collaboration in different groups results in an improved

ability to adapt to various demands and situations and there-

by in an improved ability to contribute to and collaborate

with the community*

t7
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The traditional lesson lasting 40.010 minutes is the third in

the series of established squares in the planning and administra-

tion of the scl o I. Certain assignments require longer working

periods, other4 shorter. Students at various ago and maturity

levels need different Intervals or time. SimilartV muhiPets

call lug for skill and prorieiency may demand different units or-

time Crow those needed in general subjects.

Other modules than the traditional lesson have been found to

result in increased flexibility in time consumption, e.g. 20 mi..

note thoduls. These rail provide working periods or 20, 40, 60 or

80 minutes, between which can be sandwiched intervals or 20 or 40

minutes. Experience or experiments with this More flexible use

of time has conclusively shown that it is possible to do away with

the conventional lesson-and-break pattern and obtain instead a

working sch 0000 t where no bells ring.

The advantages, already hinted at, are, among others, that

the following aims are more easily attained t

a) Studettts and teixhers cap plan, stcrt. Lad complete their work

better and thereby obtain increased continuity their work.

b) This results in improved motivation, greater responsibility

and the encouragement or initiative and creativity.

iv) The Sub ect

The traditional division into subjects, based on Aristotle's

breakdown or philosophy some 2,300 years ago 'oto various sub-

disciplines, is fourth in the series of outmoded building blocks.

Nowadays the material to be learned is often brought together in

an entirely new way in accordance with the pupils' experienees,

inctination or interest and maturity. Above all in general sub-

jects tho old division into research disciplines is sometimes

lacking In meaning.. School programmes st id be transdisciplinary.

Such programmes are intended to starve, among others, the following

aims t

a) The students learn how to define their problems and assign-

ments more clearly. The study programmes instil a problem-

solving attitude and give practice in scientific method.

b) The students are given opportunities or choosing their own

working method, aids and manner or evaluation,

c) This increases the possibilities or the students acquiring
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knowledge on a higher cognitive level than that of simply

absorbing facts.

v) The Teacher

The fifth "square" stands for the teacher (tr the expression

may be permitted) in his guise as the solitary and isolated prole*.

sienalist. The teacher plans, implements and evaluates his and

his students' work together with colleagues, students and other

members of the school staff. The teaching profession in the older

sense, where only the teacher mastered the matter to be taught and

the methods to be used, defined his role as fount of knowledge, as

a substitute for the book* This must be replaced by another form

of professionalism, in which planning and collaboration in groups'

in accordance with a new assumption of roles constitute the basic

elements. The lonely teacher must be replaced by a team, in which

teachers work together with assistants and technicians. The fol-

lowing .advantages may be gained t

a) Planning and the distribution of responsibility give a better

balance to the content of the course and the forms of work.

b) The individual teacher can concentrate to a greater extent

on tasks in which he is proficient and interested, allowing

other assignments to be taken over by other teachers.

The teacher can in general abstain from routine tasks and un-

qualified work, which can be carried out as effiently and

more cheaply - by assistants.

d) A team of teachers possesses advantages in the field of pupil

care because its members can follow the pupil in all his en-

gagements Like the individual teacher, the team can provide

specialised instruction in subjects.

e) The teacher team helps to bring different teacher categories

closer to one another and thereby to make school attendance

more coherent for the students.

0 The teacher team brings about a differentiation in the teacher

role and thereby leads to a new professionalism on a basis

contrasting with the earlier concentration on subjects or

stages.

vi) The. Beek

The purpol.e or the textbook is changed. No longer must it

necessarily be identical to the syllabus. The textbook is one re

source beside other resources for learning. The old idea that

30$
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there should be a specially designed textbook for toic' special

course, intended fur a group of pupils or an individual pupil,

can no longer be maintained. Libraries and class collections of

reference books, factual handbooks and other teaching materials

will replace textbooks. In this situation it will be of impor-

tance to draw up study programmes and %lynchers' guides, with the

aid or which students and teachers can work, Techniques must also

be developed fur the planning of instruction and studies.

The textbook will be replaced by a system or books, audio-

visual aids, study programmes and guides for teachers, that is to

say systems or learning materials. These systems can give substan-

tial freedom of movement but they always require a co- ordination

of materials and teacher resources. Among the advantages gained

are

a) The use of books and educational materials as resources in-

stead of rigid course requirements allows greater freedom in

the planning ur instruction and studies.

b) It should result In reduced costs or materials, since the

books used in accordance with this method need not be conti-

nuously adapted to the courses.

c) The use of educational material In this way leads to an active

and constructive search among the sources of knowledge and

thereby makes possible a better organised learning process,

N. CHANGING THE FRAME FACTORS

Traditional teaching is based on the planning units described

above, the squares. A rigid "square educational system" thus im-

plies that instruction is given in ONE SCHOOL in ONE CLASS by ONE

TEACHER in ONE SUBJECT with ONE BOOK during ONE'LESSON.

A central idea of the Swedish innovation activities has been

that these squares should be prised open with "educational crow-

bars", Innovation thus must not be restricted to the introduction

of isolated methods, means and equipments but comprise a total

curriculum development according to a systems approach, where the

"squares" are replaced us follows
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School system of sel 1 units

Class rlexible grouping of pupils

Lesson system or shorter time modules

Subject study units

Teacher teacher team

Textbook educational materials system.

innovation in great breadth is hardly reasib, unless the

frame factors are changed on the above lines. The safest way

would probably be to change the Forms of financial grants* The

present system of the school class or the teacher as a unit for

state grants inhibits a flexible use of reSo111CoS and, consequent-

y, ;lel Lye eurriculum development. State grunts per pupil are

-a form more favourable to development* This grunt per pupil woOld

probably function with a system of various coefficients- -represent ..

tug the grade HE urbanisation and or tilversiricatIon of study,com

binations. Innovation activities always have to take into account

the use of 1110 above - mentioned frame factors. Unless these are

amended, it will scarcely be possible to speak of a true Inneva..

tion.

It is important that the revision of frame factors has'its

starting point in the aims of the school, above all the overriding

aims-or the part played by the school in loveloping the personality.

it is also important that different levels in respect of currieulUM-

development are co- odinated, that is to say that the general aims

of the school are brought Into relation with both the structure of

the school and the use or materials and methods*

C. SOME EXAMPLES

A curriculum development with free alterations or frame rec..

tors as described above also leads t other innovations. Teacher-

pupil relations can be Improved and so can those between teachers.

and administrators* In general all this should result in a more
democratic school system.

It Is not possible in one diagram to illustrate changes in

all the frame sectors. On page 712,examplos are giveh or how. three.

study units were handled in a curriculum development project for

grade T. Those three units are I (a) people with different cir-

cumstances, (b) sound and (c) the wheel* None of these can be

restricted to specific subjects such as physics, biology, social

studies, etc. The structure in terms of grouping and time is
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deserihed grapht(!att'y in the next page, where the following
symbols are used,

Number at !tridents

1 Time

0
0

Teaching of a large group

Teaching of a small group

Student work in a large group

19 IS Students

Student work in a .mad grout)
17.8 stodentsv

Individual student work

Introduction Large mouo teaching

Reporting and evaluation
Large roils teaching

Other symbols (JO be used and other examples can be given. It is evident that
this way is using time. content and resources has increased chances to imam
teaching and learning rn swedish schools
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People to
different
Cic cumstances

sound

the wheel
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EXPERIMENTS. AND CONCLUSIONS

A. THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY

EduCational innovative work may be said to have begun in 1950

with the commencement of experimental activities with the new nine

year comprehensive school. Since then a large number of teachers

and classes have participated. The total involved is probably a

matter of thousands by now. in Chapter II we distinguished between

different kinds of innovative activity as follows (dates refer to

the commencement and conclusion of the various activities) t

1. Experiments with the nine-year comprehensive

school 1930 -1962

2. Special experimental activities at senior

schools 1951..1962

3. The State Innovative School at Link8ping 1958.4968

4. innovative activities at the experimental and

demonstration schools attached to schools of

education 1968

5. Innovative activities through research ,and

development projects 1962

6. Experimental educational areas 1964

To this can be added the innovative activities conducted in

the form of special projects by government committees and develop

meats carried out by the Board of Education at the instance of the

Ministry of Education. It will be seen that innovative activities

1..3 are now concluded, while Nos. 4..6 are still in progress.

The forms of innovation which have had the greatest influence

on the development of the school system are without any doubt Nos.1,

5 and 6. No. 1, i.e. experimental nine-year comprehensive schools,

was most important in connection with the transition from the old

parallel school system to a uniform eystem, i.e. an innovation at
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what we have earlier I.A. termed Level I. Nos. 5 and (i constitute

the immediate vontinuatien or this innovative work, at which junc

tare the innovations also extend to Levels 2 and 3.

tt Is very hard to make a true estimation or how much these

Innovation activities cost. In the national budget for 1970.71

the folic/wing sums were given :

a) State support to research and development

projects

National board of Education

Other state funds

6) National Hoard of Education, internal

innovative activities

el State support to experimental and

demonstration schools

S.Kr. 18.4 million

" '2.8 "

5.0

14.4

S.Kr. 4046 million

To this sum of approximately 40 million Swedish crowns should

be added the support by municipalities, private research lands and

publishers, for which no statistics are available.

We have here left aside all the innovative activities through

in-service training of teacher*. In 1970.71 the state expenditure

for this was S.Kr. 13.1 This sum was distributed to dif-

ferent organisers of in-service training courses, ?Or every.

teacher in the school systomi there is also organised a one-week

course of in- service training during school time. The costs for-.

this, which are not included in the S.Kr. 33.5 million are hard

to estimate, but a sum of 60 or 70 million might he a good guess.

This represents only the teachers' salaries, all other costs for

the courses nut being considered. This gives a total sum of some

S.Kr. 100 million of the state budget, regardless of investment

costs (corresponding to U.S.S 20 million), which for a small country

like Sweden is considerable.

ft. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FROM THE INNOVATIVE ACTIVITIES

Three main conclusions can he drawn from Swedish experience

concerning the initiative for innovative activities

a) The initiative for organisational change (Level 1) has come

more from school policy than from teachers and other
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c)

r.plefessional". applies above all to what we have

earlier called innovative activity Ne 1, i.e._experlments

with the nineyear comprehensive sets 10

The initiative fur innovation within the internal educational

se cter (L%els 2 and 3) has tended mere and more to come froM

teachers and researchers. This applies above all to what we

have' termed iiinovat Lou forms Nos. 2 and be

Cooperation has been sustained between politicians and pre-

fessionals and has on the whole Unnctioned satisfactorily,

'Anether problem sector concerns the orgairiationaI focal or

innovative activities, i.e. the way in which innovative schools

and innovative activities were planned. in this respect the fob.

lowing three conclusions can be added to those already stated

-di-Innovative activities have not generally been attached to

special innovative scl Is. 'Detailed discussions in Sweden

eoncrning the form or innovative activity have led to the

conclusion that no particular riel Is should be earmarked as

innevative schools. The only specifically innovative

school (See 3. Section A above), i.e. the State innovative

School at Linkoping) was discontinued after ten years.

e) instead, innovative activities have been delineated by the

allocation of special experimentation resources mainly by the

Government through the National hoard of Education. These

resources have been earmarked fur the definition of problems4_

materials and methods for innovative activities and not for

the set is involved.

f) Innovative activities have been organised in the form of

proects of limited duration and content in collaboration

with researchers, teachers, headteachers and, in certain

cases, school politielanse

The SWedish school has been viewed by the school politleians

primarily as a social reform and only in the second instance as

au educational reform. As a result, evaluation of school reform

has been mostly concerned with the question of whether or not the

school districts concerned really accept the new forms of organi-

sation and are willing to proceed further with them. It is fair

to say that the Swedish experimental activities with the new nine -

year sehnol during the 1100s were popular among the local education

authorities. Every year there was Si long queue of municipalities

wishing to adopt the now school system. This evaluation of school
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policy is as important as any other, and during the 1950s it mos

of far greater consequence than the evaluation matte by the teachers

during the same period or activities.

Towards the end or the 1960s, as the period of_organisakittnal

experimentation drew to a close and the future emphasi:4 came to

rest on the pedagogical applications or the politically determined

educational reforms, demands were made for an evaluation of the

extent to which the reformed school had attained the objectives or

educational policy Laid down at the beginning of the experimental

period. During the 1970s the work of innovation has therefore-

come to a very great extent to he concentrated on developing forms,

for the' control or results and the feedback of experiences.

Closer examination of these evaluating activities would be beyond.

the scope of the present essay.

C. TEAChER31 ATTITUDES TO INNOVATIVE ACTiVITIES

In 1949 the majority or teachers were sceptical of the impend-

ing innovation* Primary school teachers and secondary school

teachers or nonacademic subjects favoured the proposed reform but

secondary school teachers or academic subjects, i.e. the-majority

of teachers in junior .secondary schools, gymnasiums and other

forms or secondary education, had their doubts. In 1949 no-fewer-

than 198 of 200 secondary school staffs rejected the proposal for

unstreamed cour4es from grade 7 or the new school.

Later, when experiments with unstroamed teaching in grades 7

and 8 were begun, the same teachers remained sceptical of uti-

streamed classes. In 1951 the following distribution or teachers'

views on the question of streaming in grades 7-9 was obtained in

response to the question of which form of streaming they consi-

dered best.

1. Streaming within the class 3.6 ? of the teachers

2. Streaming of pupils by ability into

different parallel groups 61.6 qo "

3. Streaming of pupils according to

alternative 2 but only for certain

subjects 14.1

4. In some other way 1.$ % ft ft

5. No answer 18.9

ft ss ft

100.0
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lac its final aysolostion on the subject of streaming its -1962,
the Hiksdag adopted alternative 1, which was Cola to the

wishes ei the majorit).' of teachers who had expressed an opinion.

On the ei'e of- the final decision concerning streaming in 19t,2, a
II

petittuu signed by I I 000 secondary ?whi! teaclaets was sultana t tea
to tbe Minister a Educat iota in Inb I cal int; for ass organi sat iotaa
differentiation, i.e. a division of pupils into starting
in grsile 7. Instead ,the hiksdaq resolved that streaming into lines

should not begin until grade 9.

Thus the discussion between pelitictans and professionals

concerning the streaming issue ended in 1962 with a victory by.

the former. The prafessionals acquiesced however in the

_eally determined changes and proceeded to work nut the pedagogical

solutions. In these confrontatiaus between palitiians and

teacheas, only she ati of academic subjects in secondary

schools had been against the new order. Primary sch 1 teachers

and secondary school teaehers of non-academic subjects accepted

the changes entailing a postponement of streaming.

In 1060, however, when the Hiksclag, roll.ow_ng propos:Os by
the National Hoard of Education and in the light of experience or

students' free options gained sinee the 1962 referm, reslVed to

abolish organisational streaming between different lines in grade 9,

as well, large graups of comprehensive school teachers were seep..

tical. Their scepticism was aroused, nut so much by the postpone-

maul or streaming, which was accepted by the majority or teachers,.

but rather by the forms and rate or the transition to a completely

unstreamed nine-year omprehensive school. Teachers generally.vere

uneasy about the transition from strictly subJectbased teaching

to teaching centred tumid study projects and fields or interest.

They wanted a more gentle transition With more further traieing

and information. Subject to certain delays, however, into stow

working mtheds have lawns to be applied.

D. BREAKDOWN OF FRAME FACTORS IN TEACHING

How then have teachers and pupils reacted to the breakdown of

the frame factors of teaching described above 7 (MOO We quote

here the results or certain interview studies from the experimental

educational areas. The first report concerns changes in the

teachers' working methods repotted by the SkellefteS experimental

area. the difference regarding forms or instruction between tip

innovation madel and traditional instruction is shown by the
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diagrms (account) (figure I) from the Skelleftei experimental:

report for the school year 19101-Tit,

According to the same report, the pupils' wokiug methods

have. changed (Figure II),

Accordiog to the same report from the SkelIefteg area, the

breakdown of the frame factors has resulted in the ehaoges or

pupil groupings shown I II I 1 MOE 4* I

It seems obvious that the experiments conducted by the exile»

rimental areas,with the breakdown or frame factors as described

in Chapter 111.8,, have led to changes in toe teachers' methodsand

in the pupils' work its accorda uee with the objectives laid down,

E. THE TEACHER'S ROLE IN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

A number or conclusions can be drawn from the developments

previously described, First or all, puliticians and professionals

have both contributed to educational innovation, Although innovit

tions on a macro-level, for example the extension of nation -wide

compulsory schooling, the postponement of student streaming, the

introduction Of a guidance system, the broadening of the upper..

secondary school system, etc., have had a predominantly political

origin, it would be wrong to say that these innovations were in-

troduced against the teachers' will, Throughout, teachers and

other professioual groups, such as sehool dir4tors, headmasters,

learning; -aid specialists and research specialists in the belu.

vioural sciences, worked on the ad hoc state committees and in

curriculum planntng, A continuous and lively discussion was

carried on between the different groups, As a result negotiations

made steady progress, especially between the Ministry or Education,

the National Hoard of Edocation and the teacher unions, The rol-

lowing table briefly indicates whether different categories or
-----

teacher:, agreed (indicated by Yes) or disagreed (indicated by No)

to the macro - structural changes,

or course opinions varied very much within the different

groups. When teachers through their unions said Yes, they usually

also presented a long series of suggestions for modifying the Wow...

vations, sometimes making these conditions fur their acceptance of

the change.

As can be seen its the table, the teachers mostly accepted the

macro-level changes (Lvel 1 in Chapter 1.611,) The four listed

changes can be, and have also gradually been, further specified
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education to the age of 16

II. Postponement of class
differentiation to the age
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Ili totreduction of a special
system of guidance for stu-
dents from the age 13
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youth 17-19 years of ago

Yes
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Yes

Yes
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No

Yes

Yes

YIPS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

into hundreds of other changes. During the 1960s a long series of

additional innovations also took place in teacher training, school

community organisation, adult education, higher education, etc,

ft can be observed, however, that the secondary academic teachers

disagreed on one point. Although this group of teachers repro-.

sented only a minority of the total teacher population during the

1950s, their disagreement was of the greatest importance. In fact

the so-called differentiation problem was the most discussed topic

during the 1950s. Even after the parliamentary decision in 1962,

this problem continued to be of major concern. The secondary aca-

demic teachers did not believe that students of different intelli-

gence and study capacity could be taught together in heterogeneous

tOnfl
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classes all the way up to the age or 15. They accepted the com

prebensive scl 1 system but they popos44 the streaming of stu-

dents from grade 7, In 1962 Parliament 4_1 however'_sowever that

streaming should not take place until grade 9, but that there

should be alternative courses in mathematics mad kuglish in

grade 7 and grade 8, and in both grades 7 and $ students should

also he able to choose between different combines 'ens et' su'bjec'ts.

Secondary tench er:1 argued that heterogeneoses classes would

have to be small., They contended that the educational results of

a heteegeneeus class would be poorer than the corresponding re-

sults or a homogeneous class, it' the classes were of the same size.

The findings or research did nGt however support the teachers'

hypothesis, and homogeneity rr se, was not proven to be a condi..

lion for-successful learning. In spite of these findings, which

were discussed all the way up to Parliament, and its spit Oftt

disquieting shortage or teachers, the ministry put a proposal be-

fore Parliament for reducing the size or classes in the new cols.

preheusive schools. Parliament accepted this proposal, saying

that He class Ahood exceed 10 and that the classes could be split

into smaller groups durbsg a large number of lessons. This deci-

sion was mainly aimed at helping the teachers to handle the hete-

rogeneous grouper. It proved however to be rather expensive. The

student - teacher ratio in grades 7 and upwards went down to 1311,

-Other decisions to strengthen the secondary stage were also taken

including, for iust..ace, the introduction or systems for student

guidance and for th- special education of slow - learners and handl..

cattped students.

It is worth noting that after these decisions had been taken

the secondary teachers officially declared their loyalty to the

politically enforced principle of heterogeneous grouping. The

teaching of heterogeneous groups meant a great many changes in

the teachers' roles. They had to drop the system of class re-

peating which had been prevalent in the junior secondary schools.

They had to teach foreign languages to all students and not just

to the "academic" students. A new system of in- service teacher

training was built up from 1962. A broad programme for the deve-

lopment of Malls and media for individualized instruction was

started and educational research was encouraged (see preceding

Paragraphs). These innovative activities are mainly change:. at a

micro-level (in Chapter I.H. called Level 3) where the professional

groups including teachers - play the major part. Yet priorities

In the different areas or educational research and development are
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ultimately decided on at the political level. The division of

innovators into two groups, politicians and professionals, usually

gives no trouble at the micro- level. Were, by far the greater

number of innovations originates from the professional group. A

somewhat different type of division, however, is now seeming to

cause more of a problem. The professional group itself seems to

be split into two. Research and development people, administra-

tors (especially in central administration) and a group of inno-

vative- minded teachers form one group, and the majority of teachers

at the "grassroot" level form another group. The second group,

which includes all categories of teachers, primary as well as

secondary, vocational as well as academic, has begun to complain

about the high speed of change and innovation. It is interesting

to note that these teachers accept the general goals of the new

educational system, but that they ask for more 11rormation, more

in-service training and greater help with the4 ork.

F. INSTITUTIONAL OBSTACLES TO INNOVATION

Innovative activities are constantly encountering a series

of obstacles. We have already referred to the attitudes of the

individual teacher concerning the teaching of heterogeneous pupil

groups. Hut the obstacles to educational innovations are not only

to be found in the attitudes of the individual teacher to organi-

sational changes in school. To a very large extent they are to

be found in the institutional forms followed by the teaching pro-

fession and teacher training. Such instAtuConallsrd obstacles

to innovations include, for example t

a) A clearly marked division of teachers into class-teachers and

subject - teachers, where - in most Europehn countries at least

the former category of teachers starts training from a lower

initial level than the latter, and where training takes plac4

in obviously different intellectual climates. In respect of

conditions of appointment, work and salaries, the two catego-

ries are usually clearly separated.

b) There is a similar clear division of the latter group,

subject-teachers, Ac.lording to "academic" and "non-academic"

subjects. In some countries, those teaching "non-academic"

subjects are not even reckoned as teachers.

c) A distinct division of the teaching function into a subject

geetion and a teaching section is found in some systems, often

tv
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due to the fact that subject studies and professional teacher

training have been kept quite separate.

Innovations in education must always be related to how the

teacher experiences his own role. His experiences may refer to

- the status and prestige of the teacher role ;

the possibilities of advancement in the teacher's role

- feeling of freedom in the profession

- feeling of security in the profession ;

- identification with role as teacher.

A change in the teaches role will be made more difficult if

-the teacher experiences this change as a lowering of his status.

The same is true or the possibilities of advancement, feeling of

freedom, feeling or security and identification with the role as

teacher. If the teacher considers that the change or role is

opposed to his interests in these respects, the change in-the role

may be very small or completely lacking. Instead, it will become

an effective obstacle in the way of educational innovation of

which the change of role was a part.

O. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the research and innovation activities in Stiedish

schools can be said to build into the school system a mechanism of

self-renewal. This objective Ms been only partially achieved.

Work is continuing unabated for a higher degree of objective

attainment.

The first conclusion to be drawn from innovative activity in

Swedish schools since 1950 is that, although it is highly dependent

on the needs, aspirations and general educational attitudes of the

teachers, the teachers are by no means alone in determining the

nature, purpose and scope of innovative activities. Co-operation

is always needed between politicians and professionals. Among the

latter, schwa administrators and educational researchers wield

influence side by side with the teachers. The success of innova-

tive work is dependent on the efficacy of the co- optratirn thus

needed between school politicians and professionals.

The future shape of innovative work in Sweden will be condi-

tioned above all by three factors t
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a) The development of on efficient system for the feed.-back of

experiences from'the different forms on innovative work so

as to guarantee a constant renewal of activities in keeping

with current requirements.

b) The development of efficient forms of information.and commu

nication for the dissemination throughout the entire school

system of the ideas and experiences gained from innovative

activities.

c) The encouragement of innovative work at grass-roots by indi-

vidual teachers and groups of teachers with a view to esta-

blishing bilateral communications with regard to innovative

work, i.e. an efficient transmission of information from pro-

fessionalists to politicians as much as in the reverse direc-

tion.

These problems are far from being solved in Swedish schools.

although a series of activities has been inaugurated to study them

more closely and to formulate further proposals for their solution.

t'
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In .a general introduction the author draws a distinction

between essential innovations which are inseparable from changes

in the ,general objectives of education and contingent innovations,

many of which are merely pseudo-innovations. The positive and

negative aspects oV resistance to innovation are then discussed.

In the first chapter it is pointed out that the rate of pene-

tration of an innovation depends on the acuteness of the need felt

by the community and on the subject of the innovation. Four ex-

treme cases are presented in theoretical outline.and then illus-

trated. Three stages in the educational process (choice of objec-

tives = action to achieve them i evaluation) are considered. Fi-

nally, the discussion is continued on broader and more specific

lines with reference to a number of particular cases, including

changes in general objectives without the facilities for the new

policy ; material innovation with no theoretical basis material

innovation as mere window - dressing $ specific innovation.

The second chapter is devoted to an experimental demonstra-

tion of the weak influence of innovation on practical education.

In the general conclusions fifteen causes of resistance to

innovation are listed.
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GENERAL INTRORITTION THE PRESENT PROOLEM

The 1ir9blem of resistance to innovation, of which the rela-

tive failure of the results of educational research to permeate

teaching practice is only one aspect, is often approached in an

atmosphere of total ambiguity. The terms innovation and resis-

tance are correspondingly vague.

lu the main there are two conflicting conceptions of innova-

tion. The first is logical and rational. It argues that any new

procedure which is not in line with the objectives adopted is

clearly harmful or at hest doomed to failure. Although theoreti-

cally unassailable this conception is too rigid and disregards the

fact that a process as culturally rich as education cannot be

changed in one go or transformed overnight in obedience to a deci-

sion,

Moreover, a decision is itself the last stage of a long pe-

riod of gestation which has almost always been preceded by acei-

dental innovations. One day some new and apparently insignificant

procedure makes the first breach in the dyke and followed by many

others finally undermines the whole traditional edifice.

According to the second conception of innovation a far -

reaching change in the objectives of education may therefore be

brought about by the cumulative effects or unplanned and unortho..

do; innovations. Once the objectives have been changed all the

existing innovations shape themselves into a structure and new

ones emerge, but this time rationally.

in a word, a change of objectives, accepted by the community,

is productive of specific innovations which make it possible to

translate the objectives into reality but, conversely, specific

innovations, for example electronic data processing, may help to

precipitate a change in general objectives. Because automation

requires more intelligence than muscular force a more effective

use of intellectual potentialities has become one or the objectives

or education:

Innovation may be defined as the introduction or something

new, whose effects are still unknown, into an established system.
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A definition of this kind does not convey whether the new process

if essential or accidental. The switch from convergent to diver

gent teaching is a challenge to the very basis of educational

thinking. On the other hand there is so little difference between_

the slides projected in a classroom and the traditional illustra»

tions shown to pupils that the word "gadget" (which will be found

in Robert's Dictionary of the Preach Language) can fairly be used

to emphasize the superficial nature of this novelty. We propose

to use the word gadget in the present paper to describe new devices

which are not accompanied by any change in the teaching-learning

process.

All innovations are part of a continuum ranging from philoso

phic revolution to mere gadgetry, while somewhere between them is

a point where new working methods are grafted onto obsolete

structures which like living organisms will secrete cultural anti-
bodies.

The word resistance also calls for a number of comments. lie

used in the expression "resistance to innovation" it is generally
pejorative. The resistance offered by educational institutions

is felt to be a weakness which must be overcome and even au evil
which must be fought. In the present outlook for our civilisation

this fooling is partly justified, but only partly.

Por resistance is also a sign of the capacity of an organism
to remain alive and is a product of its strength and solidity.

It is a proof of health. The idea of cultural health is perhaps

not evoked often enough.

Education preserves and defends cultures. The collective or,

more correctly, the modal determination which activates the members

of a given community is always designed to keep the community alive.

There is no example of a civilisation which deliberately sets out
to destroy itself. Accordingly, education is always conservative,

at least in its first stage, i.e. the early conditioning of young
people and their initiation into the standards and knowledge of
the culture. If there were an anarchical culture the educational

system would have to teach anarchy as an act of conservation.

In their usual meaning education and innovation are therefore
mutually exclusive. Educators always try to mould the educated on
the lines of some implicit or explicit model to which they are
attached. The educated are conducted towards an objective which
the educators know or think they know. As innovation is tantamount

to the introduction of uncertainty into the system it is felt to

be a danger not only by schools which do not ultimately have much



to say in the discussion but by the community which produces the

educational institution.

This point is not a new one. Considerable thinking was de-

voted to it by E. Durkheim and later by A. Clause., I.N. Thut and

many others. T. }Susan expresses the situation very cogently i

"The more stable an institution is - and the educational sys-

tem is certainly one of the most stable .6 and the more deeply

it is imbedded in the community the more difficult it is to

mobilize it in order to change that community." (1)

Initially, then, culture produces a type of education which

is designed to conserve and which so conditions the educational

institution that it subsequently refuses to evolve or is incapable

of evolving pars easels, with a changing culture.

Nevertheless, when the dynamics of a culture have become suf-

. !latently powerful to set the educational system on a divergent

course there is a backlash and the educational system becomes a

centre of controversy.

1) A. Schuller, Lid., Lehrerrolle 1m Mantle/ (The Changing Role of
the Teacher), Weinhelm, J. Belts Verlag, 1971, p. 49.
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I

WHAT KIND OF 1NNolATION?

A. IHE RATE of PENETRATION

ntween 1930 and 1917, the United States Institute of Adminis-

trative Research oadoted one hundred and fifty investigations

into innovation in dueation. Paul Mort (1) has drawn the folleu-

ing renclusions from this impressive rigure. (Although he does not

say so, it is clear that his cencIusions apply only to the indus-

tialised vountries which are undergoing far - reaching eultural

changes).

In present circumstanees it takes about half a century between

the realisation of a need and the first steps (after the expert-

mental stage) to introduce methods or general application to meet

this need in practical teaching.

This ..epresents the start of a slow permeation of day-to-day

classroom practice. It will take rifteen years for 3 per cent of

the schools in a system to adopt the innovation. Once this thresh-.

old is reached most of the teaching world begins to be convinced

and during the ensuing 20-- years the idea or the process spreads

like wildfire. At the end of this period only a small minority or

recalcitrants are left %beta!! dwindle away in time. In other

Words, some el years pass between the maturing or a relevant and

important idea and its actual adoption by teachers.

For example, the need to replace rigid classes by specific

flexible and homogeneous groups was established by Thorndike and

Woodworth about 1900 and explicitly submitted to the Belgian edu-

cational system by O. Iioeroly (21 in 1923. This system has been

1) Paul Mort, "Studies in Educational innovations", in 14.11. Miles
ittiloVatinti in Education, New York, Teachers College, 1964. This
collective publication contains a large number of case studies
of innovation.

2) O. Vecroly et R. 'Wyse, Les applications amtlricaines de In psy-
chologie.it Itorganisation humaine et i1 Iiidacation (American
applications of psychology to human organisation and education),
Bruxelles, Lament in. 1923, p. 45.

R



tentatively tried nut by the reformed Helgian secondary school

system since September 1971.

in the same connection an investigation carried out just be-

fore 1460 in Sweden relating to the teaching or the Mothev-tongue

in the aenior classes of primary schools revealed that the curri-

culnm plait adopted by the Government in 1919 had ,hunt -hegun to

bear fruit (1).

in France, the country or Hinet and Simon, the use of stan-

dardised achievement tests has not yet really penetrated into the

primary and secondary systems.

It is therefore at first sight rather surprising to hear

Pusbnell state that in an emergency this 'long time-lag indicated

by P. Most could be reduced to one year. He gives as an example-

the special course which was devised in the United States. at the

end of the secondary education period to facilitate the prepare-

lion of airforce pilots at the beginning of the Second World

War (2).

The apparent contradiction between this assertion and the

findings of P. Mort should not be allowed to mislead us. Just as .

there is such a thing as an innovation continuum there are also

very variable degrees of urgency which are felt by the community

in a wide variety of ways.

"Sub ect"Continuum

Change in educational thinkiug. introduction of a gadget.
Perfectly defined.

Very slow penetration.
Requires a profound change in
personnel and in institutions.

4, Boundaries of the problem
ill.defined.

"Urgency" Continuum

a

No urgency felt. Vague realisation of
a need for change.

reeling of extreme
urgency t danger in
delay (e.g. war).

t) A. Schuller, lehrerrolle im Wendel (The Changing Role of the
Teacher), Weinheim, J. Heitz Verlag. 1971, p. 54.

2) M. Bushnell, "Now we are lagging only twenty years", in School
Executive, 1957, pp. 77. 61-63.
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.There are four possible extreme eases t

1. No need is felt to change educational thinking. Nothing

happens except the occasional introduction of gadgets,

2.- An urgent need is felt to change educational thinking.

The community and events exercise strong pressure to this

effect, The change in education will nevertheless be very

slow. indeed, it is difficult to translate the general

problem into operational terms and even if temporary for

mulas are accepted. these are almost always rather blurred.

Furthermore. people and institutions must change at this

point. This kind of change process can last for centuries.

This was the ease as regards the introduction of retain

into general secondary education.

3. A cudgel is put on the market but no urgent necessity is

felt. The rate of dissemination varies but is generally

rather slow. For example the ballpoint pen appeared in

Europe In 195 or 1946 and as soon as it was massproduced

it was rapidly adopted except in schools where it was not

approved until about 15 years later.

4. A gadget exists or a simple, very precisely defined inno

vation is proposed and the community simultaneously feels

a great need for it. The innovation penetrates very rapid-

ly. Mr. Bushnell's example falls within this category

it is wartime and 'the problem is to give a series of les.

sons without devoting too much attention to fine points

of methodology, etc. The message has to be transmitted.

H. THE THREE STAGES IN THE

EDUCATIONAL u4OCESS AND INNOVATION

Let us now revert to the problem and make a systematic analy

sis of the subjects of innovation.

The complete processes of education can be divided into three

stages t the choice of general objectives, the application of the

means to achieve these objectives and the evaluation of the output.

As we have already said, it may be taken as a principle that

any innovation in treatment or evaluation which runs counter to

the objectives will be rejected or sterilised.

This explains why an unprogressive social system often seeks

to save its face as far as peblic opinion (national or interna

tional) is concerned by opening the door wide to all kinds of

339
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ild.veltios which di, mot involve any hallnge to the prevailing

od, r,

al the objectives

objectives are a reflection or educatiettal thinking. ID

general this is henna to be conditioned by the dominaut cultnre

and especially by the dominant social rorces.

They will thereror change only in Marmon)* with changes in

civilisation and this xplains: the centuien or educational slag

Hatton in the Western World and the progressive acceleration or

events in history :trier ipta

The first industrial revolution which involved the rise or

the capitalist bourgeoisie wan eflected in the rigid structure

or Cho Ilerbartian educational psychology which wa perfectly

adapted lo the social order which the ruling minority winked to

perpetuate at all casts. A central authority carefully derined

a body lir knowledge which was then transmitted to children in

such a way as to integrate them Into the system.

Herhart's edncational theory, the principles _or which were

formulated by 1$06 (1) was systematised roe seism,. use by T. Miler

and subsequently by W. Rein and was used as the groundwork for 4111

edueational system which spread with increasing rapidity in the

second liar I' or the nineteenth century.

The Herhartian system which can be used in the service of any

ideology still holds its tutu loofa)*

Its very basis has however been tao..lenged sifter the begin

fling of the 20th century by the entire Functionalist movement

which advocated a type or education centred not on the onbject or

the teacher but oo the pupil. Clapar:ode, Dewey, Decroly and many

others With acceptance fou this idea From the theoretical stand

point.

The functionalist Innovatiai they preached was so important

that it Was regarded, justifiably, in our view, as the educational .

equivalent lir the Copernican revolution.

Hut from the practical standpoint progress was so slow that

if all. the innovations introdnced in the past 2, years as far as

means and ends are concerned were to be suddenly abolished, it

would hardly make any change to the teaching in most schools in

Western Europe.

1) in Al_lgemeine Widagogik (General Principles or Edveation).
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However, it welkill he a mistake and an injustice to condemn

the educational system and its planners becGuse of the slowness

of the trend. The problem as it now stands is extremely complex.

To set up an efficient and democratic educational system

which IS likely to eusnre the survival and festet the maximum

development of onr civilisation, the whole edifice must he reno-

vated, i.e, budgets, syllabuses, teaching methods, educational

structures, teacher-training premises, equipment and enrolment

standards, etc.

impossible to do everything at once, and what si Id

1ar is not always clear, For example, it is obvious that

t must be far-reaching ehanges in teacher training but it is

still impossible to find an objective way or measuring the effi-

ciency or the teacher :td thus asstsing the effects or new t.e..oh-

ing methods.

No one to our knowledge has yet worked out a PERT network to

forecast how long the now essential readaplation of the educa-

tional system would take. This is a task whit.?! the most eminent

educationists should attempt and it trey succeeded their work

would be of very great value..

Meanwhile, the task of renovation is proceeding but in a

totally unto-ordinated manner, like a patchwork quilt, with all

the attendant wastage of time and effort, not to speak of still-

born innovationj.

It would be naive to imagine that the necessary task of trans...

forming our educational system in the light of these new objectives

of present day civilisation ran be carried out with the order and

precision of preparations for a lunar expedition. And yet consi-

derable time would surely be gained by a systematic effort to state

the problem clearly and above all to map out the critical phases

in the renovation primess.

These are t

- The specific objectives embodied in educational curricula

and syllabuses.

- Educational structures.

Teaching methods.

- Teachers and particularly their typo of training.

Material facilities such as buildings and educational equip-

ment t teaching media and teaching techniques.

- Research on pupils and students.
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- Finance,

Research on th"oy, mainly psychological and pedagogical,

e) The evaluation, particUtarlv through examinations

At first sight it may he estimated that the rote or change

in the factors listed above varies eonsiderably. The equipment
of a class may be renewed practically overnight tolt even in veva-.

lutionary situations (the sequel or the French Revolution, the
Pussian Revolution, the change of regime in Cuba) the general ob-
jectives of education evolve very slowly. Nor must it be forgot-
ten that a chosen policy cannot be put into effect if the means
are lacking. This is the crucial problem of most of the countries
which have recently won their independence.

Nevertheless, the facts reveal that 3

- Simple innovations may be and often are as slow to gain

ground as complex innovations.

- All environments seem to possess a uniform degree of elas-

ticity t if they easily accept changes in one respect they
react fairly similarly in another.

C. THE UNITY OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS AND INNOVATION

To revert to our general contention t so long as the objec-
tives, the means and the evaluation are not linked together into
a single entity, isolated innovations will always be introduced-
on an unstable basis.

A brief description of a number of cases will serve either
to illustrate our contention or to qualify it to a certain extent.

a) Change in general objectives without the facilities for a new
policy

The principle of equality adopted by the French Revolution
specifically Involves not only equality of opportunity in respect
Gf education but also in respect of intellectual development.
Muc:, ground has undoubtedly been covered in the 200 years since
the Revolution but equality has not yet been achieved. Why ?
First, because it is far from being desired by all. secondly,
neither the progress made in educational science nor the facili-
ties available have yet made it possible to achieve full equality.
To quote only one examples t the early diagnosis or cognitive han-
dicaps of socio- cultural origin, which is one of the keys to the
democratisation of education, and their adequate treatment have
hardly begun to attract serious 0414040n.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
b) Material innovation which is not integrated and has no

theoretical basis

Experiments with the use of closed-circuit television for

teacher-training will servo as an illustration. At first sight

this innovation has spread fairly rapidly in a country such as

Belgium, for example, particularly because of the small number

of teacher-training colleges.

But the productivity of the new system is either very low or

non-existent. The reason is that once the novelty of seeing one-

self in action has worn off, and this itself is of doubtful value

as it is not systematically exploited, teacher trainers are help-

less because they have no rigorous, succinct system for the ana-

lysis of the interactions between teachers and pupils which could

itself be validated by the objective measurement of educational

efficiency or more accurately the efficiency of each particular

teacher (and this, we must repeat, is something we are still prac

tically incapable of doing).

Furthermore, a general theory of ,teaching to counterbalance

the theory of AearninG is still lacking and this explains why the

,status quo is still maintained despite innovation.

c) Material innovation as mere window-dressing

In present circumstances school television often represents

a marginal form of enrichment without any established significance

and in the worst cases is responsible for a decline in teaching.

The marginal enrichment may be observed in several countries

where broadcasts are arranged on a nation -wide basis and at certain

states times so that all pupils receive "lessons" which are of

"average" difficulty and are deemed to be suitable for all children

who have reached a particular educational level. The unfunctional

character of the system is too obvious to call for any comment.

Incidentally, we had an opportunity of observing a typical

case of regression In teaching in the United States where an ele-

mentary physics class in which each pupil could have carried out

experiments with simple equipment was replaced by a video-tape.

Admittedly, the class were able to see a talented teacher in action

but at the same time they all subsided into the kind of passive

state which teachers have been struggling to overcome for many

decades.

A similar criticism may be levelled at many audio - visual tech-

niques which have spread rapidly under the combined influence of
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manufacturers who are anxious to secure new markets and teachers

who fondly imagine that they are entering the era of technological

or eteetrollic ciViliShtioll by surrounding themselves with such

gadgts as slide projectors which are often little better than
the large wilt! pictures so long used in elassreoms,

Once again it is obvieus that techniques and technology alone

are Hot enough to change education. Teievision or ptogrammed

learning may serve any ideology, may be used for any kind of
teaching.

d) Specific innovation

specific innovation is a type of innovation which related to

a particular subject or field and is therefore comparatively rode

pendent of any particular value orientation.

The switch item traditional to new mathematics comes within
this category,

In cases of this kind, scientific advances make a whole body
of knowledge completely obsolete. The specialists then reorganise
the subject from top to bottom, The educational system is re-

quired to adapt itself generally, partly because it is an exigency
or modern civilisation but more prosaically because the universi-

ties, on which a growing mass or students have set their sights,

are basing their teaching on the new outlook.

Much may be learnt from Belgium where G. Papy has enthusias.
tically launched a veritable crusade for reform. Supported by a
considerable section of the teaching profession, the Government
and the Civil Service, Papy who was himself a Member of Parliament
appears to have every chance of suct:ess.

And yet, once again, the evidence is inescapable t it seems

as if the whole operation is likely to take Just as tong as
P. Mort predicted.

The new mathematics has been developing since the beginning
of the century and seems to have reached its climax about 1950.

This was the time when G. Papy began his struggle to reform

the educational system and organised the first seminars for re
training mathematics teachers in secondary schools, By 1970 the

new mathematics had won the day in the secondary system and in

1971 was introduced experimentally into the syllabus for primary
schools.

But in 1971 t

French speaking countries have still not done any longitu-

dinal research into charting the mathematical future of
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pupils who have been studying this now subject from the

primary school level.

- The universities are still divided as to the advisability

of making the reform general.

it will take a generation before primary schenl teachers

thoroughly ste,eped in the now Mathematics, become avail..

able.

- Methods for teaching the new mathematics do not appear to

have been sufficiently run in as yet, For example, we note

that at the beginning of the reformed Belgian secondary

course practically no prevision has been made for divergent

thinking and this hardly seems likely to foster a creative

outlook.

it will therefore probably take another twenty years before

the system can he satisfactorily established.

Nevertheless, there are a number of specific innovations

which go far loss deep and are much more limited than the one we

have Just referred to. Fur example, Allen (1) shows that 90 per

cent of sealer high schools in the butted States have developed

driving courses in the past 18 years. Substantial support from

public opinien, which is easy to mobilise on so practical a sub-

ject, and the abeence of any political repercussions explain why

this luneVatiOn hits spread 00 rapidly. Moreover, it is exceedingly

easy to train teachers for these courses. In contrast, Allen also

notes that it has taken Is) years to give the study of the local

environment its rightful place Its the primary school course and

this is also confirmed by our own observations. Once again, this

is an innovation which not only implies a reversal of basic teach-

ing attitudes but also makes it necessary to translate a general

principle into every -day sehool life.

1) H.E. Allen, The Diffusion of Educational Practices. in the .School
Systems of tie letroolitan Sc too Stacy ounc ow or
T.C., 1916, Dissertation quoted by Niles, p, 8.
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EXPERIMENTS ILLUSTRATING THE WEAK

INFLUENCE OF INNOVATION

If it is agreed that the innovation process is a coherent

entity and in particular that facilities and techniques are subor-

dinate to educational planning (which implies the explicit forMu

lation of aims and theories) or to the attitudes of educationists

which are deep rooted, irrational and therefore particularly

crucial, there is much to be said for the protracted observation

of dayto.day educational practice.

We now begin by briefly submitting the results of two detailed

studies of mchool life carried out in Belgium and in Sweden, res-

pectively.

A. AN EXAMPLE OF OBSERVATIONS MADE IN BELGIUM

In the past ten years the Laburatoire de Peidagogie experimen-

tale at the University of Lige has made about a hunured thousand

analyses of verbal interaction between teachers and pupils in the

classroom (1).

In all these observations an attempt has been made to report

on aspects which seem essential in education in the light of our

current knowledge of educational psychology.

The nine categories of the analyses may be justified in the

following way.

1) Go De Landsheere et E. Bayer, Comment les mattres onseignent,
Bruxelles, ministbre de ItEducation rationale, 1969.

G. De Landsheere, "How Teachers Teach, Analysis of Verbal Inter
action in the Classroom", in Classroom Interaction Newsletter,
Philadelphia 1971.
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First, it would seem that the educational process is not

possible without a minimum of organisation t this is not

achieved the democratic atmosphere desired will degenerate into

anarely while individual or group work will become impossible,

Furthermore, attention must be focused on two types of edu-

cational procedure which represent two poles of democratic educa-

tion. The first is the initiation of pupils into the existing

culture (values, ways of life, techniques, etc.) which calls for

constraints or Amposition. The second is the provision of oppor-

tunities for independence, i.e. freedom to act and think and free-

dom to create and criticise (a process which may be called "dove-

iopment").

The functions of facilitation and reinforcement must also be

considered. We know, in particular, that without adequate-rein..

forcement there can be no learning.

Lastly, as visual, aliditive or audio-visual concretisation

is one of the favourite fields for innovation, special notice has

been taken or all action in this respect, In so doing we have

consciously committed a methodological error as the concretisation

category and the imposition and development categories are not

mutually exclusive. But if we had acted otherwise the loss of

information would have been too great.

The nine categories and some of the forty subcategories

which directly concern our purpose are as follows t

- Organisation.

- Imposition.

- Development of content.

- Personalisation

- particularly t individualisation or semi individualisation

of education.

- Positive feedback t (1)

- stereotyped

- specific.

1) Feedback is the act by which the teacher informs the pupil of
the quality of his performance. The content or the objective
of instruction are the main points considered. Feedback is
stereotyped when it is provided either in formulas such as
"good", "right", etc. or by the mere repetition of the pupil's
reply. Feedback is specific if the evaluation is accompanied
by a justification.



- Negative feedhaek t

- stereotyped

- specific.

Concretisation S

- use fir equipment (figurative, symbolic, construction or

manipulation)

- invitation to pupils to use an item of equipment

- audio-visual teehuiues,

- positive affective functions (1).

- Negative affective functions.

In a preliminary research assignment a sample or first -year

primary school teachers whs chosen at random from a Belgian town

and its suburbs. The leSsuttm given were consistent with the

child's st taneity of expression and activity under standardized

experimental conditions (practically always above 90 conformity

to the standards) ,

The percentage breakdown of 21,029 analysed examples of be-

haviour (50 Lessons) was as follows t

Organisation 27.0% Feedback 11,4%

Imposition 34.5% Feedback - 2.7%

Development 2,1% Coneretisation 13.313

Personalisation 3.7% Affective function 1.49;

Affective function 3,8%

The Belgian primary school curriculum has been considered as

one of the most progressive in the world since 1936. It advocates

spontaneous expression, activity and free exploration and was

accepted with enthusiasm by a high proportion of the teaching per-

sonnel, However, the figures clearly show that most teaching is

teacher- centred. Even if only the most approximate figures are

adopted the yellowing solution is arrived at

Organisation

imposition

Concretisation by

the teacher

27.0%

34.5%

9,614

71.19;

1) The affective "funetions" cover assessments of pupil behaviour
and are independent of any evaluation of the particular content
of his replies (encourages, promises a toward, threatens, admo-

nishes, etc,).
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In only 225 cases was the pupil invited to say what he had

observed or experienced outside the school.

No case of the utilisation of audio-visual techniques was
observed.

Almost all positive feedbacks are stereotyped and therefore
of low cognitive levet. Only 8.2 pet cent of ail positive feed-

backs are specific g the figure is 27.7 per cent in the case of

negative feedbacks.

In Junior Secondary schools an investigation of the same type

(11013 observatians), this time relating to geography lessons,
gave very similar results (cf. diagram below (1).

10

0. I I. 0. P. F. + F.- C. A.+ A.

Avem94, frorophy toochytts

1) O. Jacques, eniversite de Li6ge, memoir(' de licence, unpublished,
1970.



Several other surveys carried out at other primary school

levels and in other regions er the country confirm the above re-

sults.

Atis therefore clear that teachil,g practice (whether based

-on general methodology or the use of modern technological resour-

ces) does not seem to have developed in relation to the change of

objectives.

It must, however, be pointed out that this assessment is sub-

jective for no criterion is available which makes it possible for

example to determine what threshold of imposition must not no ex-

ceeded in a pupil-centred type of education.

Marie Hughes (University of Utah) has proposed the following

criteria t

Control functions

Impesition functions

Development functions

Facilitation functions

Persosial response functions

Positive affective functions

Negative affective functions

20 to 401;

1 to 3 %

20 to 40

5 to 15 %

8 Ao 20 %

10 to 20

3 to 10 %

We have shown elsewhere the extent to which these figures are

open to challenge not only because of the quality criteria adopted

by the author but also owing to the serious imperfections in her

system of categorization.

Roughly the same conclusions have been published by a consi

derable number of authors, particularly British and American, who

have used a wide range of observation procedures and worked at all

levels of the educational system.

To keep the present paper as concise as possible we propose

to quote only one more example.

B. AN EXAMPLE OF OBSERVATIONS MADE IN SWEDEN

R. Stukat and R. Engstrft (1) devoted four hours to the obser-

vation of sixty-three teachers chosen at random from one thousand

teachers at the Swedish Comprehensive School (from the first to

the ninth year). They obtained the following invariable breakdown

1) R.G. Stukat and R. Engstrom, "T.V. Observation of Teacher Acti-
vities in the Clasgroom", in IledagaighE2rIkeLEA, 1967,
pp. 96-117.
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in e% cathedra teahlut:

Actual teaching $ introduces information, asks

questions and fulfils feedback functions 77.3 ?;,

- Attention to pupils and discipiit. 3.0

- Admiuistration 21.0 °..n.

The cheek list Used gives details of the equipment $ the

average lesson profile needs no comment.

C. A FrIITHER EXAMPLE Or RESISTANCE T0 INNOVATION

Another type or research (Laboratoir de pedagogie expert..

nictitate de ItCniversite de Liige) enables resistance to innoVa

thou to be shown experimentally and will perhaps prove that the

process is necessarily a comprehensive whole.

The best writers on this question unanimously agree that the

reittforcement of adequate response is essential in the learning

process. One or the aims of any innovator should therefore be to

improve the quality of the feedbacks.

The experiment is conducted as follows (1) s the basic teach

ing profile is determined for a particular teacher, particularly

his feedback profile. He is thin given the theoretical information

regarding the rule and the nature of the feedback and the analysis

process is explained to him. When the idea has been thoroughly

assimilated the teacher Is then invited to give lessons into which

he introduces as much specific positive feedback us possible.

The results are us follows $

a) There is no significant variation in the total number or

feedbacks.

b) The teacher may have increased the number of specific

feedbacks and reduced his stereotyped feedbacks (repeti-

tion of the papils reply) to the :Male extent.

c) (however, the increase in specific feedbacks occurs mainly

during the first 20 minutes of a lesson and this suggests

two hypotheses S

i) Complex problems likely to produce specific feedbacks

are set to pupils in the first part of the lesson whets

essential ideas are introduced I the second part of

1) Van Coulrbrook, Universite de LiiYge, memoire de licence,
unpublished, 1970.
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the lesson is probably reserVed for convergent appli-

cations nd systematisation which are less conducive

to high-quality reedback.

it) As soon as fatigue sets in the teacher reverts to hiS

routine habits.

d) Artei o few experimental lessons the number or speciric

feedbacks begins to decline and there is a tendency to

return to the pre-experimental situation.

Assumption (a) : The force or habit is considerable and a

lengthy therapy is required to change a teacher's beha-

viour.

Assumption (b) : The method or increasing the number of

specific feedbacks was superficial. Feedback behaviour

cannot be isolated from general methodology. The whole

teaching system must be changed (e.g. switch from teacher..

centred to popil-centred teaching) to effect a durable,

functional change in feedback behaviour.

e) Incidentally, a negative correlation is observed between

specific re ** dback and imposition functions whereas the

relation is positive with development functions.

We reel that observations or this kind bring us nearer the

heart of the innovation problem and highlight its complexity. Not

only must teachers be trained but they must be induced to Work at

different cognitive levels and to adopt new attitudes.

D. ATTITUDE OF TEACHERS TOWARDS RESEARCH INTO INNOVATION

Even it' we confine ourselves to a consideration of the source

or innovation, problems of attitude will soon be round. An inven-

t igatit.o by F0 Hotyat seems significant in this respect (1).

As far as research into innovation is concerned, do teachers

place mote confidence in practical suggestions by valued collea-

gues in an ofri,al statement of new principles, in the results

or experiments or in a revision of the objectives of education

and teaching (question 12) ?

1,317 teachers from all levels of education (except the uni-

versities) agreed to indicate the degree or efficiency they

1) F. Hotyat, "La sensibillt4 des mattres h une retforme de l'entiel
gnement" (The Sensitivity of teachers to educational reform) in
Les_sciences de l'i;ducation, 1967. No. 2, pp. 7 -31.
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AVSRAOS 1.11SSON PROP ILE

Category

iNSTRUCTION

1. oral information

2. nen-oral information

3. control question

4. 11141111/11S. inspect

S. feedback to pupil

6. directions

T. questions, non controlled

8. unspecified 1.7

9. other instr. act.

Number of
observation periods

in II

10 30 SD TO 90.24 .040.8P

32,5

8.2

18.8

7.3

15.4

12.2

2.0

17.1

0.1

.5

guru CASs,

1. share confidence

24 show sympathy

3. att. clothes. hygiene

4. clear up matters

5. init. relax act.

6. other pupil care

0.2

0.1

DISCIPL. ACTIONS

I. corrective talk

3. name pupil

2. call for silence

4. point at pupil

5. scolding

6. stamp on floor

7. warn. threaten

8. pupil out of class

9. black book

10. other disciplinary action

2.8

0.2

1.7

0.7

0.1

I0,1

Category

ions 02 liATtRIAL,

1. blackboard

2. map

3. plate

4. flannellograph

5. beads frame

6. 'film

7. TV

8. slides

9. pictures

10. tape recorder

II. gramophone

12. radio

13. objects

14. laboratory material

19. drawing material

16. organ

17. other material

1 17

18. textbook

19. :wider

20. printed work material

21. sheet of papers

Number of
observation periods

in 11

t02 S0 SD SO 700000...P.

6.0

1.1

0.1

6.4

4.2

POSITION AND NoVIMINT

ADMINISTRATION

1. control presence

2. directions. question

3, plan trip

4. prepare aids

5. dietribute collect
itat*rial

6. cleaning up

7, other administrative
action

OTOSSACTIVITISS

1. supervise

2. correct papers

3. talk with visitors

4. other verbal act

5. other act

11:11111

21.1

1.°13.4

20
2.4

2.7

1.2

041

1. sit in chair

2. sit other part

3. stand before class

4. stand other part

5. walk before class

6. walk other part

7. t. out of cl.pupil in

8. t. in cl.pupil out

9. t. and pupil out of el.

DROOP SIZE

7.9

4.4

0.3

0.2

1.7

1.7

1. one pupil

2. 24 pupils

3.) 9 pupils

0.9

2.9

17.8

18.8

9.6

41.7

)2.3

8.3

10.5

8.3

1.3

0.2

25.6

110.7

70.
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attributed to the four methods of innovation suggested by the

questions

Percentages

Very
effective

Average
effectiveness

Little
effectiveness

Practical sugges-
tions by colleagues 76.0 19.4 4.6

New methodological
principles 15.1 53.6 31.3

Results of research 32.4 47.3 20.3

Revision of objec-
tives 50.6 34.6 15.8

Whether the teachers were men or women, old or young, univer-

sity.trained or not, the suggestions of colleagues seemed by far

the most effective. Teaching is thus still unwilling to emerge

from the rule-of-thumb stage.

This lack of receptivity to outside influence is moreover

confirmed by the distrust with which experimental research is

regarded.

On the other hand it is comforting to note that teachers

clearly feel the importance of revising objectives and the points

lesson's, of isolated methodological reforms.

We should like to conclude this brief factual survey with a

few points about what we have elsewhere called ,the feeling of

alienation among teachers. They have the increasing impression

that they are strangers in the technological civilisation by which

they are survounded.

A large number of interviews have shown that many teachers

would be only too glad to exercise their profession scientifically

but feel incapable of doing so. This helplessness is due to the

comparatively slight progress made by educational science and the

quality of the experimental training given to teachers. Whereas

doctors and engineers are trained at a level which enables them to

understand and use the results of scientific research in their

daily work as and when these become available, most teachers at

all levels do not possess even the elementary knowledge of statis-

tics which would enable them to glimpse, let alone understand, the

significance of experimental research.
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Put research and researchers are playing an increasing part

in the mythology of our civilisation* It is widely held that they

are responsible for immense technical and technological progress

and that they alone have a complete mastery of the methods and

instruments by which the world can be controlled* The reeling

that they are totally excluded from this intellectual world whereas

they are responsible for training the men of the future induces

in the best teachers, those who question their own qualifiimtions,

a feeling or Entfromdung which L4oems likely to raise serious psy-

chological problems This feeling Is in itself' sufficient to ex-

plain the nerve efforts made by many teachers and those responsible

for them to impress their contemporaries

For many teachers, filling their classrooms with audio- visual

aids and teaching machines provides a mere tranquiliser and a way

of believing and making believe that they too are in the van of

progress.

We fool that one of tho innovations most urgently needed is

to give teachers at the training stage a thorough initiation into

edw-rtional research* In this same connection, it seems to us

that the only way of giving practising teachers a complete re-

training would be to involve them gradually in operational research

projects
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oENERAL CONCLUSIONS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Having made a number of different approaches to the problem

or innovation, we can now attempt to consolidate and supplement

our obsorvationg.

1. Fundamentally, it is practically impossible to introduce

an innovation which runs counter to the dominant forces

in any community. Each community seems to secrete a kind

of antibody which sterilises and subsequently eliminates

the innovatiln.

2. More precisely, any innovation in the methods or educa-

tion'or evaluation which does not respect the object'ves

laid down by dominant policy and thinking is doomed to

failure.

3. Education is largely conservative. Resistance to innova-

tion is therefore bound up with its nature.

4. For thousands or yeUrs man has lived in a largely static

world and has been conditioned to immobility. Stability

and a regular biological and psychological rhythm are more-

over essential to his physical and mental health, The

transition to a dynamic civilisation has been accompanied

by a cultural crisis so acute that it is not even certain

that our civilisation will be able to survive the shock.

In any event it seems pointless to attempt, over a very

short period, to change mentalities, attitudes and

Weltanschanungen which have been developed aver thousands

of years. During childhood (i.e. when the basic features

of personality take shape) how many people now living re-

ceived or are currently receiving an education adapted to

the modern dynamic world ? Their number is infinitesimal.

5, Initial learnings are pure conditionings which acquire

extraordinary solidity once they are well established with

adequate and oft- repeated reinforcements. No well - defined

scientific strategy has yet boon produced to modify the

type of conditioning which is opposed to innovation, This
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typo of deoonditioning, incidentally, has to be handled

with extreme care to avoid a disintegration of the per-

sonality.

6. There is often a considerable distance between external

postures and deep-seated attitudes, between professed

ideals and real behaviour. Teachers may embrace a new

theory of education in all sincerity but may not change

anything fundamental in their own procedure.

7. More particularly, teaching is a skill, a "know-how" and

therefore, to a considerable extent, a one-man craft. It

is an idle dream to imagine a kind of teaching which would

assume the rigour and regularity of an organised se/anti

fie production process, for the very process of education

presupposes a give-and-take between human beings which in

its complexity and its absence of any strict determinism

does not lend itself to integral quantification and fore-

casting.

A craft cannot be learnt or exercised without concrete and

specific rules. It is useless to imagine that general

principles of reform, even if they are welcomed, will

suffice to change the behaviour of many teachers. To

succeed, an innovation must be accompanied by precise

rules.

8. This craftsman's individualism is particularly well en
trenched in teaching. In many cases it was first observed

and absorbed when the future teacher began to go to school.

Subsequently, it was actively practised and often for many

years.

This is the reason why many innovations are used in the

service of the methods they were supposed to replace and,

in the worst cases, enable bad teaching habits to be fur-

ther consolidated.

9. from a more abstract standpoint, a new teaching technique

is pointless unless there is a theory to guide its use.

The appearance of a powerful technique, however, may well

release productive thinking.

10. Compared with the training of doctors and engineers the

psychological and pedagogical training of teachers has

generally remained at a low level. The social and finan

cial status of teachers reflects this inadequacy. It is

therefore understandable that the teaching profession does

not always attract the best minds. The case of nursery
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and primary school teachers is striking in this connection.

Somebody will no doubt have to find the courage one day to

publish a White Paper showing that, as we have realised

from certain of our research assignments, there are

teachers who possess neither the education nor the intel-

lectual level to understand, for example, the psychological

theories which ..re required for the proper exercise of

their function. It will be a painful task to expose this

situation as it will strike at individuals who are simply

victims of an inadequately developed civilisation.

11. Many teachers are scrupulously honest and are afraid to

drag the children entrusted to them into a hazardous ven-

ture. They also know, by experience, that there is no

lack of innovators who are more concerned to further their

own careers than to labour patiently in the vineyard.

12. The admsnistrative organisation of our educational system

is such that initiative, innovation and efforts to improve

the system are hardly encouraged or supported.

In particular, most western countries have no arrangements

under which the individual teacher's efforts to improve

his efficiency are rewarded by salary increases. In cer-

tain cases the union principle that it is the function and

not the qualification which should be rewarded may even

discourage this type of initiative.

13. For lack of an objective evaluation of the efficiency of

teachers or the results of their teaching there is no re-

ward for quality. Incidentally, satisfactory methods of

evaluation have yet to be discovered and, apart from the

United States (particularly the Stanford Center for Re-

search and Development in Teaching), it is certain that

no country makes the minimum effort necessary to encourage

progress in tnis field.

14. Highly centralised educational systems are more resistant

to innovation than others.

13. Improvements in teaching are hampered by frequent inter-

ference from people who lack any kind of qualification.

Because breeding and raising a child is primarily a bio-

logical matter and because everyone around us has been to

school, everyone has his opinion as to the way in which

children should be brought up and educated. Although the

opinions of non-specialists are bound up with and limited

to their own experience, few hesitate to generalise on the
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strength of that experience. Moreover common sense, with

all the subjective factors this implies, often appears to

bo an adequate criterion for airing opinions about tech-

nical prebiems. Many parents have peremptory views as to

the way in which spelling or g ,,,, graphy should be taught,

Even the highest responsible policy- makers still take de-

cisions in many cases which are based on their own common

sense and that of their advisers rather than on any careful

prior research.

lb. The present fad fur innovation and gadgetry may he just

as much a source or stagnation or regression as n source

or progress,
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The aim of this paper is to review some of the research that

has been carried out concerning the influence that teachers have

on their students' performance, and to indicate what implications

any of the finding may have for the reform or teacher training

Three kinds of research art' considered - survey studies relating

home, school and teacher factors to the educational achievements

of students experimental studies of teacher behaviour ; other

studies which have indirectly revealed the influences of specific

teacher factors.

The results or survey research have not been particularly

helpful in revealing the ways in which teachers make a difference.

The two major findings appear to he

i) that the quantitative models so far developed for research

or this kind have not permitted a true estimation of

teacher effects considered independently of the influence

of °thar home and ,4chool factors, and

ii) that measures of teacher behaviour are more effective in

predicting student performance than information on quali-

fications and experience.

Research into teacher behaviour has also as yet been sing

tarty tacking in demonstrating how teachers make a difference.

While experimental research aimed at studying the act of teaching,

and classroom investigations directed at improving the efficiency

of teachers are both giving promising leads for future work, no

single factor has as yet been isolated of which it could be said

that it was clearly and directly associated with improvement in

student learning.

A number of research studies have been carried out in recent

years, however, which have supported the view that the attitudes

of teachers - and the classroom practices they adopt as a result

are more important in determining student outcomes than the more

material factors such as school buildings, site of class and the
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textbooks or apparatus provided. In particular, the view is put

forward, with some supportive evidence, that what teachers believe,

particularly about such concepts as "intelligence"; helps to de

termine the standard or level of performance they come to expect

from their pupils.

The implication of the ways in which teacher attitudes may

influence pupil achievement is briefly considered, especially as

this might affect the training of teachers. Four areas for pos-

sible change are considered s

1) since student teachers will hold different sets of beliefs

and attitudes, their individual reaction to any particular

teaching method or approach must be given priority in

their training,

ii) if it is true that performance can be improved when

teachers hold certain positive attitudes concerning their

pupils' ability to learn, then it is clearly important

that any training of teachers should include the attempt

to develop these positive attitudes,

iii) the importance of practising teachers being able to keep

up to date with the findings of modern research implies

that their initial training must include courses that

equip them with the means of understanding research re-

ports, and

iv) if the attitudes of those who teach influence the achieve

ments of those who learn, then clearly the attitudes of

the staff of training institutions, particularly towards

controversial issues such as comprehensive versus selective

education, or traditional versus progressive teaching me-

thods, are of paramount importance and must affect the

major polio, decisions of the institution.



I
EVALUATING THE EFFECT OF TEACHERS

ON STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Considering the enormous sums of money that the United States

has invested in the past 100 years or so, both in the actual dove-

lopment of its educational system and in research into improve

ments of this system, it is almost incredible to think that one

of the most significant questions to have stirred this great na-

tion in recent years has been the one which formed the title of a

recent publication of the United States Office of Education -

"Do Teachers make a Difference ?" (USN. 1970).

As Don Davies says in the foreword to this publication,

"intuitively we knot,. that teachers do make a difference - both

positive and negative in how a student performs, in his level

of achievement, in his behaviour, in the value. he acquires. If

teachers did not make a difference we would be satisfied with

schools run and operated by machines". Why, then, ask the clues

tion ? The question was originally raised in the United States

following the publication of the report "Equality of Educational

Opportunity" (Coleman, Ltjalt, 1966) in which the relative in-

fluences of various school, home and other background factors were

compared to explain pupil achievement in school, and which produced

the following conclusion s

"Taking all these results together, one implication stands

out above all $ that schools bring little influence to bear

upon a child's achievement that is independent of his back

ground and general social context 1 and that this very lack

of independent effect means that the inequalities imposed

upon children by their home, neighbourhood, and peer environs

ment are carried along to become the inequalities with which

they confront adult life at the end of school". (pp. cit.,,

p. 323) .
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tt does not require much insight to appreciate that this

conclusion carried with it far-reaching consequences. As Guthrie

(1970) points ont, if it is incorrect but allowed to persist un-

examined and unchallenged, better in it could make it become self-

fulfilling. conversoly. i r it is correct but unheeded, the pros-.

pert of vast amounts or moue) being wasted in training teachers

and trying to improve the educational process is alarming.

Needless to say, the mailer reactien to the conclusions of the

Coleman Report has been attempts to prove them wrong. Criticisms

have been made or the inadequacy of many of the measurements used,

of the way in which the data collOcted were utilised, and parti-

cularly, the types or statistical analyses employed were faulted.

A number or authors have carried out different analyses using the

same data (Rowles and Levin, 068 Ranumhek, 1968 ; Mayeske

1.1..111., 1969), and Guthrie (1970) has reviewed the results from

other similar type studies. None or these, however, has come up

with any startlingly different conclusion. Guthrie can only state*

"On the basis of information obtained in the studies we review,

there can be little doubt that schools do make a difference", but

he is unable to specify just where, and the re-analysis of the

Coleman data by Mayeske eteal. declared t "In conclusion, it may

be stated that the overwhelming impression received from these

data is that schools are indeed important. it is equally clear,

however, that their influence is bound up with that or the stu-

dent's social background".

The United States has not been atone in Eluding that the in-

fluence of schools and teachers takes second place to that ema-

nating from a pupil's home and social background. A regression

analysis using the data obtained from the LEA mathematics study

(Rusoht, 1967) showed that teacher and school groups of variables

made only a small contribution to explaining student performance

compared with the parental variables which included the mothers'

and fathers' education and occupation. In England, the national

survey carried out for the Plowden Report (Central Advisory Council

for Education, 1967) is particularly noteworthy. It, too, like

the studies carried out in the United States, round that factors

originating with the school and teachers were not as important as

those concerned with the hemp background (Weaker, 1967). A follow-

up, four years later, of the same children included in this study,

stresses oven more the importance or the early pre-school years

and the small part played by secondary education (Pecker, 1971a).
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There is little doubt that large scale survey studies of the

kind so far described have, up to the present, been of only limited

value in revealing what is important about teachers and teaching.

Part of the difficulty in reviewing the evidence obtained from

survey data is that two alternative interpretative views can be

adopted, both of which, however, give rime to a certain degree of

pessimism. Hayeske and his colleagues adopted what ['maker (1971b)

has termed "the agnostic view" in which each of the variables

being considered in any analysis is assigned only the unique part

of the available variance and the remainder is put into a joint

account which it holds in common with other correlated variables.

Since the criterion being predicted - usually student achievement

correlates to some extent with almost any attribute of the student,

home, school or teacher, inevitably most of the variance falls

into tho joint account. The unique part attached to any school or

teacher variable is, therefore, always very small and often not

significantly different from zoro, and there is as yet no way of

determining how to divide up the joint contribution. Mood (1970)

sums up this view by saying that "the present rudimentary state

of our quantitative models does trot permit us to disentangle the

effects of home, school and poets on students' achievement" and

therefore, "at the present moment we cannot make any sort of

meaningful quantitative estimate of the effect of teachers on

student achievement".

Peak''r himself takes what he calls "the positive view" which

likens education to a building. "Buildings" he says, "rest on

foundations and the later stages of education rest on the earlier".

(Poaker 1971b). He therefore argues that where there is a clear

chronological order among variables, the earlier ones should be

taken first in any regression analysis. Being conceived, born and

brought up in a particular home and neighbourhood occurs before

schooling begins, and hence

elated with a pupil's home

before those of the school

relations between home and

effects or the former also

latter. Again, therefore,

tho influence of those variables asso-

and background should be considered

and teachers. Because of the lntercor

school factors, however, removing the

removes a considerable part of the

this leads to the pessimistic result

that school and teacher variables inevitably come out as being

either very small or non-significant.

Large scale survey studies, which contrast home and back-

ground influences with those exerted by schools and teachers, also

inevitably suffer from the fact that the difference between the
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best and the worst home backgrounds considered from the point of

view of intellectual and cultural stimulation - is, within any

country, considerably greater than that between the best and the

worst school or teacher. The standard of teaching in any educa-

tional system is certainly far from uniform, but inevitably the

data collected in surveys is of the kind in which there is rela-

tively little within country variation - type and length of train-

ing are typical of the kind of variable used. Furthermore, such

variations across teachers that do exist on this typo of variable

are often cancelled out when analyses are carried out between

schools, although, of course, this would be accentuated in the

different types of school of a selective system. Usually it is

not found possible in survey research to obtain information on the

more relevant variables associated with teacher quality and, where

data has been collected, it is on a variable that is only serving

as a proxy for something that cannot be measured or possibly even

defined. Measures of teachers' verbal ability, for example, have

been found among the most useful of predictors of student achieve-

ment (Hanushek, 1970), but it is not verbal ability per se that is

necessarily important in teachers, but a number of other attributes

for which the verbal ability score is serving as a substitute. it

would appear that to discover which particular attributes of teach

ers and teaching are really important, it is necessary to look

more closely at the actual classroom teaching situation.

In recent years, an increasing amount of attention has been

given to the study of different aspects of teacher behaviour, and

a very comprehensive review of research in this area has been

given by Rosenshine (1971a). Much of this work has, however, in-

troduced an artificial element into the study of teacher behaviour,

either in the laboratory or the classroom, and not a great deal of

it has been concerned with real teachers in real classrooms. In

another review concerned specifically with research of this latter

kind, Rosenshine (1971b) has commented s "In both an absolute and

a comparative s-nse there is a notable lack of classroom research

on how teachers make a difference". He notes at most only 70 cor-

relational or experimental studies in which observed behaviours of

teachers or students have been related to student growth, and a

great many of these were doctoral dissertations carried out on a

very small scale. And the studies that have been carried out have

not exactly been forthcoming with a spate of positive results that

have yielded any clearer understanding of what makes an efficient

teacher.



Considering the obvious importance of the teacher as an Ante

gral part of any educational system, and the vast sums of money

that are spent on preparing him for his job, it is surprising, to

say the least, that not more research has been carried out and

that the findings have been so limited. It is perhaps worthwhile

to consider why this should be so.

In the first place, there would seem to be some tacit assump-

tion that teachers are all alike - at least in so far as the act

of teaching is concerned. Both in the processes used for educat-

ing and training them and in the way in which they are expected to

apply a prescribed teaching method or approach, little considera-

tion appears to be given to the fact that there is (fortunately)

an enormous variability among the individuals that make up the

teaching profession, and that it is more the exception than the

rule that two or more of them will react in precisely the same way

to either receiving or giving instruction. This fact has certainly

been overlooked in countless research studies. As an illustrative

example, the research associated with streaming or homogeneous

ability groupings may be cited. A very large number of investiga-

tions, both in the United States and the United Kingdom, were

carried out from about 1920 onwards in which attempts were made to

compare the performance of children in streamed and unstreamed

groups. Typically, a number of streamed classes were compared over

a period with a number or unstreamed classes. In nearly all the

studies reported, it was implicitly assumed that the teachers'

influence was more or less constant within each type of organisa-

tion, or, in other words, that the experimenter, by controlling

for initial differences between his two pupil groups, was genuinely

studying the effect of his main independent variable, namely,

whether the class was streamed or not. It was pointed out by

Goldberg eteal., (1966) and Barker Lunn (1970) however, that all

those studies omitted to take into account either the attitudes

and beliefs of the teachers or the classroom practices they adopted

as a result of these. It was not surprising, therefore, that dif-

ferent studies produced difterent results. Barker Lunn, in her

study, in fact found that both the attitudes and practices of the

teachers ranged along a continuum, and that about half of those

taking unstreamed classes really believed in streaming and pursued

methods and approaches in the classroom that were more suited to

that type of organisation than to the one in which they were ac

totally teaching.

Commenting along similar lines, Rosenshine (1971b) refers to

the fact that "an instructional programme is not a single variable",
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All to often comment is made abont evaluative studies carried out

on curriculum packages or programmes such as need Start, ludivi-

dually Prescribed Instruction, Biological Sciences Curriculum

Study, Nurriold Science, Midland Mathematics, etc., as though

they were a single package and all pOpils reclviw: them were in

tact havinh exactly the same instruction. That this is not so

will be obvious to any teacher, but demonstrative proof comes

from studies which have investigated Instructional activities of

teachers within a single orogramme. Studies or this kind have

also been reviewed by Rosenshine (1970) who concludes that "there

are significant differences among the instructional activities of

teachers within speciele instructional programmes or curriculum

materials packages", A study by Gallagher illustrates the point.

Comparing six classrooms using the HSCS curriculum, he found

significant differences in the percentage of teacher talk devoted

to the cognitive styles of description, explanation and expansion.

Gallagher concluded t "The data would suggest that there realty

is no such thing as a BSCS curriculum presentation in the schools...

each teacher filters the materials through his owu perceptions,

mild to say that a student has been through the BSCS curriculum

probably does not give as much specific information as the curri-

culum innovators might have hoped" (Gallagher, 1966).

Nearly all the researches reviewed by Rosenshine have come

from the United States. The conclusions drawn about the implied

universality of educational programme "brand" names apply also to

England and probably other European countries. Eggleston at

"Leicester University, for example, is at present carrying out a

study for the English Schools Council, the main aim of which is to

compare the attainments and attitudes towards science of pupils

taught by contrasting methods. Recognising the futility of ac-

cepting simple labels such as huffleld and Non-Nuffield, the first

stage of Egglestonis investigation h-s required the preparation of

observation schedules by wins of which different teaching styles

can be quantified and characterised.

the results of this study, incidentally, are of a particular

comparative interest, owing to the way in which "curriculum

packages" are viewed in England and the United States. Although

there are wide variations within either country in the way in which

teachers see their role as curriculum innovators, there are also

considerable national differences which, to some extent, are re-

flected in the teacher education and training practices or the two

countries. In the United States, curriculum innovation is seen
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very much more as being somethiug only to be handled by the ape

ciailst, with the teacher largely playing the rote or technician

putting into practice the plans and programmes developed by

others. In England, on the other hand, teachers aro generally

suspickousof the curriculum package and, although prepared to

accept some ideas from expert colleagues, reserve very tench to

themselves the freedom to experiment with these Ideas and adapt

them to the needs of their own classroom. This fundamental dif

Terence in the role concept of the teacher necels further investi-

gation. if the national differences postulated have any basis in

reality, then the differences between teachers found by Gallagher

and the other researchers reviewed by Rosenshine, may be relatively'

small compared with the interteacher differences occurring in

England. In any lase, it is clear that, even in the United States,

it is nut sufficient to develop a new curriculum programme or

instructional method without also studying how it is used by cur-

&rent teachers in different schools.

Both survey and classroom research so far carried out cannot

be said to have been particularly helpful In discovering how

teachers make a difference. Undoubtedly a further reason for this

has been that appropriate instruments have not been developed to

measure the important variables. Hart of the difficulty, of course,

is that it Is not such an easy matter deciding what is important

and, unfortunately, there is the inevitable negative correlation

between the degree of Importance and the ease of development.

Gagne (1970) has summed up this particular problem very well.

Using the usual educational model - input, process and output -

he distinguishes In each part between, on the one hand, proximal

variables those which are really important and, on the other,

distal or correlated variables - those which are inevitably re-

sorted to by other researchers. On the Input side, Gagne consi-

ders "opportunities for learning" as having most relevance, whereas

the variables most used are home and community environment, school

environment, teacher climate, Instructional materials, etc. So far

as the process variables are concerned, he recognises the point '

made earlier, that it is the human action which transforms distal

input variables into proximal inputs or what the teacher does with

his instructional material that is important and not tie_ correlated

variables of teacher characteristics, abilities, length or service,

etc. And, on the output side, Gagne draws attention to the inevit-

able use of correlated measures standardised achievement tests

and attitudinal measures instead of more direct measures or what
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the students are able to do. He admits the difficulty of the

problem here, and suggests as a possible solution the use of time

to achieve specified objectives or some form of criterion-

referenced measure of breadth of subject knowledge.

In a general summing up, it would seem that research into

whether teachers make a difference has not really produced any-

thing of value for administrators and policy- makers. At most the

evidence from survey research has emphasised the fact that teacher

effectiveness is best estimated by some measure of performance

rather than any index of qualification or experience. Even direct

research into how teachers make a difference has failed so far to

give any clear points that could lead 'to ways of improving student

achievement. It is a fact, however, that few would dispute that

teachers vary in their efficiency and it would seem necessary to

turn to research of a less direct kind in order to obtain evidence

of which factors appear most to influence teacher effectiveness.
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II
TEACHERS' ATTITUDES AND

EXPECTATIONS AND PUPIL PERFORMANCE

It has already been pointed out that the studies of streaming,

or homogeneous ability grouping, carried out before the 1960s

yielded mostly inconclusive results since little or no account was

taken of teacher attitudes and the classroom practices that stemmed

from them. Research into streaming was not alone in this omission.

The fact that teachers like everyone else often possessed quits

strongly-held beliefs and attitudes about educational issues and

that these beliefs and attitudes exerted a direct influence on the

way they carried out their job of teaching, seemed hardly to be

appreciated. The measurement of attitudes may not have progressed

as rapidly as the measurement of cognitive abilities, but although

techniques have been available since the 1930s, and have been used

in many other areas, teachers appeared to have been spared. There

has now accumulated, however, sufficient evidence from a number of

research studies to demonstrate that for the teacher, as for most

people, what one believes plays a not inconsiderable part in deter-

mining one's actions.

It is not the purpose of this paper to pursue a theoretical

discussion of the way in which the attitudes of teachers can ac-

tually influence the achievement levels of their pupils, but ra-

ther to cite a number of researches which provide some supporting

evidence for the views held. Teacher attitudes are rarely, in

fact, a direct cause of pupil achievement at a particular level,

and certainly there are other factors also operating in any given

situation. It is suggested, however, that the process is brought

about by the attitudes that teachers adopt towards certain aspects

of.education influencing the level or standard of performance which

they come to expect from their pupils, and this expectation, in

turn, plays an important part in helping to determine the actual
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performaace produced. This simple chain - attitudes, expectations,

performance - is not necessarily followed. The expectations of

teachers may, in fact, be determined by factors other than their

attitudes by the curriculum policy or an education authority,

for example, as may be lIIustrated by the 1'011ov:tag study (Pidgeon,

1958)6

A 100-item arithmetic test given as part of a national survey

in England to a probability sample of over 3,000 primary school

pupils aged between 10 years 9 months and 11 years $ months was

also given to a similarly constituted random sample of pupils of

the same size and spanning the same age range in California,

United States. Thirty or the items were eliminated from the test

given in California since they involved money or unfamiliar units

or weight. The mean scores on the remaining 70 items were 29.1

for the English pupils and 12.1 for the Californian. It was not

disputed that eleven year old children in California were just as

capable of producing as high a level of performance as the English

children had it been expected from them. it was demonstrated,

however, that factors such as the length of schooling and the dif

ferent social conditions prevailing could have played only a minor

part in accounting for the large score differences, and that the

most important factor 'was the definition of standards and objec-

tives and the amount of time and effort that was considered desir-

able to devote to any aspect of the curriculum. The State-imposed

curriculum in California established educational goals which deter-

mined the levels of achievement to be expected from children of a

particular ago or grade, and this level was considerably lower

than that which teachers in England had come to expect from pupils

of the same age.

That teacher attitudes influence expectations can be readily

demonstrated. One area where the importance of teacher attitudes

may be seen is with sex differences in the touching of mathematics.

The societal view held in many countries that mathematics is

strictly a subject for boys, and that they are inherently more

capable than girls of achieving success tn it, is undoubtedly shared

by many teachers. There is evidence, however, both at the primary

level (Daniels, 1959) and the secondary level (Dale, 1962) that

girls in co-educational schools achieve a greater success in the

subject than they do in single-sex schools. A similar finding for

whole countries was reported in the IEA study (Hus4n, 1967).

Other factors besides attitudes may be operating here, but this

evidence is certainly suggestive that when girls are taught in an
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atmosphere where the traditienal female suspicion of mathematics

is less noticeable and whore, perhaps, the teachers are loss in-

clined to doubt their abilities in the subject, then they make

greater strides than they would otherwise have done.

A fur.ItAtIV. perhaps more direct example or the way is which

the attitudes of teachers influence the expectations they have of

the pupils' levels of performance Is provided by Weston.. In a

study concerned with the teaching of French to children of priMary

school ago, she developed and administered a scale which measured

the attitudes of the teachers concerned to the teaching of French

to children of low ability. It is interesting to note in passing

that the teachers ranged widely in their attitudes from the 25

per cent who considered that "teaching French to low- ability

children is a criminal waste of time", to the 20 per cent who,

possibly appreciating the fact that Oven the dullest child in

school could learn to speak French quite fluently - in Franco,

believed that there was no reason why the less able child in

English schools should not "learn French as well as anyone else"

(Burstein, 1960. After a period of two years, all the children

concerned in the investigation were given a listening comprehen-

sion test of French, and the low ability children (arbitrarily

defined by their scoring below minus one standard deviation on

other attainment tests) divided into categories. A high scoring

group consisted of those scoring above the moan for all children

and a low scoring group consisted of those who scored below minus

one standard deviation. The latter were not randomly distributed

throughout the experimental sample, but were found to be concen-

trated in a small number of schools where the teachers had expees..

sod a negative attitude towards the teaching of French to low..

ability children. In a similar manner the high scoring low-ahitlity

children were found to be concentrated in those schools where the

teachers had expressed more positive attitudes.

A further finding from this same study is also of interest

here. It was found that the low-ability children reached the

highest level of achievement in French when they had been taught

in heterogeneous groups with teachers holding favourable attitudes.

The most detrimental circumstances appeared to be a combination of

homogeneous trouping and negative attitudes. In commenting on

these results, Durstall says "In a complex of factors determining

a pupils achievement, it must surely be recognised that the

teachers' attitudes and expectations are of paramount importance.

We readily accept that curriculum change cannot be effected without

the wholehearted involvement of the teacher 1 we are perhaps less
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ready to recognise that changes in the curriculum, no matter how

far-reaching, will have little effect on the pupil from whom the
teacher expects - and obtains a low level of achievement"

(Rurstall, 1970).

It was pointed out at the beginning of this paper that in the
national survey carried out for the Plowden Report in England
(Central Advisory Council for Education, 1967) factors associated.
with pupils' home background were more important than those origi
nating within the school. Within the home background, however,

motivational factors such as the attitudes of parents played a
more important part than the material circumstances. It is sug-
gested here that, in a similar way within the school, the part
played by the attitudes of teachers and the classroom practices

they adopt as a result of those attitudes may prove to be far
more important than the more material factors such as school
buildings, size of class and the textbooks and apparatus provided.

The idea that the expectations of teachers help determine
their pupils' performances is not new. In describing the educe
Lion of deprived children, Marburger (1963) states the issue
clearly t "The teacher who expects achievement, who has hope for
the educability of his pupils, indeed conveys this through every
nuance and subtlety of his behaviour. The teacher who conveys

hopelessness for the educability of his children usually doe* so
without ever really verbalising such an attitude - at least not in
front of his pupils" (op. cit., p. 306). Ravitz (1963) related

this expectancy of teachers directly to intelligence testing.
"We are slowly coming to appreciate that the real damage of the
I.Q. test is its subtle influence upon the mind of the teacher.

Teachers, often unconsciously, expect the level of performance
from the child that his I.Q. test indicated, a practice which,

taking into account the weaknesses and inadequacies of these tests.
really doesn't give some children half a chance to succeed" (a
21120 pp. 15.-16). Later he described.how the lower estimate of the

potential ability of disadvantaged children caused the self-
fulfilling prophecy to go into effect. He observed of slum schools!
"The children were not encouraged to learn very much t the teacher

expended little energy on anything else but maintaining order and
bemoaning her lot as a consequence, the children fulfilled the

low expectation, which in turn reinforced the original assumption
to prove the teacher was right" (on. cit., pp. 19-20).

This last comment directly relates teacher expectations to

the measurement of intelligence. Considering the widespread use



of intelligence tests by teachers to provide estimates of the

innate potential of their pupils, this is an important notion

which requires support from direct experimental evidence. A study

by Pitt (1936) in which teachers of fifth grade boys were given,

at the beginning of the school year. correct I.Q.'s for one third

of their pupils, underestimates by ten points for another third,

and over-estimates by ten points for the remaining third, provided

no conclusive results. Assessments and tests of achievement at

the end of the school year showed no effects of the misinformation.

Considering the unreliability of the tests and their possible lack

of validity in providing estimates of innate potential, this result

is perhaps not altogether unexpected.

The most dramatic study purporting to demonstrate the effects

of teacher expectations is that by Rosenthal & Jacobsen (1968).

They carried out an investigation in a Californian school, which

apparently demonstrated that randomly selected pupils about whom

their teachers had been told they would make "intellectual spurts",

in fact, subsequently demonstrated significant I.Q. gains compared

with their classmates. This study has, however, been condemned as

"technically defective" by Thorndike (1968) and Snow (1969).

Rosenthal, it would seem, clearly believed in the self-fulfilling

prophecy - "how one person's expectation for another person's be-

haviour can quite unwittingly become a more accurate prediction

simply for its having been made" and was determined to find some

evidence for it operating in the classroom. Thorndike does not

take issue with the "general reasonableness of the self-fulfilling

prophecy effects" (Thorndike, loc. cit.,' p. 708), but with the

inadequacy of the research procedures and the inappropriateness of

the conclusions drawn.

There would seem to be a basic difficulty in attempting, as

Pitt and Rosenthal tried to do, to provide experimental evidence .

of the self-fulfilling prophecy effect operating with individual

children. If comparisons are to be made within classrooms, the

number of experimental children involved must inevitably be very

small, so that a viable research design is not easy to set up.

It must also be noted that experimental studies will always involve

the teacher being given false information, and in the case of in

dividual children, unless this information is grossly false, in

which case it probably will not be believed, th -e is not much

chance that the study will produce statistically significant re-

sults.

The practice of streaming, or dividing children for the par..

poses of instruction into relatively homogeneous ability groups,
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however, provides an opportunity for teacher expectations to in-

fluence whole classes. The arguments for this apply equally, of

course, to whole schools and Matcher has, in fact, made the sag-

gestion that when children are divided into different types of

school, as in a $010Viili system ar educatien, it is a "reasonable

theory that lower expectations fit' teachers and others Will result

in lower performance" (Dutcher, Obit, p. 281).

The argismettt is, of course, that teachers of a low ability

stream will know whether they actually have intelligence results

or not, that they have is class of low potential ability that is

capable of only a limited level of achievement. To hold such a

view, it is necessary for the teachers concerned to believe

(a) that there has been a reasonably accurate assessment of their

pupils' potential ability and (b) that low potential can mean only
a low level of achievement.

There is clearly a conflict of opinion concerning the veracity

of those beliefs. Eminent psychologists still take different sides

over this issue as Jensen (Ma), Kagan (1969) and the other con-

tributors to Volume 39 of the Harvard Educational Review demon-

strated. And if psychologists are not agreed on fundamental is-
sues such as whether test measurements give reasonably accurate

estimates of potential ability it is not surprising that educa-

tionists and teachers remain confused and show a reluctance to

change their thinking and the educational practices, that go with
it. It is suggested, therefore, that where streaming occurs,

there will be a tendency ror all the children in any given stream
only to be taught what the teacher expects pupils at that level of
ability to be able to learn. And, as Yates has pointed out,

children themselves "are obliging creatures and are very inclined

to produce the standard of work that their elders regard as appro
priate" (Yates, 1966, p. 137).

The argument, which has been developed more fully elsewhere,

(Pidgeon, 1970), is that the level of achievement expected, and

hence attained, is to no small extent determined by the beliefs
held by teachers about the concept of intelligence. While this

may hold for individual pupils, it is in the circumstances of

streaming that its effect is most likely to become apparent. Is

there any direct evidence for this contention ? There would appear
to be only one experimental study reported in the literature.

Flowers (1966) selected two seventh grade classes in each of two

schools located in depressed areas of two cities: The classes
were chosen so that the measured abilities and achievements of the
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pupils were approximately the same in each, The teacher of one

class in each school, however, was told that it was one or the

top groups in the school. After one year the children were re-

tested. The results from the two schools differed. In one, the

"experimental" class has barely significantly higher average I.R.

compared with its "control" and showed no differences in achieve-

ment. in the other school, the "experimental" class showed signi-

ficantly superior achievement but only the same intelligence as

its "control". SuCh evidence is far from conclusive; It must be

pointed out that the classes were small (19 to 24 children in

each) and the range of ability and achievement somewhat limited.

No ready explanation was available as to why the more favourable

expectation should have led to different results in the two schools.

Flowers did find, however, that the teachers of the "experimental"

classes were more faiourably disposed to their pupils and found

them easier to teach.

It is conceivable that an experimental study to examine the

effects of teacher expectations can be set up, but there are

clearly difficulties involved unless the numbers of pupils con-

cerned achieve reasonable. levels, Deliberately misinforming

teachers also carries with it a number of hazards and obviously

an appropriate kind of situation must be found before the experi-

ment can be carried out. An alternative approach, and one which

is more amenable to study, is that of forming the hypothesis that,

under certain conditions, teacher expectations will influence pupil

performance, and then deducing possible effects, the presence or

absence of which can be examined. For example, it can be argued

that one of the effects of streaming is to widen the achievement

gap between the dullest and the brightest children since the ex-

pectancy of top stream teachers for relatively high attainment

helps in itself to lead to this result being obtained, just as

the expectancy of bottom stream teachers for relatively low attain-

ment helps to produce this result. Vernon has suggested how this

might work ; how streaming might be responsible for the under

achievement of some pupils. "Children who are relegated to a

lower stream to suit their present level of ability, are likely to

be taught at a slower pace... These initial differences become

exaggerated and the duller children who happen to improve later

fall too far below the higher streams in attainment to be able to

catch up" (Vernon, 1957).

There have been a number of studies which compared the achie-

vements of pupils in schools which stream with those in schools
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which do not stream. Daniels (1961) compared the performances of

children in two large primary schools that streamed for ability

with those of children in two similar schools that did not stream.

Daniels. stressed that the non-streaming in the latter schools was

a "consistently thought out policy" or, in other words, the teach.

ere in these schools did not believe in streaming and felt in fact

"that it was educationally wrong to do so". His results revealed

a consistent trend towards smaller dispersions of test scores in

the unstreamed schools g the standard deviation in 22 of his 24

separate comparisons were smaller with unstreamed children although

only five of these reached statistical significance.

In the large scale research into streaming in primary schools

by Barker Lunn already referred to, further evidence of this ef-

fect of streaming can be found. Up to seven different ability and

achievement teats were given in the study in each of the four

years during which a sample of some 5,500 children attending

streamed and unstreamed schools were followed up. Comparisons

were made within three social groups and separately for boys and

girls. In only 59 of the 288 comparisons made altogether did the

test variance in the non - streamed schools exceed that in the

streamed schools and none of these reached statistical signifi-

cance, In all the remaining comparisons the dispersion of scores

in the streamed schools was greater than that in the non - streamed

schools, 53 of these reaching significance at the 0.05 level, and

a further 25 at the 0.01 level or above (Barker Lunn, 1970).

The evidence reviewed here on the extent to which the beliefs

and attitudes of teachers actually exert an influence on their

pupils' performance is not conclusive, although it provides strong

support for the hypothesis that teacher expectations can become

part of a self-fulfilling prophecy system which helps to bring thee

about. If there is any truth in the contention, however, and there

is no contrary evidence or any plausible alternative hypothesis to

account for the kind of results obtained, for example, by Burstall,

then the implications can be far reaching, The concern here is

with the implication for teacher training, but it is not irrelevant

to note how the notion is already beginning to influence classroom

teaching practices.

The idea of "Learning for Mastery" which Bloom has developed

from the "Model for Learning" propounded by professor J.B. Carroll

(1963) is very much an endeavour to get away from the traditional

teaching- learning pattern in which the initial expectations for

the success or failure of students get transmitted to the students
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through grading procedures and methods and materials of instruc-

tion until the final grading of students becomes "approximately

equivalent to the original expectations". "This set of expecta-

tions ", says Bloom, "which firms the academic goals of teachers

and students, is the most wasteful and destructive aspect of the

present educational system. It reduces the aspirations of both

teachers and students ; it reduces motivation for learning in

students 1 and it systematically destroys the ego and selfconcept

of a sizeable group of students who are legally required to attend

school for 10.to 12 years under conditions which are frustrating

and humiliating year after year. The cost of this system in re-

ducing opportunities for further learning and in alienating youth

from both school and society is so great that no society can tole-

rate it for long" (Bloom, 1968).

Bloom's claims for the Mastery Learning approach may not be

accepted by everybody, but Block (1971) has assembled the results

of a number of experimental studies which demonstrate that follow-

ing the new approach, 60 per cent or more of students can achieve

mastery of specific units of instruction compared with the usual

10 30 per cent achieved by traditional classroom methods.

The changes that have taken place over the past 30 years or

so in the British Primary School, have certainly not arisen from

any consideration of the effects of teacher expectations, yet

this quiet xevolution in classroom practices and teaching methods

would be seen by many to have anticipated the results of recent

research in this area. What is implied by these changes, by the

use of such terms as "free day" or "informal education" is well

described by Silberman (1970). "Advocates of informal education",

he says, (p. 208) "begin with a conception of childhood as some..

thing to be cherished, a conception that leads in turn to a con-

cern with the quality of tne school experience in its own right,

not merely as preparation for later schooling or for later life".

And he repeats that oft-quoted sentence from the Plowden Report

(Central Advisory Council for Education, 1967) "Children need to

be themselves, to live with other children and with grown-ups, to

learn from their environment, to enjoy the present, to get ready

for the future, to create and to love, to learn to face adversity,

to behave responsibly, in a word, to be human beings", Silberman

describes the actual physical changes that have taken place, the

removal of individual desks and tables and of classroom boundaries

and the dispensing with fixed timetables, and he outlines the

changed techniques used by teachers, but he emphasizes particularly
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that this new concept in sett Is nis less an approach or method

than a set of shared attitudes and convictions about the nature

of childhood, learning, and sell ling".

Changes in teacher attitudes which are concerned with the

major aims and objectives of a sett I as an institution are nut

confined to the special circumstances or the nritish primary

school. In secondary schools in many different countries some

fundamental issues are being raised concerning the place of schools

in a modern society. A variety or opinions are held on the role

of the school today, ranging from what might he described as the

traditgonal view which sees the school as a smallcommunity of pu-

pils and teachers concerned principally with intellectual learning

and more or less cut off from the larger adult world, to that in

which the school is conceived as an Institution embedded in a se

ries of services and environments, including industry, the social

services, parents, etc. The particular attitudes adopted by teach--

ers on this issue must inevitatay affect the development of a

,school and hence exert an influence on the education of the pupils

in it. They cannot, therefore, be ignored in teacher education

and training.

There is one further aspect of teacher attitudes which merits

a mention here 1 this is the attitudes that teachers adopt towards

innovation and research, Research itself does not have a great

deal to say. Mites (1964) deals sparingly with the issue, but

dons refer to the fact that teachers, while not hostile to new

ideas are like most professionals in bureaucratic organisations,

In that they tend to resist innovative demands. Rarklund (1967)

made a study of the attitudes of elementary and secondary teachers

in Sweden to proposed changes in the organisation of schools and

found that whereas the elementary teachers were for the most part

receptive of the new ideas, there was very much greater resistance

to them from the secondary teachers. In England, the National

Foundation for Educational Research made a special study of the

views of teacrLers about educational research (Cane and Schroeder,

1970). Attitudes varied, as might be expected, but must regarded

reseaCch as having some degree of importance, Ignorance about its

aims and results was, however, widespread. Again, this is an area

deserving-more attention in both the initial and In- service train

lng of teachers,
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CONS! OENT CHANGES IN THE

EDUCATION AND TRAINING Or TEACHERS

In countries with reasonably well developed systems of educa-

tion, the differences between the least efficient and the most

efficient teacher may be relatively small when compared with the

difference between the least efficient and the most efficient in-

tellectually and culturally stimulating home, and between the

least and most able students. Nevertheless if it is ever hoped

to improve the efficiency of teachers, it is to this difference

that attention must be directed. It may be possible in the future

to improve the efficiency of the best teachers now teaching, but

there is no doubt that more immediate gains are likely to be

achieved If the less efficient were brought up to the standards

of the more efficient. How can this be achieved ?

Survey research, apart from revealing that the overall gain

is not likely to be enormous - compared, that is, with the gain

that would be achieved if the least efficient home background wore

brought up to the level of the most efficient - has merely pointed

out that teacher efficiency has more to do with something the

teacher does than with what he is. A study of teacher behaviour,

in other words, is Likely to afford a greater clue to what makes

a good teacher than a knowledge of qualifications, length of ser-

vice, etc,

All this may be useful information, but it does not point the

way to improving the standards of teaching. Much experimental

research is now going on however, which is investigating the

relationships between different teacher behaviours and measures of

pupil learning. These studies (cf. Nuthall and Church, 1972) are

nut primarily concerned to produce results or immediate value for

practising teachers or to guide teacher training, but pursue the

study of teaching for its own sake and aim to achieve a greater

understanding or how children learn in classrooms and which teacher
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behaviours are related to that learning. Hopes that more direct

studios of teaching in real classrooms would load to clearer

proscriptions for improvement have also not yet materialised,

although there is perhaps a better appreciation now of the problems

involved and there are a number of suggestions for lines of fur-

ther research which may prove more fruitful.

It is research of a loss direct kind, however, that has re-

vealed one of the most important factors influencing teacher be..

haviour. In dtorA0 ways, it would seem, the efficiency with

which a teach,-ft ;..:hieves success with his pupils is governed to

no small exti.:4A b! his basic philosophy by what he believes

concerning the aims of education and by the attitudes he holds

towards the practices he is asked to adopt, Quito clearly, if

improvements in the education and training of teachers are to lead

to greater efficiency in their teaching, then factors associated

with the development of beliefs and attitudes cannot be ignored.

What changes are implied by this assertion What factors should

be taken Into account in order that training may become more effi-

cient ? Four possible areas are suggested for consideration.

The first point which, it is considered, does not at present

receive sufficient attention, stems from the fact that students

training to be teachers are individuals each possessing their own

sot of beliefs, attitudes and prejudices, While many students may

share some of their beliefs or attitudes with others there must

exist wide differences within any group which would lead to quite

disparate views being held about many of the methods and approaches

the students may be asked to adopt. Nevertheless, all too often

collego'lecturers will urge a particular philosophical approach,

or invite their student.; to accept a particular method, presumably

in the expectation that it will be widely accepted. Studies by

NcLeish (1969) and Crompton (1971), however, demonstrate that while

teachers' attitudes to controversial educational issues tend to

move in the "progressive" direction during training, wide varia...

tions still remain at the end,

An example will help to illustrate the point being made. It

has already been mentioned that there appear to exist national

differences in the extent to which teachers are prepared to accept

"closed" curriculum packages, although both in the United States

and in Great Britain there are considerable individual differencea

in the attitudes hold about thom. As one answer to the question

of how can teachers make a difftrence, Rosenshine advocated their

widespread use. "Educational products such as curriculum materials
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packages have the potential to enable a teacher to accomplish much

more than he could without the materials and suggestions for their

use" (Rosenshine, 1971). Rosenshine, while advocating that such

packages should be given extensive follow-up evaluation in order

that the varied reactions to them can he studied, nevertheless

appears to make the assumption that, if properly developed; they

would be accepted by all teachers. Undoubtedly in the United Sta-

tes and Great Britain as well as in other countries, there are

many teachers whose attitude towards the curriculum package is

one of total acceptnnce and whose efficiency would improve consi-

derably if they were to be used. But this could not be said of

all teachers - perhaps not oven the majority. For many, the very

idea would be an anathema, demanding the rejection of resolutely

held views or placing impossible restrictions on their own creative

abilities.

One implication, therefore, of the recognition that student

teachers, like the children they will eventually teach, have indi-

vidual opinions and attitudes and, indeed, oven prejudices, is

that college courses must not be unduly restrictive, demanding a

rigid adherence by all those taking them. Techniques of individual

instruction are already being experimented with in the primary and

secondary schools of many countries, to cater for the different

needs of children and their different rates of learning. The fact

that teachers, too, differ, both in the way they are able to learn

and the way they are prepared to teach, must also be recognised.

If the attitudes that teachers held about educational matters

do in some way influence their pupils' performances, then it would

also follow that increased pupil achievement would result if some

of the teachers' attitudes were changed. The implication of the

findings of the Durstall study quoted earlier are that, if those

teachers holding negative attitudes to the teaching of French to

young low-ability children were changed to match those of the more

positively inclined teachers in the study, the performances of many

of the children would improve. Hot: is this change of attitude to

be brought about ?

For the most part there is a reluctance on the part of teachers

to accept change. Teachers are commendably conservative and rightly

resist a move away from well known and well tried methods to those

unfamiliar and untried. Despite this, the pressures from curricu-

lum developers and educations! innovators being what they are,

changes constantly occur. It is one thing, however, for a teacher

to accept a material change, but quite another nitpect it will
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necessarily he accompanied by a change of attitude, Inevitably

when an innovation or new teaching approach is publicised, many

schools and teachers jump on the bandwagon without full apprecia

tion that their old way of thinking is now outdated. This point

was well illustrated by Barker Lunn's study or streaming (Harker

Lunn, 1970. Many schools wore observed which changed to a policy

of non- streaming, yet retained teachers whose beliefs and attitu

dos strongly favoured streaming. Those teachers continued to use

classroom practices which were entirely inappropriate to the new

type of organisation. It is difficult to stem the tide of change,.

but equally it would seem necessary for teachers to be fully pre -

pared for it. It is suggested, therefore, that an understanding

of the way in which beliefs and attitudes influence action must

be made.an integral part of teacher training, and that when consi

dering educational innovations, the full implications of adopting

a particular viewpoint should be fully appreciated.

It would seen necessarily to follow from this that the pre-

paration teachers receive should equip them with the means of

appreciating the results of research. The Cane and Schroeder study

referred to earlier made it quite clear that, in England at any

rate, all too few teachers were able to read and understand even

the simplest of research reports. A course covering the basic

design of experiments, elementary statistics and research proce-

dures would seem to be a necessary prerequisite of an appreciation

of the fact that one of the main functions of educational research

is to provide evidence for sound decision making whether this is

at the level of the policymaker, administrator or teacher, It will

be the more efficient teacher who is able to keep himself up to

date with research findings and who, as a consequence, is able to

appreciate the ways in which his own beliefs and attitudes guide

both his acceptance of new ideas and the ways in which he puts

them into action.

1r the attitudes of teachers influence their pupils' perfor

minces there would seem no reason why the Same effect should not

be preOluced in teacher training institutions. The fact that

teacher attitudes towards educational controversies do change

during the period of training (Crompton, 1971) suggests that the

views of college lecturers are not entirely ignored. Certainly,

it could be hypothesised that the general views adopted by a.tettin

ing institution about the aims of education or the role of schools

in a modern society will exert some influence over thin developing

minds of its students. There exists, for example, considerable
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opposition to tho mode rn "progressive" unstructured child centred

approach to learning (Froome, 1970), and the Mack Papers (Cox and

Dyson, 1969, 1970) have pronounced strong opposition to, among

other things, the development of comprehensive reerganisation in

England. Research into both those tsshom has not 3S yet yielded

sufficient evidence for either to be resolved with any certainty,

and hence mixed attitudes about them will inevitably be held by

training college staff, It is nut suggested that this, in itself,

is necessarily detrimental, but it is the main thesis of this pa

per that awareness or the implications of the different views held

is as important as the right to hold the different views. Tho

ethos of a training institution and the attitude to work generated

by its staff, therefore, may well be of greater sidtifi.anCe in

producing efficient teachers than the distillation of knowledge

about the materials and processes of educati nal practice.
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SUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES
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Through its origins, function and destination, the educa-

tional system tends to perpetuate itself as it reproduces. if it

is to change, it needs to be disturbed and subjected to outside

constraints from political and social forces which fix new targets

for it. Out it will remain almost entirely the responsibility of

the teaching body to translate into terms of teaching and didactics

;what has first been defined philosophically, politically and so-

cially.

Innovation in education is conceivable only insofar as it

aims at improvement, and is durable and generally applicable, i.e.

effective, only insofar as it succeeds in doing so. In view of

the present state of educational systems and the rapid evolution

.
of our society, innovation must be both total and life-long.

Thus, one of the fundamental factors of nreproduction" in the

educational system is the organisation of the recruitment and

training of the various categories of educators. At present, the

content and style of this organisation tends to reinforce its own

bureaucratic, inflexible nature, a characteristic of the early

industrial societies. This phenomenon is accentuated by the great

division between the various types of recruitment and training.

Although important innovations in education should be designed

and carried out before any extensive changes can be made in teacher

recruitment and training, the various changes must go hand in hand.

For without new initial and continuing training, accompanied by

adequate improvements in working conditions, the practising edu-

cator who wishes to innovate would soon be exhausted.

A detailed analysis of the evolution of contemporary society

will make it possible to determine the new style of education and

deduce what changes are necessary in the operation of the training

colleges for the various types of educators.

The staff chosen for these colleges should preferably be

young and dynamic. Their own teaching and their contacts with

educational research in tho context of new rtlationships with



student - teachers will enable them to acquire a favourable attitude

towards innovation.

The atmosphere of human relationships and the organisation

of work in the training colleges should be a means of "decondi-

tioning" student - teachers from their previous school and univer-

sity experience, It should be seen whether new recruitment cri-

teria can be introduced enabling a preliminary assessment to be

made of candidates' ability to co-operate and communicate, to

criticise themselves and innovate, and to receive an intellectual

training based on both the new scientific culture emerging in our
society and on an introduction to research.

In this perspective, a number of proposals have been made,

aimed at promoting new methods and content in the training colle-

ges, such as group dynamics, simulation of teaching situations

(even futurology), the pluridisciplinary approach, self-evaluation,

comparative education, sociology, technology and new science teach-

ing, introduction to research and development, etc.

This is probably the way to ensure that the educator will not

identify himself too closely with a role that is bound to change,

will not confuse the image he may have of himself at any particular,

moment with his actual self nor confuse function and role, or
function and task. For this confusion in the educator's mind lies

at the very root of the refusal to innovate.

t-1
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GENERAL INTROPUCTION
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The following pages crr an attempt to discover how the recruit.

moat and training of teachers at all levels, educational advisers,

inspectors and eon educational administrators, and consequently

the recruitment and training of their trainers too, could be used

to promote, if not activate, a policy of innovation in education.

The document should be road as a working paper. It does not

claim to do more than state a namber of problems and describe

them in detail before suggesting possible solutions. Above all,

it offers subject matter for thought and discussion. It is hoped,

however, that these considerations and discussions will give rise

to reform projects and research programmes.

The report is in two main parts

Part One describes the now context in which recruitment and

training policies favourable to or necessary for innovation will

have to be introduced.

The search for appropriate methods of recruiting and training

educatory (1) would in fact be quite haphazard if the basis of the

choice had not first been decided s what type of man should be re-

cruited and trained. Recruitment and training are only means whose

rational study demands prior knowledge of the ends. Before tackl-

ing this twofold requirement we have described the sort of man

capable of innovating. In no matter what field, innovation de-

mands a certain type of mind, mental attitudes and qualities of

character $ in their absence all innovation would be impossible $

they are consequently of the utmost importance. This is true In

every field, and education is no exception.

Wo were first obliged to define what was meant by such inno-

vation, We thought that the best method of obtaining this defini-

tien was to ask three additional questions in succession and to

try and answer them

1) We have chosen the word "educator" as being most convenient to
describe all those who in one respect or another (teachers at
all levels, principals, administrators) form part of the educa-
tional system and contribute towards its operation. This word
will be used in the same sense throughout this paper.

4°3
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W1c: innfivale in education ? (first point)

- Why is this type of innovation so cfilstantly and universally

topiral and why is it the subject HE such passiehate

ment and so much extensive research Leda), ? (second point)-

- Why do traditional corms fir recruitment hamper the solution

of innovatifin problems ? (third pullet )

Under the second point, particular emphasis has been laid on

the changes in contemporary society, characterised Mainly by the

role of science, the rapidity of change and consequently closer

relationships between innovation and lire-long education.

The third point refers to the obstacle arising from previous

training and recruitment at all levels,

Part Two analyses the changes necessary in recruitment and

training procedures if innovation is to be encouraged. The first

recommendations therefore concern "deconditioning" and tranki.tion

measures, Ilefore suggesting measures for promot'ng the innovative

spirit and attitude and encouraging consultation and collaboration

among all those taking part in the educational system, the funda-

mental obstacle of "reproductic,n" has to be tackled. This obstacle

is not created by the agents or the educational system but by the

system itself. The phenomenon has been analysed from the angle of

the main characteristics of the traditional forms of recruitment.

On this basis it has been possible to consider the measures for

developing the spirit of co- operation and attitudes of communica

t.on among educators both at recruitment and training levels, In

the latter case, special emphasis has been laid oti the practice

and theory of human relations in the training colleges and on pos-

sible new forms of teacher trainag, such am the pluridisciplinary

approach and the development of interdisciplinerity in euicula.

Another issue is cencened with measures to promote the spirit

and attitude of innovation in training colleges. Emphasis is laid

on the importance or the various evaluation mechanisms during

training. We have also stresred the training value or comparative

education, closely linked to a knowledge of sfielelogical phenomena,

on the basis ti't' the analysis made in Part One of the relation-

ships between education and society, the latter hair or Part Two

outlines the main ismves in the content of the intellectual train-

ing which the training vlleges should (offer studenttenchers, We

have first shown the limitations of the rule that can be played by

the eduratos in renewing the system in which they exercise their

functlense This role, though limited, is nonetheless neeessaY.

innovation would not be possible without the politicel, economic
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and social will and means, but the educators must also be in

favour of it and the means must be found for them to carry it out.

In particular, two fundamental elements in their intellectual

training have boon retained s orientation in terms of the new

needs of the individual and society, and the introduction to re-

search and development.

The first els:Mont stresses the link between the development

of the spirit of innovation and that of particular innovations

proposing a specific educational content for training. Various

intellectual training methods are mentioned, such as the intro -

duction to the interrelationships between school and society and

their implications, or the row place of science teaching.

These are tentative suggestions, since most of loo proposals

must be explored further and should be the subject of research.

We try then to show why the educator cannot properly apply the

results of research and carry out the innovation if he is content

with being a docile oxecutant after waiting patiently and passi-

vely. It is therefore necessary to define his participation in

the research, devise a type of recruitment showing which people

are best fitted for such participation and evolve a form of,train-

ing which develops these propensities through the acquisition of

the necessary skills.

rl
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Part ono

THE NEW CONTEXT OF TEACHER

RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING POLICIES

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Innovatie4 necessarily implies change. In order to innovate,

it is therefore not only essential to be ready to adopt new aims

fur education, new ways of teaching, i.e. now systems, a new con-.

tent and new teaching methods, but also to promote them. This

would be impossible if it were not also agreed that new functions

may prove necessary and above all that the known functions of

teaching, advising, inspecting and administering may call for new

roles and new tasks. In order to improve the exercise of the

former, we must be prepared to change the latter.

INTRODUCTION

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ROLE,

FUNCTIONS AND TASK OF THE EDUCATOR

Let us now see what the possibility of making this distinction

demands in each case. It assumes first that one does not adhere

too closely to, nor identify oneself absolutely with a role, no

matter how important. Or again, that the image one may have of

oneself at a particular moment is not confused with one's actual

person with all its intrinsic variety and freedom. For any kind

of educator, such confusion is essentially the sign of a misunder-

stood vocation. It may lead to a very lofty and very generous

idea of the function by giving it the sense of a mission while

conferring an almost religious significance on the vocation. To

such a point that to stop exercising the former and to stop accom-

plishing the latter is immediately felt as a threat to the very

meaning of existence. This is exactly where the danger for inno

vation lies, and the French teacher provides us with one of the

best examples. He Itas long subscribed to the image of being the

407
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person who "knows" and who communicates his knowledge to the per-

son who does not know ; of being the worsen who trains and teaches

the rules to the person who is ignorant of them and lives in a

totally anarchic and spontaneous fashion. To be a scholar and a

teacher, to fill the mind and to discipline the intelligence as

much as the passions ! He is moreover convinced that he alone

can play this dual role expected of him, and play it because the

child of today is the man tomorrow and this is the only way

of preparing for his future emancipation, personal development and

social advancement.

Historically, in view of the state of psychological knowledge'

and especially the social ind political situation, this image and

adherence to it were Incviteble and even - to a certain extent, at

least - indispensable. Historically too, it has meant that the. .

French teacher, with his devotion to duty and his disinterested»

ness, is a highly estimable person who is no stage figure, preci-

sely because ho identifies himself too much with his role to be

content with playing it.

Hut this greatness has its price. Any questioning of the

role seems necessarily to contest the function, and any alteration

to the image is felt as an attack on the person. Poing incapable

of conceiving of any professional change not implying radical

personal involvement, the teacher prefers to remain blind to all

signs of evolution and closed to all arguments in favour of change.

Thus, over - identification prevents adaptation and soon the highly

estimable person becomes stereotyped as a somewhat ridiculous out

racter who has inevitably found his way into comedy and satire.

Resistance to innovation is in this case the price paid for

an excessively high and therefore mistaken sense of vocation. The
latter does not exclude but on the contrary implies a certain de»

tachment, due not to lack of interest but to mastery of the role

assumed, and even a quite Socratic irony unrelated to morbid doubts

or destructive humour, as regards his own knowledge and competence.

The refusal to set Into a stage character does not mean that he is

prepared to play any role as his fancy takes him, as though profes-

sional life wore an act in a play, but rather that he is resolved

never to separate the sense of vocation from the demands of the

Profession. To meet these demands implies, moon/. other things,

from the standpoint of the problem discussed here, displaying vigi»

lance and at.,ention where the role is concerned. These virtues are

necessary hit inadequate, and we shall see what they involve from

the point of view of recruitment and training. They can only

408
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facilitate., but Hot proVokO, ton a taut awareness of sHrePsaive now

roles. They can only support the acquisition or introduction of

means of understanding or even discovering the awaited new roles.

These means stilt have to he conceived and defined. This we shall

endeavour te du.

In the same way as an identical function (teaching or educa-

tionai administration) may demand new rules, an identical role

May demand new tasks. Although a peeper souse of vocation recoils

the necessity of knowing and mastering a craft, this is not to be

confused with perfection of nerrormance in carrying tont tusks long

sure defined once and for all. It also implies and calls fur a

soircessioa and variety of tasks that are sometimes entirely new.

We could even go further and argue Justifiably that there can be

no real adherence to HOW roles without real acreptance of now

tasks. [tut this means that in order to tak on these new roles

it is necessary to possess ot acquire attitudes and qualities of

character which have nut so Car been mentioned. A short but fairly

complete list of these might bp : to escape from the condiiioning

induced by habits of behaviour, to overcome the laziness engen-

dered by the habits of accepted approaches, established techniques

or tested methods, to be able to break away from the familiar well-

trodden paths of routine, to be prepared fur the effort demanded

by new forms of learning and to see that it is required of MPH who

have retained or acquired sufficient power or adaptation - who can

at any moment mobilize: their intellectual instruments and handle

them with masterly dexterity - proving their effectiveness by

building new behavioural structures.

We must then ask what educators conforming with this profile

need in the way of recruitment and training. We must now repeat

in connection with new tasks what we said about new rules. Atti-

tudes and qualities or character are so imporjant that It will be

necessary to find how they ran be detected before they are deve-

loped In those possessing them and how they can be communicated to

those who do not have them.

Hut the future "educators" should also be given the means of

understanding or even discovering and identifying their new tasks

with precision. Furthermore, the effort put Into these tusks must

be rewarding but not excessive. The edueator, who will have a

difficult, constantly repeated and semi-contin )))))) s training, would

be quickly worn out it' he were not initlitily trained and subse-

quently assisted by training methods whose intrinsic effect and

value will be increased by an adequate impro 4ment in working

09
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conditions. We must therefore see to what extent and in what ways

recruitment and training in all forms and at all times can moot

this new'set of requirements.

We shall analyse the concept of innovation rather more closely

in order to draw a clearer profile of educators who are capable of

innovating, whatever the manner and field of innovation may be,

We shall confine our analysis more specifically to education and

for this purpose we shall ask two additional preliminary question/1S

Why have innovation in education ?

- Why is innovation such an important topic today and such a

universal theme of discussion and research ?

I. WHY HAVE INNOVATION IN EDUCATION ?

in order to answer this question, it is first necessary to

agree on what we mean by "innovation in education". However, to

define it as a simple change would not get us very far (1) since

change for the sake at' change and introducing change simply in

order to avoid the dangers, real though they may be, of habit and

routine give us no valid reason nor any real opportunity for

building a new school. In any case, innovation may be the belated

consecration, application and tr'.umph of an idea whit's was novel

in the past but failed at that time to be transposed into a gene-

rally accepted and recognised teaching practice. But true innova-

tion implies such extensive and consolidated ulssemination, hal-

iowed by custom if not confirmed by law and practice. This first

definition shows that although the teacher himself plays U major

if not decisive role in innovation, the latter demands the adher-

ence and, more, the active participation of all those involved in

education. This is also why it is readily understandable that any

real, successful innovation should set the whole system shaking

and call in question the recruitment, training, status and role

not only of teachers at all levels but, even though in a different

degree, of educational advisers, inspectors and administrators as

well.

However, we shall understand it even better when we see clearly

in the light of the foregoing that it is impossible to conceive or,

I) See in this connection The Management or Innovation in Educe-,
tied, CERI/OECO, Paris,7171.

4to
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and consequently define, innovation if we do not take account of

its real purpose and the reasons justlf)ing it, innovation is

conceivable in education only when it alms at improving it (1) t

it is lasting and capable of being put into general practice, i.e.

effective, only si it succeeds in doing so,

How can it do this ? First by enabling education to resOond

more effectively than in the past to the needs of the individual

and society for development. These needs are of two kinds s quan-

titative and qualitative. In the first case, an effort must be

made to provide increasing numbers, and ultimately everyone, with

a training which develops personal and social value. In the se-

cond, an effort must be made to impr4ve the quality of this train-

ing and make it more effective. Ciearly, each of these types of

innovation involves research, either directly or indirectly through

its applications. In education, as in almost all fields, when the

problem of quantity reaches a certain magnitude, it quickly and

inevitably becomes a problem of quality which may very well call

in question the entire educational system (cf. the growing use of

school television). This is why research is not solely pedago-

gical but affects all educational sciences including, with the

calculation of costs, economics.

As regards the second type of innovation, it can occur only

at the convergence of two series of research. With the first, we

endeavour to obtain a better coincidence between the profiles of

the men we wish to train, both individually and in society, and

the teaching objectives we have sot for this purpose. In other

words, we try to perfect the pedagogical translation of the human

and social ends we have set ourselves. Through the second series

of research, w, apply to training, and to the educational system

in general, either fundamental knowledge acquired recently, itself

involving pure research carried out in various scientific fields

(biology, psychology, sociology, etc.) or knowledge derived from

experience of earlier training, Obviously, the more tangible the

improvements obtained, the more chance they have of affecting the

entire educational system and consequently the roles and tasks of

its many partners, and of introducing forms of training or didactic

equipment which, apart from the teaching problem in the strict

sence, will make it necessary to ask questions involving all edu-

cational sciences, including economics.

1) 9p. cit.,



It should also be carefully noted in passing that the present

analysis does not indicate only that all educators are in fact

affected by the problem of innovation. In show!ug that innovation

may be contingent on research of which it is tlo application, our

earlier remarks raised the problem of the relationship between

educators and research workers and therefore a new problem of re-

cruitment and training. We shall consequently have to look for,

and we shall do so at some length, the kind of solution which can

and should be applied.

For the moment we would add that the improvement which justi-

fies and finally defines innovation may also be brought about in

another way. The analysis is all the more interesting since it

will enable us to demonstrate easily that there is another reason

for innovation. The type of innovation to which we are referring .

now is the one which enables education to meet an apparently new

need. in actual fact, both for the individual and for society,

this may have existed already. The novelty lies rather in its

clew manifestation and in the desire to satisfy it, and it can

be explained only by considering the novelty of the historical and

social situation.

The fact that training needs reveal themselves in a specific

historical and social situation is enough to indicate the close

and truly dialectical relationship between society and education.

But it is important to analyse this relationship in order to under-

stand the reasons for the movement in favour of innovation, as

well as the obstacles and the way in which recruitment and training

will remove them.

First, there is the decisive role played by social innovation

in educational innovation. There has been no revolution in teach-

ing of any consequence which has not been preceded by an important

social movement. This is not surprising 1 the educational system.

an integral part of the social system, is similar to it and re-

flects its Spirit and structure. But this part of the social sys-

tem is particularly important : without it, the latter could

neither become stable and consolidate its position nor function

properly. Society is more than the sum total of the people who

compose it, but it needs them to perform its characteristic func-

tions and to do the Jobs it requires.

In the absence of this reciprocal relationship between the

whole and its parts, made possible by their homogeneity and typical

of any kind of organisation, the social system could not achieve

the necessary cohesion and balance. This analysis of the

412 .
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education-society relationship also throws rather more light on

the innovatory movement in teaching and enables it to be hotter

understood. It explains first why it is always difficult. Pelng

designed for a certain type of society which It reflects, and

.anchored in institutions which eflusecrate its achievements, any

educational system tends naturally to resist change and to perpe-

tuate the social system from which it has sprung and whose func-

tioning It has ensured, frequently over a long period. !laving

contributed towards its normal life, it tends spontaneously to

cater for its survival. The analysis then explains why, though

always difficult, it is nonetheless necessary. A social movement

disturbs the educational system. Rut it would net lend to any

real now society if freshly trained men imbued with the new social

spirit. firmly attached to it and determined to make it triumph

through the exercise of their fractions, were not there to get it

going and foster the growth of the emerging society, developing

It and giving it life, consistency and durability. The new educa-

tion it the result or social innovation and becomes reciprocally

an agent of social change.

WHY IS THE PROBLEM of INN0VATIoN So ACUTELY FELT TODAY ?

It is not. easy to answer this question. Modern man is more

aware than eis forbears of the relationship between serial and

educatiomi renewal t some would say the social revolution and lisp

cultural revolution. That is why his desire for social change

reveals itself Increasingly through his desire to question the

educational system. Since the latter makes an essential contribu-

tion towards operating and preserving the social system, there is

every reason to nelieve and hope that the changes made to it will

back up the social changes which we endeavour to introduce directly

or otherwise. Out this is not the main reason why innovation 111

education is today such a general and such a prickly problem. Or

rather, this realisation can be explained, largely at least, by

certain characteristic features or contemporary society.

A. Towards a total scientific society

It is very rightly said that the industrial society has al-

ready become and is increasingly becoming a "scientific society ".

Machines will not be content with taking over all the routine tasks

by automating all well-regulated acts or well-conditioned behaviour.
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We have to foresee the day when they leave men only the functions

and work which demand the intensive one of intellectual faculties,

complicated reasoning, a high level of skill and.therefore of

training. It will be increasingly true, and everyone is becoming

more and more aware of this, that savoir-faire will be based on

scientific knowledge and that know-how will thus become the neces

miry condition for personal promotion as well as for economic and

social power. That is why the demand for education and training

is becoming so insistent, while being so strongly supported by

those engaged'in the struggle for a democratic society.

By a curious but comprehensible paradox, while the scientific

techniques introduced into the economy and administration tend to

rationalise the c vanisation and operation of the social machine,

the general devel anent: of technology shakos established structu-

res and disturVA the old social equilibrium. It is not only the

cause of changes in tasks and the redistribution of functions. It

creates new ones, as well as new roles which can be filled only

by new men linked to each other by new relationships. But, as we

saw above, the educational system reflects the social system from

which it is derived. Alvin Toffler demonstrates admirably how

the industrial society, which he distinguishes from the "super..

industrial" society now taking shape, could operate only through

the bureaucratic organisation of work and that the equivalent is

to be found in the bureaucratic organisation of education (1). In

these parallel systems, bureaucracy as understood by the author

means well-defined functions guaranteed by formal inflexible sta-

tutes interlinked by well-determined authority relationships and

hierarchical channels established once and for all* That is why

school life is a preparation for social life and why the school is

the microcosm of society. The relationships between pupils* teach

ors, inspectors and administrators are of the same type as those

governing social life as a whole. This is also why the demand for

education and training is apart from being expressed very forcibly

and being very heavy, also accompanied inseparably by additional

requirements which, apart from the content of traditional educa-

tion, question its methods, its conception and drawing-up of curri-
cula, as well as its conception and control of relationships be-

tween teachers and taught, and between teachers and all those who

collaborate in various capacities in operating the system. Educa-

tional demand also expresses the need for innovation and this can

1) Alvin Terrier s Le choc du_futur, Donal, Paris, 1971, See in
particular Part Six, XVili dL'enseignement au futur de l'indi-
catif", pp. 377..395.
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no longer be too biased and confined, for example, to innovation

in teaching in the strict sense, More and more it is closely

affecting all parts of the system and concerns all who are in-

volved in it.

Separate reforms no longer have much sigoiricance and are no

longer fashionable. Such reforms will be really effective only

if they are part of an overall plan in a programme of total re-

organisation. instead of renewal, we should speak of a teaching

revolution. And if this is not to be too slow or too violent,

too expensive and too difficult, it is of prime necessity that

instead of resisting and becoming victims, all those involved

should understand the reasons and the process and should work with

and for it. This would seem to assume what is today called by a

word not too inappropriate here "retraining". We can also sense,

but we shall soon perceive very explicitly and very clearly,

thanks to this initial analysis, what new,conditiOns of recruitment

and training for the various educational agents will be needed to

ensure the feasibility of innovation thus defined and Justified (1).

no Towards more rapid changes in society

But first we must refer to another feature of modern society,

otherwise our analysis of innovation would be incomplete and our

approach to the problem of recruitment and training inadequate.

The changes in the society in which we are living or are going to

live are not only very profound but also very rapid. In order to

carry out a social function properly, and, more generally, to be

able to act in society and have an influent...) in it, even 'if only

through protest and reform, the mon of our time or of the near

future will have to be prepared not only to change their roles but

to change them often and quickly. This mobility assumes a great

aptitude for adjusting rapidly to new working and living condi-

tions, as well as a facility for promptly and easily acquiring the

necessary now skills which will call increasingly for intelligence

and scientific knowledge. Subsequent analysis of the conditions

of recruitment training; shows that the new characteristic of

1) For various reasons - some similar to those we have just ana-
lysed the demand for training in developing countries is Just
as ranifest and heavy and Just as inseparably linked with the
need for innovation. The latter should have the same scope and
affect all aspects, all parts and all agents of the educational
system. The analogy is much more tenuous for the analysis which
is about to follow.
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modern society is the omorgence of throe new very useful and very

revealing orientations S

It will first be notod that what is valid for sill non oxer-

rising social runction% is obviously equally and even more valid

for those responsible in any degree for training the so men. Moro

titan anyone else, tloy must he ablo or chang Moir rules frequent..-

ly and rapidly. In order to innovate, inventing methods, toaeLing

enricula and now forms or human and profossionaI relations valid

fur a new relatively lung pi't'ied will not be (4 gh, Innovation

becomes an almost permanent, ovr-rocurring need, domandIng conti«

n tttttt s vigilance and a no less contin tttttt s orrort or invention. We

were thoreroro mor than justiriod in considering that when it

comes to recruiting and training educators capablo or dispensing a

now form of teaching, it is above all the spirit and souse or inno-

vation and the taste ('or it which count. This aptitude for eontl

nouns innovation eeeessorily implies, as its natural compliment,

the aptitude to invent and crush ti. The need to keep a strict watch

on otters own acts and thoir orfe4ts and to pay attontion to rapidly -

evolving social reality and roquiroments must not stifle or para-

lyse freedom or creative imagination. furthermore, owing precisely

to tho extent or change, the aptitude to invent and create vry

quickly and uuceasingly should be manifest throughout the system

and apply to that systom itself. As was very' aptly observed by

the Swedish educational theorists, the essential innovation, which

is the source and condition of all the others, Iles All doubt in

the novelty or a system that is flexible and dynamic o gh to be

capable or occaAiennt self-criticism and or rebuilding itself on

the basis or a now model which is always necessary but always pro..;

visional and has always to b op-invented. What gives true innova

tion nowadays its novelty is that it is both total and permanent.

Thus, although individual successive innovations are necessary and

important, Choy count loss than the permanence or innovation, 1.06

innovation as such, before any consideration or its spoctfic form

and content.

C, Towards a closer relationship hottWell IntloVittion and rife-iong

education

We shall now consider the necessary reciprocal relationship

between innovation and lifo-long education. Hocauso or the impor-

tance' of thi-4 rolationehip, for its own sake and for recruitment

and training conditions, we shall examine and explain it in more

detail than is usual. Our task is facilitatod by the preceding

analysis,
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For instance, the analysis shows that the men of the future

will have an increasing need for education throughout their lives.

The growing sum of knowledge does not Just mean, however, that it

will be necessary to study during working hours or leisure in

order to learn enough witl t staying at stl I for the. rest of

one's life. Continuing education is not so much prompted by a

quantitative and emulative concept of learning and know-how as

by a qualitative principle. For example, modern mathematics or

modern physics should not be understood as being simply mathemam

tient or physical knowledge added to what was learnt in the pest

to increase the total sum of knowledge. Nor should it tie under -

stood as meaning now knowledge displacing acquired knowledge, now

alleged to be completely erroneous. It is rather a revision or

the basic principles, which are found to Ns lacking in general

application and are modified in direction and scope to correspond

to truth in its dual perspective of universality and reality. The

same applies to techniques, especially as, becoming more rational-

ised and worthy or the name of "technologies", they are increasing-

ly based on scientific knowledge. Our ancestors' latnp performed

the same useful :unction as our electric-light bulb. Rut the

principles are diametrically opposed s the lamp gives light by

maintaining and controlling combustion, while the electric -light

bulb does so by preventing combustion. Although the useful Func-

tion is the same, it is necessary, in order to understand and

create, to have recourse to different functions and different

technical operators (1). Technological progress, which is more

and more plentiful and rapid, proceeds from this change in the

basic principles.

It follows that continuing education, namely qualitatively

new education, which should be distinguished from adult education,

whose "comprehensiveness" is much broader and teaching significance

less revolutionary, even though socially it may h: tsch signifi-

cance, would be impossible unless a perpetually ..atovating educa-

tional -system, which is alone capable of providing such life -lung

education, were designed and introduced. Permanent innovation is

the necessary corollary to life-long education. We say "educa-

tional system" because we once again observe that true innovation,

perceived not in the ob..,,tract but in the very complex and precise

context which calls for and justifies it, cannot be confined to

1) G. Oachelard t La ationalism° appliqu4 (Applied rationalism),
Presses universitaires de France, Paris.
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teachers alone but ceneerns all educational agents, Thus, of our

analysis is correct, it is just as impossible to make a sharp

distinction and divide initial training from continuing'training

as it is to merge the latter with adult training in the broad,

traditional sense. For while it is correct to say that continuing

training is inconceivable and impracticable without a continuously

innovating education, the converse is even more true, To recognise

the necessity of this new education is to recognise the necessity

of continuous training.

A national educational system which was aware of the neces-

sity to innovate frequently would betray the principles on which.

it is based, fail in its vocation and its task if it were not

able ,to offer the possibility of retraining to the men whom it had

previously recruited. Of course, continuing training should really

lead us to question the pertinence of the distinction 'between

initial training and further training, whatever name is given to

the latter. As the expression indicates, oontinuing training esta-

blishes an education process extending from childhood to adulthood

and in the extreme case covering the whole of a man's life. This

does not mean that men's life is spent exclusively in learning and

training. The continuity refers to the educational process, and

although it implies non-termination it does not mean that training

time cannot be measured in differing intensities. It implies,

more positively, a perpetual but reciprocating motion, whereby the

same man can in turn not only be training or working or at leisure

but also learning and teaching, both the teacher and the taught.

However, innovation in this form and to this extent clearly af-

fects the whole educational system. It is difficult to imagine

how the new categories and new meanings thus introduced into the

concept of education could fail to question the idea of a system

designed as a stable, inflexible and closed model. Here we find,

but with greater conviction, the basic ,idea of the Swedish educa-

tionists that all true innovation, viewed from whatever angle, the

essential innovation needed in our time, is founded simultaneously

on training educators capable of continuous innovation and Wu

creation of an educational system capable of questioning and re-

building itself on a new pattern, distributing new roles to all

its agents and training them for new tasks and new relationships.

In other words, what is required for the wools must be re-

quired for the part, Those who are to provide everyone in the

social system with new continuing training, in the sense defined

here, namely continual and continually new, should with all the
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more reason obtain the means 0 receiving the continuing training

they themselves need art' on which the rest depend. For it is at

educator level that this training assumes its strongest and fullest

significance. Thus, if the national educational system is to be

so constructed that it can question, as often as required by peda-

gogical progress and social evolution, the educational model and

institutional system which gives it concrete form, it is through

an iAternal demand whose satisfaction is the prerequisite for its

survival.

We must therefore consider how and to what extent the recruit

meat and :raining of training college lecturers, educational ad-

visers, Inspectors and educational administrators can not only

remove the obstacles to the life -long education of all such staff,

bui also and above all help to bring it into general practice.

III. HOW THE MAIN FEATURES OF TRADITIONAL RECRUITMENT

METHODS HAMPER THE SOLUTION OF INNOVATION PROBLEMS

Through inherent, natural logic and functioning, the oystem

tends spontaneously to generate recruitment and training methods

which will reproduce and thus perpetuate it. This is a formidable

obstacle to innovation.

A. At teacher level

Logically and normally a course of study and training, what-

ever its content, leads to appropriate examinations. However, on

entering employment, a disparity between training and function may

become apparent, with three consequences, the first of which

usually implies the other two s a deep mutual dissatisfaction, felt

differently by each, on the part of the employee and his employer.

For this reason, although the problem may persist, it cannot, at

least in this general case, grow much worse without quickly at-

tracting general attention. and provoking remedial action. Employers

will challenge school or university training and qualifications

and supplement or partially replace them by examinations or even

different types of training of their own. However, when the qua-

lifying or competitive examination designed by the educational

system is used merely as a means of entering that system, it be

comes much more difficult to recognise the need for change or for

further examinations, These remarks on recruitment apply equally



to training, the roproduetive eyele (1) threatens to become a

vicious circle ; in order to achieve innovation, recruitment and

training methods must be changed, but would not this in turn im-

ply that censiderable innevations have already been achieved ?

pocu,, we propose a sotto t. ion to this dilemma, lot us gi vi' it

row examples Or t110 prObI OM. The French trituilton 0 1' odueat.iott
was rounded on the principle that sel 1 lire sl Id be mainly

devoted to learning certain methods and facts which the teacher

had to master and pass on. This Idea alone gave rise to a whole

sot or related traits and correletive attitudes that were in them-

selves sufficient to build up an almost complete portrait or the

teacher and make him form a very definite image of his role, The

comet-itive teacher recruitment examination was, and very often

still is, simply a more difficult version or the final examination

at the end of a study course taken by all students, regardless of

their intended poressions, Instead of being separate from it and

a test or opposite or complementary aptitudee.. The future teacher

rollows the same programme, but the standard is et' course It

To retptive him to possess a firm grasp or methods and knowledge

was and still is justified. He must first master them it' he is to

transfer them to others, as teaching still implies. But this

transfer also implies other aptitudes and attainments, and is not

the whole, nor perhaps the essence, or education. The cm 'titive

examination was simply more selective than the school examination'

and emphasized the features which should have been toned down: aud

to which others or a very different sort should have been added (2).

B. At educational administrator level

Another example, taken again from the french system, but ('ar

from exceptional and found in many countries, eoncerus the re-

cruitment 'and training of educational administrators. The fact

that administrators aro recruited from the teaching ranks should

not in itself be criticised, On the contrary, it is highly desir-
able that administrators should have had previous teaching.

1) To use the apt expression of Bourdieu and Passeron. It should
be noted, however, that this term is used here in a particular
sense,

2) For example t for a long time, the eompetitive entrance examina-
tion to the Primary teacher Training College was open tatty to
holders or the "Brevet dlc;tedes du premier cycle". Hut until
recently, the papers for the entraltee--xamina t ion and the "Ore.-
Vet" wore similar, the former being more difficult only because
or the different criterion t humerus clausus instead or average
mark.
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experience, Unfortunately, it' ae consider het is the traditional

system to which they belong and the manner in which they aro led

to exercise other function% within that system, we soon rind that

conclusions drawn about teacher recruitment must be extended to

administrates's,

First, recruitment depends partly on the administrative hie-

rarchy, which naturally tends to give preference to those whose

attitudes and behaviour show that they accept meekly oe support

fully what the hierarehy represents, and we have already stressed

its bureaucratic nature t each should remain in his place, doing

his own job in his own grade. No project may be formed, no undero

taking carried forward, at least formally and according to the

rules, without scrupulous respect for the division of work and

responsibilities while following a pre-determined route.

jealously defends his functions and responsibilities because they__

are the key to his social status. ito guards them all the more,

.sometimes to the point or becoming their prisoner, because their

narrowness and specialised nature are the only moans of gaining

him the recognition of others and the right to existence for him-

self.

But their recruitment is also the result of the teachers' own

choice, will and desire, and these are not directed towards rejuve-

nating a function and performing it better by carrying out new

activities ; they want another function in the same system, they

want to hold a post whose duties are known in advance and in which

they will again find the same attitudes and outlook, accentuated

even further by more pronounced hierarchical structures. This

desire may be suspect as It expresses less a taste for action and

innovation than a hope or becoming more firmly integrated Into the

existing system in a position where those !imitations and tailings

which have already been exposed are even more marked. Limn when

prompted by a commendable desire (which might serve the purposes

of an innovation policy) to escape from routine or rigidity or to

play a new and more effective role, the new administrator finds

that the system prevents him from establishing himself in his Job

except by strictly differentiating his present function from the

formerune and all others. Thus, in the end he submits more meekly

than ever to the model from which he would perhaps have liked to

escape.

If' the length of this document were not limited, it could

easily be shown that an analysis of the recruitment and functions

of advisers and inspectors reveals very clearly and precisely a
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similar situation. It would be seen that the in6pector.toacher

relationship is a replica of the traditional teacher-pupil rela-

tionship but has become more clear-out, firmer and more institu-

tionalised.

If ordinary training characteristics are also considered, it

is easily understood why and how the bureaucratic phenomenon is

in Fact even more marked. To what has afready been said about

the general mechanism linking training and "reproduction", we

shall now add some details primarily concerning inspectors and

administrators, but at times also applicable to teachers (in

France, for example). "On -the -job" training, not to be confused

with "in-service" training, is not preceded by any genuine or

serious preparation for the profession. While complete, properly

organised training should of course include practical work and

personal experience among and in conjunction with other training

methods, it is just as regrettable to reduce training solely to

the lessons of practical experience. Under the influence of the

working environment and daily contacts, the example of one's se-

niors will count for at least as much as one's personal experience,

and the lessons of the elderly are often likely to be lessons of
the past. Such training is then nothing more than pressing the

individual into the mould of the system he hat entered.

It is true that today efforts are being made to introduce

administrators to modern management techniques adapted to their
type of institution or service. This is progress, but bearing as
it does on the functioning of the traditional system, it is neces-
sarily limited. More efficient management, while beneficial in

some respects, may even accentuate the technocratic aspect of

bureaucracy, which is one of the main obstacles to innovation.

From the innovation standpoint, modern management methods, power-
fully backed nowadays by computer technology, can be used in radii.

cally different ways. Positive results will be achieved only to

the extent that rationalisation techniques and computers are used
not so much to improve the efficiency of the existing system (i.e.
to increase its rigidity) as to change it by introducing fle%ibi.
lity and giving it the ability to adjust rapidly and reliably to
innovations in curriculum or organisation, whose number and paick

succession might otherwise lead to disorder and confusion.

C. Throu h the variet of r cruitment methods and heir im lica.
tions

We have seen that, whatever their differences, all competitive
recruitment examinations follow the same "reproduction" rule and
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contribute to the perpetuation of the same system. Their diver-

sity should not be surprising, however, as it stems from the same

logic and allows training to extend and magnify the results of

recruitment. Diversity of competitive examinations implies diver-

sity of training channels. The various educational agents, not

simply teachers and administrators, but secondary ar4 primary.

school teachers, and even teachers of different subjects, are

trained differently, in the narrow prospect of the one role they

will have to play and the precise tasks to be assigned to them.

They are trained differently, in separate places, and often in a

spirit and life style all their own. These differences and dis-

tinctions are well suited to the system into which they will soon

be integrated. Although professional life gathers them together*,

it does:not let them mix i they know as little as possible of each

other and-keep to strictly pre-arranged, scheduled, systematised.

and, in a word, formal relations. Little prepared to work together,

to converse and to co-operate, they are neither requested nor re-

quired te do so, thus oxplsining why this "group loneliness" does

not lead to crises of communication and misunderstanding. barriers

are everywhere : between subjects, between speech and thought, be-

tween classrooms, between classrooms and offices, and between

school and community. Uneasiness ane confusion will develop when

the system becomes obsolete. Crises and conflicts will break out

and spread when the need for innovation is so great that it can

no longer be denied or opposed. Then indeed, launching a new and

necessarily hazardous undertaking will require a meeting of minds

and combined efforts. But because of their manner of recruitment

and training, very few will be ready to accept this novelty, face

this risk and join this community,

r'spra
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Part Ti..'

NECESSARY CHANGE:'. IN RECRUITMENT AND

TRAINING PROCEDURES IN TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGES

For training colleges wishing to provide a new style of

training designed to introduce a large number of important innovnii-

tIons into teaching practice and the educational system and mere.

important, iuruse everyone with what we have called the "spirit

or inuoation", the fist major hurdle is obviously the education

their students have already had. They have or course been through

primary and secondary levels, and until these have been recast by

generations or teachers still le be trained, a real "decondition-

ing" process Is necessary. But we know that certain patterns of

behaviour cannot be broken either by theoretical courses, even if

their logic is convincing, or by now ideas, oven ix they win ad-

herents and bring about a real change or outlook. The answer lies

in experiencing and becoming accustomed to new kinds of behaviour.

Only then will new ideas cease to be purely abstract notions and

exert their full power l they take on a three-fold significance

and by reciprocal errect encourage the adoption or new attitudes

and the building up or new forms or behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY DECONDITIONING

AND NEW FORMS or BEHAVIOUR

A. For student-teachers in training colleges

Although this personal experience and behaviouralapprentie

ship is necessary at all times since It allows innovation every

chance of being continuous, the particularly important moment comes

when a break is being made with traditional education going back

a long way Into history. Thus, particularly during this period of

profound change, "student-educators" (student-teachers, student-

inspectors, student-administrators, etc,) must rind in their own
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lives at the college or in the life styles it offers them during

their training period, the opportunity to experience and learn

the new attitudes and forms of behaviour to be substituted for the

old. Consequently a training policy for a new education capable

of-innovation needs to give careful consideration to school-or

university life to the life styles and human relations inside the

college and also all those exercises which, though pre-planned,

temporary and systematic, nevertheless simulate as closely as

possible the situations and roles which the future educator will

have to assume, or, better still, create. Giving the student -

educator a training which mirrors as nearly as it can the'type and

style of the education which he is intended to dispense has always

been a highly effective method of teaching - even more so in the

case of a radically new style of education. Obviously the- way-of

life at the university and the training offered by the college

cannot be simply identical or coincide in every respect with those

which the same educator will later give his pupils in primary and

secondary school. There is a relationship and a parallel, but no

more. Even so, the definition and measurement of possible rela

tionships and parallels would make an interesting subject for re

search.

B. For teachers in training colleges

The danger of falling into a vicious circle in tackling the

problem must be clear to all. Is not the obstacle of previous

education more formidable still in the case of teachers in training

colleges than in that of the student-educators they train ? And

is it not made more serious by the fact that it is precisely they

who are being asked to train new teachers and administrators and

introduce a new type of education ? At least some parciR1 answers

can be given to this difficult question, all of them essentially

and directly involving recruitment and training methods.

As regards training itself, everything depends en the extent

and quality of research in educational sciences and scientific

didactics in higher education and on the degree to which research

workers are involved in the education of training college staff.

Apart from the problem of higher education, two closely inter-

related questions remain to be answered. The first, which calls

for far deeper and more systematic research than is being done at

the moment, concerns the respective ponitions to be occupied in

the arelning prances by the acquisition of the knowledge needed

to teach the various disciplines, and by the various aspects of
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pedagogics. whether siated to the general problems or communica-

tion or to the specific ones raised by teaching in the various dis-

ciplines. The secon4 question, which arises out of the first and

is of an institutional nature, concerns relationships between

training colleges and the university and also, therefore, between

their staffs. For our part we believe the approach devised and

%iready partially applied in France to be highly interesting (1).

University staff. teacher-researchers (both in specific discipli-

nes or general didactics) take part in the research and training

activities of the college. They co-operate with other staff, suf-

ficiently experienced in teaching in colleges and lyc4es, who have

sham great interest in educational research and innovation in

their past record and who will not be losing contact with the

teaching for which they prepare their new students since they con-,

tinne to teach either on a part-time basis or for alternating pe-

riods.

We have just said that participation in research and innova-

tion experiments should be an essential criterion for recruitment.

put other things being equal, we feel that in all education fields

(teaching, inspection and administration) innovation has a better

chance of being originated and successfully introduced by the

young - who are nut so thoroughly conditioned to traditional teach-

ing methods and the exirting system. This is why, as regards both

students and staff or training colleges, we would advocate a policy

designed to promote the youngest. We shall see later why and how

the changes that a real effort of innovation would bring about in

educational cycles would fortunately favour the necessary reeruit

ment policy. Out this policy is bound to meet resistance. The

tendency towards gerontocracy is strongly rooted in many countries

and colours the outlook. Difficult changes of attitude would be

necessary.

Finally, another part of the answer to the problem of training

college teachers may be found in some aspects (which we have al-

ready envisaged anJ recommended) of the training they themselves

have to give. lc is as though the problem contained its own solu-

tion. In fact - and thip will emerge repeatedly and even more

clearly as we go on the pedagogic effect of life in the college

and of a mode of training incorporating the attitudes, behatioar

1) In the research institutes for mathematics education (Institute
de recherche pour Penseignement des math4matiques 'REM).
It couli well be applied in the future colleges for training
secondary school teachers.
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and 'tract ices 1st favouring "devout' i t toning". and best em ea I a Lod

to introduce toe attitudes, behaviour and practices required into

educat ion, has a two-way act toss. The co I 1 ego teacher is

--just -ari i ikely to acquire them as the student - teacher- or the

studentinspecto. For example, if in order to teach the nature

educator how t3 question his own teaching, he is being accustomed

to question and ovainte critically hilt honestly and as far as

possible scientifically the training he is being given, what is

ass exercise n9r him will be an admittedly difficult but formative

test for his teacher. When we come to examine the various aspects

of innovation-oriented-education in detail, we shall see many more

examples of this typo.

A.

i. MEASURES TO DEVELOP THE SPIRIT OF CO-OPERATION.AND-ABILITY

TO COMMUNICATE AS WELL AS TO ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT

or THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND ATTITUDES

Lessons derived frets a critical analysis of the traditional

forms or recruitment and training

In our tiew there are two fundamental conditions for the

feasibility mid success of innovation in education which the se-

ries of analyses on traditional Forms of recruitment and training

has shown to be ciosely interrelated t first, the ability to modify

the image of oneself, to assume new rules and to adapt to new

situations and tasks and secondly, the involvement and collabora

tion of all educational agents is a process of innovation with a

number of phases, involving many factors. It is evident that a

system of education In which functions, roles and tasks are rigidly

defined and allocated, at least iu law, will require no other form

of collaboration than those built into its own mechanism and orga-

nisation. Equally evident is the fact that it fails to encourage

the creative spirit or the aptitude for innovation and it is there-

fore not surprising if it pits its rigidity and inertia against

changes that would require it to be totally reshaped. To borrow

a phrase of Levi Strauss, it behaves like."11 cold machine", using

little of the original energy input, running evenly and practically

indefinitely, maintaining its equilibrium and eiiminating disorder,

but also producing very little and always repeating the same move-

ment, in other words creating nothing at all. Conversely and reel

poeally, attachment to a set image, inaptitude and distaste for

changing roles and inability to adapt to new situations and tasks

1$204...*



could not he better redispositiens for integration into such a

system.

it fellows that any features of training and recruitment

.which can_arouse iu future educators the ability to change their

image of themselves and their Idea of their role, would also help

to form ail educational agents into a living community in whick

communieation-would he intense, hierarchies flexible nail modes or

action diverse ; is. other words it wooldalso promote it system of

education with the vitality mid dynamism necessary for rejtivena-

tie's-through development rather than survival through reproduction,

Reciprocally, any features of recruitment and trainiug which would

help to create this living community among future educators and

.their trainers would also promote, in all educational agents, the

generation or development Jf the ability to modify their own image,

coucei,o neti roles and adapt to new situations and tasks.

New criteria for recruitment

it is easy to see what are the necessary criteria foe recruit -

moult desigued to develop the spirit of c.,- operation and aptitudes

for communlcation. The vital requirement is neither knowledge nor

know-how. it is rather a question or detecting mental attributes,

attitudes and character dispositions. The qualities to be looked

for in candidates are a feeling for dialogue, an aptitude to listen

and, still more, to absorb ; a curiosity about others which is

neither unhealthy tour warped by a mania for passing iudgemont, but

evidence of the will to know and understand ideas and feelings one

does not share and situations and callings outside one's experience,

one which springs from a sense of human fellowship and a desire

for personal enrichment. Efforts shotld also be made to look for

those, who, though realising that efficiency often depends en °rm..

nisation, do not mistake it for its bureaucratic version and,

whilst appreciating a sense of responsibility and the value of

-authority, do not identify them with the privileges and rights

conferred by title or the formal respect or social rank. Let it

be said at once that it is easier to state these criteria than to

conceive and frame the tests by which they could be applied. Far,

in tact, from suggesting ways and means, we are opening up a field

of research and merely proposing its main issues.

We also consider it essential that recruitment, by whatever

procedure, should not predetermine in any absolute and fixed manner

the possible roles a candidate might be rettaired to fill. Nor

should the function be predetermined on recruitment. Observance
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of those recommendations would have many advantages from the intro,

eation viewpoint. First, it would avoid the recruitment of persons

Already overspecialised, who would have too great a predilection

for,or attachment to functions or roles considered in their pro -

sent provisional state. If the future of individuals is safe.-

-guarded by maintaining their availability, and preserving their

capacity for different functions and now roles, often as yet Un-

known, then the future of education would also be safeguarded.

Lastly, this style of recruitment could be the gateway to a form

of training that would be consistent with it and subscribe to the

same intentions 1 this is the aspect which we should note at this

point in our analysis. Indeed, it would provide access to training

in which the streams would not bi; wholly different and would not,

therefore, need to be completely segregated. We feel that training

courses that are at least partially the same and can therefore be

taken, at least partially, in common, in the same places or in the

same establishments, are essential for the success of an education

in Constant innovation. We are thus already approaching the prob-

lem of training.

We now propose a second series of measures encouraging 'the

development of the innovatory spirit and attitudes. Doubtless,

efforts could be made to avoid recruiting candidates with too rigid

an idea of their future function. Hut even supposing it were pcoa

sible to put this recommendation into effect, it would be a means

of excluding rather than selecting. This has to be supplemented

if not completely replaced by positive selection. It would be

much better to be able to ensure from the start that candidates

are capable of a certain detachment, have a longer -range view,

with regard both to what they are doing and to the image they have

of themselves. Then it would be necessary to make sure that this

detachment provides the necessary internal capacity for the

cise of freedom, the control of oneself and one's future, adapts

tion to the present and anticipation of the future. The danger

would lie in failing to perceive that this detachment or the (0.106

tioning of curets current self indicated morbid irresolution or

deep-seated doubt about one's own value and abilities or, possibly,

an ironic scepticism with regard to everyone and everything and

therefore an inability to take anyone or anything seriously.

Professional conscience can develop and grow between these

two extremes and we have already skid that a true vocation is im

possible without a sense of professional responsibility. This ima

plies action, doing one's best with the means at tree's disposal,



but at the same time endeavouring to do better by being constantly

aware of the changes that heed to be made and the new resources

making them possible. A forward-looking intellectual curiosity,

a taste for change, not for its own sake but as part of the cow-

cern and with for improvement, and a mind informed on all types-of

current or foreseeable innovations are so many positive signs re-

Cognisable by methods that are not difficult to imagine. But these

methods are insufficient and call for more precise definition.

Present'recruitment methods are so little innovation-oriented that

considerable research will have to be done before tests for de

tenting the existence of the appropriate qualities are available.

C. New spirit of training

1. Theory and practics of human relations

We have already explained why, because of the need to "deceit.

dition" and the importance of attitudes and forms of behaviour,

the formative value of daily practice was particularly great when

a new type of innovatiot.- oriented education was to be introduced.

In the training colleges we have in mind, the spontaneous daily

practice we advocate would take two forms t

a) Atmoapbeie of the training colle

Community life, mostly within the establishment but also in

any other place where training is given (since it is very probable

that this will be less and loss canfined within the school or

university walls) spontaneously and inevitably leads to numerous

and repeated contacts with a vart..ty of people on a variety or

subject,. To live together means learning how to live together,

to discover the ideas, feelings and habits of one's neighbour and

thus, if not to share them, at least to bear with them as a first

step to tolerance, i.e. understanding and accepting that they have

their "raison d'etre" and their value. Although not always directly

related to whet will later be the occasion end purpose of the con-

tacts between the various participants in education, this introduc4

tion to community life is basic to all specific forms of human

relations.

If the various students (student-teachers, student-inspectors,

etc.) are nut separated, or at least not always, their various

trainers will not be separated either. What is more, the organi-

sation and Administration of the training college involve many of

the functions for which the students are themselves training. In
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this way, throngh studeut-teavhe, inter-teacher, teacher-adminis..

trater, and inter-administrator relationships, the college provides

a privileged place t'or practical.experience in which all the forms

er relationships whieh we reel to be necessary for innovation

could be practised and their rudiments "learnt".

h) (Irene dynamics and simulation of teaching situatiens

Hut to this sp tttt taneous training acquired by absorbing the

atmosphere and by daily practice at the college there must

vionsly be added the systematic training which the college is

de sigtred to prey We. This typo of training y itself talie two

fonts. The first will Ito iu t ho direct extension or the rorem

going and would transpose tine spentaneons practice just described

to the level or systematic and programmed exercises based on tlpnl-

retical and social psychology. tin' type of exercisesror example,

based largely on group dynamics, would deal tltb tho conduct of

meetings and all types or behaviour invelving inter-personal rota -

tiunstlips in a cemmunity. The obect or the meetings and the sub.

jeets or discussion are in this case the pretext and medium for a

training whose purpose, despite its concrete nature, remains gene..

rat t conducting dialogue, teamwork, etc. A second kind of exer-

etso similar to the First but more in extension or the second or

the spontaneous practices we have analysed, would be more sharply

focused on learning roles in the educatienal system and would .

make use of simulated teaching situations and the human_relation-

ships that may be generated and developed in imaginary cases. The

same student, whatever his own chosen career whichsheuld not,

incidentally, be treated as final should be invited to play di!'-

reront roles on different occasions. Simulation and games can

also be used to gain an approximate but instructive experience or

the new situations and roles arising from innovations,

These two kinds or exrciao are possible, or rather, truly

significant and fertile precisely because the eollege, however

incompletely, gathers together those who were normally trained

separately. Hitt even so the exercises would be difficult to im-

plement if systematic training was not also given in a second man..

'tor, On the subject or recruitment, we said earlier that in order

to serve a policy of lnnovatien, it should open the door to forms

or training which would not be kept entirely separate because the

streams would net he completely segregated. We have just soon

that even the concourse of various typos of students in their com-

munity life has had positive advantages for innovation...oriented
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policies, It is also lear chat this coming togethe ractfitatos

and adds value to training where different streams do not have to

be wholly scgrogatod, nut, with rogard to the First condition we

consider to,sontial to the sttecoss ,r innovation in oduration, we

should uot Eslrgvt that we have perhaps attached groator iniorost

and sportily value to training in partially identical streams

than Co the advantages of training in the same. piaci!. We havo

said that the lattor facilitates and adds value to patially idon

tial training courses, but vonvosely It is this identity which

to some extent justitlos setting up colleges which rovelve students

destined far different carvers. We shall now analyso tie forms or

such training told demonstrate its sportily advantages, not forget -

ting to show how it provides an argomont for the second kind of

exerctso reforrod to above.

26 New forms of education offered b, the traininr colteos

a) Ilturidisciplinary approach to the operation of the educa-

tional system

in the first of its forms training will be pluridisciplinay

and will he given by difforout methods ranging from theoretical

toaching to observation and from observation to practical expe

rionce. Here we can mention only a fow examples. It would, fur

instance, be usoful for thin future teacher to see what mechanisms

operate in both traditional and pilot or oxporlmontal ostablish

moots, In this way he could see how the present system nets as it

brake in educational innovation and also reatiso what difficult

problems new teaching practices create in the runnirg and adminis-

tration of educational establishments. nut this observation which,

ineidentally, 'weds to be accompanied by explanation and guidance,

should be supported and amplifiod by more theoretical knowledge

and by broader and more scientific information. The managemont of

an establishment floods to be placed in its overall administrative

context and tills, in turn, requires an analysis or the rotation-.

ships botwoon the administrativo system and the body politic and

social. tir, a futitin'r example, the teacher needs to be aware of

Val oconomic problems sal soil by education and to be able to form

an approximate but sufficiently sound idea of the cost of intru-

ducing is now toaching aid or technique.. Conversely, the future

administrator or manager floods to have experience of the freedom

and restmrces a toucher roquiros in order to apply a new teaching

aid or technique and this observation again Hoods to he accompanied
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by explanation and guidance and supported and amplifi., by a mt

nimum of theoretical knowledge enabling the administeltor to dis-

tinguish between the ordinary, most immediate and, hence, more

often than not, cheapest use of a new technique and the develop-

ment of its full teaching potential. These examplts could be

multiplied and obviously they would need to be extended to all

functions of the educational system. It is in any case clear that

this pluridisciplinarity would enable the natural or contrived

dialogue between the various kinds of students in the training

institute to take shape so as to initiate, prepare and facilitate

their future necessary collaboration. It is, incidentally, a pity

that we cannot go deeper here into the analysis of this pluridis

ciplinarity since we would then see the natural emergence of the

second of the forms of training referred to, i.e. no longer simply

pluridisciplinary but interdisciplinary training.

b) Development of interdisciplinarity,

This bears a direct relationship to the first essential con-

dition for innovation, giving it specific advantages and Justifying

our regarding it as a fundamental innovation opening the door to

an open series of other innovations. The compartmentation of. dis-

ciplines is undoubtedly the clearest and most powerful expression

of the social and bureaucratic "compartmentation" that is probably

characteristic of the early forms of industrial society as re-

fleeted in the educational system. This is also the reason why,

because of the relationship that we have analysed, compartmenta-

tion is eminently calculated to maintain the phenomenon of which

it is the effect. Finally, this is why it is both very difficult

and very important for it to be abolished or at least reduced as

far as the system of learning allows at the various levels of

knowledge and education. It is easy to show that it is an obs-

tacle to what seems to us to be one of the basic conditions for

innovation. While there is no room here for the complete argument,

a short analysis may be sufficiently convincing (1).

The compartmentation of disciplines exaggerates the analytical

character of scientific knowledge facilitating its invasion of all

areas of education, and inevitably leads to highly divided, minu

tely fragmented forms of education, namely the school syllabuses

.1) For a more complete analysis see our report published by UNESCO
following the "Seminar on the training of teachers for and
through interdisciplinarity", Bouakd, Ivory Coast, 24th March -
4th April, 1970, UNESCO, Paris, 1970.
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s.we know them, with all the resistance they will put up against

innovation through their structure and rigidity, their geometrical.

military pattern t to each discipline a separate column and in each

_column as many rows as there are concepts or subjects into which

the various sectors of knowledge are themselves broken down.

This compartmentation creates many others. First, there is

the division between the various levels or education, since in

creasing specialisation is matched by hierarchy of functions and

segregation of establishments which make it very difficult, for

example, for a general teacher in a primary school to have contacts

with a subject teacher In a college or !vette. Then there is the

division between teachers of the same level but in different dis-

ciplines. From secondary level onwards teachers often tend to

isolate or even immune themselves in the speciality in which they

excel but which they make their own preserve and where they are

the only ones who know or can master the language spoken there.

And yet those they teach have to enter all these different fields

in turn and learn the different languages all at the same time.

It is easy to see, in these conditions, that the school does not

offer the taught a world cut to their scale, a world of their own

where they would feel at ease and be glad to live. Once they

reach higher education, no other course is open to them but that

of specialisation ; it is at this point that the full separative

effect of traditional education can be perceived.

Easy, intensive communication pre-supposes common centres of

Interest and a common language. But none of these conditions

exists. At secondary level, far from interesting pupils in work

or problems which might feed their minds and their intellects

later on, education may well turn them away from such subjects,

or worse, sicken them. But at the same time (and by the same

mechanism) as,it introduces students to.their various but very

different and very difficult languages, it fails to provide them

with the means of expressing themselves easily on everyday Matters

and consequently communicating with each other on the most ordinary

subjects. At a higher level, by contrast, education polarises in-

terest and focuses communication on narrow subjects about which

only those initiated into the language of the specialist will be

able to converse. This deficiency is aggravated and becomes par-

ticularly acute whenever an attempt is made to introduce a new kind

of education. The relationship between this putting of disciplines

into water -tight compartments and university conaervatisM thus be-

comes vividly apparent. We know now that any access to a higher
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level et knowledge assumes access to another level or language

in other words education at a higher level means handling a new

language and developing a stricter and richer understanding of

known concepts, using new concepts and somet!mes eren_new_lin-

guistic structures, he know too that every time science takes a

step forward it invents new symbols, revising the "comprehensien"

of its concepts and creating new cones. A particular case is that

Cl "modern" mathematics.

The introduction or modern mathematics into education, for

example, raises the problem or its relationship with language

teaching and demands these initial interdisciplinary confronta-

tions and concertatiens. They are not the only ones, since mathe-

matics is not just one science among others with a specific lan-

guage calling ror specific study. It is also the tool or other

seienves - particularly the physical sciences - and a phase-lag

may develop between mathematics studied far their own sake and

the mathematics apparatus used by physicists. The same signs and

the same terms may ceas to have precisely the same conceptual

significance. More generally, moreover, physicists may devise

their own mathematics according to their own special language so

that the same concepts may be demoted by different signs and terms.,

Once again we rind that innovation, however particular and limited

on the surface, cannot in reality be confined to this or that

narrow, enclosed sector of education. What is new needs to be

tested for coherence and coherence, far from restricting innova-

tion, is its guarantee, giving it its full

to assume its full development. Coherence

chain of specific innovations but also and

one governing and engendering many others,

cu- operation. Hut perhaps we have nut yet

strength and forcing it

generates nut only a

especially the major

namely interdisciplinary

grasped what, in the

traditional conception of curricula and the excessive division of

disciplines into water-tight compartments, forms the essential

obstacle and basic resistance to innovation. Let um take our ana-

lysis further.

The more stress is placed on the analytical character of edu-

cation, the greater the danger of giving it a strongly theoretical,

abstract bias. Analysis divides, and by separating ideas from ono

another it separates them from all forms of reality and isolates

them from all aspects of the environment natural, technical and

human. The disadvantages from the teaching point or view are nut

only cognitive, and de not merely arise from offering the pupil

concepts and knowledge which he is too young to assimilate, having
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regard to the type or operations or which his intelligence is so

nor capable. its its immediate recourse to abstraction, education

or this type is necessarily insensitive to the requirements of the.

person and society and to what they need for their deveCopment

The anthem it goa I s tor 0111144.1 (M 171% ientioll, waning

and direction, iiro and dynamism, are lust from sight.

Instead of being the moyins or achieving these goals. sylle--

busee replace them. "To de the syllabus", "to rinish the sylla-

bus" becomes the primary weoccupation and main objective of the

teaching staff. The phenomenon is contagious ; it affects pupils,

inspectors, the organisation of work and even se' 1 tiro anti

establishment adMiuistration. "Keeping" to the syllabus, "follow-

ing" the syllabus, "finishing" the syllabus and makiug sure that

the pupils do the same tnis is the basic concern, and it preventS

any real attention from being paid to the difficulties and needs

of those being taught and stifles ally real curiosity in relation

to new knowledge and the real world as it appears and changes

before one eyes. Yet we have shown that without this attention

and without this curiosity the need for innovation will not be

grasped, and innovation itself will be neither desired not sought.

In conclusion, though overconcentration on the syllabus in its

traditional form is common to all, it in no way promotes the deve-

lopment or a community among the teaching staff. Under the heavy

yoke or the syllabus, the field or vision is narrowed and depres-

sed. Teachers argue' jealously over their pupils' timetable and

work.

Lastly, there is the question of how future educators and

their teachers in training colleges may be trained to accept pluri

disciplinary education and, above all, to be able to give inter -

disciplinary education. A brief outline may be given or some of

the essential aspects of this training. First, to explain the need

fur and the value or it to show some of the obstacles, broaden

basic education, generalise training in "team- teaching" both in

lesson preparation and in pedagogic communication, and give snore

freedom to educators so that, re ed from the zwistraintm or

syllabuses, the conformity or inspection and certain administrative

rules they may, us a team, try out a more organic education, closer

to reality, the person and the environment. But we cannot go

beyond these few indications here 1 it would mean engaging in a

long discussion considerably exceeding the scope of this paper (l).

1) See hNESCO Report, Paris, 1970, Up. cit.
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Secondly and above all, because, although the advantages of such

training are cleat., we know next to uothiug about its content and

methods. We may reasonably hope that it would provide the solu-

tion to a number of teaching problems and In particular encourage

innovatiOn in education. hut it too raises many prohleMs. Though

it promises a future crap of original applications, for the moment

it merely opens up a vast field of research, and the promise will

be kept only to the extent that this research is successfully

carried out. As before, we shall confine ourselves here to a few

basic points.

The main objective of research will obviously be the elan..

blishment of new syllabuses at different levels. At the first,

the most general, there is the problem or designing and testing a

new model. Should what We call "column and row" training be re.

placed by another form grouped around a restricted number or sub-
jects ? Should the teachers in that case have freedom of choice

and, in any case, what will the criteria for this choice be ? Up

to what level of education will the new model be applicable and

what should be proposed thereafter ? Research, however, will also

cover disciplines t which ones can be integrated, by what means
and up to what point ? The latter problem involves the dual ques-

tion of the subjects taught and the educational level, Research

should not be guided solely by assumptions of the integration of

existing disciplines but should include the possibility of creat-
ing completely new disciplines each of which, of itself, would

provide a training previously involving several forms of instruc-

tion, Clearly, by a chain reaction, the results obtained would

call for further research, this time into methods and attitudes

rather than syllabuses t how are people and in particular educa-

tors to be trained in order to be able to teach the new curri-

cula ? One of the surest ways is to link training and evaluation.

3. Developing the links between training and evaluation

This can be done in several ways but should involve the va-

rious types of educator at all levels. It would be useful, for

example, if teachers in training colleges could review and observe

in their first year of teaching the students they have trained.

These students, trained in evaluation techniques, should apply
them to their own teaching. This evaluation and its results should

no* be withheld from the student - educators. It would, in fact, be

easier to get them to understand and appreciate the difference be-

tween the partially subjective marking of the studentts work by
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the teachers, confirming the teacher in his image and role of so-

vereign judge, and a searching, objective evaluation of the

teacher's work, which, by showing him that he still has much to

learn, may erase him to change his attitudes and use or look for

other methods. Student participation in this evaluation could

well go beyond its normal level in techniques of this kind. When

equipped with the knowledge needed for this technology, student

educators could apply it, us far as methodologically possible, to

the training they receive. This exercise would be an important

contribution to their own training and a useful test for their

teachers. In both cases we are thinking more of its intellectual

value than its practical utility. Here we again find what we have

earlier called the "formative power of exposure to and participa-

tion in daily practice". Once in their jobs, students would be

more ready to question their own image, role and tasks the more

experience they have had of teachers applying the same principle,

and the greater their participation in that application. To con-

clude, they should of course be accustomed to the critical evalua-

tion or their own attempts at the job, made not only by others but

also, and especially, by themseAves. Not that this last exercise

is the only one to have an intellectual as well as a practical va-

lue. But since we are concerned more especially with training for

innovation, and its spirit and attitudes, in other words the

teacher's ability to revise his Judgement of his own know -how, and

question his self-image and his c4nception of his role, it obviously

has exceptional importance. The methodological difficulties are

obvious but not insurmountable, and modern technology can help to

smooth them out. For our part we feel it would be valuable to

use the self-viewing facilities offers:A by video-tape recording

techniques and closed circuit television for cultivating the spirit

and attitudes of innovation. Self-evaluation, however, is not

confined solely or necessarily to this method, and other research

should lead to the discovery of other techniques.

4, Development of comparative education

Attachment to the traditional image of the teacher, inspector

or director can be reinforced by a particular form of cultural

ethnocentrism which considers, more or less consciously, that the

educational system of which one is part is the best of all or which

prevents the perception of the nature and functioning of any other

system except through the filter of one's own. Any form of train-

ing therefore which has the effect of eliminating this
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ethnocentrism would at the same time remove a eonsiderable brake

on tae development e educational innovation. Some facilities of

this kind already oxilit but man) doubtless still await discovery

and should be the subject of research. The advantages comet.-

rat.iveive education, however, are already available for producing

this deeentring sired. In this connection we think it significant

that France is a country where educators .have traditionally had a

very noble and elevated notioh of their function and an almost

sacred, i.e. sacrosanct, conception of their role. At the same

time, France has no college of comparative education nor has it

had, until recently, any research or training in this field in

which educational innovation has such difficulty in penetrating

and spreading.

Like so many other types of training, taioing in comparative

education can be of two kinds t theoretical and practical* Roth
are complementary and necessary* Theoretical education should

certainly include systems analysis. It is their respective indi

vidual coherence which, by rationalising and therefore justifying

the existence of radically different or even opposite arrangements,
shows their interrelationship* And it is their plurality which

tends to suggest that it is not after all impossible or pointless

to contemplate a priori new types of training and education. In

comparative education, however, theoretical instruction should not-

be based solely on the plurality of systems and their internal

logic, but also on their transformation and historical developments

Case studies describing the successive phases and the various fac-

tors and agents of the transformation of an old system into a new

one are of the utmost value in proving that the process of innova-

tion is possible and explaining how it works. All this theoretical

study requires to be supplemented by actual observation, commnnica

tion with the persons involved and, wherever possible, live expe-
rience. The foreign system must be. observed on the spot and in

the environment where it is operating ; it needs to be seen from

the viewpoint of those involved and on Whom its operation depends*

The jobs and roles that are unlike those performed in one's own

country need to be seen in the form of persons with whom it is

sometimes difficult to get on but with whom, also, dialogue is

eventually established and views exchanged, The understanding of

systems previously unknown, the tolerance of foreign and new ideas
and the liberating refocusing of intellect and imagination, may
not be wholly dependent of personal communication, but they are at
least greatly facilitated by it.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

We have said that comparative.edneation, as we understand it,

teaches the notion that, after Oil. new to:selling formulae and new

educational systems are not impossible. 10w we say that it may

even help to .stiggest them. Although we have argued against enev

clopaedic education which, fur that very reason, mistakes the

nature of knowledge and communicates it badly, this in no way im

plies that we are acmising knowledge itself. The way to preserve

the Power of imagtnaton and the creative sense is nal the same

for children as fur adults. At the high level of our research

into the problems that kt have to solve, flights of imuginntion

and invention need a ground base of knowledge. Whilst ignorance

of comparative education is bad in the sense that it may generate

or confirm the ethnocentrism which closes the mind to intiotattion,

knowledge in this field, as in many others, is not only good in

the sense that it helps to generate a new spirit but also in that-

it'eaables that spirit to develop effective new ideas. The Watts

movable possibilities may stimulate its effort towards new concep-

tions, increase its fertility, give it impetus and lead it into

paths Hot yet explored.

Hilt this is even more true, and for other reasons, in the

case with which we are concerned. With advancing industrialisation,

societies grow more alike and can be defined by an increasing

,number of common attributes, but these similarities do not pre

elude the differences due to the (no doubt inevitable) carrysaver

from the past and tradition into the present and modernity and to

the unequal pace of development. What is happening today in one

advanced industrial society may be the pattern of what is to haps

pen at a later stage of development in another, unless, forewarned

of the differences and the possible stumbling blocks, an attempt

is made to control the movement in which it is caught up and steer

it into a happier future. Applied to modern societies, the compar-

ative method is an improvement en experimentation and a better

instrument for scientific research. Some anticipation of teaching

methods and educational curricula and cyst ,mss then becomes possible,

in which logic and imagination, forecasting and creativity, strict -

ness and innovation eau go hand in hand.
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CoNCLUSIoN

COMPARATIVE EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

.
The foregoing is a reminder that, in itself, comparison is

not reason. The comparative method is fruitful because it is an

effective tool of sociology. True comparative education, as

distinct from a relatively pointless exercise of over-formal com-

parisons, is linked with and supported by sociology even though

it helps to enrich it. Fur example, an awareness of the plurality

of educational systems and a knowledge of their specific disposi-

tions will strike an effective blow at academic ethnocentrism and

conservatism only insofar as the coherence wLich both justifies

and relativises the systems is not purely formal. It will not be

purely formal if the relationships of coherence (or incoherence,

in the case of crisis and change), with the social system are also

brought into relief. Conditions have to be similar if the history

of education from the comparative angle is to be fruitful and for-

mative.

Thus out of all the fields of knowledge required for training

for innovation, sociological knowledge is among the most important.

The significant position we have ascribed to it in education might

well be thought exaggerated if its need and usefulness were seen

purely in the light of comparative education. In reality the

reader may already have perceived, from the analysis in Part I of

this paper, that between sw.iological knowledge and innovation in

all its forms there is a very Airect and profound connection whose

full importance and implications must now be seen from the view-

point of recruitment and training. Its full importance and the

full utility of the analysis will now emerge as we see that the

recruitment and training recommendations we have made depend lar-

gely, though possibly not entirely, for their effectiveness and

even their very feasibility, on the propositions we are now going

to outline.

Hut we shall also see that from the innovation viewpoint

sociological knowledge is itself inseparable from other knowledge

and intellectual activities which, in their turn, impose new and

additional recruitment and training conditions.



if. Mile ',MINE OF SOME ELEMENTS OV INTELLECTUAL

TRAINING IN TRAINING COLLEGES

Introduction i Internal and external pressures on _the educational

system in falionr or ifloovaltoo

If the series of measures enumerated above is not to remain

a dead letter, it is essential to break the vicious circle and

tackle the fundamental cause of all difficulties, namely the repro-

duction problem. The significance of this problem must be thor-

oughly clarified and understood. In reality, it has two aspects

which bring us back once again to the key relationship which we

have already noted between educational developments and social

developments. In the first place.the educational system, because

or its origins, its function and the ends it serves, tends to pre-

serve itself by reproduction. If it is to change it will have to

be shaken, even pushed and constrained, from outside by political

and social forces which will give it new objectives and model it

to is new pattern. The shrewdest observers consider that what has

happened in Sweden and the way in which innovation was introduced

and developed there confirms this first interpretation, and their

views are echoed in governing circles.

But there is also a contrary - but not contradictory - aspect

namely that ultimately the effective renewal of the educational

system must 'and can be accomplished only by the educators them-

selves. This is of course true not only in the trivial and obvious

sense that the educators themselves will be called upon to imple-

ment the renewal plan and teach on new lines after receiving the

necessary new training from other teachers. It is also particu-

larly true in the sense that they will largely he responsible.for

devising and introducing the new system, and almost entirely res-

ponsible for translating into pedagogical.and didactic language

what was initially planned and defined in philosophical, political

and social terms. However, although the operation of the new sys-

tem, the application of new syllabuses and the application or in-

vention of new methods are concerned hero, nothing would be pos-

sible without the will and the power or without motivation, abil-

ity, goodwill and adequate proficiency. It is one or the tasks

of training to inspire the will and the power. Before we consider

how this can be done let us say at once that it cannot be accom-

plished overnight. Changing the educational system and training

educators is subje0 to the same rules as changing society and

training pupils. The change is a total one and may involve and
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even require 50(5K' initial enercion, but the noeosspy fur and oil-

gencies,of training moke it necessay to proeeed progressively,

tentatively and in stages. Innovation which involves a clean break

with tha past requires time, Let us now consider the implications

from the recruitment and training standpoints.

A. Orientation of intellectual training in terms of the new

requirements oc,f the individual and society

Conversion, adhesion and creation will be all the easier and

all the more: likely if there is an awareness of the present inade..

quacies of the system and the needs which the new system should be

in a position to satisfy. To he innovation-minded and eapahle of

innoVating, it is essential at the outset to understand why it is

necessary and why it must aim at certain obJectives. nut whether

we are considering inadminacies or needs, this presupposes some

thinking !nisei! on sociological information.

I. introduction to the interrelationships between school and

society

tin recruitment, an effort will be made, using methods still

largely unknown, to select candidates who have already begun to

think on nese lines and seek this information. Thinking and

information will be taken further and systematically developed at

the training stage.

a) Social reality and the role of educational planning

Whether considered from Its negative aspect (inadequacies) or

its positive aspect (needs), the problem will be dealt with from

two angles, qualitative and quantitative. With regard to the

former, educational planning studies will have to be used to show

first the proportion of dropents and repeaters and then their ult..

fortunate consequencos not only for the future of the individuals

concerned but also for the economic and social development of the

community. A subsequent study of the enreer of people who have

normally completed their studies will bring home the obsolete or

anachronistic nature of a type of training which is the cause of

serious damage to individuals and the community at large. As far

as the second aspect is concerned, the study of industrial socie

ties should be devised and taken far enough to highlight the dif..

ferences between them and their 4,redecessors and the consequent

qualitative and quantitative changes in their requirements. Parti..

cular emphasis would be laid on the growing importance in modern
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societies net only of the training given to their citiven. but

Ulso their dynamics, the speed of the changes they are undergoing

And the rapid evolution of their requirements and demands. The

'method would be excellent to bring home not only the need for a

new educational system which is mos.., sensitive to and integrated

with the environment, but also the importance of the continuing

training yet to be devised and the significance of the problem of

its links with the initial training. it would of course be borne

in Mind that. this sociological study would have to be thought over

from a philosophic angle to see how the development of the Lodi

vidual could he attuned to industrial and economic development.

All these stivaes are nerct!sary if educators are to find out all

the exigencies which motivalc and justify innovation in education.

Like many of the types of training we have recommended, this

one would have to be provided in different. ways. For example, if-

it is to be fully grasped and efficiently dealt with, the problem

calls for theoretical instruction. For the same reason and to

ensure that its relationship .o the new education is always borne

in mind, it would have to be dealt with in a university context

and by academics. But other and complementary methods are equally

necessary. it is essential fat. the future educator to be able to

observe the characteristics of modern societies and as far as pow,-

Bible realise from experience the ever-closer links between rune'.

tion and training, the rapid changes in functions and roles and

the technical and human problems which arise therefrom. This can

be achieved by going outside the training colleges and occasionally

using the economic and social environment as a training ground.

But it can also bo done by throwing open the gates of the training

colleges to a.1 who possess this experience by virtue or their

functions and can make the most effective use of it by teaching

methods which break through the isolation of school or university,

for example reading of papers by .son - academics, round tables and

dialogues, use of documentation, etc.

Out a knowledge of contemporary social reality and of deve..'

loped or developing societies would probably be inadequate for

genuinely and powerfully motivating innovation and promoting the

desire and determination to achieve it. It would have to be sun

tained by a fuller training of a more philosophical nature dealing

with something more than mere sociological information. Only in
soffit as he apprehends the true relationships between society and

education, the social system and the educational system, will the

future educator understand that traditional training cannot meet
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the new requirements and, more Wportant still, that thu essential

new training is certainly possible as the role required of it

devolves on it by specific vocation and is merely a clearer version

qf the one which the social mechanisms have always set ror any

form or training. The more the educator is convinced that innoVa-

tion is not only indispensable and necessary but also feasille,

the more anxious will he be to achieve it. Care must, however,

be taken not to fouritme a belief in the feasibility of innovation

with the discovery and mastery of the means to achieve it.

The same training which convinces the future educator that

he must and can play a fundamental part id a profoundly changing

society will also convince him that the necessary educational

innovation must be as farreaching and complete as the change An

society. Where needs are absolutely new, training must be abso-

lutely now. Consequently, while the spirit of innovation is being

communicated it must also be channelled not towards partial reforms

for the improvement of isolated details but towards one of the

main objectives which condition its effectiveness t the idea that

innovation should never be considered except as a break with the

past, and never envisaged unless all its implications and conse-

quences for the whole of the educational system are taken into

account.

b) Role or educational technology

The second point to note it that it Is easy to show how the

analysis of modern societies can be applied to the educational

system and incline it towards innovation. it will not be difficult

to demonstrate that modern technology will not stop at the school

gates and that any attempt to prevent it from entering would be

dangerous, regrettable and pointless. Dangerous because it would

precipitate or aggravate the conflict between school and society.

Regrettable because it would mean deliberately and arbitrarily

refraining from using modern facilities which might have consider-

able teaching efficiency. Pointless because technology would ultia

mutely be imposed upon the educational system by economic and sow

cial forces and under the worst possible conditions, Once the use

of modern techniques is accepted and even desired, it would not be

difficult to prove that just as technological expansion has strong-

ly challenged economic, social and industrial structures by pro..

roundly altering the conditions of production, the general use of

modern techniques in the educational system will also strongly

challenge the structure of that system. As a result, not only will
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the Inture educator he inereasingly aware of the need For innova-

tion and even more encouraged to undertake innovation, but he will

clearly perenive certain of the conditiont, necessary for the

achievement of this undertaking and will endeavour to create them,

From the training standpoint this calls tot a study er the changes

produced in the educational system by educational technology.

Although it has already begun, this study is Car from agequate

and offers a very wide field for research. Trnining will also

have Le include learning how to master the techniques concerned

and although this will not he purely mechanical learning, it will

have to he based on a minimum or scientific knowledge, as in

learning the advanced technologies of industrial societies. Such

knowledge would therefore also have to be integrated into the new

training.

el Introduction to futurology

The general lesson to be drawn from sociology is not only that

a complete change is taking place in technology and also in econo-

mic, social and occupational structures, but that there is not

likely to he do end to this transformation which will probably

continue at an increasing rate. The men trained by the educa-

tional system must therefore be able not only to adapt to a new

life and a now society but also to repeat this adaptation effort

continually, rapidly and therefore with the maximum facility. They

must therefore be prepared to face what Tot'fler calls "the impact

of the future" with the maximum chances of success. This impact

will be experienced in all fields and consequently in different

forms, but everyone everywhere must always be ready to race up to

it, Arrangements will therefore also have to be made for general

intellectual training and genera! training orientations which will

enable everybody to deal with the problem. What is true for every

function is also true for education, particularly as education

will have the task of giving all members of the community the no.

cessary strength and aptitude to race this challenge,

People will b.. 'ill the better prepared to meet the impact of

the future if they have an understanding of the future and the fact

that one will not be able to express it in terms of the present

and the past. This means that less time must be spent on studying

the past and that thinking must no longer be limited to the expe-

rience and lessons which it may afford. Provided we test them and

submit them to scientific verification, we might adopt some of

Terrier's postulates. To consider, for example, how far fictional

1,
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or futurist titerature may effectively help to shape the new out-

look Moreover, is it not true that one of the best ways of

Meeting the impact or the future, as Tonler also maintain t, (and

_quite rightly. we may fuel), is to prepare for it by anticipatlon ?

Rational forecasting is naturally the first form of anticipation

because it is the most reliable. It should therefore have its

proper place, or at least a larger one than at present. in all

fields Of training, and particularly in teacher training. Fore-

casting is, however, based on established principles froth which

it derives its conclusions or applications and on current know-

ledge or facts which it extrapolates to make its projections. Hut

rationality i.e. the idea we now have of the growth of reason,

shows us the limits, the dangers and, if one may say so, the irra-

tionality of apparently rational forecasts and projections. It

explains that science and with it technology which is increasingly

dependent upon it and follows it ever more closely, proceeds in a

series of bounds from one level to another in a way which is by

definition unpredictable. What is known today as "futurology" is

very careful to held aloof from such forecasting but at the same

time tries to adopt a rigorously scientific approach. We may

therefore suggest that it should be introduced into training. But

apart from the necessary caution with regard to a discipline which

is still seeking its basic principles, scientific verification of

its effects in training would also be needed. At a more modest

level, there would certainly be much In gain from festering these

flights of imagination which attempt to depict Jr simulate the

performance, tomorrow or the'day after tomorrow, of any particular

function and the whole system in which that particular function

operates. This presupposes that in each discipline trainers are

familiar with the most advanced knowledge and techniques and above

all that they are capable of relating them to their place in the

development of the reason which supports them. And this applies

primarily to educational trainers whose task it is to train future

educators in these exercises. Analysis of industrial societies

shows two important characteristics or innovation t mass education

strongly oriented towards the acquisition of high-level technical

capacities.

2. New place of science teachim

The teaching or science must therefore find a new place, proa

vidud it is itself' renewed to meet certain very important training

requirements. First, and at all levels of training, it must be
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very modern. The gap between science as it is practised and

science as it is taught must be made much narrower. Science syl-

labuses must be brought up to date and ways and means must be

found of adapting them to the different age...groups in the school.

going population while keeping them up to date. There is no need

to dwell on the importance in this connection of the innovations

introduced in North America, the USSR, Sweden and Japan. In the

second place, this teaching must be piuridisciplinary because, as

part of the real world and therefore obliged to take account of

all its components, any technology is constrained to make use of

more than one science. Pluridisciplinarity may be an obstacle to

the specialisation actually required by a high level of knowledge.

It will, however, be noted that pluridisciplinarity is not an

absolute constraint, and not to the same extent at all levels of

the educational system. It will also be noted that it may be

offset or mitigated by the co-operation of specialists and the

concerted programming of disciplines. These forms of teaching

naturally call for a type of learning which is still a subject of

research, but the necessary conditions and known methods might be

analysed in a paper of broader scope than our present one. Finally,

this teaching would have to include scientific methodology to a

large extent. The various sciences are of course continually

evolving and must be "re-learnt". To be able to relearn i.e.

learn what is new, the best method is undoubtedly to "learn to

learn", if one may use an expression which has already become

rather hackneyed. Poi all that, it would still be necessary to

give this formula a concrete pedagogic sense and bear in mind that

learning to learn has a meaning and a value only because ultima..

tely and in effect the intention is to "learn" and thus definitely

though not exclusively, to know. The reflexive knowledge of me-

thods and their practice are among the most reliable ways of pre-

paring people tu cope with advancing scientific knowledge without

excessive effort. It is obvious that to be capable of such teach-

ing, educators will themselves have to receive a training in scien-

tific methodology and epistemology.

6 Introduction to resear^h and develo ment

Teaching and the educational system obey the same laws as

other activities and other systems s their progress i.e. innova-

tion, depends on fundamental research (development of knowledge in

different fields) and applied research (application or this know-

ledge to teaching and the educational system). Educational
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innovation at the present time largely depends on the very thing

on which technological innovation in general depends, namely

applied scientific research. It is necessary to discover, while

respecting the principles of scientific research, how the modern

techniques available may be used to solve the problems facing

education for example how to use television to provide a mass edu

cation which is also highly technical or abstract. Where new

scientific knowledge is available, as in the psychogenetics of

intelligence, the problem is to discover, while respecting the

principles of scientific research as before, how this knowledge

can be applied to the solution of educational problems, e.g. mathe-

matics teaching. Generally speakinc, and before. we refer more

specifically to the various conceptions of educational research,

let us say that if innovation depends on scientific research, an

analysis of the conditions required to ensure that recruitment and

training favour innovation raises the problem of the participation

of the educators in research and their relations with the re-

searchers.

Af far as teachers in training colleges and more generally

the trainers of trainers are concerned, we have indicated above

how we conceive their participation in research and with this ana-

lysis we linked the analysis of their function and their training,

We are dealing hare with the training which they will be called

upon to give those who will be teaching, inspecting or administer-

ing at a lower level, in primary and secondary schools. In any

event, we do not believe that these educators who are responsible

for other functions ran become full researchers if they are avail-

able only part-time. The training to be provided will therefore

vary according to whether or not their participation is accepted

and according to the way in which it is defined.

The nature and the degree of their participation will depend

on the model adopted to define the link with research and develop

menu. As is known, current educational research is based on two

main models I the "linear" model and the "multidimensional" mo-

del (1).

1) Reviews Netiotor Educe Len I United Etat ,s,
'art T ree, Chapter s eseati and eve.

lopment for Education",
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I. In U1.1011011 i the linear medel

The "linear" model makes a clear distinctien between the

researchers and these who, at their various pests, rife rest lllll sibln

For intredeing and disseminating the results or research through--

ont the educational system. This distifietiou is based on tho idea

that prespecting and experiment eall t'ot' a type or mind, attitudes

and abilities quite different from those required in execution and

management. We reel that this is a seund idea, that its general

value is indisputabiti and ite importance fundamental. nut even

it it were unreservediy acepted in this particular case, it. would

Hot exclude the possibility or relationships between primary and

secondary school staCC and research and eseaehers, and in our

vlow would even make them imperative. In recruitment, and parti-

cularly in training staff, it is therefore necessary to allow for

these relationships. Elsewhere we have made a much longer and more

systematic study or the relationships and their implications for

training (1). here we shall merely recall e few of the sellout

points. First, we feel that in educational sciences the researcher

needs the ce.operatien or the educator, even ir that co- operation

is limited and occurs at specific times and at specific levels in

his work. In this field the investigator must not be an outsider

and continn and repeated observations can be carried out, with-

out risk of disturbance, only by those who occupy key points in

the course of their normal fnuctions. Hut it would be a mistake

to imagine that this co-operation can be effectively accomplished

at minimum cost by a limited and rapid technical training. II'

the assignment is to be properly performed, its significance, im-

plications and limits must be understood. If the educator iv. to

locate the main direction of research and relate his own work to

the research as a whole, he must be trained in the .pint or re-

search and initiated into its methodology. The researcher needs

the eddientc and the educator needs tt research training.

Cnnversely, if the educator is to maintain a dynamic approach

to his task and play an innovative role, it is essential to bring

him ieto contact with research and re0easchers. Ie the first

place, the research spirit fosters the spirit of innovation and

the similarity between these two attitudes is considerable, i.e.

curiosity, unrest, desire for progress, etc. Secondly, while it

is true that innovation often arises from research, it would be

1) Prospects in Education, UNESCO, Vol. 1, No 1, 1970 t "Edticaa
tional. Research and Teavher Training".



wrong to imagine that it is surfirient to give the results to the

educator to OflinirP that they are used and, ahoy., all, used errect

ivety* Without special training the educator will either under..

stand little or nothing or the information he receives or will

wait until it is supplied in the fem ..I le:wiling procedures,

"recipes" or "gimmicks" which he will use in accordance with the

directions* This conformity, like all other types of conrormity,

is the very antithesis flf the creative spirit and ie only the

totter or the law is observed there is little likelihood that its

spirit will prevail* There is a great risk that these innovations

will be purely formal, superficial and insecure* it is therefore

essential that the educator should receive a training which keeps

him informed of current research, bring home its importance, en-

ables him to interpret its results (1) and realise how it can be

transferred or extended to his level and discipline, In this res-

pect, the circumstotces or a teacher's training are far more im-

portant than the circumstances or his recruitment* Nevertheless,

some of the re:eommendations already made now find further Justin..

cation and may be clarified and supplemented* Intellectual curio

city must keep closer to scientific curiosity, and the capacity

for dialogue'must be related to vollaberation between those who

rely on experience and those who challenge it, those who rely on

knowledge and knowhow and those who keep aloof and question them

with a view to improving them Hut our previous comments are still

valid, little is as yet known regarding tests capable of detecting

these qualities, and practically all of them have yet to be devised.

Our analysis offers a field of research rather than a range of

methods.

Although the conditions of recruitment count comparatively

little, it is of the greatest importance that the qualifications,

attitudes or competence acquired during the training period should

be maintained when the educator exercises his function, Initial

training is undoubtedly essential and it is also true that it has

provided and continues to provide the kind of qualities which are

must likely by their very nature to stand up to the passage of

time, However, care should be taken to ensure that the function

performed does not prevent the exercise of these abilities but

1) The researcher, for his part, must of course facilitate this
training and interpretation by refraining from the unnecessary

use of abstruse language or jargon understood only by initia-

tes. Hut lit this process of simplification there is a threshold
below which he cannot descend without running the risk of dis-
torting the nature and scientific implication of his discov-

eries,
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evokes and fosters them and that the function is consistent with

the trainin6* Once again we confirm the importance of continuing

training and its relationship to the initial training. After ac..

quiring a taste for information and learning how information should

be handled during his initial training, the serving teacher must

have the time and the means to collect it. Furthermore, it must

be incorporated into activities of educational renewal. Teachers

cannot engage in these operations on their own ; not only because

they need to be aided and advised despite their initial training

but because the operations cannot be isolated nor conducted without

the approval and support of those whose higher position in the

chain of authority requires them to assume their share of the work

and the responsibility. Here, emphasis must be laid on the wisest..

tial part which might be played by headmasters and particularly

inspectors if they added to their administrative and supervisory

functions the task of promoting new schemes. It is obvious that

the emergence of men capable of fulfilling these functions can be

facilitated by the way they are initially recruited and trained.

2. In relation to the multi-dimensional model

All those recommendations would remain valid and might even

acquire greater value if the "multidimensional" model were to be

preferred to the "linear" model. But there are also other recom-

mendations which we now propose to consider.

On this assumption, the line of demarcation between research

tors and educators is much less pronounced. The model is based on

the idea that individuals, particularly children or adolescents,

can be the prime movers in their own learning provided they are in

a favourable situation, i.e. motivated by tasks and objectives

which they themselves have fixed, and that they can at least to

some extent structure their behaviour spontaneously in the required

way and intuitively and progressively discover the bodily attitu-

des, the sequence of gestures and the sequence of ideas most appro..

priate to the acquisition of the new abilities.

If this assumption is accurate, and it has been at least par
tially verified, it is clear that the careful and continuous ob

servation of pupils under instruction is of great importance and

represents one of the essential factors in scientific research.

The value of these observations is twofold and their necessity is

obvious from two points of view* First, they act as a kind of

leaven in the formulation of research assumptions from which innws
vations are expected to emerge, and secondly they are essential for



the verification of these assumptions and the determination of

the circumstances likely to convert research results into teaching

innovations and necessary for their consolidation and dissemina-

tion. This analysis has two important ' onsequences.

In- the first place the new and exceptional importance attached

to observations made under actual teaching conditions gives the

teacher who records them a new and exceptional function in the

innovation process. Out this training must have made him capable

of these observations, for their value depends not only on the

place and the circumstances in which they are carried out but just

as much on the way in which they are recorded.

In the second place innovation in relation to research gains

in specificity and value. First, it is clear that whatever the

prior research and whatever the results obtained, the innovation

introduced and the observations made ia this connection are neces-

sary for the total solution of the problems which the researchers

have legitimately endeavoured to solve and have indeed partially

solved by other Means. Finally, the innovation which has been

conceived by the educators and tried out in their teaching becomes

necessary for the discovcry of the basic data and the actual for-

mulation of the problem which the researcher will endea*our to

solve by constructing appropriate assumptions.

CONCLUSION

INNOVATION AND PARTICIPATION

These two consequences naturally prompt us once again to draw

attention to the importance and specificity of the training which

lays ompbasis on research and co- operation with researchers. But

above all it enables us to show that innovation in an educational

system depends not only on the recruitment and training of its

exponents but also on the way their function is conceived and

their status and condition defined. it Is in fact obvious from

the foregoing Lhat innovation would he difficult if .t were imposed

or mercli imported from outside and tne educators merely had to

put it passively and submissively into practice. One of the ob-

jectives of the new training would be to prepare a type of educator

who would be accorded the right and the means to innovate,and this

oojective would not only be cmeistent with all the others but

would be their confirmation.

Admittedly, such rights and facilities cannot be granted ex-

clusively and without supervision. On the contrary, it is essen-

tial. for all educators to be associated with the innovation and
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that they should all feel that they are to a varying degree

responsible authors, particularly as their training itself will

be completely new. Educators thus trained In the spirit or inno-

vation who have consented to make the intelleetual efforts enabling
.

them to understand shy innovation is necessary and give them the

faith and the will for it, are in all spect worthy t* really

participating In it. Pot however much these powers may be jus-

tified by attitudes, competence and merit, they are necessitated
by the demand for erficiency. We have already said that ittttova-

tion would overcome routine and conservatism if educators were

inspired with the will and were given the means, primarily Intel-

lectual and moral. In conclusion we would say that if the educator

is to strive after innovation and be able to disseminate it succor.

fully, he must be regarded as and feel himself to be not a sub..

missive servant and a docile agent but an indispensable partici..
pant. In education as in all other fields the essential basis of

innovation is participation.
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SUMPARV 1.* kVA ISSUES

fly way of introdtetion and with the situation in Sweoen as

our starting point, a classification into different categories is

made of the personnel who, to a greater or lesser extent, are

responsible for teacher training. The classification is us fol-

lows s

W011. A s Teachers responsible for initial training and eitt

ployed at teacher training institutes - about 2,000.

Group P s Continued teacher-training consultants, employed on

e half-time basis at the county boaids of education.

They work in continued teacher training - about 210.

Group C s Teachers at the experimental and demonstration

schools - about 700,

Group_ s Supervisors of student teachers in teaching prne-

tice about 11,000.

Orono g s Senior teachers about 20,000. Headmasters and

directors of 1404 - about 3,300,

Only for groups A and H are spacial qualifications required,

but these are quite vague and general. Nor is there any special

"examination" for teacher trainers. It is important that there

be special courses for teacher trainers, but these should not he

compulsory. The "special qualifications" which enable an "ordi-

nary" teacher to be appointed as a teacher trainer often consist

of work with pedagogic experimental activity, pedagogic authorship

(above all of teaching materials), participation in continued

training courses, and personal suitability, e.g. ability to make

contact with sther people.

The State grant to continued teacher-training in Sweden has

increased very swiftly in the past 10 years. The demand for con-

tinued training is, hosolver, greater than the availability or re-

sources. In the list of priorities which must be made, those who

are themselves occupied with teacher training should have prece-

dence. 11' the teacher trainers themselves are not completely up-

toidate, serious consequences may ensue. Difficulties in imple-

menting changes and reforms in the schools are an the increase.
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As regards training opportunities, the greatest attention is

devoted to groups A and O. There is a special conference routine

which up to now has provided two -day conferences annually "for

self-training" for those groups. At the present time we are

working to setup acompulsoly ,Ine-week course every year for these

teacher trainers. Teachers with different sorts of teacher-

training experience should thus come together on such a course,

so that integration may be achieved.

Teacher trainers have precedence for the voluntary holiday

courses in the summer a total of some 8,000 teachers usually

takes part in these courses. Apart from the general courses,

there are others which are organised solely for teacher trainers,

e.g. courses for supervisors. During the academic year, courses

are often arranged for senior teachers by the county boards of

education. Courses are also organised for headmasters and direc-

tors of study, both during the holidays and in term-time.

There must be co-operation between continued teacher-training

and work in pedagogic experimentation and development. Continued

training should convey the results of work in pedagogic experimen

tation and development to the teachers "in the field". But it

should also stimulate the teachers to carry out their own experi-

mental activity and bring the result of their work on to the scien-

tific, pedagogic institutions for further development.
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INTRODUCTION

DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF TEACHER TRAINERS

The above title refers to "personnel in charge of education,

pedagogical counselling, and the management of the teaching force

in Sweden". By way of introduction we should determine more pre

cisely what type of personnel we shall consider in this report -

or, in other words, which officials we have in mind when we hence-

forth use the term "teacher trainers".

to the first instance we are concerned with teachers serving

at teacher training institutes of different kinds. These teacher

trainers, whether they deal with subject studies, methodology or

pedagogics, have the task of giving the student teachers their

initial teacher training. We shall refer to them henceforth as

teacher trainers, group A. On the other hand, this group does not

comprise teachers at the university who, with regard to subject

studies, also instruct other students apart from those intending

to become teachers. The total number of people in this category

would be about 2,000.

Secondly, we are concerned with those personnel who assist

in the continued education of in-service teachers. In Sweden we

call these people "continued teacher - training consultants". They

themselves work half-time as active teachers, half time (Wednesday

afternoon, Thursday and Friday) as advisers to those teachers with

in the county where they have their own teaching posts. As conti-

nued teachertraining consultants they are employed at the county

board of education, which is a regional State authority. In brief,

their work consists of visiting colleagues, acting as leaders on

courses and oneday schools, and producing study material for

teachers. We shall refer to these continued teacher-training con

sultants as group B. The number Involved here is only about 230

people, i.e. about 8 per cent of the previous group. Nonetheless,

this group plays a very important role in the work of continued

teachertraining in Sweden.
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Thirdly, we 411, Collettrn04 with teachers who work in the so-

called "experimental and demonstration schools". Such school

units awe affiliated to 15 teacher training institutes in Sweden.

Apart from their ordinary teaching runction, the main task of

teachers at these schoots, in co-operation with the teacher traie-

ers in pedagogics and methodology, is to participate in experi-

mental pedagogic activity and developmental work, and give dif-

ferent kind, of demonstration lessens in order to actualise the

teaching or pedagogics, methodology, and intensive subject study.

They also act as supervisors .o the student teachers for teaching

practice within the teacher-training programme. We shall call this

category of teacher trainer, which includes 700 people at the mo-

ment, group C.

The next category comprises those teachers who act as super

visors to the student teachers, when the latter are posted to dif..
lir

rerent schools tee complete their teaching practice. These super-

visors form group D in our outline. The number involved is esti-

mated at 11,000.

Finally, to group E we would assign headmasters, directors.

of study, and senior teachers. This group is included among

teacher trainers because,according to Swedibh school regulations,

one of their tasks is to promote the continued training of teachers.

At a rough guess, the number of senior teachers is about 20,000 8

similarly the number of head masters and directors of study can be

assessed at around 3,300.

The above categorisation shows that we have a whole succession

of officials within the Swedish school syt em who participate in

teacher training, whether the teacher training is to be seen as

the only or.the most essential task (groups A and 10, or forms to

a greater or Lesser extent an integral part of other teaching and

schoolwork.

From the grouping already outlined here it can he seen that

when we talk about teacher training we are dealing with initial

training as well as continued training. At the present time it

would seem to be generally accepted in most countries that initial

training is only the first stage in an educational process which

must continue during the whole period the teacher is active within

his profession. Another point is that most countries, including

Sweden, have as yet had little time to proceed more than a short

distance along the road towards the construction of an organisaa

tion and a system which would make it possible for every teacher

to receive a lifelong education,
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14 FORMAL QUALIFICAT1oNS 111k TEACHER

TRAINERS REcROITMENT PRIMILEMS

The outline revering the introduction ur the concept or

"teacher trainer" can s sth g 1 reason be described as a broad

one. Consequently is is airricnIt te find ameng the vatious regu-

latiens any specific rules which take into consideration the exert

role of these teachers astrainers of other teachers or student

teachers. There are nu Formal qualifieations prescribed fur tither

group 11, 0, or E, with regard to their task in teacher training.

For group C, it is merely stated that at the time of appointment

special atteutiou Will be paid to "suitability for the task of

teacher-training" as well as experience or experimental and deve.

topmentai work within the sphere of the school system.

However, even for group A which has teacher training as its

sole task, the regulations about proressiona. qualifications are

in general terms and Enirly vague. Apart tram the obvious require-

ment that nee Shotild be competent and qualiriod to be a teacher

oneself at the level or in the subject with which the teacher

training is concerned, there are other requirements. The applicant

should have proficiency over and above what is needed rer his own

examinatton, and knowledge v.hielt "is of importance for the post".

He should atria "have carried out particularly meritorious pedagogic

work in the field which the post covers". There is also a regale..

tion which states that the successful applicant will be the one

who is "most suitable" for the type of teacher- training in question.

Similarly, for group A there are no precise qualification

requirements, nor is there any specirie examination for teacher

trainer .

Let us at this point consider a pertinent question s is the

lack of compulsory training or examinations for those teachers who

wish to specialise in teacher training an advantage or n disadvan-

tage ? Should there not at least be such training or examinations

for groups A, H and C ?

The answer to the latter question is "no". No matter how

well such training might be organised, it could never give a 100

per cent guarantee that the result would be excellent teacher..

trainers. On the contrary, the risk would arise that people pos-

sessing good qualifications and qualities as teacher truiners, but

without the formal "teacher-trainer examination", would nonetheless

be excluded. This could easily lead to Inflexibility and formalism

when it came to the recruitment of teacher trainers, a state of

affairs which would clearly serve no useful. purpose.
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This is not to soy that special educational opportunities

should not exist for different categories of teacher trainers, but

merely that these training possibilities should not be compulsory.

They should be available both before a teacher becomes a teacher

trainer, and after he has taken up such a post i and of course

such training should be accorded a certain value as a qualification.

Before we consider in a subsequent section the question of the need

for special training for teacher trainers and the experiments that
.

have already been made in Sweden in this respect, we shall briefly

concern ourselves with the recruitment of teacher trainers. Let

us first take a look at the most interesting group in this connec-

tion, group A.

What special factors are involved when an "ordinary" teacher

is promoted to teacher trainer, for example, at a teachertraining

college ? Here, as with other teaching appointments, the certifi..

gated degree of training skill naturally plays a very importants

part and, thereafter, the proficiency qualifications and number

of years of teaching experience. But, apart from these factors

(which we in Sweden have agreed to measure by a special points

system which fully determines the filling of an ordinary teaching

post), there are in this case other additional criteria of assess.
mint. The "meritorious pedagogic activity", of which the regula-

tions speak, may include participation in pedagogic developmental

and research work, pedagogical authorship (often of teaching mate-

rials) and participation in either the initial or continued train-

ing of teachers.

To pinpoint more precisely the "extra qualification" which

come into play is hardly possible. But clearly the headmaster of

a teacher-training institute has much greater opportunity to exer-

cise influence on the appointment than has the headmaster of an

ordinary school. In neither case, however, is the headmaster the

deciding factor. For an ordinary post the appointment is made by

the controlling authority, which, for a teacher-training institute

would be the National Board of Education, and for an ordinary

school the County Board of Education.

What has been said here about group A also applies in large

measureto group C. With regard to the continued-training consul

tants, group B, recruitment is based as a rule on the County Hoard

of Education's personal knowledge of the teachr within the county.

A teacher who has shown himself to be particularly interested in

pedagogic and methodological questions, and who actively partici-

pates in continued training activities of different kinds, will
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generally be selected. Evidence of personal suitability and the

ability to make personal contact and create confidence is parti-

cularly important here, since the continued-training consultants

have to work among teachers who are already active in the job and

who have already acquired experience, opinions, and attitudes.

Personal suitability also plays its part in respect of the

two groups of supervisors (C, 0) and senior teachers (E). Because

of the large number of teachers involved here, the possibilities

of choice in the appointment have been fairly restricted, parti-

cularly in the small schools.

In Sweden, as in most other countries, there has been a

shortage of teachers for the past 20 to 25 years. This has clearly

had negative effects on the recruitment of different categories of

teacher trainers. This shortage ef teachers is now, however,

coming to an end, and this will obviously increase the possibili-

ties of engaging qualified pedagogues in teacher-training.

II. DO THE TEACHER TRAINERS NEED TO BE TRAINED?

As has already been said, there is general agreement that a

-vegular and systematic continuedtraining of teachers and other

school personnel is an absolute necessity. In Sweden this has

resulted in a notable increase in the State grant to continued

teachertraining. In 10 years this grant has risen from about

S.Kr, 2 million to S.Kr. 36 million for the fiscal year 1971-72.

To this should be added the salary expenses of teachers during

the compulsory one-day schools, when teaching in the schools is

cancelled. This expenditure is estimated at about S.Kr. 45 mil..

lion, making a total for national expenditure of Sat.. 80 million

so that the allocation to continued training is about 25 per cent

of the total for teacher training (s initial training continued

'training).

Nevertheless, the demand among teachers for continued train-

ing is far greater than available resources. In the list of prior

ities which has then to be made, it was natural to let those people

who are themselves occupied with teacher training in some form have

precedence over the "ordinary" teacher. Above all we have tried

in recent years to stimulate and favour group A, teachers at

teacher-training institutes. The reason for this should be crystal

clear. If the teacher trainers in initial training were to impart

out -of -date methods and attitudes in their own teaching, this would

of course have long-lasting and fatal consequences for the whole

school system.
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Information and changes have 10 be conveyed immediately (more

quickly than in other cases) to the headmaster and stall' of the

lcnviscrtroittior institutes, in order to reach the student teachers.

The lattes training should clearly not already ontofdate
when they leave the teacher-training institutes, They should be

in a position by being well informed about the latest developments,

to impart to the sel Is where they get their first pest, fresh

discoveries in the field of pedagegies and methodology. This is

also in accordance with the spirit of the "Aims and Guidelines"

for teacher training which apply at the moment and in which it is

maintained among, other things, that teacher training should be

"a stage in a continuing scl l reform" Other quotations from

these "Alms and Guidelines", which are worth giving in this eonnec

lion, are the following t "The interest of the students should be

stimulated to follow pedagogic developmental and research work and-

continuously to renew, develop, and improve their teaching with

regard to the progress and development of research"

"Initial teacher training should give a clear insight into

the' necessity of the teachet developing his ability to practice

his profession by conlin llllll s training after his initial training"

Clearly insight and attitudes of the kind the quotations express

must also be exemplified in those qualified pedagogues who are

appointed to train the teachers. When employing teacher trainers

we should try to ascertain that this is so. Hut qualities of such

fundamental value for the profession always need to be consolidated

and developed. The teacher trainer is of course exposed to the

same temptation as any other teacher, namely in his teaching to

fall back year after year into old ingrained patterns and methods.

Similarly, we should nut be blind to the risk of stagnation 1 this

may occur because the teacher at an initial teachertraining insti

taste has, as a rule, reached the final stage in his teaching

career.

SWEDISH EXPERIENCE IN THE TRAINING OF TEACHER TRAINERS

a) Established conference routine for teacher trainers groups A,

and ft

The problem in ut't'ering continued training to those qualified

teachers who make up groups A and H, is of course that they are

supposed to be the most competent in the profession.

Who then is to give them further training
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The answer might be that they should leHU and teach env

another, according ,0 the mu tto "steel sharpens steel". Such

thinking lies behitA the effort made in Sweden in recent years to

create a system with set yearly cenferenees or both these groups.

Until now these so- rolled "cenferenves for continued sel - training"

have helot organisd fill a national basis. This Iowans that, for

example, all teacher trainers in Foreign languages assemble from

over the whole country every year for two-day talks and studies.

At every one of the six higher teacher training institutes there

Is a special continued teacher-training department t with the task

or, among ether things, arranging these cnferences. Every con-

tinued teache -training department has responsibility for a cer-

tain number car subjects and groups or teachers. in this way, for

example, the continued teacher - training department at the Teacher

Training institute in Usteft is responsible for the teachers taking

serial orioatatin subjects, and the continued training HPPItrtilt"flt

at tho Teacher Training institute in Wilma is responsible rot.

mary school teachers.

A two-day conferenee pot year and per teacher trainer is

obviously not a great resource (and happily not the only one),

but by careful planning and efficient utilisation of time, these

conferences have prey-ea to be of great importance as stimulants.

By enabling teacher trainers to meet and inform each other or

their experiences. experiments anti ideas at well - planned confer-.

ewes, these conferences, al their hest, have created fur the

teacher trainers a kind DV pedagogic development-project, which

ought in any ease to be the goal of all continued training activ-

ity, or course the participation at' (wirled specialists from

various areas, often university teachers, also "rears. However,

from spring 1972 these vonerences will be re- arranged on a re.-

glottal basis and will be censideed as a professional duty.

For teacher training purposes, the country is divided into

six regions. Central to every region Is a higher teacher- training

institute. At such an institute, tenchers at primary level receive

all their training, and the majority of teachers at secondary level

receive their one-year theoretical and practical training in metho-

dology. In the near future, other types of teacher training will

also be attached to "these higher teacher - training institutes t

primarily the training or pre.-primary school teachers, teachers of

purely vocational subjects, as well as domestic science teachers.

We are thus on the way in Sweden to bringing together different

types or teacher training and arriving, HS far as possible, at an
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integrated initial training for Aeachers. It is therefore natural
that we should also want to create within continued training the

possibility of gathering together the teacher trainers to discur
questions which are common to all categories of teacher, questions
which break through and transcend the traditional borders between
subjects and levels. Examples of such questions include all that
concerns pupil welfare, the treatment of handicapped pupils and
pupils whose performance is below average, marking and evaluation,

the internationalisation of teaching, etc.

There is, in other words, a lowest common denominator for
the role of the teacher and the teaching profession g this common
denominator is made up of components which are of interest to every
type of teacher. components where study and discussion in hetero-
geneous groups should be stimulating and productive. This is why,
in the future, we are going to organise the conferences mentioned
above for teacher trainers on a regional basis and give them a
comprehensively structured character. At the same time, however,
we must guard ourselves against the danger, in an unwise Integra
tional fervour, of creating artificial situations. There must
always be opportunities for teacher trainers at the same levels
and with the same subjects to meet for mutual discussions and stu-
dies.

There is obviously a need, however, for more time. with this
in mtncl, the National Board of Education is currently working on
the setting up of a whole week per year of continued training for
all teacher trainers in groups A and B within a region. According
to the plans, this training should take place in the spring, simul.
taneously in every one of the six higher teacher-training institute
towns. For subjects in which there is only a small number of
teacher trainers of the same kind, there will still have to be a
possibility of holding conferences on a national scale.

Apart from the conference activity described above, there are
also other types of conferences which are held regularly for
tetthers at teacher training institutes as well as for continued
teacher training consultants. The purpose of these conferences,
which concern only smaller groups, is primarily to analyse and
specify continued teacher training requirements for different cater
gories of teachers. These so- called "analysis conferences" form
a stage in a yearly stocktaking of reported requests about con.
tinued training from teachers and teacherst organisations, though
of course they also offer a worthwhile opportunity for the teacher
trainers to discuss and exchange their experiences. A special
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position is occupied by the two-day conferences commencing in the

autumn of 1971 for heads of department at teacher-training insti-

tutes. These aim at creating contact and hence co-operation be-

tween the various teacher training institutes, with particular

reference to courses of study and the production of teaching mate-

rials. These conferences will provide an annual contact on a

national scale for all teacher-training institutes, in addition

to the regionalisation of conferences for continued teacher train-

ing. as depicted above.

The teacher trainers in groups A and H also belong in many

cases to the work groups preparing study material for teachers.

This kind of work is clearly also productive and can be said to

contain a kind of self - training.

b) Holiday courses for teacher trainers

Between 225 and 250 one-week, voluntary courses for teachers,

headmasters and other school personnel are organised in Sweden

every summer. About 8,000 people in all usually take part in the

courses, Selection for most courses is made by computer. In this

proti,ss, all teacher training groups A to C have a certain prece-

dence over the "ordinary" teachers. Even if groups A and 13 seldom

attend the courses a- ordinary participants, attending instead as

teachers or course leaders, these holiday courses involve a worth-

while and, as far ag. we can Judge, effective continue) training for

the other categories of teacher trainers. The demand for places

on, such courses is appreciably greater than the number available

at the moment, and of course it is in effect a disadvantage that

teachers without a special function should have to stand on the

sidelines, On the other hand, the number of places in courses

would still not suffice for more than a small fraction of the total

number of teachers in the country. It has therefore been consi-

dered more effective to concentrate on those teachers who have the

most responsible teaching tasks and who can be expected to spread

knowledge and ideas from the course to colleagues at home.

More important than the general holiday courses mentioned

here arc those courses which are specially geared to the needs of

the different categories of teachers. Thus courses ate organised

every year for newly - appointed continued teacher-training consul-

tants (group B), who in this way receive an initial training of

about two weeks before they begin their work with the county board

of education, which is their governing body. One-week continua-

tion courses have also been organised in recent years for continued

teacher - training consultants in the primary school.
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In the 4ummer of 11171, for the first time, seme ten special

teacher-training seminars wore organised ; these lasted one week.

The seminars, in which teacher trainers from groups A and 11 took

part, were arranged se that different types of teacher training

were represented. Each seminar had its special theme and the main

objective was to draw up proposals ;IS to how certain central com-

ponents in initial teacher training should be carried out. Exam-

ples of such themes were $ "The demonstration" t a way of actual-

ising pedagogic and methodological training" ; "Experimentat work

in teacher training" ; "The function of teaching aids in initial

teacher traiuing" ; as well as "Co-operative attitudes and positive

relations iu the school $ changes its the teacher's role with new

demands tin teacher training".

Participants were encouraged to take an active part in the

seminars and were required to inform their own teacher - training

institutes of the results achieved. The editing of material pro-

duced through these seminars has not yet been completely finished

at the time or writing. According to the plans of the National

Hoard of Education, a inure regular training will begin in the

summer of 1972 $ this will take the form of two-week courses for

group A. However, the exact extent of this activity is not yet

clear.

Special training is also required for the important function

or being a supervisor (groups C and U) to the student teachers

during their practice periods. This training, too, is provided

for the must part by one-week courses in the summer, and is pri-

marily available to newly-appointed supervisors. The courses are

intended, above all, to give information about the training the

student teachers have already had when they come to the school

where they revolve their practical training, as well as to give

insights into those psychological, pedagogical, and methodological

questions which aro part and parcel of the task of giving the

student effective supervision.
.

All that remains is to mention the courses organised every

year for headmasters and directors or studies, and held both during

term-time and the holidays. Those courses aim at stimulating and

providing information about pedagogic developmental and research

work, as well as at considering the headmaster's role as a trainer

or personnel. it is above all in connection with the five annual

one-day schools, which are compulsory for the teachers, that the

headmasters, as well as the senior teachers, have a function to

fulfil as teacher trainers, Unfortunately insufficient attention
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has boon paitUte the pessibilities or their playing an important

part here as study leaders, due partly to their heavy work-load

and partly to iwrif__en instructions which are far too vague.

c) Other courses

Apart from the training opportunities described in the two

previous sections, the courses organised by the regional state

authorities, the County iloards el Education, for senior teachers

during term -time and lasting for one to two days, should also be

ment ioned.

As was pointed out in the previous section, the senior teach-

ers play a large part in the local one -day schools. At the moment,

special stud) material is often used at these schools, material

which forms the basis or the teachers' studies and discussions.

However, In order to become really effective the one-day school

needs a leader and it is here, in particular, that the senior

teachers have an important task to perform. But unfortunately

it is difficult to give them adequate training and information for

this tusk, since they often have difficulty in securing leave From

their own teaching duties to attend the courses organised by the

County Hoards of Education. Substitute teachers are generally

needed to take their place, and this often gives rise to difficul-

ties on the local authority's side since the latter is generally

loathe to accept this extra expense. The school reforms of recent

years have, in fact, considerably stretched the finances of the

local authorities in Sweden.
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CONCLUSIONS

CONTINUED TRAINING AND WORK IN PEDAGOGIC EXPERIMENTATION

AND DEVELOPMENT

Work in continued training has long been characterised by a

certain one-sideness, in that the teachers at whom information has

been specially aimed have played the part of passive recipient.

But the teachers also need, if continued training is to be effec-

tive, to be convinced that they themselves have the possibility of

influencing and guiding the training process in which they are in-

volved. To express this quite simply, we can say that the teachers

need to feel and be aware of themselves, not merely as objects,

but just as much as subjects. Closer contact will have to be

created between work in pedagogic experimentation and development,

and continued teacher-training.

Incentives, ideas, and pedagogic experiments coming from

teachers "in the field", even those of a modest nature, must be

stimulated and utilised. It is here that a well - trained staff of

pedagogic advisers, perhaps of the kind represented by the Swedish

continued teacher-training consultants, have a very important task.

They should thus be responsible for the two-way communication which

must exist in order that developmental work can produce some effect,

and not merely be experienced by the teachers as an alien product

removed from pedagogic reality. The prerequisite, of course, is

that teacher training has access to, and stands in close contact

with, a scientifically functioning pedagogic institution.
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SUMMARY OP KEY ISSUES

American teachers are often described as semi-professional

or quasi-professional workers, rather than full-fledged profes-

sionals. Important attributes of a profession high levels of

specialised knowledge and training, life-long commitment, and

authority and autonomy in carrying out professlonal tasks, are

.attributed in which teaching is most often said to be lacking.

Other factors believed VI; contribute to the less than full profes-

sional status of teachers are s the predominance of women, teachers'

low socio-economic origins, and the low academic calibre of those

college graduates who become and remain teachers. This paper

examines these assumptions and discusses recent reforms in teacher

education, and new teacher roles brought about by technological

innovation and structural changes which may affect the professional

status of teachers.

Although men constitute over one-half of all high school

teachers, they remain a minority of all teachers because of the

overwhelming proportion of women teaching in elementary schools.

This is unlikely to change, nor would change be an unqualified

blessing, since in the past, the ability levels and academic accom-

plishments of women teachers have been higher than those of men

teachers.

Teacher training especially at graduate level is undergoing

considerable change. Practical experience and internships are

being emphasized; new programmes, such as MAT (Master of Arts in

Teaching), are designed to attract well-qualified students, ()ape.

cially those who did not major in education as undergraduates, into

elementary and secondary teaching.

Data on teacher turnover and commitment to teaching suggest

that rates of attrition and dissatisfaction may not be as high as

is often assumed. Once they have entered it, few teachers leave

the education field. More seek positions outside the classroom,

as educational administrators, planners, or counsellors, a career

pattern common to other fields as well.
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Early technological innovation - use of television, video-

tapes, and programmed instruction - had little impact on the role

of classroom teachers, partly because the instructional materials

produced by manufacturers were seldom usable without considerable

intervention and assistance by teachers. Team teaching similarly

enhlnced rather than diminished teacher rotes. As the educational

technology becomes more sophisticated and as many state and local

school systems display increased impatience with slow pupil pro -

gress (especially aniag disadvantaged students) and growing con-

cern about rising educational costs, there is a renewed effort to

search for a "technological fix" and if possible, substitute

"hardware" and "software" for manpower. Other innovations current-

ly under consideration or experimentation wore also introduced in

the search for greater economy, efficiency and effectiveness ;

they include performance contracting, voucher systems, accountab-

ility, performance-based certification, and differentiated or

vertical staffing, all aimed at increasing student progress.

Teachers' unions and professional organisations object strong

ly to must of those innovations, seeing them threatening teacher

autonomy and professional standards ; the concept of merit pay is

also unacceptable. Differentiated staffing may become acceptable

provided it is coupled with greater delegation of responsibility

for certification and other administrative decisions to the teach-

ing profession itself.

Teachers are coming closer to professional status than is

often assumed. Improvements in training will diminish the gap

between teachers and other professionals ; changes now under way

in American higher education are likely to further contribute to

a convergence in graduate study styles between education and other

fields. Counter - trends arc seen in the continued presence of a

high proputtion of I. n in the field, and in some current cost

cutLing innovations. these pressures are also slowing down the

trend for higher salaries, which had gained considerable momentum

in recent years but this is believed to be a temporary phenome-

non. The basic question remains the full professionalisation of

the classroom teacher, whose role may be diminished as he or she

becomes a technician supervised by higher echelon teachers and

acting primarily as a dispenser of materials. In the light of de-

velopments to date, this outcome is considered less likely than

the alternative i a gradual full professionalisation of the class-

room teacher.
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INTRODUCTION

Are teachers or others whose occupation requires considerable

training really members of professions ? There has been much dis-

cussion of this question in the past three decades - mostly among

official spokesmen for elementary and secondary teachers, but also

among sociologists and other observers outside the field of educa-

tion. More recently, the role and status of teachers have been

the subject of renewed attention because of the growing emphasis

on educational innovation and experiments to restructure classroom

practices and curricula. To improve and modernise elementary and

secondary education, and to meet the needs of many students who

are being inadequately served at present, new ways to train, assign,

and reward teachers are being considered and tried. It would be

premature to conclude, however, that these changes will be as

rapid and widespread as hoped by their protagonists, or that all

of them will automatically operate in the direction of making the

teaching occupation more fully professionalised.

To arrive at some measurement of trends in professionalism,

it is first necessary to agree on a basic definition of profes-

sional status. American sociologists, who have long been concerned

with arriving at a valid and all-encompassing definition of the

attributes of a profession, are generally agreed on sole variant

of the following list of five attributes s a body of systematic

theory and generalised knowledge g authority to carry out profes-

sional tasks and decisions g community sanction or approval ; a

basic service orientation, usually .formalised in a code of ethics g

and a professional culture, maintained through formal organisa

tions, institutional settings (for example, hospitals, universities)

and informal colleague groupings (1). Of these, the existence of

1) See-Ernest Greenwood, "Attributes of a Profession" in Sigmund
Nosow and William H. Form, Man. Work and Society. Now York 1
Basic Books, 1962. For a recent elaboration or these concepts,
see Wilbert E. Moore, The Professions g Roles and Rules. New
York Russell Sage Foundation, 1970,
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a basic body or abstrii:q knowledge and a basic service orientation

are considered most central (I), although a definite measure of

professional autonomy is also an essential attribute.

While there has been consistent agreement about the inclusion

of some traditiofifil occupations in professional model (law,

medicine; and the ministry are most often mentioned), the inclu-

sion of other occupations, such as engineering, teaching (except

at the university level), nursing, social work, pharmacy, and

journalism, in the professional category has often been questioned,

presumably because their practitioners did not possess one or more

of the necessary attributes to the extent required for run pro

fessional status. Characteristically, these newer professionals

or would-be professionals operate in an employee status in bureau-

cratic institutions, which curtail professional freedom as defined

here. In the case of secondary and elementary teachers, the

weakest areas required for full professional status appear to be

in the area of training, where the existence of a distinct body

of specialised knowledge indispensable for the practice of teach-

ing is often questioned, and in the degree of authority or auto-

nomy given the teacher for the actual performance of his task.

As a result, the term quasi-professional or semi-professional is

often used to characterise the status of teachers and others whose

occupations are seen as almost professional, yet lacking one or

more of the crucial attributes to the required degree. In practice,

perhaps more important is the predominance of women in most of

these occupations. Although none of the sociologists who have

defined professional criteria list male membership as a membership

requirement, there can be little doubt that in fact members of a

predominantly female occupation could be assumed to lack a serious,

life -long commitment to the occupational role. For a variety of

historical, psychological, and sociological reasons, women have

been less likciy tnan men to develop attitudes favourable to pro-

fessionalism (2). A comparison between the predominantly female

1) Harold L. Wileneky, "The Professionalization of Everyone ?"
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 70, No. 2, September 1964,
p. 140.

2) For a comprehensive discussion of this problem, which includes
some original data on teachers, see Richard L. Simpson and Ida
Harper Simpson, "Women and Bureaucracy in the Semi-Professions",
in Amitai Etgioni, The Semi-Professions and Their Organization.
New York t The Free Press, (09.
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"human service" occupations - such ass teaching, social work,

librarianship, etc. - and the predominantly male engineering

field suggests that the sex composition of the membership rather

than lack of professional attributes, has played a crucial role.

The proressional status of engineers et. Melt to ether techuical

occupations is seldom questioned despite the fact that those

occupations also are deficient in some of the professional attri-

butes defined earlier.

Furthermore, for all human service workers and for teachers

in particular, new obstacles to professionalisation have arisen

from the quest fur new qualifications which are said to be more

important for successful performance than traditional "profes-

sional" attributes - such as non-cognitive or emotional qualifica-

tions, or membership in specific racial or social groupings (1).

The main purpose or this paper is to provide a factual assess-

ment of the current status of the teaching occupation in the

United States, to serve as a basis for speculations as to whether,

as some have argued, it is n its way to becoming a true profes-

sion or whether as others predict it will retain its semi- profes-

sional or quasi-professional status (2). Partly as a consequence

of broader social and technological developments, the teaching

profession is changing in many respects. Most important are chan-

ges in its recruitment base t the length and content of training f

retention patterns 1 the structure of the work setting 1 the defi-

nition of processional responsibility 1 and the extent of partici-

pation in professional and trade union organisations. By examin-

ing the changes which are occurring in those areas, we may be able

to make some judgments as to how far theft combined impact will

go in moving teachers in the direction or professionalism.

1) For a discussi,w of this viewpoint see Susan Balloch,"Towards
a Policy for the Professionalisation of Teachers",Paper XI of
this volume.

2) Moore sees the problem mainly in connection with teachers°
strikes which lead to the withholding of services, a basic
violation of professional norms. However, he leaves the ques-
tion open, since physicians strikes have also occurred in re-
cent years. (Moore, op.cit p. 206). Etzioni, on the other
hand feels that the semi - professions' aspirations to full
professional status are unrealistic and recommends that these
occupations "seek to improve their status rather than to try to
pass for another". (Etzioni, o -cit p.vii). That the profess..
atonal model may be Inappropriate or the teaching profession
has not been suggested by these authors.
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I

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OP AMERICAN TEACHERS

When United States schools opened in the fall of 1971, a

total of 2,360,000 elementary and secondary teachers were employed

by local school systems to teach close to 52 million students (1).

Most of the students and teachers were in the primary grades

(kindergarten through grade 6), with a total or 1,308,000 teachers

in these grades, as against 1,051,000 in junior and senior high

schools (grades 7-12) (2). The 1971 estimates are generally in

line with earlier projections, and represent an increase over

comparable figures for 1970, although exact comparisons cannot be

made because of variations in estimating procedures (3),

A. SEX

One of the persistent issues in United States education is

the dominance of women in the teaching profession. As mentioned

earlier, many observers feel that this imbalance hinders the more

complete adoption of fully professional attitudes and behaviour

patterns among teachers, since women are said to have a more mar-

ginal attachment to the profession and are 010 more compliant and

less insistent on professional autonomy than men especially when

1) United States Office of Education, "Back to School Survey",
Press Release, September 1971.

2) Statistics on this subject are inconsistent, because in some
school systems the 7th and 8th grades are part of an elementary
school and teachers in these grades and schools would be counted
as elementary school teachers. Throughout the United States,
the trend is however toward junior high schools (for grades 7
and 8, sometimes also grade 9) and the majority of teachers
beyond the 6th grade are therefore counted as high school
teachers.

3) For the school year 1970 -71, the NSA reported a total of
2,039,891 teachers employed in United States schools, of whom
1,124,816 were elementary school teachers.
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employed in bureaucratic settings (1). Furthermore, many experts

feel that children should have male teachers, because they are

often deprived of father figures in homes where fathers either are

absent ( especially in ghetto families) or spend most of their time

at work of travelling (especially in more affluent Camilies).

Psychologists see the heed for adequate male role models to insure

optimal social and psychological development of all children, and

especially of young boys. Although the number of men in American

schools has been growing in recent years, the increase has been

far from spectacular, as shown in Table 1. Overall, in 1970-71,

just under one-third of all teachers were men. Wen constitute a

slight and stable majority at secondary school level t at elemen-

tary level, there has been a very slight increase in the past

three years, possibly as a result of military conscription poli-

cies, under which public school teachers who were employed in

schools in poverty areas were deferred from military service.

The improvement in teachers, pay rates and the diversification of

career opportunities in the education sector also played a part.

Recent figures on students enrolled for advanced degrees in

education also suggest that the present sex ratio of teacheys will

not change a great deal in the near future. As shown in Table 2,
certain established trends persist t women slightly outnumber men

in total enrolment in all sub - fields i 78 % of the enrollees in the

fields for the education of children are women (the major compo-

nent of this category is elementary education) i and men form a

slight majority of the enrollees at the secondary education level.

In the education fields aimed at training personnel other than

teachers (In particular, administration, supervision, and finance),

men constitute 78 % of the enrollees, which seems to indicate that

now, as in the past, men see and seek opportunities in educational

administration to a greater extent than women do.

Although additional data, not currently available, on the

actual sox distribution of entering teachers are needed for a more
solid forecast, it would appear that a drastic change in the sex

ratio of American teachers cannot be anticipated, despite some et-
forts made in this direction. While the improvements in teacherst

salaries have been sizeable to the point where entry salaries are
competitive with those in other fields, '' seems likely that ele.

mentary education will continue to be seen by men as an essentially

1) See Simpson and Simpson in Etzioni, oo.cite, especially pp. 231-
247.
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Table 2

ENROLMENT FOR ADVANCED DEGREES BY SEX OF STUDENT AND FIELD

BM COPY AVAILABLE
OF STLDY, FALL 1969

Field of study
Men 1

llll

Women Total

Percentages Number

Education - Total 43 55 234,042

Special Teaching Fields
(including physical and
health education) 51 49 39 '85

Education of Children
(nursery, kindergarten,
early childhood, exceptional
children, elementary educa-
tion) 22 78 64,684

Secondary Education 51 49 17,285

Education, Administration,
Supervision, Finance 78 22 23,433

Counselling and Guidance 49 51 29,348
Education, General 47 53 23.457
Education, all other fields 51 49 36,050

Source s National Center for Educational Statistics, Students
Enrolled for Advanced Degrees, Fall 1969. Washington,
b.c. s United States Government Printing Office, 1970,
pp. 15-16.

female occupation, one which is unsuitable for most of them unless

sextyping of occupations becomes much less rigid than at present.

B. BOCIOBCONONIC BACKGROUND

Earlier studies of teachers have shown the majority to be of

middle class and lowermiddle class social origin ; compared to

college graduates in other fields, education majors are more likely

to come from lower-income families, and from rural or small town

backgrounds (1). In past years, teachers' colleges were often

cheaper and more accessible for this type of student s more recently,

1) See for example, Ward S. Mason, The Beginning Teacher t Status
and Career Orientations, Washington, D.C. s United States De-
partment of Health, Education and Welfare, 1961, pp. 11 -20.
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the proliferation of juoior coileges and branch campuses of State

universities has-provided more options for non»ailluent students.

However, teaching continues to attract many of these students be.

cause it offers job security and opportunities for administrative

careorS as well as important intrinsic rewards. Yet these genera-

lisations conceal significant differences between male and female

teachers, those of different ethnic backgrounds, high school and

elementary school teachers, and those teaching in various types

of communities. As a group, women who obtain a tour -year college

degree are of slightly higher socio-economic origin than male gra-

duates, both because of motivational and "conomic factors, Women

from non-affluent family backgrounds often aspire to white collar

jobs for which a high school or two-year junior college prepara-

tion is adequate. Many of them see marriage as the main avenue

to social mobility. Furthermore, families for whom a child's col-

lege education represents a true sacrifice are likely to favour

-sons over daughters when college-going decisions are made. In mid-

dle class and upper-middle class families, on the'other hand, a

college education, often initially without a clear vocational ob-

jective in view, is increasingly taken for granted for all child-

ren regardless of sex. Studies have shown that women who majored

in arts and sciences tend to be of higher socio-economic origin

than those who majored in one of the pro - professional fields (es-

pecially education and nursing) (1). However, as they progress

or after they graduate, women find themselves increasingly chan-

nelled toward teaching careers, partly by inclination and interest,

partly under the influence of counsellors and teachers, and partly

because of the lack of visible, attractive alternatives. Thus, a

follow-up study of a nationwide sample of 1958 college graduates

conducted in 1963 showed considerable differences in occupational

outcome for men and women. Even among those who had majored in

academic fields other than education, women were much more likely

to be teachers (Table 3). Perhaps most revealing are the findings

of a very detailed analysis of recruitment to teaching obtained

from a comprehensive longitudinal study of 1957 Wisconsin high

school seniors who were surveyed in 1964. The survey showed that

while nearly one-third of all women in the sample were of low socio-

economic background, only slightly over 10 i of those who actually

became teachers were drawn from this level - with girls from high

1) See for example, James A. Davis, Undergraduate Career Decisions,
Chicago t Aldine, 1965,
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socioeconemic backgrounds: constituting a large proportion of

late recruits. The investigator concluded that earlier assump-

tions about teachers being predominantly of lower-middle clans

background needed re-examination, and that "teaching seems to

attract women or high socio-economic background to a much greater

extent than has been assumed" (1).

Not only are women teachers initially of higher socio-economic

origin than men teachers ; their social status is probably further

advanced through marriage. Although extensive, specific data are

not available ; we can infer from census data that women college

graduates are unlikely to marry men who do not have at least a

bachelor's degree 1 wives often have fewer years of education

than their husbands. Thus, a married woman teacher of low socio-

economic origin is probably the wife of a professional, technician,

manager, or businessman, and enjoys the status conferred by her

husband's occupation. Differences in the social origin and status

of men and women teachers have important consequences for profess

sional behaviour. For example, in a study examining teacher

unionisation and militancy, it was found that 70 % of male teach-

ors and 42 % of female teachers in New York were militant (as

measured by attitude and behaviour during school strikes in the

early nineteen sixties)* Aside from feelings about the occupa-

tion - with teaching being a "better" job for women than for men -

social class was seen as an important variable, since 60 % of the

married women teachers were married to men in occupations with

higher prestige and income than teaching (medicine, law, business).

Thus, it is not surprising that 61 % of the men teachers in New

York, as opposed to 47 % of the women thought of themselves as

belonging to the working or lower-middle class (2).

In addition to sex and social class, race and ethnicity are

important elements in a profile of the American teacher. Per

example, until recent years, Negro teachorq were heavily drawn

from the Negro middle class, since teaching was one of the few

occupations which provided open access and employment for Negroes,

although most often in segregated environments. In a small pilot

study of Chicago high school teachers, significant differences in

1) Ronald M. Pavalko, "Recruitment to Teaching t Patterns of Se
lection and Retention", Sociology of Education, Vol. 43, No. 3.
Summer 1970, p. 346.

2) Stephen Cole, "The Unionization of Teachers r Determinants of
Rank and File Support". Sociology of Education, Vol. 41, No. 1,
Winter 1968, p. 78.
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role orientations were found among teachers of different ethnic

origins, with Negroes more "administration" oriented (for example,

concerned with maintaining discipline, training students for Jobs,

seeking advancement by becoming a principal or other school admi-

nistrator), Irish and Jewish teachers most "knowledge" oriented

(concerned with subject matter, training students to become scho-

lars, seeking advancement by teaching in college or advancing in

academic fields) and Italian teachers most "student" oriented

(concerned with helping and counselling roles, training socially

well - adjusted students, seeking advancement by becoming counsel-

lors (1). Although much more extensive research is needed before

we can assess the impact of social class, ethnic or cultural

traits on teachers' role orientations and professional behaviour,

it is clear that the sheer fact of having over two million indivi-

duals or very different backgrounds involved in dealing with 30

million students in 35,000 highly diverse school districts with

even more diverse characteristics makes all generalisations about

the American teaching profession hazardous and inapplicable to

many situations.

1) Mildred Kornacker, "The Ethnic Teacher in the Urban Classroom",
Education and Urban Society, Vol, 1, No. 3, May 1969, pp. 247
264,
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II
yvt rnuc TION OP TEACHERS

The preparation of teachers has come a long way since the

turn of the century, when the majority of teachers were graduates

of normal schools, which they entered after 8 years of elementary

training and attended for a relatively brief period anywhere

from six weeks to two years (1). Even as late as 1930-31, govern-

ment statistics showed that 70 % of all United States teachers did

not have a bachelor's degree, Sy contrast, in 1968-69, this was

true of only 4 %, (See Table 4)

The proportion of teachers with master's degrees has increased

in recent years, although as Table 4 shows the increase was not a

steady one, probably because of the acute teacher shortage at times

during the nineteen sixties. The most recent available figures on

students enrolled in education suggest that the proportion of

teachers with master's degrees will continue to increase (see

Table 5).

Much of the controversy about teacher preparation centres not

on the completion of degree requirements per se, but around student

ability levels, academic standards and curriculum content. Critics

of teacher training who have been both numerous and vociferous

in the past decade have charged that low - ability and low-

performance students are recruited into teaching, and that most

undergraduate and graduate curricula are of poor academic quality

and inappropriate for the needs of present-day elementary and

secondary students.

The notion that teachers come from the lowest ability of the

college population is both widespread and to some extent confirmed

by research evidence, although the processes at work are rather

complex. Education majors(who were found to be of lower academic

) For a useful summary of the history of teacher education in the
United States, see Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Class..

ma, New York t Random House, 1970, Part YI s "The Education

OT-Teaehers"
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ability than these who ehoHe ether fields), de not in fact constle

tuts the bulk at teachers, especially at secondary level as we

showed earlier, The real issue is selective attrition, both at

the time of graduation (those who never start to teach) and after

a few years of teaching, Special tabulationh prepared for the

Commission on Human Resources in 1968 from survey data collected

by the National Opinion Research Center showed that graduates who

entered teaching had lower grades in college than those who entered

other occupations. Once in teaching, the better students among

the men left the field 1 this was not true of women, especially

of those who were married, and of those who taught in secondary

schools.

The previously quoted Wisconsin study had some data on

measured intelligence, as well as college grades. It was found

that women who ranked in the lowest third were under-represented

while those in the highest third with respect to measured Intelli-

gence were over-represented among those who became teachers.

"Late recruits" - those who did nut originally plan to become

teachers were more often drawn from the highest intelligence

group. Attrition, however, was higher among the most intelligent

than among those of lower intelligence (1). In summary, available

data suggest that the teaching field is recruiting higher quality

women than men $ among men apparently recruits who were the best

Students leave the profession at the highest rate $ among women

the attrition picture is less clear. The schools face a real

problem, therefore, in achieving the simultaneous goals of re-

cruiting more men and more high-ability teachers, which many see

as necessary pre - conditions for the achievement of professional

status.

It should be pointed out that the figures currently available

and quoted here are relatively old $ some of the developments in

recent years may well have led to more interest in teaching among

high-ability students. Many college observers report a lessening

in interest in the hard sciences on the part of bright students

and more interest in people- oriented fields. Thus, the Peace

Corps and the Teacher Corps were able to recruit able young people

for teaching Jobs (2).

I) Pavalko, p. 349

2) New data on the teaching interests and activities of college
students and recent college graduates will be available from
a study being conducted for the United States Office of Educa-
tion by the Bureau of Social Science Research in co- operation
with the American Council on Education.
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BEST COPY ECLABLE Table 6

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE INDEX of PERSONS WHO STAYED IN TEACHING OR

WHO LEFT WITHIN THREE YEARS,

by sex, family status, and level of teaching

Sex and Family Status Elementary Secondary

Quit
Never
quit Quit Never

quit

Men 1.47 1437 1 .68 1452

Single Women 1.78 1,65 1.82 1.86

Married Women, no child-
ren 1,67 1.70 1.90 2,03

Married Women, with
children 1.79 1,87 1.96 1.88

Source : Special tabulations from NORC 1961 survey and follow-up
of college seniors. The Academic Performance Index is a
measure based on grades adjusted for differences in col
lege selectivity. It has a range from a low of 1.0 to a
high of 3.0. Cited in John K. Folger, Helen S. Astin,
and Alan E. Bayer, Human Resources and Hi her Education.
New York s Russell Sage Foun at on, 9.0, p. 112

The impression conveyed by a persistent folklore, as well as

a recent avalanche of books and articles highly critical of the

American school system is that one of its groat uniform weaknesses

lies in the area of teacher preparation t teachers are required

to take too many courses in educational methods and are poorly

prepared in subject matter areas. While this may have been the

case twenty years ago, when specialised teachers' colleges played

an important role in teacher preparation, and may still be true

in some states, it is simply not an accurate description of the

most prevalent situation (1). The preparation of teachers takes

place predominantly in public colleges and universities. Accord-

ing to a nationwide survey of entering freshmen in 1967, close to

halt of all freshmen at public four -year colleges were planning

to become elementary or secondary teachers $ after the first year,

when some attrition had already taken place, the proportion was

still very high, with 17 % of the men and 53 % of the women

1) The American educational system is a truly decentralised one,
with each state having almost autonomous teacher training and
certification procedures, often with further requiremento at
the local school district level.
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choosing this occupation (1). Fewer than half of these students

planned to be education majors, and most of these wore iuture ele-

mentary school teachers. "Students planning to teach at the secon-

dary level typically major in an academic subject... Thus teacher

education is a major responsibility of the academic departments

of most colleges and universities, and not just their schools or

departments of education... Whether the students major in educa-

tion or in an academic subject they take the bulk oC their course

work as a rule 2/3 to 3/4 in the academic departments... Thus,

if American school teachers are poorly educated, it is the liberal

arts professors, not just the educationists, who are to blame." (2)

Certification requirements may at times specify additional

education courses, but again there is great variation by states.

Averages for the United States are 19 semester-hours of profes..

Biondi education for elementary school teachers and 14 semester..

hours for secondary teachers (out of a total. of 120 semester-hours,

which usually constitute a four-year college programme), although

Some states require as many as 30 and 24 hours for elementary and

secondary certificates, respectively (3). Student teaching is

usually an additional requirement.

The content of teacher education courses and the amount and

quality of the student teaching experience are more important and

more controversial because they are one of the major determinants

of, professionalism. Much of the current discussion about teacher

training and many of the reform proposals centre nn this area.

Low academic standards are said to prevail, especially at the gra-

duate level where masters' programmes often are completed on a

part -time basis and by students unqualified for graduate work.

There is little doubt that both at the masters and doctoral levels,

1) American Council on Education - Office of Research, "The First
Year of College I A follow-up Normative Report", Research Re-
mg......ts, Vol. 3, No. 1, February 1970. It should be notes
many or these four-year public colleges are former teachers'
colleges, only recently reorganised as general four -year colle-
ges as a result of the growth of state education systems. The
extent to Which faculties and curriculum have been expanded
varies, of course, but in many states the change has been con-

siderable.

2) Silberman, op. cite, p. 377.

3) Massachusetts Advisory Council. on Education, Teacher Certifica-
tion and Preparation in Massachusetts, Report Number 1 t.Status,
Problems and proposed Solutions. Boston 1 Massachusetts Advi-
sory Council on Education, June 1968.
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graduate programmes in education have rarely been as selective and

rigorous as those in the arts and sciences or those offered by

professional schools, especially medicine or engineering. Thu

system of national fellowships and assistantships, and the presence

of high calibre research programmes which in other fields created

a cohesive full-time academic milieu for students and teachers

never was achieved in the field of education. Schools of educa-

tion oriented to the needs of their state systems have been predo-

minantly parochial institutions, dependent of state and local sup
port as well as tuition payments borne by school systems to up-

grade and certify local teachers, In recent years, however, the

major universities, with encouragement from private foundations

and from the federal government, have made considerable efforts

to upgrade these graduate pr .rmmes. The principal innovation

was the introduction of high loality, full-time programmes, leading

to a new master's degree, the MAT (Master of Arts in Teaching),

specialised by subject matter field and designed to prepare well

qualified students for both elementary and secondary schools. To

date, the programmes are still relatively small, but their impact

on other graduate programmes in education may prove to be signi-

ficant (1).

tine of the characteristics of the newer degree programmes

such as the MAT, as well as one of the reforms recommended for

existing programmes, is a heavier emphasis on internships or

"clinical" experience. There is much interest in bringing the

future teacher - as well as the professor in the education depart

ments - into closer contact with the elementary and secondary

school and with other elements of the larger community within

which the teacher must function. Much of this emphasis is a con-

sequence of the urban crisis in the United States, and the dis-

covery that existing educational approaches and practices have

been especially inappropriate for teachers of racial minorities

and other disadvantaged students. The introduction of technolo-

gical innovations, many of which are designed for student self-use,

require different patterns of teacher activities in and out of the

classroom. Increasingly, teachers are taught to become diagnos-

ticians rather than dispensers of group instruction ; they learn

to select appropriate materials for individual children who then

1) Preliminary data from "A Survey of Graduate Students" conducted
by *the American Council on Education and the Carnegie Commis..
sion on Higher Education showed the following degree enrolments
among graduate students in education IM.A.,58 % MAT, 8 % j
Ph.D.. 7 % Edon.. 9 96 II other, 10 1..
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
!toms by themselves or in small groups, often with the assistance

of technological devices. There is also increasing recognition

that during their training phase new teachers need better inorma-

Lion and behavioural guidance in dealing with the very complex

attitudinal and emotional stresses which they experience, especial.--

ly in the inner city schools. Many now and imaginative teacher

education programmes are being launched in diverse communities g

their common characteristics are longer and more intensive intern-

ship programmes, under which a young teacher receives continuous

professional supervision and guidance and experiences a better,

more gradual transition towards his Eir.if romponmihio teaching

Job (1). Mari!, or these programmes are structured so as to involve

older, experienced teachers - the current classroom teachers,

principals, and supervisors to a much larger extent in actual

training activities than was traditionally the case in student-

teaching. This has the additional advantage of providing a form

of in-service training for experienced school personnel who,

despite much lip-service to this concept, are seldom exposed to

systematic in-service training. Systematic research data in this

area are non-existent, and it is therefore difficult to judge the

extent to which there has been change or progress. From impress

sionistic data and the presence of continued criticism, it would

Appear that the occasional ono-or two-day workshop is basically

the only widespread activity in this area g only for some ape.

cialised high-school teachers, most often in science and mathema-

tics, were there more extensive programmes, usually sponsored by

the National Science Foundation in the form of summer workshops,

but even these have failed to reach more than a minority of teach -,

ems, Some in-service training is carried out through teachers'

professional associations, rather than school systems or univer-

sities. This is potentially perhaps the most promising develop-

ment, but in this area, too, the absence of data precludes assess-

ment at present.

1) For provocative new proposals and ideas, see for example
H. °thane! Smith, Teachers for the Neal World, Washington,
D.C. 1 The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion, 1969. See also, Silberman, o .cit for descriptions of
on-going innovative programmes in eac or education, especially
a programme at the New School for Behavioral Studies in Educa-
tion at the University of North Dakota and the Hank Street
College of Education Program in New York.
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III
COMMITMENT TO TEACHING

Are teachers less committed to their occupation than other

professionals 7, This is a frequent assertion, based on the much

publicised turnover experience of many schools and school dis-

tricts. Women are believed to teach only for a few years, usually

until they marry or have their first child 1 men are said to re-

main in teaching only until they can find a more lucrative or more

prestigious Job.

It is difficult to provide hard and fast answers to settle

these issues, since we really have no norms as to what constitutes

high or low turnover in professions in general. It is true that

women teachers seldom continue to work when they have small child-

ren, but this is true of most college-educated women in the United

States with the possible exception of a very career-oriented

minority most often with a PhD or medical degree. Actually, the

data we have on single women and on men suggest that retention in

the teaching field, satisfaction with teaching careeri, and commit

ment to the field are probably not much lower than they are in

other professional fields (for example, law and medicine). Thus,

in the previously quoted study of college graduates, 80 of the

men who were teachers in 1960 were also teachers in 1963 i the

same was true of 84 % of the engineers (1).

A survey conducted by the National Education Association for

the school year 1965 -66 showed the following median years of

teaching experience for different age groups s

Under 30 3.0 Years

30 39 8,0

40 - 49 14.0

30 and over 250

) Sharp, sjuati, p. 71.
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When teachers in this same survey were asked it they wonld

Want to become teachers again if they had a chance to start over,

the great majority answered yes ; this same question had been

asked in three earlier KEA surveys end the trend seems to point

.toward greater commitment in more recent years, as the following

figures show (11

Would certainly or
probably teach again

1944 Survey 64.2

1956 Survey 71.1

1961 Survey 76,8

1966 Survey 78,0

Of course, the commitment of those who stayed in the profes-

sion is only one side of the story $ the real issue raised by

those who question the retention power of teaching are alleged

high turnover rates. Here it is necessary to make several careful

distinctions. As Table 7 shows, American teachers change Jobs

frequently by moving from one school or school system to another,

usually in search of better working conditions, such as less

crowded classrooms, fewer problem students, or higher pay scales.

These job changes contribute to the impression of an unstable pro-

fession, but they obviously do not reflect an unstable commitment

to a teaching career. It is more difficult to assess the fairly

frequent moves out of classroom teaching into other education-

related occupations, such as school guidance, counselling, or

school library work, or various supervisory positions, such as

principal or curriculum specialist. However, moves away from prac-

tice into administrative positions are part of a normal career line

in many occupations ; physicians becomo.cllnic administrators,

engineer' and lawyers become management executives, Teachers,

faced with a lower career ceiling than other proles ti, may be

more likely to seek advancement by moving into non -t careers

in the educational field, a situation which is in part responsible

for current attempts at restructuring teacher roles through hierar-

chical systems to provide greater career opportunities for class-

room teachers. In the absence of comparable data from other pro-

fessions, it is difficult to make a Judgment whether movement'out

of teaching - into both related and unrelated occupations - is

high or low, but figures from a recent survey conducted by the

1) National Education Association - Research Division, The American
public School Teacher 1965-66. Washington, D.C. t National Educa-
tion Association, 1967, p. 50.
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United States office of education and shown in Table 7 suggest that

that actual lessee; to other occupations are rather low, with less

than 1 % of elementary teachers and less than 2 % of high school

teachers in a given year, leaving for work outside the field of

education.

The biggest loss is of course caused by the withdrawal of

young women teachers who stop working in order to raise their own

families. Many of them return when their children are of school

age. For 1969, the proportion of re..entrants was estimated to be

about 3 of all teachers (1). If the current interest in faci-

litating employment and further education for women persists, it

is likely that better part-time study and working arrangements and

expanded child care facilities will reduce the withdrawal rate of

women teachers, facilitate re-entry, and thus further reduce true

teacher turnover rates.

1) He- entrant figures from Teacher Supply and idmand in Public
Schools, 1969. Washington, D.C. t Rational Education Associa
Tr=7-7970, p. 28.
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IV
RESTRUCTURING TEACHER ROLES

Although there has been considerable discussion and small

scale experimentation in the past decade for the purpose of re-

forming and restructuring American elementary and secondary

schools, few bosic changes have occurred to date which have af-

fected large numbers of teachers (1). New technological devices

- television, videotapes, and prograimed instruction - were gene-

rally adapted to classroom use by the classroom teacher, perhaps

with the assistance of an audio-visual or technology specialist

who served an entire school or school district. Although there

had been considerable agitation about teachers being displaced by

computers, initial experiences with computer-assisted instruction

dispelled these fears, partly because the instructional materials

produced by-manufacturers were seldom usable in the classroom

without considerable intervention and assistance by the classroom

teacher. Thus, an earlier prediction made by two sociologists

that the widespread use of new educational media will on balance

improve the status of teachers rather than depress it seems to be

borne out (2) - not primarily because of greater specialisation

and new roles in connection with media use, such as planner,

script writer, actor, consultant (although this has happened occa-

sionally) but simply because the media have not achieved the needed

level of sophistication and versatility.

Team teaching - which was treated as a major novelty and has

become widely accepted - also does not change the teachers'

1) For a comprehensive discussion of the reasons for the slow pace
of acceptance of innovation in Amesican schools, see Leila
Sussman, Innovation in Education, United States - Technical
Re rt, Centre for 'Educational Research and Innovation, OECD,

r s, June 1971.

2) Bruce J. Biddle and Peter H. Rossi, "Educational Media, Educa-
tion and Society", in /be New Media end Education, ed. by Peter

Rossi and Bruce J. Biddle. Chicago f Aldine, 1966.
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responsibilities or professional status in a significant way, al-

though *utterer as it makes each teacher a little more of a sub-

ject matter specialist, it may close the gap between the usually

more specialised (and therefore more professionally oriented)

secondary teacher and the elementary teacher. In general, the

new emphasis on the importance of early childhood education, es-

pecially for the disadvantaged, and innovations which have been

introduced in the elementary schools - such as specialised pro-

grammed rending and new maths - have probably resulted in some

what higher prestige for the elementary school teacher, who was

traditionally less highly educated and more locked in by pres-

cribed curricula and close supervision than the secondary school

teacher.

The prospect or utilising educational itutovations and hard-

ware to a greater extent in the near future now that better mate-

rials are apparently being produced by the many firms competing

in this new industry has led to a revival of interest in struc-

tural innovations of the kind feared and opposed earlier by

teacher groups. Theses arise froA the need to stabilise even.

rising educational costs dad to speed up progress in student per

formance - especially among disadvantaged students - which to

date has been found disappointing. Many of the innovations which

receive a great deal of attention at present have important impli-

cations for the status or the teaching profession. Most of them

can be summarised as new ideas in the search for greater economy,

efficiency, and effectiveness in education (1). The most important
or these are t performance contracting, voucher systems, teacher

accountability, performance-based certification and differentia-

ted or vertical staffing. They represent in effect the culminao

tion of efforts under way since the sixties to improve "education

productivity", the amount and kind of learning that is accomplished

within the schools, both among bright students, and more recently,

among the disadvantaged. Efficiency and "out -put oriented" mea-

sures are believed most conducive to spur the traditionftbdund and

bureaucratic educational establishment into action and to speed

up the adoption of technological devices and other innovations (2).

1) For a good summary of the current key concepts as seen from
the union perspective, see AFT quest Paper No. 10, Dr. Robert
D. Dhaerman, "New Currents in Education 1 A Preliminary Review".
Washington, D.C. 1 American Federation of Teachers, August
1970.

2) tar a comprehensive discussion of these issues and their impli
cations for the status of teachers, see Martin Trott, "The Now
Media in the Evolution of American Education", lit Rossi and
Diddle, on.cit.,, pp. 329348.
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Among the efforts toward achieving greater cont.-effectiveness,

the mast highly publicised are "performance contracts" between

private firms and a local school. Under these contracts, a pri-

vate ontraetor guarantees a certain rate of progress for students

(for example, to raise reading skills) to be measured throneit pe-

riodic objective tests, with an incentive payment feature built

into the programme : the contractor, as well as the instructors

employed by him, are paid bonuses ro exceptional results.

Various types or performance contracts have been funded by

the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Office of Education

and are currently under way in 21 school districts ; many others

are under consideration. Most of these rely heavily en education-

al technology (computerised instruction) to Moot their objective.

In other communities, which have not gone so far as performance

contracting, the ideas behind the performance contract have raised

considerable interest. Here the teachers are given a more active

rule and direct rewards for superior student performance. In

Washington, D.C., the school board was anxious to build a "per-
,

romance reward" feature into teacher contracts, with premium pay

given to teachers whose students' gains surpassed those achieved

by others of comparable ability. The teachers' union vetoed the

plan, Hut in other cities, experiments along theme lines are under

way ; teachers at an elementary school in Portland, Oregon, were

organised into teams 1 each team received a $1,000 stipend and

competed with other teams for bonuses for teaching success.

There has been considerable objection from teachers and

teacher organisations to some of the more publicised performance

contracts and to the concepts of rewarding teacher effectiveness.

The issue of merit pay -.a concept traditionally opposed by trade

unions in all fields, and one which teacher organisations find

especially objectionable because or its unprofessional overtones a

has been raised most consistently. Thus, in 1962, the AT's Con-

ference on Merit Rating concluded that merit pay is "a device

leading to educational 'ward-heeling' among faculties and that it

fosters confusion, friction and ill will among staff members".

There are other serious objections to it, as well. For example,

if performance is measured by objective tests, this encourages

poor teaching directed at "test passing" rather than cognitive

learning. The AFT, describing performance contracting as

"huckstering", came out with a statement urging that it be stopped.

The NEA, at its annual meeting in 1971, expressed concern and

urged that only under contracts where local teachers Would haVe

strong planning and participatory role should it be approved.
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A related issue is that of teacher accountability which is

often couched in innovative terms, but like performance vontract-

ing, stems from the feeling of school boards that there is insuf-

ficient pay-off from the funds invested in education, partly be-

cause of inadequate teacher utilisation or performance. More

stringent periodic reviews of teacher performance usually but not

exclusively measured through student performance - would lead to

more rigorous retention, promotion, and certification criteria,

instead of the current practice of automatic retention and promo-

tion based on longevity or the completion of not very demanding

graduate level courses.

'the second major innovation involves changes in staffing

patterns, usually in the form of differentiated staffing on the

pattern first introduced in Temple City, California, recommended

in a widely noted report by the Massachusetts Advisory Council on

Education and introduced in partial or modified form in several

states (Maryland, Florida, Washington, Wisconsin). Under these

plans, there is a three, four, or five level teacher hierarchy,

with the bottom rank held by a paraprofessional or technician,

who usually does not have a college degree, and the highest rank

held by a master teacher, who may held a doctorate or equivalent.

The Temple City model is shown in Table 8 1 the Massachusetts

model has only four levels t educational specialists, professional

teachers, associate teachers, interns or paraprofessionals. Their

functions are defined as follows

"Included among Educational. Specialists may be high level

classroom teachers and professionals from cognate fields such

as sociology and psychology an well as supervisors, counsel-

, lore and administrators. Professional Teachers or Educational

" Specialists will be responsible for professional planning and

decisions, although advanced Associate Teachers may take some

such responsibilities. Interns will rotate through the range

of teaching responsibilities, Paraprofessional personnel

will perform aious non-pofesstenal tasks within the ins-

tructional team." (1)

There are two advantages claimed for differentiated staffing

by its advocates. With the use of individualised instructional

makerials, this system would provide staff flexibility $ more

1) Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education, op.cit. pp. 40.41,



Table 8

TEMPLE CITY MODEL (1)

Master teacher

Nontenure
Doctorate or
equivalent

Senior teacher

Tenure
M.S. or
equivalent

Tenure

Staff teacher

....

B.A. degree and
state creden..
tial

Associate
teacher

A.B. or intern

100 % teaching
100 % teaching
responsibil-
ities

5/5's staff
teaching re-
sponsibilities

2/5's staff
teaching re..
sponsibilities

1..10 months 10 months 10..11 '.'inths 12 months

Academic assistants, A.A. degree or equivalent

Educational technicians

Clerks

1) APT Quest Paper No. 6, David Selden and Robert Bhaerman,
"Instructional Technology and the Teaching Profession",
Washington, D.C. s American Federation of Teachers, p. 9.
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paraprofessionals, interns, or assistant teachers muld work with

small groups of children where needed ; senior or master teachers

could handle more diffieult assignments, develop materials, review

programmes and train beginning teachers and assistants. Starring

patterns could he adjusted to the needs of variens school popnia

tions, with schools serving physically, emotionally or socially

handicapped children more heavily staffed, Although their propo-

nents do not claim that these pions would save money, they would

provide more effective services for the same roods ureatly ex-

pended for undiffereotioted teaching staff.

The second advantage claimed for these plans is vertical mo

hility through a hiearehy of teaching positions. outstanding
teachers are able to advance rapidly t conversely,'teachors whose

performance is Judged unsatisfactory ran be demoted to lower le-;

vets in the hierarchy, There is considerable pay differentiation

in this system (a master teacher under the Temple City plan could

earn $21,000 in Temple City, at a time when average teachers' Ate.

laries In the United States wore SS,300).

With their emphasis en new, highly peoressional positions,

high performance, and opportunities fur orderly career proems..

sion, differentiated staffing plans would appear to point in the

direction or greater professionatism in teaching. The teacher

organisations take a cautious view, however, primarily because

of the threat to their existing membership implied in some er the

provisions, which seem to threaten the concept or automatic tenure{

periodic re- certification, for example, is an implied feature of

these plans,

The NEA, which through its TEN (Teacher Education and Profes-

sional Standards) (*emission has done a great deal or work in the

area of teacher education and utilisation, has in the past endorsed

some of the concepts inherent In the new schemes 1 the AFT takes

basically a more negative view on Ideological grounds, seeing in

the current plans disguised merit pay schemes and a concept of

teaching as a eempetitive, rather thou a co-operative and egalita-

rian undertaking.

Perhaps the Most fundamental Issue (raised by both the AFT

and NEA) for our purposes is the effect or these innovatlens on

the professienal s altos or teachers, In many or the proposals

for accountability and some or the featurs or dirrerentiated

staffing plans, relatively little control In decision-Making is

vested with the proressionals themselves. Many or the judgments

and decisions concerniag teaching errectiveness, prometions, er

Ito



demotions will be made by those outside of the profession - school

board members, supervisors, state education representatives, The

Massachusetts proposal emphasizes that teachers themselves should

have a major role in the review process, but this procedure is

not being emphasized in all states where changes in staffing pat-

terns are being considered. The NEA declared In a recent policy

statement on this topic t

...it has boon traditional to assume that teachers take their

direction from others f officials of the institutions in which

they are wepared, school district and building administra-

tors, local school board after they begin to practice, state

boards of education, legislators, parents, community leaders

and other powerful laymen. The cry has been that education

is too important to leave to educators - and multitudes of

teachers have passively agreed. The teaching profession must

have certain responsibilities delegated to it by the public if

it is to contribute significantly to the improvement of educa-

tion and to be accountable for what happens in the schools.(1)

The extent to which this delegation of responsibility will

occur cannot be readily predicted at this point. Hroader poli-

tical and social events will play a part ; firm union policies

have yet to jell. These in turn will be affected by the extent

and type of trade union activity which will characterise the pro-

fession in the next few years. Although unionisation per se is

not incompatible with professionalism - and is becoming more and

more characteristic of many professions in the United States, in-

cluding teachers at the college level - the stance taken by domi-

nant unions on specific professional matters may affect decisively

the degree to which professional status is achieved. To date,

the NEA with its strong base at the state level and its tradition

of cooperation between administrators, educators, and teachers is

still numerically dominant (clog(' to half or all classroom teachers

are members), but the more militant AEI has gained great strength

in the large cities, especially New York, and enrols over 11 i of

all teachers. With roughly half of all teachers still unaffiliated

it remains to be seen in which direction further unionisation moves

and policies will evolve, especially as the butted States enters a

period of relatively low demand for new teachers.

1) National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Stan-
dards, NEA, "Governance for the Teaching Profession", Nu. 1.
Working Paper, Washington, U.C. : National Education Associa-
tion, November 1970, pp. 2-3.
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Are American teachers on their way to becoming a full-fledged

profession or at least a more professionalised group than was true

in the past ? The data presented in this paper lead to an ambi-

valent answer t they are probably not nearly as distant from pro.

Passional status as is often assumed, but reforms now in progreis

may not contritatte toward further professionalisation.

Turning hack to the classical criteria for professional sta-

tus, it would seem that the area of greatest improvement in the

recent past (and of likely further improvement in the future) is

.professional training. Teachers are increasingly trained in col-

leges and universities and given richer backgrounds in subject..

matter skills. Five years of posthigh school education are be-

coming the norm, rather than four year's or less, characteristic

of the present generation of teachers. Especially at graduate

level, programmes in the field of education are beginning to em-

phasise internship, clinical practice, and - as instruction be-

comes more individualised with the use of the new technology -

diagnostic and remedial work with students. As these trends be-

come implemented, and teacher education moves away from the more

primitive instructional methodology characteristic of earlier

teacher education courses, the gap in academic standards between

the field of education and academic fields is bound to narrow or

disappear. Teaching careers probably attract better stueents more

often now than in the past, Disillusionment with the natural

sciences, a growing interest in the helping professions. the impact

of related federal programmes such as the Peace Corps and the

Teacher Corps all play a part in this, as does the tmtilability of

better graduate programmes such as the MATts, Furthermore, higher

education in the'United States is currently in a state of change

and re.exaMination, one of the ways in which the academic more

are changing is the continuity of studies t more students in all

3



fields are interrupting their studies, and alternate degrees short

of the PhD. are being encouraged, at least at intermediate points.

This is the pattern which was characteristic of the education

field, and was the reason which set it apart from other fieldaas

being academically less respectable. In future years, teachers

may get more financial help and encouragement in pursuing part

time graduate study $ this in turn should facilitate upward mobi

lity within the profession which the now staffing patterns are
encouraging.

With respect to recruitment and retention, on the other hand,

rhe findings presented here strongly suggest that it is unlikely

that men will be more heavily recruited and retained. Furthermore,-

were such recruitment to occur, it :light well be at the expense of

quality, siuce at present women who have a strong commitment to

teaching careers are drawn from higher ability strata than men who
become career teacher'''. The extent to which restructuring of

teaching roles can offset this trend is unclear. And as long as

the teaching profession remains predominantly female., it is unli

kely to achieve the full professional autonomy and authority in

dealing with parents, school boards, and other interest groups

that have a powerful voice in the field of education.

Authority and autonomy are basic to true professionalism.

They cannot be subject to curtailment without destroying the pro-

fessional nature of the occupation. Until now, this attribute

has only rarely been present in the work situation of the American
teacher $ in the future, its achievement is very uncertain. As

graduate education improves, and the uses of educational technology

become more widespread, parents and school board members may defer
educational decisions to educators to a greater extent than at

present $ perhaps teachers, like physicians, lawyers or engineers,

will bo granted the monopoly of knowledge in their area which they
now lack. Rut there are countertrends. One of them is the current

emphasis on community control and demands for greater parental

decision-making with respect to curriculum choices and teaching

methods, and which originates in often justified dissatisfaction

with the educational systems past failures. These demands were

most often made by representatives of minority groups, and involved

only a fairly small segment or majority communities. More wide
spread is the so-called taxpayers' revolt, which motivates the

search for teacher accountability and related phenomena. This

current effort towards performance-otiented evaluations and re-

wards can be reconciled with professional authority only if it is
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done in the context of self-regulation ; as soon as It becomes an

outside review (as is true of most current and proposed programmes

and procedures), oneh an effort takes away essential professional

,autherity* However, one might predict that the current attempts

to obtain bett.4. teaches .'valuations and "aeceuutabitity" will be

relatively short-lived because they are unlikely to bring magic

results ; to date. the early experiments have apparently disap-

pointed their sponsors. Changes in staffing patterns are probably

a molc promIsinG innovation and could be set up in ways compatible

with preservation or upgrading of professional standards. Here,

it will remain to be seen how teachers' organisations can reconcile

their eonflieting roles of preserving the economic interests of

their present membership - including older, inadequately trained

members - and seieing opportunities for professional development

while skirting the dangers of bureaucratisation inherent in these

schemes.

There can be little doubt that as the teacher staffing pat -

terns change, the upper echelons, whether they he called master

teachers, educational specialists, or professional teachers - will

act and be treated as true professionals* The future of the class-

room teacher is more debatable. The easiest and most tempting

prediction is for a continuation of a semi-professional er quasi-

professional role for the bulk of classromm teachers t that an

increasingly well - trained technician, who will perform a skilled,

technical task, defined, outlined, and supervised by a professional,

perhaps a master teacher with a PhD. This trend was predicted

some years ago by most knowledgeable observers ; so far, it has

not come to pass. Bureaucratic inertia, the opposition of teachers,

organisations, some disillusionment with the adequncy of early

technological innovations and the recent introduction of parapro-

fessionals have combined to preserve or even enhance somewhat the

status of the regular classroom teacher. Better recognition of

the emotional component in the learning and maturation process

points .0 new and important roles for the teacher in direct and

continuous contact with students* Physical restructuring of school

buildings and classrooms may bring other changes. Many of the

most promising educational experiments conducted in England and in

the Vnited States along these lines, although relying in ancillary

personnel, continue to emphasise the crucial importance of the one

teacher who is in daily contact with students, While newly defined,

high-level teaching positions are likely to be created, this may

not be at the expense of the classroom teachers, wile will continue

to travel the tortuous road toward professionalism on which they

have already come a fairly long wey.
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sUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES

In OECD countries teachers aro not normally described as

professionals. Attempts to raise the quality and status of .

teachers should not take as their target the traditional, profes-

sional model, however, as this exhibits insular and exclusive

characteristics incongruous in the present context of mass educa-

tion. An "open" or "responsive.' model of professional organisa-

tion and relationships may pose a more suitable goal.

The conditions under which teachers currently work are the

product of cultural, social and political demands on education.

Teachers generally accept these without protest, even though such

demands create conflicts within their work and frequently hamper

the development of the expertise necessary for their effective

management of learning.

Teachers are unlikely to raise the status or quality of their

work of their .n accord. Available evidence suggests that, in

background and attitudes, teachers are very much the conventional

products of their own societies. Their organisations and interests

reflect and reinforce social inequalities rather than concern for

improving the educational opportunities of pupils.

Over the -past twenty years educational policy and planning

has concentrated more on expansion and on meeting the growing de-

mend for education than raising the quality of education available.

The effect of this on teachers has been mixed, but has generally

not helped to resolve the ambiguities contained within their roles.

Recent plans, more directly concerned with raising the quality of

the teaching force, continue to be unsatisfactory in their failure

to consider either the nature of the teaching expertise that child-

ren ne.A or the information available on teachers' social and poli-

tical positions and obligations.

The development of professional teaching expertise has logi-

cally to be based on the body of knowledge now available about the

nature or learning. This suggests, In particular, the need for

teachers to be psychologically as well as intellectually mature,

and capable of understanding their pupils' total learning environ-

ments. Such criteria cannot be approximated until the teacher is
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freed from the social and political constraints which confine hiM

to a narrowly conservative appreciation of pupils' origins and

potentialities, Policies for the professionalisation of teachers

have ultimately to be considered, therefore, in the context of

broader, educational reform,
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INTRODUCTION

PROFESSIONALS AND PROFESSIONALtSATION

Professionals may be defined in the most general of terms as

experts engaged in the application of a specific body of knowledge.

Traditionally doctors, lawyers and clerics have been ascribed

this status but in OECD countries since the midnineteenth century

other groups have also aspired to such ranking. The extent to

which these others, such as engineers, accountants, architects,

teachers, nurses and so forth have made the grade has become the

subject of an extensive, academic debate, involving a prolonged

.
consideration of how the exact characteristics of a profession

are to be typified M. From this discussion the conventional.

"ideal- typo" of a profession emerges as a highly skilled and care

fully trained community of practitioners engaged in some socially

prestigious activity. Such a community typically contains a con -

siderable degree of autonomy over the ways in which its specialised

knowledge is applied, an autonomously administered .ode of ethics

supported and sanctioned by a formal profeusional organisation,

personalised relationships between practitioners and clients and

a material income, based primarily on fees, making possible a

distinctive and comfortable style of life. As individuals, there-

fore, professionals have customarily been characterised as know-

Aedceable, export,, prestigious, prosperous, and autonomous.

Teachers have not normally been found to match all of these

requirements and as a result have become characterised as semi -

or quasiproresstmlal. Their shortcomings have been listed as an

inadequate body of knowledge on which to base their activities,

1) For example t A. Carr - Saunders and Wilson, The Professions,
1933.
T. Parsons; "The Professions and Social Structure" in Essays,

in Sociological Theory , 1958.
No Prandy, Professional Employees A Study of Scientists and
Encineers, 1965
A. ttzioni, The Semi- Professions and Their Organization, 1969.
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lack of a professional code of conduct and professional attitudes,

failure to establish proper professional organisations and insuf-

ficient social prestige, (1) In contrast, however, since the

Second World War, demands on teachers have rapidly multiplied,

considerable knowledge has accumulated outside the normal teacher

training establishments and teaching environments about the learn

ing processes and education itself has become a major political

and social concern. It has become commonplace, therefore, in

OECD countries to talk about the need to "professionalise" the

teaching rOree*

it was, for example, in this context that, in 1966, a joint'

11O-UNESCO meeting on the status of teaching laid down that t

"Teaching should be regarded as a profession t it is a form

of public service which requires of teachers expert knowledge

and specialised skills, acquired and maintained through rigo-

rous and continuing study t it calls also for a sense or

personal and corporate rEiponsibility for the education and

welfare of the pupils in their charge" ;

and also that t

"The status of teachers should be commensurate with the need*

of education as assessed in the light of educational aims and

objectives ; it should be recognised that the proper status

of teachers and due public regard for the ptufession of

teaching are or major importance for the full realisation of

these aims and objectives." (2)

It is dubious, however, whether the organisation or relation-

ships typical of the traditional profession present wholly dealt.e

able targets for present teacher policies. In the first place,

members of the established professions expect and are accorded an

"exclusive" status, protected by various institutional devices

from outsiders t

1. Through self-recruitment, with suns and daughters frequents

following in parents' footsteps, professions tend to pre-

serve a social and ideological homogeneity.

2. Through close control over patterns of training,

1)

AMMIII
Ms Lieberman, Education as a Profession, 1956.

2) Special Intergovernmental Conference on Teachers, UNESCO,
Paris, 1966.
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established professional customs and initiation rites are

preserved, even when clearly out of date and without

rationale,

3. Through the development of inner "Mites", professions

tend to become oligarchic and prevent now entrants contri-

buting to the development or professional skills except

within pre-ordained limits that cannot threaten the

leaders' status.

4. ay developing a distinctive style of life a profession

often generates norms of conduct which bear little or no

relationship to the needs or well-being of clients.

5. fly "mystifying" or "reifying" their skills, in particular

by developing a language non-intelligible to outsiders,

professionals tend to insulate themselves from public

criticism and enhance their own status.

6. By developing professional associations, prol'essionais

often acquire sufficient autonomy over their actions to

protect themselves against public appeal or protest.

They often then tend to use this power to.eonmerve rather

than to extend their knowledge and skill.

Such developments confirm the self-interest of a profession

and signal the diminishing importance of those whom the profession

is supposed to help. They thus are responsible for the destruc-

tion or non-creation of meaningful relationships between profes-

sionals and other individuals, They also establish ri:tidities of

organisation and attitude that make it difficult for One profes-

sional to respond to social demands for expanded or different

forms of service. In many countries, because or sorb developments.

the state has been compelled to come to the defence of the public

and to reorganise professional services. In some instances, as

with the nationalivation or health in the United Kingdom, substan-

tial professional opposition has had to he faced and overcome, (1)

WA the second place, the judiTements made by the conventional

professional are net generally available tar popular evaluation

but have to be taken "on trust", Relationships with clients are,

accordingly, paternal and dictatorial. Though such relationships

may well be of a high!y responsible kind and of a service, rather

than profit-making nature (2) with their morality underwritten by

1) U. Ekstein, Pressure Group politics, 1960.

2) T.H. Marshall, Citizenship and Social Class, 1950.
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professional sanctionsl.there can he no guarantee that they will

be responsive to individual needs. Currently, demands for parti-

cipatory democracy, for consideration or the individual and -for

s greater involvement in decisions affecting his ownweld.being_

are challenging previously hierarchical relationships. The greater'

availability of education and the wider dissemination of informa-

tion through the mass media ace creating a more critical and more

aware public to whom those in positions of responsibility are

being forced to respond. It is arguable, therefore, that there ls

now a need fur a less aitist and less insular conceptualisation

of the professional role and for the development of more socially

responsive professiaal relationships.

In teaching this need assumes special proportions. First, the

spread of mass education in OECD countries has necessitated the

-rapid recruitment of very large numbers or teachers, making any

attempted emphasis on an "exclusive" or "itlite" status for the

toachieg profession quite unrealistic. The tact that university

teachers, hitherto of a fairly assured professional status, are

gradually losing prestige as their students and they themselves

increase in number, supports this contention. Secondly, the cum-

pulsory nature of school education not only invalidates the ideal.

'sod conception of the traditional professional relationship be»

tween expert and voluntary, fee-paying client but also gives the

teacher exceptional powers by placing the child in a situation

from which he has no acceptable escape. Thirdly, the social. and

psychological distances built into traditional, professional rela-

tionships are not necessarily viable for an educational system

interested in establishing greater rapport between teachers, pu-

pils and parents. Recent research suggests that the central and

autocratic role of the teacher in the learning situation has been

overvalued and overemphasized $ that much is to be gained from

the teacher's closer and more effective Involvement with his pu-

pils that self-directed learning on the part of pupils may be

the only realistic form of education in a rapidly changing society.

Yn other words, there is little in current educational research

that supports the development of teachers' responsibilities and

skills through support ror and the extension of their professional

egos.

There seems every reason for desiring that, like the tradi-

tional professionals, teachers should become increasingly know -

ledgeable about, and expert and respected in their management or

the learning processes. The above goals can be approached in
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education, however, only if the traditional "insular" model of a

profession and the conventional pattern of relationships between

professionals and their clients are revised. A redefined, "open"

_model of "professionelisation", more congruent with changing .

social values, with the nature of the teaching force and with the

teacher's Work, would do better to emphasize the importance of

co- operative and individualised relationships between teachers

and pupils, reduCed social distances between professionals and

clients and the value of the teacher's availability to and rapport

with those for whom he works. Whether the present state Alf educa-

tion can adopt and support such a model is, however, another mat-

ter. If teachers were to become more sensitive and more respon-

sive both to individual pupils and to their environments, the
. :-

nature of education itself would have to change for most educa-

tional structures do not encourage the development of such types

of relationships. (1) This paper recognises therefore that no

successful policies for teacher professionalisatien can be worked

out in the above terms unless present educational arrangements,

including school structures and compulsory schonlisg, student

selection and streaming, classroom organisation, curriculum con-

tent, examination systems and so on, are also revised.

The perspective employed througheut this paper is both broad

and cotiparative. As such it runs the risk of speaking in terms

of misleading generalities rather than relating to the specific

experiences of teachers, pupils and administrators in the widely

differing OECD Member countries. There is, nevertheless, a real

need to attempt to compare educational experiences and situations

in countries with common areas of concern in the development of

teacher policies. Through comparative analysis one may be able

to let slip an element of reality hitherto unperceived, or provoke

a rearrangement of ideas on which more relevant policies may be

based, in spite of its obvious shortcomings, therefore, it is

hoped that the approach contained in this paper has a defensible

rationale.

1) For a recent summary of research demonstrating the socially
dependent and impotent character of educational systems in
general see A. Little, "Education t A Sociologict,1 Portrait",
New Society, 23rd December, 1971, No. 482.
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Part One

THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF TEACHING IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

CoNFUSIoN OVER THE TEACHER'S ROLE

AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROLE CONFLICT

-in the early years of mass education - in France, for examples__

after the promulgation of the Napoleonic Code, in England and

Japan after 1870 - most teachers in OECD countries were recruited

to do little -snore than teach basic reading, writing and mathema-

tical skills to the children of the growing urban proletariat and,

at the same time, instil a decent sense of sobriety and tel

into their pupils. (1) Apart from a minority of university

graduates recruited to teach its private schools, most teachers were

recruited via the monitor system, whereby brighter pupils became

teachers on the completion of their relatively short studies.

Closely affiliated to the class structure, this system demonstrated

very limited educational goals and contained no conceptualisation

or pedagogy beyond that of simple indoctrination ; it also ex-

pressed a simple faith in the products of the system indicating

a very restricted vision of what knowledge or ethics involved.

Formal teacher-training systems were slow to develop, but

eventually did so, in a piecemeal and random fashion. Meanwhile,

in the wider society, the finite nature of knowledge and thus the

obvious wholeness or school curricula started to become more sutt

poet. .Training colleges scarcely reflected this in their curri-

cula, however, rind in the first halt' or this century, these collo...

ges remained largely aloof from contemporary developments in

science. Teachers therefore continued to indoctrinate pupils in

the traditional fashion, even though knowledge, social beliefs and

morals wore rapidly diversifying,

1) A. Tropp, The School Teachers, 1957,
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It was not only with cultural demands, however, that teaching

failed to keep pace, for the teachers were not prepared for the

rapid extension of their social responsibilities that Occurred,

at least in part, as "the family" passed on certain of its pre-

-vious socialising and custodial activities to education. (1)

This extension of teaehing duties became reflected, therefore, in

a growing confusion over what exactly teaching expertise.and the

teachers rel implied.

behind this complex situation lay other significant factors,

ranging from demographic expansion to the politicisation of edu-

cation. Throughout this century, but particularly since the

Second World War, a vastly increased depend for mass educational

facilities had to be met in all OECD countries. The extension of

compulsory education, the additional demographic increase in the

number of children of school age, the growing Social demand TOr

education as a means to social and occupational mobility, the

lowering of acceptable pupil/teacher ratios and changing educa-

tional techniques all combined to raise the demand for teachers

to a level previously unknown. (2) Though emergency measures,

often involving the lowering of teaching standards, initially sa-

tisfied this demand, in many cases a second range of forces then

came into play, provoked partly by changing economic and social

needs, parity by the greatly increased fund of knowledge available.

Thus further pressures for new and better forms of education

for nursery schools, for special schools, for adult education -

and for a greater variety of educational specialists, served and

are still serving in certain countries to outpace existing teacher

supply and to create for teachers additional responsibilities and

tasks.

The increasing complexity of teaching tasks is, however, mere

than a product of the growth of knowledge and social demand for

education. It is fundamentally a consequence of the changing po-

litical position of formal education and its vital role in social

development. On the one hand, such education plays an important

part in the "reproduction" of dominant cultural patterns, thus

also reinforcing the social and political status of those whom the

culture supports. (3) In addition, to the extent that its

1) N.H. Smelser, Social Chan e and the Industrial Revolution, 1959,

2) Training Recruitment and Utilization of Teachers in Primary. and
Secondary Education, Part One; OECD, Paris, 1971.

3) P. Rourdieu and R. Passeron, La reproduction, 1970.
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tuo major roreos, the ono at its oxtromo insisting ou support Tor

the status ;mot the other on a radical liberalisation or oaisrA

tional institutions,

It is uidoly rogniod that toachers havo ovorwhrimlnly

accopted their conserxatixe loplodurtivo role as dominant,

Noss recent rosvarch has highlighlod the toachoros dirtuso, von-

rormist and moralising qfialiiios. fho dirrusrness ''I 1110

uork has boon i et' the. 111tH)- 1'uucl.iuns tI,,I the toaor

-evncrolly plopaiod I a futril. (2) shous, tor example,

111.11 title toachor lognlal) olv-ompassos the roles or "participant

its community aroirs, social rorormor, publi serxant, surrogate'

u middlo-clas morality, mdiator or 1v:truing, disciplinarian,

parent subssitutv, Judgo ofla contldant", (1) All thoso actixi-

morvoxor, aro acromp lishod uithin hroadly conformist por-

mitre 11 all a :live t ull Val 1,1, P.4 r Uhtii int i tit i gig ill ilia
nom classic articlo It. title numerous uays in uhieb loarhors

tributo to the intornaltsation in thoir molls or partivular .4or;al

norms and xaluos ('1) In turn tli hlelp& to explain the highlv

moral conduct that (ha' public has groun to export 01 toarhors 014'

even in their pixoto tivos, and tho surto! isolation or teavh,r-

brought afloat by thoir consoquont occupation or a public pedestal.

A dovoloping pattern or loarhor militaary (Table I) sooms

SnegeSt in :,uM rirst, that teavhrs aro becoming fru;-

tratod by the restrictions Ina( such a consotativo rule implies

and secoudl!., that toarboys ao moviog atoq frow this role Iouards

it more challonging position Whilst sits' Formot MA% well

be true, fit,' latlor is rat more qnostionahlo, Though loarhorsi

odious hav recontty moro aggrossivo (hi and rampaignod
IMMO.

o,g. Ahilit and Edneaional Opportunity, 0E1'11, Paris, 1U61,

It* Wilson, The Toaeh's Uolo A Sociotogival Analysis, 14.15,

162.
Quotation From We Taylor artr Ilaxighfirt, halt a %Mon
Teaehers, tyndale ilonso Papers, 1'ah8,

T, Parsons, TI,.' Srhool Class as a Social Systom, AEU, IWO),

1.e1. Manwillor,"Expoctations Rogarding Tenchers", Journal ,

Ex li,imntal Education* I'1:,#4

Vincont vaohors in tormoil* Penguin, 1971,
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for improved conditions of um* and better salaries, and major

teachers' strikes such as occurred in Sweden in 1967 or New York

in 1968 have helped to shatter the traditicaal teacher image, such

actions have not really been intended to challenge the conventional

position of education in the social system. Thus, while responding

in some measure to deteriorating conditions, teachers have fallen

between two stools. They have neither reaffirmed their support

for their conservative role - indeed they have to some extent

alienated their conservative allies nor have they concerned

themselves with a possible now role by considering changing the

social and political direction of education.

Within this situation it is possible.to recognise the signi-

ficance of detailed studios of rule conflicts experienced by

teachers in their daily activities. Here, however, a word of

genorat definition is in order. A role is a typification or

stereotype of an activity in which a particular pattern of beha-

viour, conforming to certain standards, is expected. Through

recognising "roles" individuals come to recognise and objectify

a surrounding social world $ through playing roles they actively

participate in that world. Roles do not, however, exist indepen-

dently of actors and audiences ; they exist only by virtue of

those who act them out and by those who support or sanction the

performance. (I) When, therefore, either the behaviour or actors

or the expectations of others change, consequent complications

may also be anticipated in interpreting such roles and in their

associated status.

The complex nature or teaching roles has only recently become

A subject for serious research. H.J. Biddle has attempted to

articulate this in a symbolic interactionist model which suggests

the different role-relationships and role sets of the teacher and

thus indicates the methods by which the role is sustained (2).

Diddle's model can be depicted thus, evoking a situation in which

a parent gives his views on a teacher, but the categories of

subject, object and so forth can clearly be alternated, firstly,

to obtain different perspectives on what being a teacher involves

and, secondly, to build up a muitidimonsional construct of the

"teacherts role".

1) for a fuller statement
T. Luckman, The Social
PP. 89..96.

2) Diddle, Rosencrati, and
Public School Teacher,

of this dialectic see P.L. Berger and
Construction of Reality, particularly

Rankin, Studies in the Role of the
1961.
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reacher

4.

Esispeti.
( And ence)

Dearing this model in mind, the idea of "role- conflict." eon
be fairly simply defined as something whit+ takes place when an
actor el.priences conrlicting demands on the way he should or

Ahimidi het helmet'. Where a role like that or the teacher is dir--
ruse it is, by definition, a centre of conflict as its boundaries
and standards are unclear. In a survey or the United Stott's,

Pritain, New Zealand and Australia (I), this ascription was sub..

stantiat,.d by the identification fir ten common sources or "inter-

positional conflict" generated by the different standards.of be+
havieur that teachers felt were being askedl.of them. In the
course or this study the ways in which teachers perceived the de-
mands of four groups or signifieant others - school officials,

principals or headmasters, other teachers and parents - were ann
lysed. In all eountries, conflicts were found to exist, although.

or different intensities, betwen teachers and these four groups
on the following issues t

iihether or not teachers should t

a) attend parent/teacher meetings regularly ;

b) accept non-professional duties willingly ;

c) consistently maintain order and quiet in the classroom ;
(1) emphasise tl broad range or goals in classroom instruction;
e) use corporal punishment to control difficult pupils ;
r) confine activity during free periods to professional mat-

ters only ;

g) adhere strictly to administratively-provided curricular
plans ;

h) avoid speaking out on controversial topics at pf.litical

rallies or other public meetings ;

t) Summarised by PO. Piddle in "Role Conrlicts Perceived by
Teachers in Four English Speaking Countries, Com arative Eduert
tion Review, 1970.
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i) have an occasional drink at a local hotel or bar ;

j) put emphasis on social advancement in instructing pupils,

i.e. encourage pupils to got ahead in lire.

In the four countries in this study, role conflicts appeared

-strongest between teachers and parents and then, in descending

order, between teachers and school officials, principals and other

teachers. The effects of such conflicts appeared to be substantial

when compared with conflicts generated by nationality, age, sex,

background of teacher or size of school. Though one cannot be

sure either of how much roleconflict an individual can tolerate,

or of the extent to which roleconflicts can prove creative as well

as destructive, the above study emphasized "not only a relation-

ship between roleconflict and toss of morale, but also that role.

conflict appears to be the major generator of low morale among,

all dependent variables in the study".

It is important, however, to notice the bias of this study.

It does not deal with a fifth, and, one might submit, the most

"significant" group of others, i.e. the pupils. Yet, it is clear

that the most serious conflicts generating low morale haws* teach.

ers develop where a great distance separates the social and poli-

tical norms and values supported by the educational establishment

from those recognised by certain of its pupils namely those

suffering from poverty and other forms of deprivation. It is in

such situations that the teacher is trust dramatically confronted

by a need to choose between enforcing the status quo, and thus

supporting the educational establishment, or becoming a proponent

of social and educational reform. Pedagogic conflicts of the type

outlined in Riddle's study ultimately belong within this wider

context. It is perhaps, therefore, on a redrafting of education's

social and political role, rather than on a resolution of the

teacher's niggling, small scale roloconflicts, that the profos-

sionalisation of teachers will depend.

II. SCCIAL AND POLITICAL BARRIERS

TO THE PVIFESSIONALISATION Of TEACHING

An examination of the teachers' social and political status

and the ways in which this is expressed in education reveals a .

structure of relationshios incompatible with the development of

professionalisation. The relatively low social origins of teachers

and the social composition of the teaching force have become insti.-

tutionalised in prevailing educational systems. At the same time,

535
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class and se differences between teachers have come to support.

conventional social and edocational inequalities.

Teachers nut only participate in certain types of relation-

ships within the school, as individuals they also occupy other
social "statuses" which in turn affect their teaching roles. Stu-
dies carried out in various ceuntries show, for examples.a relati-
vo.ly low social grading or teachers that may partly he a-function

..r their mainly lower middleclass origins. This contrasts with

professions such us medicine us law, where the majority of members
rome from middle-class backgrounds. (i) The ciass t.rigins or

teachers differ, however, depending on the type of school being
examined ; in grammar schools or lya.es, traditionally kite forms

of education, teachers are much more likely to be drawn from a

middleclass background, whereas in the generally less Prestigious

primary schools more teachers of lower class origin are foundlcf.--
Table 2).

Table 2

THE SOCIAL ORIGINS OF SERVING TEACHERS. IN MACE (1964)

Farmers and farm workers

Operatives

Office staff

Medium-level executives (in-
cluding primary teachers and
businessmen)

Higher executives (including
university and secondary
teachers and professional
classes)

Serving secon-
dary teachers

(1964)

Serving primary
teachers
(1964)

3

10

17

28

42

13

27

19

31

10

Source a "La repr4sentation do Ia condition du maitre datni Ia so-
cie.t4" (the social image of teachers). Enfance, Nos. 2,
3, April, September 1966.
(Quoted in Trainin .recruitment and Utilization of
Teachers in r mart' an Secondary Education, en.cit.,

1) e.g. W.L. Warner et al, Social Class in America, 1949 I
D.Y. Glass ed., giFra Nobility in Britain, 1954,
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The uncertain status or teaching is also partially, like

nursing, bells cause and effect of feminisation, even though women

recruits to teaching have a higher class ranking and are generally

better qualified than men. (II In most countries women form about

two- thirds el' the total teaching force and predominate partica...

larly in primary educatton (Table 3). (4) During recent rapid ex-

pansion, the percentage of women recruits to teaching was further

increased, rising te ass all-time high of 75 per cent in the flitted

Stales. Cenvenient hours and holidays, the chalice to work

with childree0ind lack of alternative employment opportunities

have antweighed low -level salaries in encouraging women to enter

teaching in such numbers. Many men teachers feel such motivation

to be incompatible with a professional outlook, however, and the

fact that it is predominamly a female occupation has arguably di-

-mini shed the-attraction or teaching to men, It has also probably

diseenrwed administrators from improving salaries, career pros-

pects ur conditions or work. The relatively low social standing

of teachers has thus been reinforced more by social attitudes to

women workers, than by roMillisation itself.

A third factor of note in the seeitil structure of the teaching

force is that of age, Except between the wars the teaching force

in OECD countries has been cans tautly growing and at any point in

-time, therefore, a hieh percentage of teachers have been young

and fccomlIV trained. it is argutble that such relative youth

fulness partly accounts for teachers' grieving militancy and thus

for any recent downgrading of their social status.

Nut only is the general social ranking of teachers related

to -their class, sex and age. tt is also on these variables that

-certain conflicts within the teaching force itself seem to turn.

Primary school teachers are more likely to be young, female and

of a lower class origin than are secondary school teachers 1 the

latter, in general or technical secondary schools, are also more

likely to he young, female and of a lower class origin than grammar

school teachers. It is net coincidental that between these three

1) L. Sharp, Teachers As Professionals t Current Career Profiles
and Trends.

2) Of OECD countries, Turkey alone has a lower percentage of women
in primary as opposed to secondary education, as situation prob-
ably due to the social arid educational conditions in the many
rural schools.

3) Training.Recruitment and utilization of Teachers in Primary. and
Secondary Education, Tables 17..19, OECD, Paris, 1971.
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typo:: or teachers these is little communication and even active

hostility - partivularly when they are put to work side by side

in a comprehensive establishment(1) Sueial variablus would ""M

in_thesecasos to reduce the possibilities for the furmation and

establishment or professional relationships, 1:0

The social centlicts invelved in contemporary society nor

the working woman and the eduvatod, lower middle.-class male also

seem to he repeated in teaching, reflecting and reinforcing a

higher rate or teacher dop-out and lower rate of professional

commitment than might generally bp expected, In a survey or the

United Kingdom in 11461, For example, NK. Keisall found that only

44 out of any 100 qualified teachers could be expected to be at

work ten years after their date or entry into teaching, Such

findings have been repeated for many other countries, With .,.sett

this .drop-out rate is clearly amseciated with leaving to up

a family and it is still uncertain how many return to teaching,

possibly with greater commitment, once their family duties are

over. The latter statistic tends to get igliari41, hoWeVe, in

emphasising the very real wastage or female teaching abilities and

the lack or incentive for younger women to develop professional

skills.

in the case of women, it is generally the pull of extrinsic

factors and the conflict between teaching and family duties that

motivate leaving teaching. In many countries, however, men also

leave teaching at a rate higher than one might expect In their

case it seem.; to be factors intrinsic to teaching that combine to

reduce commitient and, as Diddle emphasided, to lower morale.

though these intrinsic fators are clearly exagge ated by eltside

pressures, un entry, anon seem more likely to adhete to a concep-

tion or teaching as a "halt'-way house" from whieh they may be able

to mevc on to a more remaneratIve and expansive occupation. (3)

This- attitude or mind is closely rotated to that of the many stu-

dents who continue to resort to a place in a college of educaticu

when other channels of higher education appear closed. As a lower

1) V. isambert-Jamati "Ur, nouveau type ditttablissement du second
degri. en franc... Obstaele:4 :1 In coopt%ration entre lee proreem
seurs", In Matthysenu and liervoort, Edecatlen in Europe. Socio..

loGleal Research, Conseil inte.tational des sclente,, sociales,
1969.

2) Burke, Teachers in Turmoil examines generational confliets
between young and older teachers in the U.K,

Mason, !Wessel and Bain, ".;,ex and the Career orientations
of Beginning Teachers" in Charters and Gage ed., lteadingw.in
the Social Psychology oi' Wducation, 1961.

3)
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middle-class, but educated, individual the average male teacher

may well find the PUesmtres to social mobility, both latent in him-

self and imposed additionally by social and family demands, diffi

cult to respond to within the present confines or teaching. The

lack of clearly defined career structures and the low salary le..

vets allow for little rele.se of energy for the socially aspiring

teacher and even if his commitment to teaching is quite strong ho

may still fool compelled to leave an occupation in which his fun-

damental social needs are in conflict atth his conditions of work.

A further phenomenon caught up in this situation, as indicated

above, is the limited pattern of teacher mobility. Teachers tend

to "drift" from less prestigious to more Preitiglous.typos of work,
.

04e. from primary to secondary school teaching, from secondary-

school to training college, on the basis of a socic.eCiincimie rather-

than educational rationale. The lack of institutionalised - career -

structures or of rewards for the development of particula" types

of expertise encourages rather than discourages such movement.

It is striking, moreover, that where career structures can be de-

tected, they are based on the principle of "lees teaching, more

prestige". Thus social distinctions between teachers are often

reinforced at the expense of the development of pedagogic skills.

Since there are row recognisable career structures within

particular types of teaching, there are no well-trodden paths,

either whereby teachers may move, if they so choose, into other -

related occupations such as educational administration or planning,

educational psychology, the :reation of new forms of educational

software or hardware, full-time careers counselling and educational

research. There is thus no serious attempt to extend teaching

experience into other related fields. The problem is compounded

for women who, experiencing more depressed career patterns and

prospects than men, are relegated to a lower sobial caste in most

school systems. Thus the low social regard in which teachers are

held is reinforced by the impact of social pressures within the

teaching force itself.

What is surprising is that teachers have permitted this to

continue and have themselves mt.de few serious moves to overcome

such educationally irrelevant distinctions. In many countries

teachers have even institutionalised social inequalities into

their own union structures by creating separate unions for men

and women and also for teachers in different typos of schools,

Partially as a result of this, teachers' Unions have often failed

to develop a coherent and objective viewpoint on education. They



have fought with each other and tended to protect their current

status rather than professionalise. This has weakened their po-

tential and limited their strength in supporting policies for

greater- professionalisation. It is arguable that, as long as

teaching personnel remain dependent for their organisation on

social inequalities rather than on educational variables, they

will fail to become a professional force.

The low social status of tow-hors Is inevitably expressed,

in political terms. This lack of status, which is translated

within education into a lack of educational authority and auto-

nomy beyond the immediate confines of the classroom, is also ex-

pressed as polltical impotence, Above all, the political and

social importance of education, as stressed earlier, works against

the teachers' attaining professional autonomy. Whatever the Sys-

tom under examination, one finds that control of the organisation

of education Is widely exercised by non - teaching administrators

over both the content of education and the conduct of teachers

both inside and outside their schools and colleges. Methods of

control are various. In some OECD countries, such as France and

Japan, national control of education is overt and direct and en-

compasses a great range of variables, from school structures to

the composition of textbooks. In other countries, such as the

United States, Canada or Germany, whore politics is organised on

a federal basis, schools and teachers have nominally greater auto-

nomy but in fact are severely limited in their activities by local

and parental pressures. Yet again, as in the United Kingdom,

where education is officially organised on a local basis and where

teachers enjoy considerable classroom autonomy (1), must of the

important educational decisions are taken purely by administrators

on the basis of finance forthcoming from the Government. In very

few Instances do teachers:even participate in educational deciaion-

making and planning, let alone play a decisive role.

To the extent that teachers accept such control without pro-

test, they deny themselves the chance of professional autonomy.

Real autonomy would, however, leave the teachers free to select

whatever social, political and cultural directions they saw fit

to appropriate for the learning process and many authorities are

afraid or the possible results. Teacher autonomy has thus become

a particularly explosive issue in countries such as Japan whore

teachers are openly and defiantly allied with particular political

1) S. Hilsum and D.A. Cane, The Teacher's Da SPEll, 1971.
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parties, it r~ed, in particular, that in such .situations

teachers will subvert their pupils and indeetrinate them to liar..

Emily ideological. concepts. Nevertheless the final answer cannot

be to restriet and suppress the teachers bat to remove the poll-

tical and sociat inequalities from which their protests spring

and by which the exercise of their profession is handiapped.

Equally important would be to ~courage the silent and less

taut majority of teachers to participate more actively in the

development of their profesfon, (1) AN, hoWover, the evidence

in this discussion emphasizes, the organisation and structure of

the teaching force reinforces rather than challenges accepted so-

cial inequalities and educational patterns. In suite a situation

the likelihood of the teachers reforming their profession them-,

selves must be considered remote.

1) Reviews of National Policies Car Education f Japan, OECD, Paris,
1971.
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Part Two

POLICIES FOR PROFESSIONAL TEACHERS?

I. THE EFFECTS OF RECENT EDUCATIONAL

EXPANSION ON THE TEACHERS

Not reform but expansion has, however, been the chief and

most effective policy for education in OECD countries during the

past twenty years. (1) Particularly, in response to a more diver-

sified student body, now demands have been made for education to

fulfil different functions and to provide new types of schooling.

Thus educational expansion has occurred both in numbers and in

kind. This has created major strains on the resources available

to education, of which teaching resources have boon the most cri-

tical.

In response to the period of acute teacher shortage, certain

practices were developed s teacher recruitment was broadened

teachers were more intensively utilised teachers' standards were

allowed to become more flexible and, in a formal sense, often

lowered. In spite of the deterioration in working conditions at

certain times and for major groups of teachers, by the end of this

period there was a general improvement in teachers' working condi-

tions and salary levels. These improvements were however essen-

tially insufficient to respond to the need for teachers' profes-

sional development.

The teacher shortage that occurred 'in all OECD countries be-

tween 1950 and 1965 resulted, for example, in a considerable diver-

sification of recruitment procedures (2). In 1950 qualified teach-

ers were, in general, recruited from two sources s from training

1) Conference on Policies for Educational Growth, Educational Ex-
pansion in OECD Countries since 1950, Vol. /1# OECD, Paris,
1971.

2) Most of the supporting evidence for this section is to be found
in Training Recruitment and Utilization of Teachers in Primary
and Secondary Education, OECD, Paris, 1971.
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,colleges, in which ertirteates were granted at the end or a two..

year course enabling students to teach at all levels except that

or the grammar school or lyci..e 1 and from one-year education

courses taken by university graduates. As it result or the in

creased demand Cor teachers both these sources were rapidly ex-

panded and a conscious attempt was made to attract more student,
particularly women, to the courses. Films and other information

on teaching as a career were made available in schools
1 in Ger-

many, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Canada, for example, briefing

sessions were organised both inside and outside schools and uni-
versities I even public information campaigns were launched in

the United Kingdom, Austria and the United States. Grants and

family allowances t'ot' trainee teachers were also improved in order.

to attract more recruits to the field.

The immediate effect of such policies was to broaden the

recruitment basis of candidates for teacher training colleges.

In many cases this was achieved by allowing candidates holding

the secondary school leaving certificate to take a training

course in education shorter than that taken by pupils entering

straight from school. Apart from this "emergency licensing pros

gramme", however, more candidates were also accepted for the

standard courses and the intake of training colleges rose.

Since, in spite of these measures, there persisted an insur-

fieiency of qualified teachers for the posts available, other re-

cruitment techniques were brought into play which dependent mainly

on the recruitment of part-timers or auxiliaries and other unqua

lifted staff. Thus in many countries the proportion of unqualified

to qualified teaching staff rose, particularly in secondary as

opposed to primary education and, above all, in technical secondary

education. In addition, retired staff were employed, particularly

In private schools, the amount of overtime worked by teachers was

increased and the pupil/teacher ratio was allowed to rise. Thus

the teacher base was both substantially broadened and more intim..

sively worked and qualifications and expertise became relatively

less important.

In many ways such policies devalued both the status of the

teacher and the quality or his work. The nadir of despair to

which certain groups of teachers and schools were plunged was not

to be exaggerated - witness the dismal record of "Half Our

Future". (1) A further result of this situation was exactly the

reverse of the policies' objective, for such policies made the

1) The. Newsom Report, half Our Futuro, HMSO, OA', 1963.
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teaching situation so unattractive in many. cases that the departure

ratio from teaching began to increase. This was particularly true

in primary education for which the annual male departure rate in

the_Cnited States, for example, rose le 17,3 per vent, even higher

(halt that of women ( 16,8 per vent

There is little evidence to suggest that during this purled

or elipansiou, from lole-1, teacher trainiug colleges did much to

diversify

cruits to

Though in

linked. to

.heir courses in keeping with the (.,'-eater' variety of re-

teaching or tin' greater variety of pupils to be taught.

the United kingdom, roe example, teacher colleges were

the universities through university based institutes el'

Education, there was little likelil 1 el' trainee teachers thus

experiencing the provocative climate or range or activities avail-

able to most university students. Moreover, the average per capita

expenditure en trainee teachers remained considera bly lower than

that en university students. Protests from training college stu-

-dents therefore became more foreWnl, with the Joint complaint

that their courses were neither preparing them academically for

the subjects they wanted to teach nor giving them the pedagogic

and social skills necessary to rope with the'changing nature of

pupils and schools. (1) Such complaints became more acute its the

problems created by educational expansion became manifest.

These developments were aggravated by a general failure. In

educational planning. Teacher manpower planning seldom reached

the point of specifying future, or eves Immediate, needs for spe-

cific types of teachers, needs which could then have been eon-.

terted into programmes in the training colleges or in-service

training. An excess of teachers was produced for certain types

of work while serious shortages persisted in other fields, notably

mathematics, science and special education. Some of these prob-

lems were related not se much to training inadequacies, however,

as to teacher mobility. Thus teachers who might have been pre-

pared to change their field of aetivity were hampered by the lack

of suitable further courses. The initial training course remained

the prime, inflexible method by which teachers future spheres of

activity were pre-defined. Furthermore, little was done to raise

the status of less desirable forms of teaching such as primary or

technical education, or to retain teachers within such teaching

by cffering them more realistic career structures. Studies of

1) P. Britton, The Teaching profession and the Education of
Teachers, Colston Papers, No, 20, 1969.
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population movements concerned themselves with pupils and schools

but seldom with the related problems or the teaching profession.

In terms of salaries, two general factors made for a mixed

response to the iucreasing need for teachers' services.

the majority of teachers are employed by public authccities and

the structure of salaries in the public rervice is notably un-

wieldy and not directly responsive to market forces. Secondly.

the teachers' salaries form overwhelmingly the major portion of

the total budget for education, which means that a general rise

in teachers' salaries can occur only very gradually. Thus although

in some countries salary incentives or differentials were deve-

loped to attract new teaching personnel, in many other countries

the teachers' low status was confirmed by a persistence ittrelati...

vely low salary levels. Ina recent survey of Japan (1), for

example, it was found that in upper- secondary and higher educa-

tion the already low salary levels wore declining relative to

other salary levels and comparing increasingly poorly with salai

ries offered to similarly educated personnel in private enter+

prise. Relative salaries were particularly low for teachers in

sheir thirties.

In most OECD countries over the past few years teachers have

campaigned for increased salaries and for an improvement in work-
ing conditions. However, the above two factors have been further

cot4.ounded by bureaucratic rigidity favouring uniform salary scales

based upon formal computations and years of service. Even where

pressure has resulted in greater personal security for teachers,

a poor pattern of rewards for superior teacher initiative and

effort has been maintained. Criticism of this situation has taken

several directions. Some have advocated various competitive

arrangements among teachers, but these have been resisted on the

grounds of their detrimental effect on professional relationships

and on the co-operation required among teachers for the operation

of democratic schools, Others have suggested that teaching he

compared to industry ; in this came teaching is said to require

greater capital investment (an increase in capital intensity) in

order to raise teacher "productivity". However, aside from the

questionable assumptions that productivity in education IA what

proponents of such schemes would define it to be, the stun of these

criticisms in financial terms would he to raise to even greater

1) Educational Policy and Planning t Japan, OECD, 1973. "Background
Report" prepared by the Ministry of Planning and Research, Japan,
for the Japanese Educational Policy Review,



heights the difficult problem of finding financial resources for

education. Today therefore satiety policies continue to confirm

the uncertain and unsatisfactory position in which the teaching

-force in most OECD countries currently rests and teachers' pay

remains lower than that of confirmed, professional practitioners,

The' whole chain of educational policies pursued in this pe-

riod of expansion does in fact suggest that in OECD countries

since the war teachers have not beets generally recognised or

treated as expert or respected professionals. Unfortunately, even

more recently developed policies, bearing more directly upon the

professionalisation of teaching, show few significant signs of

altering the framework within which this profession now rests nor

the substantive content of its work.

FURTHER POLICIES FOR THE RECRUITMENT AND

TRAINING OF TEACHERS : A BRIEF CRITIQUE

With the slowing down of the pace of expansion, OECD coun-

tries have begun to consider policies for raising the quality as

opposed to the quentity or teachers. These may be very briefly

discussed is term* of t

Teacher recruitment

- initial teacner training

- Recurrent education for teachers

involving teachers in edueatioual research and development.

A. Teacher Recruitment

Hy 1961, countries' recruitment difficulties showed signs of

easing and some countries (e.g. Italy in primary education) began

to talk of a teacher "surplus". The concept of "surplus" told

one little, however, about the quality of staff available and it

was doubtful if in any branch of education there was as yet a

surplus of teachers acknowfedged as excellent in their chosen field.

Thus with the easing of the situation in purely quantitative terms,

attention was directed at problems or recruiting for quality.

Revising selection procedures for trainee teachers seemed the

obvious starting point fur such an effort, with greater concentra-

tion on the recruitment of individuals both highly able and since,.

rely motivated to teach. Difficulties arose immediately, however,

from the fact that measuring ability and analysing motivation

147
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complev testing devices at best unreliable and contra-

dictory in their findings, (11

Recent research into the motivatious of teachers in the

United States illustrates this problem. For women,the-cheice

teaching has been said to be contingent as teaching povides work.

compatible with home-making. For men, teachiog has 1 n seen to

provide a reasonable second choice when a university education

and dgee..Inised career have 1,0011 isslay.iiiat.Iee Detailed surveys (21

however, have succeeded I11 breaking teacl!ers' motivations down

into several more subtle variables of importance in career choice,

including t

1, Congenial colleagues and working conditions

2. Good salaries, security and promotion prospects

1, opportunities for intellectual development

4, Scope for initiative

1, Nvelty and variety

6, Socially useful work dealing with people

7. Opportunity for high- level administration and planning

8. Work involving communication with people, but mot social

work

9. opportunity to rise through stets own efforts ; scope

for the ambitious

10. Stability of the teaching job

11. Opportunity to work with children

Amongst these, factors (1) and (6) have been found in the

United States to be more important for women and factor (7) for

men, though one might anticipate different emphases in other OECD

countries.

The difficulties involved in utilising such findings in

teacher recruitment are now fairly obvious. Firstly, given that

all the above variables mesh together, the analysis of the motiva-

tion of auy one would -be teacher is a complex and time- consuming

affair, Secondly, research has not shown that "desirable" motiva-

tions result in efficient teaching - one suspects that the reverse

might easily prove to be the case, Thirdly, motivation Is not a

1) J.W. Getzels and P.W. Jackson "Thy Teacher's Personality and
Characteristics" to Geer ed., Handbook of Research on Teaching,
1963.

2) e.g. Mason, Diessel, Pain in Charters and Gage ed., Readings
in Social Psychology of Education, 1961.
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constant and may change will, changing eonditions or training and

work, Similar problems exist in employing measurements of ability,

adaptability and other attitudes ror selection purposes. The

serry_conelusion to so much research, therefere, has been that one

can employ only negative selective procedures (i.e. eliminate the

most -obviously unsuitable candidates) and prolong the trainee

teachers' probationary period. This tenger period or selection,

encompassing actual expeinee or the teaehing situation, is

thought to allow a more thorough assessment of suitability both

by teachers and by student teachers themselves and to coat riblate
to Eatslof: the quo, It or ontraata tato teaching in a more Wall-
iperol watt bjel. Snell a policy, un the grollattri r stat-

deut ii:1S tart. asul 4.011$01111101111 waste pnblie funds, bait! !Wen 1.011lit.,

prod by the promise of greater rlexibility in higher education

allowing onsuisable trainee teachers to transfer to other 'courses.

The trouble with these proposals is that they miss the main

issues at stake. Firstly, it is hard to see hew one can recruit

teachers or oven consider "desirable" motivations without a clear,

prior idea or the functions for which teachers are to be recruited.

In most studies and recruitment practices this is not articulated.

Secondly, one cannot evaluate even initial suitability to teach

without consulting the pupils and the other teachers with whom

trainees are put to work. Yet, pupils are not encouraged, either

of'f'icially or in practice, to discriminate between teachers and

evaluate different typos of teaching. Indeed, pupils have norm-

ally no choice between teachers and no chew.e to develop such

discernment, Furthermore, practising teachers spend little time

with trainees and are unable to evaluate them efficiently since

the idea of apprenticeship to the teaching profession has not been

developed. Thirdly, attracting able turd mature individuals into

teaching and keeping them there probably depends in the long run

less on successful sele,:tion procedures than on conditions of

training and work internal to teaching and on other external oppor-

tunities Cur emptayment and education. In other words, recruitment

is a function performed not only by educational administrators and

cortege principals but also by the teaching system itself. Fourth-

l), the wisdom of allowing increasing flexibility in higher educa-

tion to become a primary objective iu the reform of leacher re-

cruitment has to be doubted.
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O. initial TraininG

The majority or students continue to receive their initial

training experiences in colleges of education isolated from con-
tact with the non-educational world. Coming straight froM school_

to college, students receive the major part of their education

from ex- teachers and are then fed hack into the schools to re-

plenish the system. (1) The conservative insularity or such a

process is not to be underrated. it does much to account for the

remoteness of teacher training from present-day realities and for

the creation of teachers unaware of significant educational, poll

tical, social and economic issues affecting their own and their
students' environment.

Attempts to breach the walls of this homeostatic mechanism

fall roughly into two categories. On the one hand there are those

who are concerned to create a greater variety of courses within

the colleges of education, perhaps by educating teachers along-

side social workers or other similar "practitioners". On the

other hand there exists a body of opinion supporting the integra-

tion of colleges into more demanding and considerably more diver-
sified university or polytechnic establishments. Both of thee.,

are practical propositions in terms of facilities and personnel

and both could lead to a broadening of available courses of study,

Again, however, there is a danger that they will be implemented

in order to solve crises in social work training or in higher edu-

cation, rather than to improve teacher training itself. They are,

moreover, piecemeal attacks on a situation on which a more radical

onslaught may well be justified. The former proposal tends, for

example, to emphasize the affinity of students taking "practical"

courses, the latter the attractiveness and importance of lacadmiics'

studies, thus lending weight to the unrealistic and damaging

distinctions persisting in teacher education between "theoretical"

knowledge and "practical" experience.

In education this distinction has a long and varied history.

It is embodied in divisions between courses in "educational

theory" and "educational practice" common in most students' curri-
cula it operates within selection procedures for the teachers

of teachers, turning ex- teachers into more popular candidates than
experts from other related fields ; it encourages an insularity

I) The break between school and college is almost non - existent in
countries where teacher training colleges complete the upper
cycle of secondary education, e.g. France, Belgium, certain
Swiss cantons, etc.



to teaching methods that prevents their critical evaluation. Ulti-

mately, and most seriously, it divides the world or "thinkers"

from that of practitioners separates tl ght from fiction in a

manner directly antagonistic to innovation (1)

Since creating a new. basis for teaches education is at least

partially dependent on breakiag through this conservative ideology,

the proposals previously mentioned do out go far e gh. Al the

moment most teachers in initial training are presented with elabo-

rate, centrally directed syllabi on entering college and have

their movements and studios directed to a degree that few univer-

sity students wel.ld tolerate. Their inservice training then

takes place within a predetermined frame and the young teachers

are granted little opportunity for independent intellectual activ

ity or freedoM for self-levelopment. In some European countries

such restrictive practices commonly extend beyond college activi
lies in an attempt to regulate also the studentsl private social

life. Yet, &ily if new policies for initial training concentrate

primarily on liberating the trainee teacher, so that he may direct

his own selfdevelopment, can one hope to develop an attitude

compatible with professional teacher autonomy. Then, and only

then, can one begin to expect teachers to relate theory and prac

tice imaginatively in an intellectually independent fashion.

FUrthermore, such proposals do nothing to break the physical se

paration existing between in-service training in schools and "aca-

demic" study in college or university. The significance of linking

these more closely by shifting the onus of teacher training onto

practising teachers, with the college as the advisory or consul-

tative body, rather than the custodial hotly, does not appear to

have been seriously considered by very many authorities.

SeVeral specific developments have also been suggested to

support curriculum improvement in teacher educations In the pro-.

vision of more varied course units for study, for example, empha-

sis, it has bean suggested, could be placed not only on improved

academic courses, which goes without saying, but also on social

and technological subjects. In the united Kingdom students are

required to engage for a short while in some type of social work

in order to extend their own social experience. This represents

a deeply felt need for teachers to be able to communicate with

their pupils more sensitively and thus to guide their efforts in

1) See A. Yates ed., Current Problems of Teacher Education,
UNESCO, Paris, 1970.
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a more meaningful way. Soch is policy seems of certain value in

contributing to student.* maturity. Mre significantly, however,

this practice could be inteeded to result in the development of

teachers specialised in working with particular cultural.or social

groups and could challenge the longheid assumption that teachers

are "interchangeable from school to sea 1, from grade to grade

and from one cultural group to another". (1) Viewed in this way

it could then provide a serious contribution to the development

of professional teaching specialisations.

In terms of technology the teachers are said to be among those

least capable of using modern materials. While certain technolo
gins have achieved is limited popularity - films, slides, records,

tape recordings, etc. - others, such as language laboratories,

doted- circuit television and programmed learning. have not caught

on, Cemplesity, cost or unsuitability may all provide reasons

for the non-use or technological aids, but the general lack of

courses in educational technology in training curricula has also

to be taken into account, It is now hoped that the provision of

such courses in initial training programmes could do much to dia

pel basic fears or using technological devices as well as encou-

raging greater teacher control over technological innovations in

the future, (2) Such thinking is often accompanied by the belief

that technology can provide the panacea to all teaching problems.

Many types of technological devices aro mere gadgetry !3), however,

and serve no good educational purpose.

it seems pointless in fact to introduce teachers to educa-

tional technology without ensuring, first of all, that they hove

a sure grasp of the nature of children's affective and cognitive

development and hence of the key learning areas within which Such

technology might be appied. Yet this is precisely the area where

many training colleges still Fail to provide professional guidance

since they themselves have failed to evolve a satisfactory concep
tuaiisation or learning or to keep up to date with the social and

economic environments within which learning has now to take place.

1) L.J. Stiles, State of the Art of Teacher Education", Journal
of,Educational Research No, 9, May-June 1971.

2) Educational TechnologY_t The Design and Implementation of
i.earning Systems, OECD/CERI, Paris, 1971.

3) 6, De Landsheere "The Causes or the Resistance of Teachers to
innovation", (Paper VI of this volume).
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C. Recurrent Educetion,

it is now generally recognised that the main characteristic

of "initial training" is its incompleteness. Particularly in a

rapidly changing society, such training implies the necessity

fur teachers to further their education and degree of specialise-

tion throughout their careers, even moving from one to another,

field of 'pedagogy where this seems necessary,

more then lip-ser!ce is currently paid by educational

autitorus+ei, in most OECD countrie in this proposition. Rather

than ,paeacing as an essential, "recurrent education" still occu-

pies the status of an attractive trimming. The high levels or

expenditure and the adjustmonts in tea:hors working conditions,

that could make recurrent education 1e4it of a vacation pastime or

an arduous evening chore, are generally not forthcoming,

Even where recurrent education programmes are being set up,

they are normally conceived with a certain one-siiedness. in

addition to the provision of courses, teutors also need, if re-

current
.

education is to succeed, to be coninced they can Int-thence

and guide their own training programmes. (1) Since little in

their initial training or working environment is conducive to such

thinking, however, the present prospects for recurrent education

scorn very limited. Additionally, recurrent education has usually

no formal position in teachers career structures and thus can

play no official role in developing teaching specialisms or ex-

pertise, it has yet to be recognised, therefore, as an essential

ingredient in p. .1essionat teacher training.

tr, however, it is accepted that learning should be a life-

long activity, and should be encouraged amongst all adults to

ensure not- only personal enrichment but also individual flexibil-

ity in a rapidly changing labour market, then teachers are the

obvious adult candidates with which to begin. Their own partici-

pation in recurrent cdation could servo ass model and an encou-

ragement for the wider population and thus begin the pursuit of a

much broader educational target the development of "u learning

society",

1) 13. Thelin, "The Training and Recruitment of Teacher Trainers
in Sweden", (Paper IX or this volume).
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H, Involving Teachers in Vitscatinnal Research mid Deimlizment

A further proposal now being exeminea is that the develepment

of the teaching profession depends on teachers booming more elo-
v

sely connected with educationat research and becoming_ themselves__
prime aspects of educational innovation. This is supported by
evidence from recent survey s which show that centralised program

mos of educational research and innovation are less likely to

bear fruit when the teachers' co-operation and involvement are
not enlisted.

This, it is pointed out, could currently be achieved in va..

. rious ways t teachers could be involved in research work in their

actual schools 4 teachers' unions could take greater initiative
in mounting research and development programmes 4 periods of de-

tachment could be arranged for practising teachers with particular

interests 4 educational research centres could bo established in
which teachers, research personnel and administrators might meet
to discuss and develop common problems.

Further research underlines, however, the great difficulties
that exist in involving teachers in research and development work
within the conventional school system. Summarising the work of

the Keele Integrated Studies Project, M.O. Shipman records, "the

pressures involved on teachers involved in innovation to revert
back to traditional content and methods are strong. These are
only partly due to the nature of the innovation. They are also
the product of the way the teaching role is traditionally.defined.
The innovating role seemed insecure. The assessment of standards
of work was difficult. TItt new content was strange. Enquiry me..

thuds often seemed too tme-consuming." (1) To expect the aver-

age teacher to participate in educational research and development

programmes when such pressures are operative and no relief from

them is offered is to expect too much.

SUMMARY

Those four aspects of teacher policy by no means cover all
the ideas currently under consideration for the development of
teaching expertise. However, their piecemeal nature and look of
explicit relationships, either to each other or to broader educaft

tionat goals, provide a clear demonstration of present conceptual

1) M.D. Shipman, "The Role of the Teacher in Selected Innovative
Schools in the United Kingdom", (Paper III of this volume)1
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And planning inadcquacies in this rield. The last section Of

this paper will therefore attempt to see what policies for

teacher proreJsionalisation might begin to look like within the

context of broader educational principles and social objectives.
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Part Three

GUIDELINES Oft FUTURE TEACHER POLICIES

Dy concentrating first on expansion and then on piecemeal

reform, policies for recruiting, training and utilising a more

professional teaching force have failed, in most OECD countries

over the past twenty years, to define and attack the basic prob-

lems by which teachers, pupils and others affected by current

educational practices are confronted. It is striking that in most

of the policies reviewed there have been few explicit ideas on

the nature of teaching expertise, i.e. on what learning and the

management of learning involves. Secondly, one notes a lack of

concern with pupil/teacher relationships and thus a failure to

evaluate the role of the professional teachers in anything but

the vaguest of terms. Thirdly, there is little indication that

such policies have been based on an understanding of the present

educational system or framed with any ideal, future state in mind.

As a result, these policies now demonstrate the failure of both

politicians and planners to evaluate the current social and poli-

tical functions of education or the commitment to these that, as

outlined in Part One teachers continue to preserve. Though this

its not the occasion for pursuing the reasons for this failure in

detail, they clearly go beyond the technical reasons suggested

and relate to the social and psychological make-up of those in-

volved in educational decision-making.

Even a brief consideration of the nature of the learning pro-

cess does however yield certain indications of the functions that

professional teachers might be expected to fulfil and of the lines

along which toucher policies might therefore 14, gradually redefined.

The process of learning is very dependent on both internal psycho-

logical development and the nature of one's external, physical and

social environment. Although externally the occurrence of learning

is demonstrated by changes in nerformance, behavioural changes do

not alone pro,/ide convincing evidence that learning has taken place.
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Learning is aise an ieternalisation or experience involving an

ac:.etance, uaderrtanding and integration of one's perceptions.

Olfrerent theories of the learning process have regularly

railed to come to terms with this dualism of the human condition-.

rhus Skinnerism has concentrated on the behavioural or external

aspects or learning Gestalt psychelogy and phenomenology in

general on internalisation. Others such as Jensen, by concen-

trating on the hereditary aspects of intelligence, have rocased

on the pre-determination of learnine abiliiy, rather than on the

considerable differences in learning that various emotional expe-

riences or environmental pressures can bring about ; they hays

thus nearly side - stepped the learning issue altogether.

Only in those isolated cases where the nature of individual

development has been taken really seriously - as in a few experi

mental school .s or a small percentage or the British primary schools..

have radical structural changes in the organisation of learning

experiences In school begun to occur. (1) Conversely, only in

those eases where there has been a radical re-appraisal or school

structures, as in Sweden, have different 'and arguably better

pupil/teacher relationships begun to evolve (2).

Thanks to the labours of Freud, Erikson and others, it is now

well substantiated that a child's cognitive development is very

dependent on his general progress through the stages of biological

and psychological growth. The main periods of cognitive growth

outlined by Plaget (the mensorimoter period, tho pre- conceptual

stage, the Intuitive sub-stage, the period of concrete operations,

the period of formal operations) are not experienced by individuals

in terms or an inevitable progression but are created by indivi-

duals at least partly on the basis or their biological and psycho

logical development, Thus in adolescence, for example, a time of

considerable emotional turmoil, individuals are quite likely to

regress in their thinking to one of the early stages. All this

implies the overwhelming necessity for teachers to be able to

understand and cope with the psychological basis of child develop-

ment, in order to assist an individual's cognitive growth. This

demands considerable personal maturity of the teacher.

1) M. Kogan, "English Primary Schools l A Model or Institutional
Innovation ?" in Educational Planning in Perspective ed. by
T. Green, 1971.

2) S. Marklund "The Role of the Teacher in Educational Innovation
in Sweden", (Paper V of this volume).
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complementary to ti.io is the reallsatian that cognitive

growth is also dependent oh the nature of an indlviduat's external

environment. In this the school is but one of many elements find,

-as-mucuresearch-has established, an element in which a child's

progress is very much dependent on his family background and other

social experiences, A pupil/teacher relationship intended to ad-

vance learning is thus dependew; for its effectiveness not only

on the tearher's personal maturity. It also depends on the

teacher's sensitive appreciation of the .hill's whole learning

werld, on the adeclua.-y of that world, and on the teacher's impact

therein. (1)

Taking Learning as the prime educational goal, there are thus

two explicit gui4elines along which to restructure both future

teachers' roles and policies for teacher recruitment and training 1

encourage teachers to develop towards personal, emotional and

cognitive maturity help teachers both to understand and to eva-

luate their awn impact on the child's whole learning environment.

For teacher recruitment and training policies these seem to imply

the following

- Recruit trainee teachers for their psychological maturity

or their potential to mature without serious difficulty (2).

- Encourage this maturity through the -trainee teachers' in-

terest in and experience of child development.

- Since colleges of education offer limited opportunities

either for learning about child development or for devel..

coping towards personal maturity, shift the basis of teacher

.training back to its origins, i.e. to the schools and to

in-service training.

Make the trainee teachers' emotional and intellectual

development the twin goals of teacher training programmes

develop the college of education as the main source of

psychological support and intellectual stimulation for the

trainee teacher and his school.

- Since the process of personal and intellectual development

is potentially without end, turn recurrent education into

one of a teacher's regular commitments and link it closely

to on -going research.

1) D.A. Pidgeon "The Implications of Teachers' Attitudes for the
Reform of Teacher Training", (Paper VII ot this volume).

2) "The Human Development Goal" in Educational Planning in Per-
spective, Thomas Green, Ed., /PC Ousiness Press Ltd., Guilford,
surrey, England, 1971.
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help teachers to understand and become responsive to pupils'

social environments. This goal and, with it, the "openness"

or "responsiveuess" of the teaching profession (l), could

be pursued in the following manner s

u) In initial and recurrent training programmes teachers

could be given experience of different social environs

ments. Opportunities for teachers to participate in

certain typos or welfare work or to conduct brief surveys

of different local communities could, for example, be

built into training programmes,

b) The social participation of teachers could be encouraged

through, for example, the development of certain types

of community school*, i.e. schools as consciously planned

agencies for the improvement of the community.

el Parent/teacher associations could become crucial bodies

For all schools, and given financial support.

d) Legislation could encourage broadly - structured school

and college governing boards, linking parents, pupils,

teachers, officials and other members of the communities

surrounding the school.

e) Educational planning, departments could assume responsis

bility for orga.ising communication between teachers,

parents, .officlals, etc, at different educational levels,

particularly where contentious issues such as the nature

of sex education, religious instruction or the use of

corporal punishment, etc. arise. (2)

11 in the light of this extensive communication pupils'

learning needs might begin to be met by other specialist

agencies outside the school system. Where such agencies

did not exist, pressures could be applied ror their

creation. thus the formal school system might begin to

delegate many of those responsibilities with which it

cannot cope today.

If, however, one returns to the material presented in Part One

of this chapter, one realises the degree to which these policies,

if pursued on their own, must fall on stony ground and fail to bear

fruit. Teachers are so much a part of the conventional fabric of

*heir societies that they cannot develop professional expertise and

1) See penultimate paragraph of introduction to this chapter,

2) S, Oalloch, "The Social Environment of Education and Educational

Planning", OECD document, 1971,
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attitudes, individualised pupil /teacher relattonships and a willing-

ness to further their own development and knowledge without prior

changes in the environment in which they and their pupils aro ex-,

-pected to work._- Firstly, until the social and political functions

or education are substantially modified, teachers cannot be ex-

pected to concentrate on developing expertise in the management

of learning. Secondly, until gross inequalities in educational

opportunity between pupils are reduced, one cannot expect pupils

to, be capable of establishing individual and workable relation-

ships with teachers in the conventional, compulsory school system.

Thirdly, until the social reform or education challenges the

teachers' conventional images of social structure and hence or

individual pupil's abilities and destinies, the insulated Slow or

conformist pupils into schools and or conformist teachers or

teachers hack into the colleges of education will continue utt.-.

staunched. (I) There will be no point in the cycle at which adap-

tation to the changing educational needs or individuals or groups

can occur.

No two of the member countries or the OECD are identical in

social structural pattern or in the political and social inequal-

ities institutionalised in tteir educational systems or their

teaching bodies. For each society, therefore, different styles,

paces and methods or educational reform will clearly be apro

priate. For all, however, the general principle surely holds t

the professionalisation of teachers and the consequent creation

of a more effective learning environment for schoolchildren cannot

be accomplished unless policies for improving the recruitment,

training and utilisation of toachors are implemented within the

context or other social and educational changes. More than any

other single aspect of educational reform, new teacher policies,

to be effective, call for a new social contract for education.

1) The Swedish example provides an interesting case study.
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